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PEEFACE

Although the Brahmasutras, otherwise known as the

VedSntasutras, with the Bhashya of SahkarSchSTya have been
published over half a dozen times in India, with and without

the sub-commentaries upon the Bhashya, it is a fact that none
of these editions—not even those issued bythe Nirnayasagara

—

approach the Anandasrama edition in the accuracy of the text.

I have mainly followed that edition (where alone variants from

Mss, are noted), except in the matter of punctuation and the

objectionable practice of the double avagraha (which is a

veritable monstrosity
!
). I have, however, changed some few

readings on the authority of Ms. evidence, and supplied the

accidental lacuna in Sutra 1 9 of Pada 1 . In one case (II. ii. 1 9,

line 1.6) a conjectural emendation, fully discussed in the notes

to the passage, has been introduced into the text, enclosed

within brackets and placed immediately after the current read-

ing. Otherwise the main improvement made in the text of the

Bhashya lias been in the matter of its presentation. All

quotations in the Bhashya, for instance, have been made to

stand out on separate lines, and I have been at pains in veri-

fying the references in the Bhashya, particularly those on

Mimafisa matters, of which last many will be found given here

for the first time—even Deussen not having listed the same.
—^The references to the Mahabharata are to the Kumbhakonam
e^m^^The text has been divided into paragraphs, and sub-

within a paragraph are marked off by a double

||ne or dan^. And I have, for facility of reference,

MK^dd the lines of the Bhashya by threes, separately for

each sutra.

In the Notes I have drawn freely upon all available com-

mentaries, important extracts from which are supplied—rather

too few, as some may think, than too many. I have rarely

attempted verbal explanations, but have sought mainly to set

forth the underlying philosophiod concepts, which, in a work
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of this kind, matter more than the words. For flowing, philo*

sophic style, perspicacity of reasoning, and high intellectual

calibre, the portion here presented is admittedly one of the best

introductions to Indian philosophical literature tliat can be
found

; and my main purpose in writing the Notes has been to

promote an intelligent study of ^hkaracharya’s philosophy.

Hence I have noticed varying interpretations of the other

Bhashyakaras, have weighed them critically, and have not

shrunk from even expressing at times a preference for them.
Once in awhile (cp. II. i. 23, II. ii. 44, etc.) I had to find them
all wanting, and even attempt an independent interpretation of

my own—although, of course, that was merely to show what
way the desideratum might lie.

As the first two padas of the second chapter are regularly

prescribed as texts for those Philosophy students of our Uni-

versity who elect the Philosophy or Sankaracharya for their

M. A. course, and as a large majority of these students ,do not

always feel at home in the original Sanskrit, but have to depend

upon an English translation, 1 Imve deemed it neccessary to

furnish such a translation, tlie more so as Thibaut’s excellent

translation in the Sacred Books of the East has long run

out of stock. That translation is also a bit more free and,

once in a while, soriiewhat inaccurate. I haA'e of course tried

my best to make my translation readable by itself (and under-

standable without a concurrent reference to the original text I);

and have for that purpose eschewed all avoidable intrusion of

Sanskrit words bodily into the English of the translation.—For

the present edition the translation has been carefully revised

and all minor inaccuracies removed. In the translation I have •

thought it more convenient to refer to the pages of the original

text, these being given in thick type within square brackets in

the body of the translation.

I had intended to append to this edition a full introduc-

tion discussing the date, works, and philosophy of Sankara*

chaiya and a number of other kindred topics. But upon

second thought I liave deemed it proper to reserve tliis for a
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volume of extracts from ^nkcuScharya's works, arranged as a
philosophical whole, which I have compiled in connection with
another undertaking. In the meantime, and pending the

publication of tliat other work, I may be permitted here to refer

the students to my Basu Mallik Lectures on VedUnta Philo^

sophy, where the above topics have been succinctly set forth.

The first edition of the present work was published in

1923-1924 in two parts. And although it was primarily

designed for University students, it would seem that it has

found favour with a much wider class of readers. And I have

received several appreciative communications about it from
diverse quarters. On the 1 8th of September, 1 924, the late

Professor Garbe of Tubingen wrote; “ Ihr Buch fiber Brahma-
sutras II. I, II ist eine Leistung von hervorragender Sorgfalt

und enthait in den Noten wichtige und scharfsinnige Beob-

achtungen,” On the 23rd of October, 1924, Prof. Sylvain Levi

wrote from Paris, " I thank you warmly for the kind present-

ation of so many interesting papers, which I could enjoy

thoroughly, as they came in vacation-time. I can say that I

have read all of them through, even, or rather chielly, your

extracts of Brahmasutras and &ihkara's Bhashya. You will

hardly believe it, but the fact is that I was just engaged on the

2nd Adliikarana, as I am editing two texts of Buddhist Vijiiana-

matra philosophy. You came as a blessed help. I cannot

thank you enough for your substantial Notes. That is the

way how Ankara has to be treated : a well-deserved respect,

but no superstition. He had a wonderful power of mind, but,

as a man, he had his prejudices and, under his logical appara-

tus, he was passionate enough to be sometimes an unfair

antagonist. This makes his personality so much more attrac-

tive.” Dr. F. O. Schrader, on the 1 7th of May, 1 92 6, wrote from

Kiel :
‘‘ Only quite recently I came across your edition of San-

kara’s Bhasya on Brahmasutra 11, 1 and 2 and found it so

excellent that I purchased at once a copy also for our Indoger-

manisches Seminar. This is a most useful and stimulating

work : exactly what is wanted for young students of Indian
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Philosophy.” From several Indian students and Professors

also I received warm appreciations coupled with pressing

requeks to translate and annotate iUong the same lines the

whole of the SahkarabhSshya on the Vedantasutras, or failing

that, in any case the first four sutras of the Bhashya : the

Chatuhsutri. Since, however, I have now reached a stage of

life when 1 ought to concetrate all my efforts on the comple-t

tion of the engagements already undertaken, rather than

accept any fresh ones howsoever tempting, I had to resolutely

decline being dragged away by this last suggestion, which I

know was most kindly and sincerely meant. The first edition

having become somewhat out-of-date, a second edition was

urgently called for
; and in view of the reception accorded to the

first edition,! could not well decline the responsibility of putting

forth a second and revised edition on the market, although it

involved the expenditure of a considerable slice of my time,

already requisitioned for earlier and more pressing undertak-

ings. My work of the revision of the Notes in particular was

considerably facilitated by suggestions for improvement that I

received from several Colleagues who had to teach the work ;

and special mention is due in this couuection to certain acute

and detailed comments that I have received from Professor M.
Hiriyanna of Mysore. Although the net additions made to the

Notes in the present edition extend to more than forty pages, I

feel that there may be yet found scope for further improve-

ments. I have therefore to repeat to students, colleagues and

scholars who may have occasion to read this edition, the

request already made in the earlier edition to communicate to

me all errors of omission and commission and all other

deficiencies that may be noticed herein, and the removal of

which may tend to make this edition of some of the best that

one of the greatest philosophers of India has written as useful

and informing as possible to those for whom 1 was led to

undertake this task.

To the present edition 1 have added, in the hope that it

may be serviceable to the students, a Glossary of important

technical terms from the te.xt here presented, together with
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their English equivalents. In the first edition the Index took

cognisance of the Notes only. In this edition the scope of the

index ( the work of my student-friend, R. D. Vadekar, M. A.,

)

has been enlarged so as to include the Translation. The
excellent get-up of this edition is entirely to the credit of the

Secretary and staff of the Ganesh Printing Works. Nevertheless

the. printing of the work in time could not have been achieved

if the Manager of the Arya-Bhushan Press had not also, with

his usual courtesy, lent a helping hand by printing the conclud-

ing portion of the Notes, the Glossary, and the Index. This

necessitated giving a separate pagination to the Notes. The

Translation, it will be noted, lias been thrown in the beginning

right by itself, in the hope that non-Sanskritists may be

induced thus to make their first acquaintance with Sankara’s

masterpiece.
Om, Tat Sat : Brahmarpanam astu.

}

Bilvahufija, Poona
15th June, 1931

S. K. Belvalkar
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CHAPTEE SECOND

QUA.RTER FIRST

Topic i : Heterodox Smritis

( Sutras 1-3

)

[ Page 1 ] In Chapter Fir&t it was demonetrated, by eetabliEh*

ing the concensus of the Scriptural passages ( on the points ),

.that the Omniscient Overlord is the cause of the world’s origin,

like clay, gold, and so forth of pots, ornaments, and other articles;

that of the world thus created, He is the cause of stability, as

being its controller, like the magician of his magical-illusion

;

that of the extended world. He, finally, is the author of the re-

absorption into His own self, like the earth of the four clctsses of

beings ; and that the same Lord is identical with the Soul of us

all. The doctrines putting forth FradhSna and the like as the

( First ) Cause were also refuted as being not borne out by the

Scriptures. Now is commenced Chapter Second, which is to

deal with topics such as : the refutation of the objections based

on Smritis and on Logic against our own position [ Quarter 1]

;

the presence of fallacious dialectics in the Fradbana and other

theories [ Quarter 3 ] ; and the absence of inconsistency in the

creation and other theories set forth in the several Yedanta-texts

[ Quarters 3 and 4 ]. To begin with, the Author puts forth the

alleged contradiction ( of our theory ) with certain Smritis, and

then sets it aside :

If it be objected that out position is open to the fault of leaving

no scope to certain Smritis, we demur, as there would otherwise

result the fault of leaving no scope to certain other Smritis. 1

The statement that Brahman alone, the Omniscient, is the

.

cause of the world is not admissible. Why ? Since there results
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the fault of leaving no scope to certain Smriiis. Thus there is

the Smriti known as the Tantra, composed by the Great Sage,

and regarded authoritative by those-entitled-to-respect, and other

( Smritis ) also based upon the same, which would all have no
scope ( at all ) in your theory. For, in these Smritis the non-

intelligent PradhSna is set forth as an independent cause of the

world. As to the Smritis of Manu and others, they do have a

scope inasmuch as they fulfil their anticipated purpose by pre>

scribing various religious-duties like fire-worship ( Agnihotra ),

which are laid down as injunctions : namely, that a specific

caste is to have at a specific period its ceremony of Initiation

performed according to specific ritual ; that a specific course of

conduct is to be followed ( after the Initiation ) ;tbat the Veda is

to be studied in a particular mode ; that the return ( after com-
pletion of study ) is to be accomplished in a given manner ; and
that a particular is the method of cohabitation with one’s law-

fully-wedded wife. Likewise do they prescribe different religi-

ous-duties proper to the castes or the life-periods ( a^ramas ) and
calculated to secure goals attainable by mankind. But there

remains no such scope for the Smritis such as those of Kapila
and others in regard to the exercise of some kind of an activity.

For, these were composed [ Page 2 J with the exclusive object of

teaching the right knowledge that is the means to Liberation.

And if these are to have no scope in that connecticin also, there

would result an entire. purposelessness of them. Therefore, you
must interpret the Vedanta-texts so as not to contradict the

(teaching ) of these ( Smriiis ). — But how can the teaching of

the Scriptures, viz., that Brahman, the Omniscient one, is the

cause of this world,—after it has been once established by argu-

ments like that [ in Brahmasutra, I. i. 5 ] about the “ Seeing ”

—

be again open to the attack on the ground of the fault of not

leaving scope for certain Smritis ? This attack (we reply ) would

be nugatory in the case of persons of independent intellect. But

the generality of the people, lacking such independent intellect

and so unable to ascertain the sense of the Scriptures indepen-

dently, would have to depend upon Smritis composed by celebra-

ted authors, and would accordingly endeavour to ascertain the

sense of the Scriptures with their help ; and they would have no
reliance upon the interpretation put forth by us by reason of

th«ff rey^renpe for the auth<n's these Smritis. That cages like
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Kapila and others bad unobstructed intuitive knowledge is de>

dared in Smritis. There is also the Vedic tezt[Svetasvatara,v.2]—^“He who, in the beginning, supports by knowledge that sage

Kapila when born, and who would see him while being born."

Hence it is not possible to imagine that the opinion of such per-

sons is not conformable to truth. For they, moreover, establish

their view by taking the support of reasoning also. Therefore,

the objection is repeated that we must interpret the Scriptures iif

consonance with these Sirritig.

This is our rejoinder. We deny (your contention), as it would
lead to the fault of leaving no scope to certain other Smritis.

If, on the ground of the fault of leaving no scope to certain

Smritis, the view that the Lord is the cause is objected to, then in

that case the other Smritis proclaiming the Lord as the cause

would be void of any scope. We will cite these : Having intro-

duced the Highest Brahman with the words [ Mahabharata, xii.

342. 30 ]
—

“ That which is subtle and beyond knowledge, ”—and
having affirmed [ ibid., xii. 342. 31]

—
“ He is indeed the. Inner

Soul of all beings and is styled ‘ Knower of the Field;
’ ”—the

text declares [ ibid., xii. 342. 32 ]
—

“ From Him, O Best of the

Twice-born, the Unevolved, consisting of the three gunas (aspects)

sprang forth.” Also in another place [ ibid., xii. 347. 31 ]
—“The

Unevolved, O Brahmin, is absorbed into the Person who is free

from Qualities.” ( And again ), “Listen, accordingly, to this

condensed statement : ‘The ancient Narayana is all this; he

creates everything at the creation-time and again consumes it

(all) at the sublation-period.’ ”—^This is declared in PurSna [ op.

MahSbharata, xii. 307. 115 ]. And in the BhagavadgItS [ vii. 6 ]

it is said :
“ I am the source as also the dissolution of the entire

world.” Apastamba
I,
Dharmasutra, i. 8. 23. 2 ] likewise declares

with reference to the very same Highest Soul : I Page 3 ] "From

Him spring all bodies ; He is the root, the eternal and the un-

changeable.” Thus in many a place even the Smritis show forth

the Lord as being both the constituent and the efficient cause.

That unto an opponent who has based his objection on the

strength of Smritis I should reply on the strength of the Smritis

themselves—for this purpose it was that the fault of leaving no

scope to Smritis was above set forth. That the Scriptures pur-
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port to declare the Lord as the cause has been already shown.
Hence when there ensues a conflict between Smritis so that only
one ( set ) of them can be accepted and the other rejected, those

Smritis that conform to the Scriptures are authoritative, the

others being disregarded. This is declared in the treatise on

Valid-proofs iJaimini Sutra, i. 3. 3]
—
‘‘When there is contra-

diction ( of a Smriti with an existing Sruti or Scriptural text

)

the Smriti is to be disregarded ; and where no Sruti ( correspond-

ing to a Smriti ) is preserved, an inference ( of its existence is to

be made ).” That any one can know matters beyond the purview
of the senses without (the help of) the Scriptures, it is not possible

to imagine, as there is no (valid) ground for it. ( If one were to

assert) that it is possible for perfect-sages like Eapila, as they

have an unhindered knowledge (of everything), the reply is. No

:

for, this perfection is contingent. For, the perfection en.sues from

religious practices, and these are to be bad from injunctions

( given by the Scriptures ). Hence the meaning of an already

existent ( Scriptural ) injunction cannot be called into question

on the.strength of the words of a perfect-sage, who comes into

existence after (the Scriptural injunction). And even if one were

to turn to these sages (for the right interpretation of Scriptures),

yet, as there aremany such sages, whenever there results, as before

indicated, a conflict between Smritis, there remains no mode of

reaching a decision unless one resorts to the Scriptures. And
for one who ( is not such a perfect-sage, and who ) derives his

knowledge from others, it is not proper to conceive without rea-

son a partial ity for some speciflc Smritis, since, if one were to

have such a partiality for some particular text, seeing that the

opinions of people are extremely divergent, there would ensue

the contingency of an absence of all definiteness as to the Reality.

Hence, even the mind of such a ( misguided ) person one should

endeavour to enlist to the right path by setting forth the diver-

gent teachings of the Smritis, and asking him to discriminate

between them according as their doctrines follow or do not

follow (the teaching of the Scriptures).

As to the Scriptural-text exhibiting the perfection ofknowledge

of Eapila which was cited, on the strength of that it is not possible

to rely upon Elapila’s view even though it be against the Scrip-

tures : for, the text contains merely the general wcrd “Eapila”
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and we know from Smritis of another Kapila, Vasudeva by name,
who burnt down the sons of Sagara ; and furthermore a passage

can have no power ( for establishing one thing) if its main topic

be another thing, as it would then lack all probatory force with

reference to the first thing. We also have another Scriptural-

text proclaiming the greatness of Manu [Tait. Saih , 11. ii. 10. 2]—“Whatsoever Manu has declared is medicine.” And IMianu

has praised the oneness of the Self pervading all things with the

words [ xii. 91 ]
—

“ One who sees the Self in all beings, and all

beings in the Self makes the ( true ) offering to the Self, and so

wins Self-empire”—and so it follows ( Page 4] that he reprobates

the opinion of Kapila. For, Kapila does not acknowledge the

doctrine of the oneness of the Self in all, as he assumes a plura-

lity of the Selfs. In the Mahahharata [ xii. 360. 1 ] also, after

raising the question :
“ Are there, O Brahmin, many persons or

only one?”—and setting forth the opponent’s view [ibid,, xii,

360. 2 ] : “0 King, there are, according to those that adopt the

Saihkhya-Yoga view, many persons,”—the text refutes that view
by the passage beginning with [ ibid., xii. 360. 3 ] :

” Just as of

several persons there is only one source of origin (viz. the earth),

so will I declare to you that Universal Person, excelling in

qualities ” ; and it goes on to establish the oneness of the Self in

all [ ibid., xii. 361. 4-5 ] by the words :
‘‘ The Self within me and

that within thee and the others that are encased in the different

bodies : of them all He is the spectator, not to be perceived by
anyone anywhere. He is all-headed, all-armed, all-footed, all-

eyed, all-nosed: the one who moves unhindered and at will

amidst all the beings.” There is also a Scriptural text about the

oneness of the Self in all [ I^a Up., 7 J
—

“ When unto the know-

ing individual all the beings have become one with his own Self,

what infatuation, what misery, can there be for that one who
realises the oneness (of all) ?” Hence it is proved that the theory

of Kapila runs counter to Vedai and to the words of Manu who
follows Veda, also in its view about the plurality of the Selfs,

and not merely in its hypothesis of the Prakciti as an indepen-

dent First Principle. As to theVeda of course its authoritativeness

in its own subject is not contingent upon anything, any more

than that of the Sun in the matter of form-and-colour ; whereas

that of merely human statements is contingent upon some inde-

pendent external basis (the Veda or the actual reality ), and is
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further estranged (from reality) by the intervension of the

speaker’s memory. Hence in matters that go against the Vedas

the objection that certain Smritis would be deprived of all scope

is no objection. 1

.

And for what further reason is the contention that certain

Smritis would be deprived of every scope, not valid ?

—

And because there is no finding of the others. 2

Entities other than the FradhUna, and as the evolved products

of the Pradhana, which are imagined in the (Saihkbya) Smriti,

viz. the Mahat and others, are not met with either in the Veda

or in ordinary experience. As to the elements and the organs,

these can be asserted in the Smnti-text &s they are welbestablish-

.

ed in the world and in the Veda ; but Mahat and others to which

neither experience nor the Scriptures bear testimony [ Page 5 ],

the Smriti can have no right to assert, any more than to assert

an object cognisable by a sixth sense-organ ( there being only

five of them }. And what appears to be a scriptural warrant for

the entities in question has been explained by us as not referring

to them in the Sutra I. iv. 1, beginning with the words
—

“ If it

be urged that even the inferred entity (Pradhana) in some texts

etc." The point is that if the Smriti-statement is untrust-

worthy in respect of the effects, it is fit that it should not be

trusted in respect of the (First) Cause taught by it. Hence also that

a cer^in Smriti becomes devoid of all scope is no defect. As to

the siipport from reasoning ( sought for the Smriti ) the Siitrakiira

will demolish it in the portion beginning with Sutra II. i. 4

—

“No : by reason of the disparity-in-nature, etc.” 2. Here ends

the Topic (1) called Heterodox Smritis.

TOPIC 2 ; YOGA-SMRITI

( StUra 3

)

Thereby is Yoga refuted. 5

By this refutation of the Saihkhya-Sm^riti even the Yoga'Smriti
is to be understood as refuted : so he extends the application ( of

the same arguments ). For, even in that Smriti are assumed, in
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contravention of tlie Scriptures, Pradhana as an independent

first cause as well as Mahat and others as effects, none of which
are warranted by experience and by the Scriptures. If that be fo,

because there is the application of the same reas^oning, this is

already implied in the preceding. Wherefore, then, make a
special analogical transference ’r (We reply : ) There is here a
special cause for doubt, inasmuch as the Yoga is laid down as •

the means to right knowledge in Vedio texts like [ Brib. Up., ii.

4. 5J— The self is to be heard, thought of, meditated upon”;

while we observe in the Svetasvatara Upanishad [ii. 8]Yogio
preroriptions with manifold details beginning with the assuming

of postures etc. in passages like
—

“ Having rendered the body

with its three erect parts ( the trunk, the neck and the head

)

even And there are to be found thousands of references to

the Yoga in the Veda, such as [ Katha, II. iii. 11 ]
—

“ The steady

curbing of the senses is what they call Yoga”; or [ Katha, II. iii.

181-“ This teaching as well as all the prescriptions about Yoga”;

and so forth. In the Yogasastra itself with (the Sutra)— ‘ Now,
the Yoga, the means to the perception of Reality”—Yoiiia is

acknowledged to be a means for right knowledge. Hence inas*

much as a portion of it is acceptable, the Yoga Smriti would be«

come altogether free from objection, like the Smriti teaching the
” Ashtaka ” rites. It is this additional cause for doubt that is

being removed by the analogical transference ; since, although a

part of it is acceptable, there is seen to be, as pointed out already,

a divergence as regards another part of its teaching.

1 Page 6 1 Although many are the Smritis treating of the soUl

and kindred matter.^ a special effort has been made to refute just

the Saihkhya and the Yoga Smritis. For, Samkhya and Yoga
are well-known in the world as the means of reaching the high-

est end of man, are so accepted by persons*entitled-to-respect,

and are armed with specific references to them in the Scriptures,

viz. [Svet.. vi. 13 “ Having known that Cause, attainable by
Sarnkhya-Yoga—the God—one is freed from all fetters.” The
way out is given by the consideration that it is not by S^khya-
knowledge or Yoga-method independently of the Veda that the

highest goal is achieved. For, Sruti itself [ Svet., iii. 8] discoun-

tenances any other means of reaching the highest goal save the

Vedio teaching of the oneness of the Atman—

“

Knowing Him
2 [ BrahmasUtrabhSabya, Trans.]
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alone one goes beyond Death : there exists no other path for going
(beyond).” The Sathkhya and the Yoga followers are dualists

:

they do not recognise the oneness of the Atman. And as to the

Sruti-text cited [Svet., vi. 13]—“That cause, attainable by
Sarhkhya-Yoga ’’etc.,—even there one must conclude that

the knowledge and the meditation implied by the words Sithkbya

. and Yoga are no other than what the Veda gives, as is clear from
the context. And we quite acknowledge that the Samkhya-Yoga
Smritis, in that portion where they do not contradict (the Veda),

do have a claim to authoritativeness. For instance, the Saih-

khyas assume the non-contamination of the Purusha by declar-

ing him to be above all qualities ; and this is also vouched for

by Sruti-texts like [ Brih., iv. 3. 16 ] :
“ This person is free from

attachment.” So also the followers of Yoga prescribe house-less

life and so forth, and in that conform to the teaching concerning

renunciatory attitude well-known to S riptural-texts like [JAbSla,

5]
—

" And then the wandering-ascetic with a discoloured raiment,

shaven, and rid of all possessions —The preceding reason

should be taken to have refuted all Srnritis founded upon reason-

ing ( as opposed to Vedic Revelation). If these be thought to aid

the perception of Reality by teaching how to reason and excogi-

tate, let them do so. Our point is that the knowledge of the

Reality proceeds merely from Upanishadic texts, as is clear

from passages like [ Tait. Br., Ill 12. 9. 7 ]
—

’* No one not know-

ing the Veda can have an idea of that Great One,” or [ Brih., iii.

9. 26 ]
—

“ I ask unto thee that Person taught (only) in the Upa-

nishads.” 3. Here ends the Topic (2) called Yoga-Smriti.

Topic 3 : Disparity in Nature

( Sutras 4-11

)

No: bv reason of the dispatiiv of this (world) [ from Brahman];

and its being so (we learn) from the Scripture. 4.

[ Page 7 1
To the view that the Brahman is the efficient ns

well as the constituent cause of this world, the objection based

upon Smritis has been refuted. Now is to be refuted the objec-

tion based upon reasoning. How ( one might ask ) can there be

room for an objection based upon reasoning urged against this
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Vedic view already demonstrated? For, must not the Veda be

deemed absolutely valid in its teaching concerning the Brahman,
as in that concerning religious-practice ?—This might have been

a bar to further procedure if Brahman had been an entity cogni-

sable only by the Scripture, and not open to the other means of

knowledge, like unto religious-practice, which implies a specido

course of action. But Brahman is declared to be ( not the result

of a process of action, but) an already accomplished entity
; and

in the case of such an accomplished and existing entity, for in-

stance the earth, there is scope for the activity of other means-of-
knowledge. Hence, just as, whenever Scriptural passages contra-

dict one another, all the other passages are so interpreted as to con-

form to one specific pas^^age, even so, when there is a conflict be-

tween the Scriptural passage and another means-of-knowledge the

text in question ought to be always so interpreted as to conform to

the means-of-knowledge. The more so, as reaj^oning comes nearer

direct experience inasmuch as it establishes an unseen object on
the analogy of a seen object ; whereas the Scriptural passage is

further removed (from experience) because it tells what it wants

to tell as a mere “so it was.” A.nd Brahma-knowledge becomes

admittedly a means to absolution after removing away all ignor-

ance only when that knowledge results in a realisation in one’s

own experience : that being its actual, tangible fruit (distinguish-

able from the remote, intangible fruit of the Dharma or religious

practice). Scripture itself [ Brih.,ii. 4. 5 J says
—
“The Atman is

to be heard, to be reflected upon ”, and in this, by prescribing

a ratiocination in addition to more hearing, it shows that reason-

ing also is to be duly resorted to. Hence, once more, we repeat

our c)bjection on the basis of reasoning :
“ No : by reason of the

disparity of this ( world ) [ from Brahman ].”

The assertion that the sentient Brahman is the cause and

constituent of the world cannot be maintained. Why ? Because

this (world, the) effect is disparate-in-nature from its constituent-

cause. For, this world which is alleged to be an effect of the

Brahman is seen to differ in nature from Brahman, being non-

sentient and impure, whereas Brahman is different in nature

from the world, since the Scriptures declare it to bo sentient and

pure. And we nowhere observe the relation of cause and effect

between things disparate in nature. For, effects like ornaments
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can never be produced from the clay, nor pots and the like produ-
ced from gold. It is out of clay alone that products possessing-clay-

characteristics are produced, and out of gold alone, those possess-

ing-gold-charaoteristics. So similarly, this world possessing the

characteristics of p1easure*pain-infatuation can properly become
the effect of a cause which is cont-tituted of the characteristics

of ploasure-pain-infatuation, and not of Brahman, which is dis-

parate-in-nature from it. And as to this disparity of the world
from the Brahman it can be inferred from the appearance of

impurity and non-sentiency. For, the world certainly is impure
being constituted of pleasure, pain, and infatuation, as giving
rhe to happiness, affliction, and dejection, and producing condi-

tions high and low like the heaven and the hell. The world is

likewise non-sentient inasmuch as it makes up the bodies and
the organs, and so subserves the purposes of a sentient being.

For, where there is parity-in-nature there cannot obtain [Page 8]

the relation of the principal and the auxiliary. Two lamps, for

instancei cannot subserve each other’s purpose.—One might urge

against this that, on the analogy of the master and his servant,

even a sentient body and instrument can subserve the purpose of

the experiencing-soul. But no. In this ca!>e of the master and

the servant it is the non-sentient part of the latter that subserves

the purposes of the former who is sentient. It is. that is to say,

just the intelligence and other non-sentient paraphernalia of the

sentient servant that subserves the purpose of the sentient master;

and it is not the case that the sentient soul (of the servant) does

himself become subservient or recalcitrant with reference to the

master’s sentient soul. The Saihkhyas indeed maintain that the

sentient souls have a nature not liable to accretion or depletion,

and are devoid of any activity. Therefore the body and the

organs (andall things that serve as instruments) are non-sentient.

Nor is there any ground for the belief that objects like logs-of-

wood or lumps-of-clay are sentient. In fad this distinction be-

tween sentient and non-sentient objects is patent to the world.

Hence it follows that because of a disparity-in-nature from Brah-

man, this world cannot have Brahman as the constituent-cause.

Now, if some one were tosay—“On thestrength of the declara-

tion in the Scripture to the effect that this world has a sentient

being as its pause— am prepared to conclude that the whole
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world is itself sentient, inasmucli as the nature of the oonsti-

tuent'Cause is known to continue in its effect ; and that the non*
perception of the sentiency can be explained by postulating a
peculiar modification of it. Just as. that is to say, in the case of

the souls that are of admitted sentiency, we do fail to perceive

their sentient character in their states of .«leep, fainting, etc., even
so there might be a failure to perceive the sentiency in the.case

of objects like the log-of-wood and the lump-of-clay ; and that on
the ground of this very difference between them, viz., the per-

ceptibility and the non-perceptibility (of their sentiency) and the

absence and presence of colour and other qualities, we can ex-

plain without contradiction the relation of the principal and the

auxiliary between the body and the organs on the one hand and
the soul on the other, oven though both equally participate in

sentiency, the present case being quite explicable on the analogy

of flesh, soup, rice, etc
,
which—although all equally earth-pro-

ducts—subserve each other’s purpose by reason of the peculiar

properties inherent in each,—the same circumstance also serving

as an explanation of the well-known fact of the differeptiation

(of the world into sentient and non-sentient classes),”—One urg-

ing these considerations may somehow or other succeed in ex-

plaining sway the disparity-in-nature based upon sentiency and
non-sentiency ; but the disparity based upon purity and impurity

he can in-no-wise remove.

Nor can he explain away the first disparity, says (the Sutra)

:

“ Its being so follows from Scripture.” The sentient nature of all

things in the world, even though nowhere an object of any-

body’s experience, is inferred merely on tha strength of the Scrip-

tural assertion about the world having a sentient first cause,

b- cause one has an absolute faith in the Scripture. But the in-

ference is contradicted by Scripture itself, seeing that even from

Scripture one learns of its being so. By ‘ its being so ’ he implies

disparity from the constituent-cause. The Vedic text [Tait. Up.,

ii. 6 1 speaks of “ the intelligent and the non-intelligent, ” and so

asserts that a portion of the world is non-sentient, and from this

it follows that the world is different-in-nature from Brahman. 4.

[ Page 9 1 But is it not a fact that in some places in the Scrip-

tures we hear of the sentient character of the elements and sense-
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organs, regarded usually as non-sentient ? As for instance [ Sat.

Br., vi. i. 3. 2-4]
—

“ The Earth spoke “ the Waters spoke or

[ Ohh., vi, 2. 3-4 ]
—
“That Light saw “those Waters saw and

such other passages, declaring the sentienoy of elements. Also
concerning the sense-organs we have statements like [Bph., vi.

1.7]
—

“ Those Pranas ( faculties ) indeed, contending for self-

supremacy, went to Brahman ;
” or like [ Brih , i. 3. 2 ]

—^“They

then said unto Speech : do thou chant for us ”—where the sense-

organs are referred to ( as sentient ), In reply he recites

—

Bui that is a statement concerning the Superintendents, because

of specification and correlation. 5.

The word ‘but’ dispels the doubt raised. We must not at all

assume the sentient character of elements and sense-organs from

Scriptural passages like
—

“ The Earth spoke, ’’ and so forth, since

this is a statement concerning the Superintendents. There is

here a statement about sentient Divinities superintending ele-

ments like the earth, and organs like the speech, and performing

activities proper to sentient beings, such as speaking, conversing

and so forth, and not about mere elements and the sense-organs.

Wherefore ? Because of specification and correlation. For, there

is a specified difference consisting of sentient-nature and non-

sentient-nature between the experiencing-souls on the one hand

and the elements and sense-organs on the other, as already men-

tioned ; and that will not be explicable if everything were sen-

tient. Further in the “Dispute amongst the Faculties,” the text

of the Kaushitakins, with a view to remove the doubt as to mere

senso-organs being intended, and to comprehend the sentient

Superintendents, makes a specification by using the epithet Divi-

nities : Thus [ Kaush. Up., ii. 14 |
—

*' These Divinities, forsooth,

contending for self-supremacy and further on [ibid., ii. 14]

-“All these Divinities, indeed having recognised the pre-eminence

of the Life-Breath....”, There are also taught everywhere, in

correlation ( with the elements, organs, and other abodes), such

sentient superintending Divinities in the Saihbitas, Brabmanas,

Histories, Puranas, etc. A Scriptural text like [ Ait. Aran., ii. 4.

24 ]
—

“ The Fire, becoming the speech, entered the mouth ’’

—

supports the existence of a Divinity guarding over the functions

of ths sense-organs. Further, in the concluding part of the
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passage concerning the “ Dispute of the Faculties ”
[ Page 10]

statements like [ Chh., V. 1. 7 ]
—^"And then the Pranas went up

to their father Prajapati and said ”— where we are told of

their approaching Prajapati for ascertaining who was pre>emi-

nent, and thereafter, on his advice, of their going out of the body
one by one, and so arriving at the pre-eminence of the Life-

breath by the method of concomitance and non-concomitance,
and then [cp. Brih., vi. 1. 13]—of the offer of tributes unto him',

—all these dealings, similar to our own, as taught (in the Scrip-

tures ) further confirm the statement concerning the Superin-

tendents. We can also understand the ‘correlation’ as referring

to the act of ‘seeing’ of the highest superintending Divinity

( Brahman ), as mentioned in the text [ Chh., vi. 3, 3 ]

—

“
That

Light saw ”—after the Divinity had entered into( become corre-

lated with ) the effects produced by it. 5.

Therefore there does exist a disparity-in-nature between the

Brahman and the world ; and by reason of this disparity the

world cannot be an effect of the Brahman. To this objection he

now furnishes a reply

—

But we do see it. 6.

The word ‘but’ turns back the (opponent’s) objection. The
statement tiiat this world cannot have Brahman for its cause by
reason of the disparity-in-nature : this is not an absolutely valid

proposition. For, we do notice in the world the production, from

admittedly sentient beings like men, of hair and nails etc., which

are disparate-in-nature from them, as also from admittedly con-

sentient things like cow-dung, that of scorpions etc. But (you

might reply) it is merely the nou-sentient bodies of men etc.

that are the causes of the non-sentient hair, nails, and so forth,

and so likewise the non-sentient bodies of scorpions, etc. that are

the effects of non-sentient things like cow-dung. Wo answer

Even so, that one of the non-sentient effects (body of the scorpion)

should have an aptitude to be the abode of a sentient being, while

another ( hair, nails etc.) should not : this itself does constitute

the disparity. And great indeed is the divergence in nature due

to the process of evolution between entities like (the bodies of)

men and (their products,) the hair, nails, etc., or between things
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like oow'dung and (the bodies of) the scorpions and the like, as

they so much differ in colour and the rest. For, were the cause

and the effect to be absolutely similar, there would be an end to

the very relation of cause and effect between them. If, however,

it be urged that of entities like (the bodies of) men in regard to

(their products,) the hair, nails, etc., or of things like cow-dung

in regard to (the bodies of) the scorpions and the like, there is at

least the characteristic of “ earthness ” which is persistent, we
reply that if that were all, then of the Brahman in regard to (its

products,) the ether and so forth, there is evidently the charac-

teristic of ” existence ” which is so persistent. In fact, we want

you to say whether, when on the ground of a disparity-in-nature

you object to the world having Brahman as its constituent-cause,

you mean by the disparity-in-nature the non-inherence of the

entire mass of characteristics of the. (cause) Brahman in the effect,

the world; cr the non-inherence (in the effect) of even a single

characteristic (of the cause), whatever it be ; or, finally, the non-

inherence of (just one specific characteristic, viz.) the sentiency.

In the ^rst alternative there would result the contingency of an

annihilation of the very relation of cause and effect throughout;

for, in the absence of some specific difference between them, you

cannot call one thing the cause and another its effect. The
second alternative remains unproven. For, there does persist in

ether and other (effects of Brahman) the characteristic of exis-

tence [ Page 1 1 1 which belongs to Brahman, as we have already

said. For the third alternative you cannot assign an illustrative

example. For, unto the follower of the Brabms-philo^opby,

what possible example (acceptable to him) can you urge proving

that a certain object destitute of sentiency is known not to have
Brahman for its cause, seeing that he holds the view that all the

mass of effects has Brahman alone as its constituent-cause ? The
• conflict of this your view with the Scriptures is quite on the sur-

face, as we have already proved that the Scriptures purport to

teach Brahman as the efficient as well as the constituent cause
of the world.

Next, as to the assertion that inasmuch as Brahman is an ac-
complished, existential entity, there is a possibility of its being
open to other means-of-knowledge, that is entirely gratuitous. For,

in the absence of colour and other qualities, Brahman cannot be
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an object accessible to direct-perception. Also in the absence of

(known) inferential marks it is outside the range of inference and
the other means-of-knowledge. It is, on the contrary, cognisable

only from the Scriptures, like, for instance, religious duty. To
the same effect is the passage [Eatha, 1. ii. 2]- -“it is not a know-
ledge to be obtained by reasoning ; it can be best comprehended.
My dearest, only when declared by another as also another,

passage (Higveda, x. 129. 6-7]—“Who indeed has known, and
who can here declare from whence this creation has emana-
ted ?” These two Vedic-stanzas indicate the inscrutable nature

of the Cause of the World even for those that might have attain-

ed to perfection of power and vision. A Smnti also declares

[ Mahabharata, vi. 5. 12 ]—^“Those objects indeed that are beyond

the pale of thinking—to them one should not apply logic and
another [Bhagavadgita, ii. 25]— He is declared to be non-mani-

fest, unthinkable, and unmodifiable,” as also others like [ ibid.,

X. 2 ]
—

“’Neither the host of gods nor the great sages know of my
origin : I am indeed the source of the gods and of the great sages

of every sort. ” And as to the view that the Scripture itself,

prescribing ratiocination over and above the hearing, seems to

assign a place of honour also to reasoning, not by such preten-

sions can there be gained a possible scope for sheer reasoning.

For. it is only reasoning conformable to the Scripture that is here

to be resorted to as being contributory to intuitive knowledge

;

such reasoning, for instance, as—( i ) because the true-nature of

sleep and the true-nature of waking-life are both exclusive of

each other, therefore the soul ( who experiences both the states )

is in reality unconnected with the attributes of any of them ; (ii)

because in sound-sleep the soul rids himself of all worldly con-

cerns and becomes of the nature of the Self who is pure existence^

therefore the soul is in reality of the nature of that Self who is

freed of all worldly ties and whose essence is pure existence ; or

(iii) because the phenomenal-world springs from Brahman, there-

fore, according to the axiom that the cause and the effect are non-

different from one another, the world has no existence apart from

Brahman ; and so on. And in the Sutra [ II. i. 11. ] beginning

with “ By reason of the non-stability of reasoning ’’ he is going

to exhibit [Page 1 2] the deceptive nature of mere ratiocination.

—

Then as to the person who argues on the strength of the Scriptural

8 t Tiair, ]
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atssertion about a sentient cause to the world, that the whole

world is itself sentient, even he can conceivably explain the Scrip*

tural statement concerning the distinction between the sentient

and the non-sentient, viz., [ Tait. Up., ii. 6 ]

—

" The intelligent as

also the non-intelligent ”— by declaring ( the common characte*

ristic of sentienoy ) to be manifest in some objects and non-mani-

fest in others. It is our opponent, on the other hand, who can-

not explain the Scriptural assertion about the distinction. How V

Because in the passage in qutstion, viz., [ Tait. Up., ii. 6 ]
—

“ It

transformed itself into the intelligent as alsothe non-intelljgent”

the Highest Cause is declared to transform itself and assumethe

form of the entire world. And just as one that is sentient can-'

not properly become non-sentient, because the two are disparate-

in-nature, even so, one that is non-sentient cannot assume the

form of the sentient. We, of course, have refuted the argument

based on disparity-in-nature and hence have to assume, just in

conformity with the Scripture, a sentient First Cause- 6.

If (‘ ^ou urge that the effect, viz., the world ) would become non-

existent, we savi No : for, that is a mere negative statement ( with-

out an actual object to be negated ). 7.

' If the sentient and pure Brahman, void of all qualities like

sound, is desired to be the cause of an effect which is contrary-in-

nature to it, as being non-sentient, impure, and possessed of

qualities like sound, then in that case yoir will have to admit

that the effect had no existence prior to its origination; and that

would be unacceptable to you, who hold the view of the existence

of the effect ( in the cause ) prior to production. To this conten-

tion we reply that it is no valid objection. For, it is a mere nega-

tive-statement : It is a mere denial ( of the antecedent existence

of the effect ), and there is no real object to which the negation

is to be referred. Neither also can your negative-statement come

in the way of the recognition of the existence of the effect ( in the

cause ) prior to the production. How so ? Because just as, in the

present time, this effect ( the world ) has an existence only in and

through the Cause ( Brahman ), even so, we can understand it to

have an existence also prior to creation. For, surely, even in the

present time, this effect has no existence independent and irres-

pective of the existence of the Cause, as is clear from statements
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like [ Brih., ii. 4. 6-1— All would forsake him who recognises

an3rthing as existing elsewhere than in the Self. ” And the same
kind of existence, in and through the Cause, holds good in the

case of the effect even prior to the creation. But (we are asked)
do you not hold the Brahman, void of qualities like sound and
so forth, as the cause of the world ?— (We answer ) most assu-

red]y ; but the effect with its qualities of sound and the rest po-

ssesses no existence— as apart from its existence in and through
the cause—now, any more than prior to creation ; so that it will

not be possible for you to urge that the effect remains altogether

non-existent prior to production. • In fuller details we will ex-

pound this our position when we discuss the non-distinctness of

the effect from the cause in Sutra II. i. 14 below. 7.

Because during ( the period of ] re-absorption ( or dissolution )

there would result the contingencv of its being like that ; therefore,

the theory is illogical. 8.

' Says the objector at this stage :—If the effect that has' the

characteristics of grossness, divisibility-into-parts, non-sentiency,
finiteness, impurity and so forth, is to be assumed to have Brah-
man as its cause, then at the time of the Dissolution, when the

effect would be restored to the causal state and re-absorbed (into

the cause) and so [Page 13] would become .undistinguishable

from it, the effect would, by its own characteristics, contaminate
the cause, so that during re-absorption there would arise the con-
tingency of the cause Brahman also possessing, like the effect

(world), impurity and other characteristics. Hence the Upani-
.shadic view as to the omniscient Brahman being the cause of the
world does not stand to reason.—Again, once all the distinctions

have merged undistinguishably together (into Brahman), at the
time of the succeeding creation there cannot necessarily result

a new creation with a ( similar) distinction between the experi-

encing souls and the objects of experience, a.s there is nothing to

restrain (the two classes) from being mixed with each other* For
this reason also the view is unreasonable.—Once again, after the

experiencing-souls have become, during the Dissolution, non-dis-

tinguishable from Brahman, if we were to assume a newer crea-

tion, although the occasion for it, viz*, the Karman (of the souls),

uo longer exists—being merged into Brahman—tlien tliere is
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sure to result the contingenoy of the liberated souls also becom-

ing liable to be born in that creation : which also is another de-

fect of logic ( in the Brahman theory ).—Should this world, final-

ly, be imagined, even during the state of Dissolution, to remain

just distinct from the Highest Brahman, then there can be no Dis-

solution strictly so-called, to say nothing fo the objection that

th9 effect can in-no-wise remain distinct from the cause. There-

'fore also the theory is illogical. 8.

To this we reply

—

Not so : because there do exist parallel instances. 9.

There is not at all in our theory anything of illogicality. As

to the defect pointed out, viz., that the effect, being re-absorbed

into the cause at Dissolution, would by its own characteristics

contaminate the cause, that is no defect. Why ? Because there

do exist parallel instances. Instances can indeed be pointed out

in which an effect merging back into the cause does not by its

own characteristics contaminate the cause. For example, earthen

plates, etc., which are the products of clay, the constituent cause,

although during the period of their separate existence ( as pistes

etc. ) they are divisible into classes such as very good (high), very

bad ( low), and middling, they do not yet contaminate with these

their characteristics their constituent cause, the clay. Similarly

different ornaments fashioned out of gold, when they, after their

destruction, become re-absorbed into gold, do not by their own
characteristics contaminate the gold. Likewise also, the four

classes of beings which are produced out of the earth do not by
their own characteristics contaminate the Earth when absorbed

back into it. It is for your view of the case that no parallel in-

stance can be cited. For, Dissolution itself would be impossible

if the effect were to remain within the cause just by its own
nature. It is to be noted here, however, that although there is non-
distinctness in nature between the effect and the cause, it is the
effect that is of the nature of the cause, and not the cause of the

nature of the effect, as is clear from Scriptural statements about
(word-)initiation ( of creation ) : and this he will state later under
Sutra II. i. 14.—*Il\irthermore, your objection covers a far less field

than there is warrant for, when you urge that the effect, at the

time of re-absorption, would by its oharacteristios contarainatte
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the cause. The contingency holds equally well during the time
that (the world actually) endures ( as the world ), as we (through-
out) maintain non-separateness between the effect and the cause.
For, there are Scriptural texts like ( Brih., ii, 4. 6

1—“All this
that there is, is the Atman, ’’ or ( Chh., vii. 25. 2 ]—“ The itmau
itself is all this/' or [ Mundaka, IT. ii. 1 1 J—“ Formerly all this
was the immortal Brahman itself, ” or [Chh., iii. 14. 1.]— ‘All
this verily is Brahman,” [Page 14]—that declare the non-sepa-*
rateness in all the three times of the effect from the cause. The
way out of the contingency that is available in these cases, via.,

that the cause is not contaminated by the characteristics of the
effect, because the effect itself as well as its characteristics are

superimpositions of Nescience, that same also holds good in the
condition of Dissolution.

There is also this other parallel instance : Just as a magician
is not in all the three times affected by the magical-illusion
which he himself spreads out, because ( the illusion ) is not a
reality, even so is the Highest Self not affected by the world-
illusion ; and again, just as the one (Soul) who is seeing a dream
is not affected by the illusions of the dream-visioiii because that

illusion does not follow him over into either the waking or the
deep-sleep conditions, even so the one enduring Soul -who wit-

nesses all the three conditions without himself undergoing any
change, is in no way affected by all the three states that mutual-
ly exclude one another ( none of them running over into the
other ). That the Highest Self should appear to have these three
states is itself sheer illusion, comparable to the appearance of a
rope in the form of a snake and the like. On this point there is

a pronouncement by the Teachers who are the knowers of the
traditional teaching of the Upanishads [ Gaudapada-Karik&s, i.

16 J

—
“ When the Soul, thrown into sleep by the beginningless

Illusion, wakes up from it ; it is only then that he realises the
non-duality wherein there is neither birth, nor sleep, nor dream-
ing. *’ So then, the defect urged on the ground of the contin-
gency that, during the state of re-absorption, the cause also, like

the effect, would be affected hy grossness and other qualities is

no longer tenable. Next, the objection that, after the merging
together of all distinctions whatsoever, there cannot be pointed

out any principle to regulate the subsequent creation together
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with its distinctive classifications : that is also nugatory, and
just for the reason that parallel instances exist. For, just as, in

the conditions of deep-sleep or Yogic-tranoe and the like, even
though one might attain therein to one’s innate nature of freedom-

from-distinotious, still inasmuch as his Nescience stands un-sub-

lated, when he wakes out of it, there does exist for him the same
old distinctive classifications : even so it could be in the present

ease. To this effect is the Scriptural statement [Chh., vL 9. 2-3 J—“All these creatures are absorbed into the (Brahman which is)

Existence, and yet do not know that they are absorbed into It.

Be they here a tiger, or a lion, or a wolf, or a hog, or a worm, or

a butterfly, or a gnat, or a fly : whatsoever they are that they re-

become.’’ Just as, although the Highest Self is beyoird all dis-

tinctions, yet, during the subsistence of the world, we do observe

uninterrupted, all these dealings based upon distinctions, like

unto the ( affairs of the ) dream-world ( while it endures ),—the

dealings being grounded upon a false knowledge—even so, dur-

ing the state of re-absorption also, we would infer the existence

of (a latent tendency for) making distinctions, grounded likewise

upon ( unsublated ) false knowledge.— By the same argument

can be set at rest the contingency as to the liberated souls being

born again, seeing that, in their case, all false knowledge has

been sublated by right knowledge.— Lastly, as to the other alter-

native-contingency raised towards the end, vis., ‘ should this

world be imagined, even during the state of l^issolution, to re-

main just distinct from the Highest Brahman ’ that is refut-

ed by us insusmuch as we do not at all make the assumption.

Hence our Upanishadic doctrine is (luite logical. 9.

And because your own view is open to the same objection. 10.

[Page 15] And in the view of our opponent also the same
common deficiencies would become manifest. We explain how.

As to the contention that by reason of the disparity-in-nature the

world cannot have Brahman for its constituent cause, that is

equally applicable if it were to have the ( Saihkhya ) Pradhana

for its constituent cause, since in this view also the world which

has qualities such as sound etc. is assumed to proceed from the

Pradhana which has not those sound and the other qualities. And
for that very reason, i. e. , because of the assumption of the pro-
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duckion of a disparate effect ( from the Pradhana ), there woulcf

result the same contingency of the acceptance of the doctrine of

the non-existence of the effect prior to its origination. So alsok

in the state of Dissolution, if the effect were to be assumed to

remain non-distinct from the cause, the contingency of “ this be-

coming like that ” holds equally true. Bo likewise when all the

effects, with all their specific individualities sublated, have be-

come, in the condition of Dissolution, nou-distinguishable ( from
‘

their cause, the Pradhana ), the distinctions such a.s—this is the

material-constituent attached to this Self, this the one attached to

this other : all these which, prior to the Dissolution, were res-

tricted to each person, they cannot possibly be, in a subsequent

creation, regularly and necessarily assigned ( to the same per-

sons ), as there is no adequate ground for the restriction. And
if we assume that such a restriction could be made even in the

absence of adequate ground, then the liberated souls can be lia-

ble to bondage once more, because even in their case there is the

same absence of adequate ground (which by hypothesis is no bar).

And if you were to make the supposition that it is only sorne of

the distinctions that would become non-distinguishable, i.e.,that

would be completely absorbed into the Pradhana, and not the

ottiers, then those that do not become ( so absorbed ) wil I have to

be considered as not the effects of the Pradhana. Thus all these

deficiencies are common to both the sides and should not be urged

against only one of them ; and so ( the siitra ) emphatically decla-

res the deficiencies to be not deficiencies, inasmuch as they have

to be necessarily admitted. 1 0.

And also because of the non-stability of reasoning. And should

you claim to reason otherwise, even so there results the contin-

gency of non-release. 1 1.

For this additional reason also one should not raise any objec-

tion on the basis of mere reasoning against a matter which can

be known only from the Scriptures ; since, that is to say, all rea-

sonings are void of traditional authority and so lacking in stabi-

lity, being just spun out of the sheerest guesses of men—there

being no goad to keep such guesses under check. For, we find

that reasonings put forth by certain learned persons with great

ado are perceived to be fallacious by others more learned than
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fliese^ while those put forth by these again arc proved to contain
a fallacy by some others still, so that it is not possible to assign
any stability to reasonings, because there is such a difference in
the faculties of men. And if one were to follow the lead of a
supposedly stable process-of-reasoning endorsed by a person of

well-established eminence like Kapila or some other person, even
so'there results the absence of stability, inasmuch as we observe
the existence of a mutual divergence of views amongst propoun-
ders-of-systems like Kapila, Kanada and the rest, although they
be admitted to possess a well-established pre-eminence. And if

you were to say—we would reason in some other manner so as

to avoid the fault of an absence of stability. For, surely, it is

not possible to hold that there does not at all exist any stable

( unshakeable ) reasoning. To go no further, this very non-stabi-

lity of reasonings is ( sought to be ) established by reasoning it-

self, inasmuch as, having observed the non-stability of a certain

number of reasonings, you imagine the non-stability of other
reasonings of the same clasps. If all reasonings were to be un-
stable [Page 16] there would result the contingency of an annihi-

lation of all worldly dealings. For, we do see in ordinary life

people proceeding to acquire or avert ( respectively ) the pleasure

or the pain in the path-way that is yet to be traversed on the

analogy of the path-way that has been or is being traversed.

Moreover, whenever there ensues a divergence of views as to the

real intention of a Scriptural text, it is reasoning, consisting in

an exposition of the purport of a sentence, which enables us tore*

fute the false (prima facie) interpretation and fix the correct one.

Manu also holds the same view when he lays down [ xii. 105 ]

—

“ Direct perception, and inference, and the Sastra consisting

of various Scriptural texts : these three one should master thor-

oughly well if he is desirous of ascertaining (the nature of)purity

in religious-practice;” and again [ xii. 106 ]—“ It is he who tries

to harmonise the injunction about religious-practices laid down
by Sages with a reasoning not going against the teaching of the

Vedas and the Sastras: he alone knows what is true religious-

practice and none other.” In fact the so-called absence of stabi-

lity is exactly a point of honour for reasoning : for, that serves
as an incentive for throwing out defective reasoning and accept*

ing one that is free from all defects. For, surely, because our
foiefatheTB were fools, that should constitute no ground at all
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why we ourselven should act like fools. Therefore the instabi-

lity of reasoning is no fault-in-argument. To this the reply is ;

Even so there arises the contingency of an absence of release.

Although in a sporadic case or two reasoning appears to be well-

grounded, still in the present instance, in any courit, there does
arise the non-release of reasoning from the fault of instability ;

for, a knowledge of the actual Reality as it is, whicli is perfect-

ly unfathomable and on which depends man’s final emancipa-
tion, cannot be even distantly guessed except with tlie help of

the Scriptures. For, as we have already said, this is an object

not falling within the keii of direct-perception as there is an
absence of colour and other qualities in it, and not within that of

inference and other means-of-kriowledge, owing to the absence

of inferential marks etc. belonging to it. Further, all the dis-

putants who believe in a final release do equally assume that the

release Is achieved by right knowledge ; and this right knowledge,

becalise referring to an existing reality, must be uniform. We
declare that to be the highest truth which always endures in one

and the same form ; and the knowledge of this truth is known as

the true knowledge in the world : e. g., the knowledge that fire is

hot. This being so, it is absurd that persons should maintain a

diversity of views regarding the nature of the true knowledge.

Contrariwise, the divergence in views based upon reasoning

—

their mutual opposition ( and inconsistency )—is admitted on all

hands. For, what one logician puts forward, claiming that that

alone is the true knowledge, that is upset by another ; and what

this other one establishes, that is controverted by another still

:

this is already well-known all through the world. How can a

knowledge arrived at by reasoning, and having no fixed and uni-

form content, ever become true knowledge ? Nor is it a fact that

the propounder of the Pradhana theory is acknow^ledged by all

the logicians as being the most pre-eminent amongst those that

know how to reason, so that it might have been possible to

accept his view as being the one most true. And it is of course

not possible to call together in one place and at one time all the

logicians that have been, that are, and that will ever be born, so

that the joint-view of them all, when referring to one and the

same object and delivering itself in an identical manner, might

be regarded as the true knowledge. The Veda, as contrasted with

these, is eternal and is the source of the right knowledge, and it

4 [ BrabmasUtrabhasliya, Trans. ]
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( Page 1 7] can properly have a fixity of subject-matter and form-of-

contents, so that it would be impossible for any logicians of the

past, the present, and the future to gainsay the claim for correct-

ness which the knowledge based upon Veda can rightfully have.

Hence it follows that it is this very Upanishadic knowledge that

is the true knowledge. And as the claim for being true cannot be
established for any knowledge other than this, there would result

(by following this other knowledge) a non-release from worldly-
fetters. It thus stands established that, in conformity with the

Scriptures and in conformity with reasonings consistent with
the Scriptures, it is the sentient Brahman that is the efficient and
the constituent cause of this world. 1 1. Here ends the Topic

(3) called Disparity-in-Nature.

Topic 4 : Reprobate Theories

( Sutra 12

)

Hereby are also explained (awav) theories, reprobated b^ men-of-

position-and-competence. 12.

Because it offered the closest analogy unto the Upanishadic
theory, because it was supported by very weighty reasoningsi

and because, in some of its sections, it was accepted by some
competent followers of the Vedic view,—for these reasons it was
that the objection against the Upanishadic teachings, put forth

upon the basis of reasoning and claiming to find support from
the theory that recognised the Pradhana as the cause ( of the

world ), has been thus far answered. Now, there continues to be
brought forward, by some persons of feeble intellect and on the
strength even of such theories as that of the Atoms, an objection

based upon (mere) reasoning against the statements in the
Upanishads. To meet that he makes an analogical-transference
( of the present argumentation ), following the ( well-known

)

maxim of overthrowing the main assailant only ( and ignoring
the minor ones ), What are accepted ( parigrihyante ) are called

parigrahah. Those that are not parigrahah are styled a-pari-
grahah. The a-parigrahah ofthe men-of-competence-and-learning

( Siahtah ) are designated ( in the text of the sutra ) as the “Sish-
taparigrahah ” or theories not accepted by the wise. By virtue
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of the present argumentation in refutation of the theory that re-

gards the Pradhana as the cause, we have to consider as refuted,

after a setting forth of their untenable nature, the theories such

as those which recognise the atoms and the like as the cause (of

the universe )—theories which in none of their portions have
been at all countenanced by persons of authority like Manu,
Vyasa, and others. The refuting argument being identical, there

remains now no further ground at all for raising any objection.

For, there holds good even in their case the fact of the impene-

trability by ( mere ) logic of the highly mysterious ( cause of the

universe ), of the instability of reasoning, of the resulting ab-

sence of release if one were to reason in any other mode, and the

contradiction with the Scriptures : these and the like are the

grounds of refutation. 1 2. Here ends the Topic ( 4 ) styled

Keprobate Theories.

' Topic 5 : Objects Turned Subjects

( Sutra 13

)

If it be urged that by reason of the objects ( of experience

)

becoming one with the experiencing subjects there would result an

absence of discrimination, we reply, it might happen as in ordinary

life. 13.

Once again, from another view-point, but on the strength of

reasoning itself, the theory that regards theBrahman as the cause

is being objected to. Although we grant that Scriptures might be

the sole authority in their own proper province, yet where their

subject-matter falls within the range of another means-of-know-

ledge, it is but fair that it should conform to this other means.

This holds good in the case of several ritualistic and laudatory

texts. Reasoning, likewise, should be unauthoritative in matters

not falling strictly within its field, e. g., in regard to what con-

stitutes and what does not constitute correct religious-practice.

Well, what are you driving at ? This being conceded, it is not

right that the Scripture should run counter [ Page 18] to some-

thing already well-established by other means-of-knowledge. But

what makes you say that anything already well-established by

other raeans-of-knowledge is contradicted by the Scriptures ? The
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reply follows. This distinction between tbe objects of ezperienoe

and the experiencing subject is well-established in the world :

the subject being the sentient soul within the body and the

objects, the qualities like sound and the rest. Thus Devadatta

is the experiencing subject, and cooked-rice the object of expe-

rience.
.
Now this distinction would be rendered nugatoiy, if

the subject were to be transformed into the object, or the object

transformed into the subject. A.nd such a mutual transforma-

tion in their case would ensue by reason of their being believed

to be one with Brahman, the Highest Cause. And it is not right

that this well-established distinction be rendered nugatory by the
Scripture. For, we must pustulate the existence of a distinction

between the experiencing-subject and the objects-of-experience in

the past and in the future, similar to what there actually exists

to-day in the present. Hence, because of the resulting contin-

gency of an annihilation of this well-established distinction bet-

ween the expetiencing-subject and the objpcts-of-experience, the

final conclusion, making Brahman the cause (of the universe),

is not tenable. If some one were to start such an objection one

should answer him thus: It might happen os in the ordinary life.

Even in our view the distinction in question can obtain without

difficulty, since we observe analogies to it in the world. To ex-

plain : although foam and wave and ripple and bubble and the

rest, as being just the modifications of the ocean, are not distinct

from the ocean, whose essence is water, there can yet obtain a

distinctness amongst themselves as also mutual relation between

them such as conjunction etc. with one another. In this instance

although the foam, ripple, and the rest, as modifications of the

ocean, are not distinct-in-essence from the ocean which is consti-

tuted of water, yet there does not result any confusion of the one

with the other. And even while such a commingling of them
into one another does not take place, yet it is not that they

possess an essence distinct from that of the ocean. Just so in the

present case also there need not ensue the mixing up of the one

with the other in the case of the experiencing-subjects and the

objects-of-experience ; nor likewise need they be regarded as

having an essence distinct from the Highest Brahman.^ It is to

be noted here that although the experiencing-subject is not a
modification of the Brahman, inasmuch as the Scriptural text

[Tait. Up., ii. 6]
—“Haying created it, He thereupon entered into
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the same ”—'speaks of the Bubsequent-entranoe of the unmodified

Creator himself into bis creation, and bis becoming himself the

ezperienoing-subji'Ot, yet once He has entered into his creation

there does exist a distinction caused by specific-limitations, just

as there is one in the Ether caused by limitations such as the

Ether-within-a-jar and the like. Consequently, it has been stated

that there can exist, on the analogy of the ocean and the ripples,,

the distinction between the experiencing-subject and the objects-

of-experience, although they are both of them identical -in-essence

with Brahman, the Highest Cause. 1 3. Here ends the Topic (5)

entitled Objects Turned Subjects- *

TOPIC 6 : Word-Initiated World

( Sulras 14-20

)

'There is non-distinctness ( of the world ) from that (i- e.. Brah-

man), because of the statements regarding (Word-)lnitiation, and

the like. 1 4-

Assuming this ordinary distinction in the shape of the experl-

enoing-subjeot and the objeots-of-experience we have formulated

our refutation, saying that it might happen as in ordinary life.

But this distinction does not exist from the point of view of the

highest truth, inasmuch as we learn of the non-distinctness of

the two : the eHecl and the cause. The effect is the multiform ex-

panse of the world including the Eijber and the rest ; | Page 19 ]

the cause is the Highest Brahman ; and, from the point of view

of the highest truth, we learn of the non-distinctness, i. e., non-

existence as apart from it, of this effect from that cause. How?
Because of Scriptural statements such as (word-)initistion and

the like. To begin with the statement concerning (word-jinitia-

tion, there, after promising the knowledge of all consequent upon

the knowledge of one, by way of the needed illustrative example

it is said [Chh.,vi. 1.4]
—

" Just as. My dear boy , by just onelump-
of-clay everything fabricated out of clay can become compre-

hended, the modified-forra being only a word-initiation,—amere
name,—as the clay alone it havingany reality.” The point intend-

ed is this : When one lump of clay is comprehended in its real

nature as clay, all fabrications of clay such as jar, plate, orwater-
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pot, being in reality no more than the clay-in-essence, can become
comprehended, inasmuch as the modihed-forms are a fabrication

of mere word, are a name only and are originated by word alone,

as when it is said that here is a jar, a plate, a water>pot, and so

on. The modified-form as such has not at all any reality of

essence : it is. a mere name only, an unreality; the reality belong-

ing to it only as it is clay. The above is an illustration used for

the Brahman in the Scriptural text. The statement about word-

initiation occurring here leads us to consider, by an application

of the illustration to the matter-in-hand, the entire mass of

oreated-objeots as having no existence apart from the Brahman,
And later, after declaring that Light, Water, and Food are the

effects of Brahman, the same text proceeds to assert that the

effects ( of this triad ) of Light, Water, and Food have no real

existence as apart from Light, Water, and Food, with the words

beginning with [Chh., vi. 4. 1]—•“ Fireness has vanished from

the fire (as an independent reality), the modified-form being only

an initiation by words, a mere name, the true reality being just

the three colours ( red, white, and black—belonging respectively

to Light, Water, and Food ).”—The sutra speaks of ‘ statements

regarding ( Word-)initiation and the like,’ and by ‘the like’ are

to be adduced texts declaratory of the oneness of the Atman, like

[ Chh., vi, 8. 7 ]— All this has ‘that one’ as its essence; ‘that one’

is reality ; ‘that one’ is the Self : and “That thou art”; or [Brih, ii„

4, 6 J
—

“ All this that there is, is this very Self ”; or [ Mundaka,

II, ii, 11 ]
—

‘‘ Brahman alone is all this”; or [ Chh-, vii. 25, 2 ]

—

‘‘ The Atman alone i.s all this”; or [ Brih,, iv. 4, 19 ]— There is

nothing at all of the manifold in the world. ” For, we cannot

otherwise understand the possibility of the knowledge of one

thing giving the knowledge of everything. Hence, just as the

ether contained within a jar, within a water-pot, etc., is not dis-

tinct from the great mass of ether in its entirety, and just as the

water in the mirage and the like is not distinct from the sandy-

plane and BO forth, seeing that the former have a form that anon
appears and disappears! and so are not capable of being described

in their real essence ;—even so, we have to understand this entire

mass of worldly-phenemenon consisting of experiencing-subjects

and objects-of-experience, as having no real existence as apart

from the Brahman.

An objection : Why not regard the Brahman as possessing
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more than one nature in reality ? Just as a tree has more than

one branch, even so is the Brahman endowed with more than one

power and activity. Accordingly, both the oneness and the

manifoldness are true in reality, just as the tree has [ Page 20 ]

oneness when considered as tree, but manifoldness when consi-

dered as branches ; or just as the ocean has oneness qua ocean,

but manifoldness as foam, ripples, etc.; or just as, again, the clay

as clay is one, but as jar, plate, etc., manifold. Out of this two-

fold nature, the knowledge of that portion which refers to one-

ness would bring to pass the Scriptural declarations as to emanci-

pation, etc., while by the portion referring to manifoldness would
be accomplished the .secular and the Scriptural requirements be-

longing to the Sphere of Works. And in this way also illpstra-

tions as to clay and the like would be harmonised.—To this we
say—No. For, in the illustration [Chh,, vi. 4. 1]

—
“As clay alone

there is reality, ” the constituent-cause is alone emphatically

declared to be the exclusive reality, the statement about Word-
initiation assigning unreality to the entire mass of modified-

forms. The same should hold true also of the theme for which

the illustrations were adduced. For, there is a definite declara-

tion [ Chh., vi. 8. 7 ]
—

“ All this has ‘this one’ as its essence ; and
that is the Real”—to the effect that the Highest Cause is alone

real ; while there is the teaching [ ibid., vi. 8. 7 ]
—

” That is the

Self : That thou art, O Svetaketu”—that the Self-within-the-body

is one with the Brahman. This oneness with Brahman of the

Self-within-the-body is self-subsistent : it is not something the

truth of which has to be established by extraneous efforts. So,

when this oneness-in-essence with Brahman, declared in the

Scriptures, comes to be realised, it serves to annihilate the ordi-

narily-understood distinct-individuality of the Self-within-the-

body, just as the knowledge of the rope as rope drives away the

(mistaken) knowledge of it as a snake and the like. And once

the individuality of the Self-within-the-body is sublated, all the

ordinary dealings based upon that become nugatory—dealings

for establishing which one had to assume the existence of a

second distinct aspect of the Brahman as manifold. This is borne

out by passages such as [ Brih., iv. 5. 15 ]
—“When, on the con-

trary, all this has become in his case just one with the Self, then

what is there for him to see and what means to see it ?
”—which

declare the absence of all phenomenal-dealings based upon
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actions, means to actions, and fruits of actions, in the case

of one who has realised the Brahman as the essence (of every>

thing ). Nor can it stand to reason to assert that this ( percep-

tion of the ) absence of all the phenomenal-dealings is merely
contingent upon certain specific conditions ; for, the state-

ment [ Chh., vi. 8. 7 ]
—

“ That thou art ”—does not declare the

(Sdf’s) oneness-in-essenoe with Brahman as bound up with any
specific conditions. Further, the illustration of the thief [ Chh.,

vi. 16] declares the bondage for one who states the untruth, and
the release in the case of one who states the truth; and so vou-

ches for the sole ultimate reality of oneness only—the manifold-

ness being an apparition raised up by false knowledge- For, if

both were to be true, how can a creature, immersed in pheno-

menal-world as he is, be spoken of as a prevaricator? And the

text[Brih-, iv- 4. 19 1
—
“ From Death he comes by death, who

sees manifoldness here *’—declares as much by its deprecation of

a belief in manifoldness. Nor can this view [ Page 21] cogently
explain how emancipation can be the result of knowledge ; for,

there u no scope ( in this view ) for any kind of false know-
ledge which gives rise to worldly-bondage and which is to be

driven away by true knowledge. For, when both of them are

true, how can it be said that the knowledge of oneness drives

away the knowledge of manifoldness ?

But an objector might say, if we assume absolute oneness, there

being no manifoldness, the ordinary means-of-knowledge such

as direct-perception would be rendered nugatory as having no
scope for them, like perceptions as to the form of a human being
when applied to objects like pillars (which are not human beings).

So also the Scriptural prescriptions as to what should and what
should not be done—depending as they do upon distinctions,

would also be null and void in the absence of that ( manifold-
ness). Likewise, too, the Scriptural teaching as to emancipa-
tion would, in the absence of that, come to nought, since it is

contingent upon distinctions like that between the teacher and
the taught. Besides, how can we reasonably believe in the
truth of the doctrine of the oneness of the Self propounded by the
Scriptural teaching about emancipation, when the Scripture itself

is to be false ?
—

^To the above objection we reply that our theory

is not open to the fault urged. For, prior to the realisation of the
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Brahman as the only true Reality, all ordinary viewB>and>prac-

tices whatsoever can well be true, like the phenomena of the

dream-life prior to awakening. A.s long as there has not taken
place the realisation of the oneness of Self as the only Reality,

so long nobody has, born within him, the notion as to the un-
reality of all the inodiiicd-forms that fall into the ( three ) cate-

gories of the raeans-of-knowledge, objects-of-knowledge, ahd
fruit-of-knowledge. On the other hand, all creatures, under the

influence of Nescience, and throwing overboard the oneness-in-

essence with the Brahman which is theirs by right, conceive a

notion with reference to the (various,! phenomenal-forms, regard-

ing them as of their own essence or as belonging to them, and

designating them ( respectively ) as the ‘ I ’ or the ‘mine’. There-

fore, prior to the awakening of the consciousness of the Brahman
as the only true Reality, all secular and Scriptural requirements

can And a satisfactory warrant. Just as for the ordinary man,
gone asleep and visualising in dreams objects high and low,

there does exist, prior to the awakening, a knowledge which he
thinks to be direct perception, and which he ( for the time ) even
firmly believes in—there being, be it noted, no notion at the time
of the fallaciousness of that * direct-perception ’—even so in the

present case. — But, it might be asked, how can we possibly

explain the knowledge—which is true —of the Brahman as the

only Reality, when it is to result from an Upanishadio state-

ment which falls within the sphere of the untrue ? For, surely,

one bitten by a rope-mistaken-as-snake never dies ; nor is it

possible, with the help of the water-in-the-mirage, to aobieve

purposes like drinking, bathing, and the like. But that is no
objection ; for, we do meet with effects, such as death, resulting

from' even suspicion of poison and the like; and in a man during

the state of dream we do see the effei^s (quivering etc.) of snake*

bite, bath, and the like. Should it be urged that even this effect

is unreal, this is our reply : Although in a man during the state

of dream the effects due to snake-bite, bath, and the like be false,

yet there is the fruit of them in the form of the man’s consoious-

ness of what had happened, which is true, seeing that it does not

disappear even in the wakeful condition. For, assuredly, no man
whatsoever, when awakened from dreaming, although realising

as false the effects due to snake-bite, water-baths, and the like

which he saw in the dream, ever regards his experience of them

5 [ BnhnuuiQtrabhiUiya, Tnuia. ]
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SH untrue.—Incidentally, from the fact of the iiersistenoe of this

consciousness of dream-experience in the man who has seen

dreams we have to understand a refutation of the theory which
regards the body itself as the Self.—Wo have a Scriptural passa-

ge to the same effect (Chh., v. 2. 9]
—

“ When, while some activity

intended for a definite end is proceeding, one sees a woman in his

dreams, in that dream-visiou of his he should understand a pro-

sperity for him”—[Page 22] which avows for the acquisition of a

prosperity which is real from a dream-vision which is unreal. In

the same manner Ait. Aran. [ III. ii. 4. 7 ]—after declaring that,

when certain omens cajpable of being experienced during waking-

life have presented themselves, one should consider that he will

not live much longer,” goes on to say (ibid., III. ii. 4. 15)
—“Now

the dreams : One .sees (in the dream) a black person with black

teeth ; and that person kills him”—that even these varied dream-

visions which are unreal presage death which is real. And that

is indeed well-established, in ordinary life, with persons who are

skilled in (drawing inference from) invariable concomitance and

non-concomitance, viz., that such-and-such a dream-vision con-

duces to weal and such-and-such an one to woe. So too we
observe the knowledge of the true ‘ A ' and other ( sounds ) as

resulting from the knowledge of the untrue symbolic lines

( standing for them ). — Finally, here'is this ultimate ( decisive

)

argument to prove the oneness of the Atman : viz., there is noth-

ing further beyond it of which an expectancy exists. While in

an ordinary statement such as, ‘ one should make an offering,’

there arises the expectancy as to ‘ unto whom,'
‘

with what,’ and
‘ in what mode,’ no such expectancy is known to arise in connec-

tion with the declaration [ Chb,, vi. 8. 7 ]

—

*
That thou art, ’ or

[Brih., i. 4. 10]—T am Brahman,’ inasmuch as it intends to convey

the knowledge of the absolute oneness of the true essence of

everything. It is only when some other object exists as a re-

mainder that there might arise the expectancy ; but there does not

exist any other object remaining apart from and beyond the

Atman, which can give rise to the expectancy. Nor is it possi-

ble to urge that such a knowledge never does arise ; for, there are

Vedic texts like [Chh , vi. 16. 3]
—

" And then indeed he did real-

ise," and there are also prescriptions for securing that knowledge

such as hearing (the Vedic texts, Brih., iv. 6) and repeating them
after the teacher [Brih., iv. 4. 22]. And it is not possible to urge
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that this knowledge is fruitless or erroneous ; for, we see the fruit

of it, viz., the cessation of Nescience ; and there arises thereafter

no other knowledge to negative the (earlier) knowledge (as happens
in the case of an erroneous knowledge). Of course, until this

absolute oneness of the Atman is realised, all secular and Scrip-

tural affairs which are due to a compound of truth with false-

hood, remain, as we have already stated, quite undisturbed.

Hence, when the absolute oneness of theAtman is brought home
by this ultimate (decisive) means-of-knowledge, all the earlier

activities based upon distinction are annihilated, and there then

remains no more any scope for imagining theBrahman to possess

manifoldness.

Another objection : we gather, from the assigning of illustrative

examples such as the lump-of.clay, that the Scriptural texts in-

tend to set forth the Brahman as one capable of being modified :

for, objects like the lump-of-clay are known in ordinary life to

be capable of assuming modifications. We answer. No. For, texts

like [Brih., iv. 4. 25]
—

“ He, indeed, is this great unborn Atman,

the ageless, deathless, immortal and fearless Brahman”; [Page 23]

or [Brih., iii, 9. 26]—"He is that Atman, the Not-this, Not-tbat”;

or [Brih ,
iii. 8. 8]— It is neither gross nor subtle",—and others

deny unto the Brahman every kind of modification and declare

it to be immutable. And it surely is not possible to understand

one and the same Brahman as both capable and also incapable of

assuming modifications. Why may it not be possible, like stand-

ing and moving ( in the case of one and the same man ) ? No ;

because we have declared the Brahman to be immutable. Unto
the immutable Brahman, of course, there cannot be assigned

manifoldness of nature like standing and moving. We have

already said that the Brahman is immutable and eternal inas-

much as all kinds of modifications are denied of it. Nor can we
imagine that, just as the realisation of the oneness of the Atman
with the Brahman is the means to salvation, even so the reali*

sation of it as capable of assuming the modifications in the form

of the world might have been intended as another independent

means for some other assignable fruit ; for there is no valid proof

for the supposition. The Scripture declares the fruit to follow

just from the realisation of the Atman as being one with the

immutable Brahmah ; for instance, the text [Brih., iv. t. 4] which
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begins with
—

“ He is that Atman, the Not<this, Not>that, ’* and

concludes [Bnh., iv. 3. 4]—“ Now indeed, O Janaka. thou hast

attained the Fearless One.” From this it follows that in a con-

text where the prevailing theme is the Brahman, when it has

been proved that the winning of the fruit is to result just from

the realisation of the Brahman as destitute of all specific attri-

butes whatsoever, any statements therein that are met with and

‘that have no special fruit declared in their connection—e.g., the

statement as to Brahman being modified in the form of the world

—

are to be understood merely as subordinate means contributory

to the Brahma-realisation, in accordance with the maxim

—

“ In a context where some fruit is declared in connection with the

main-theme, any statements made without specification of a spe-

cial fruit connected therewith have to be regarded as subordinate

( to the main-theme )”—and not as though they are cabable of

yielding an independent fruit of their own. For, it is absurd to

declare that from a realisation of the Brahman as susceptible of

modifications there might result the fruit, viz., the Atman’s su.s-

oeptibility to modifications, since the nature of emancipation has

to be eternal and immutable ( which it cannot be if the Atman
who is to get the emancipation were to be by nature mutable ).

— But, for one who holds by the theory of the oneness of the

Atman with the immutable Brahman, because for him there is

absolute oneness, there would result tlie nou-existence of a con-

troller of the world and the objeots-controlled, and so a contra-

diction with his own solemn-declaration as to tlie Lord being the

cause ( of the Universe ). To this we say. No: For the ( Lord’s)

omniscience turns upon the mere unfolding of the embryonic

Names and Forms which go to make up the Nescience. It was
on the basis of texts like [ Tait. Up., i. 1 1

—

"

From that Atitiaii

sprang forth the Ether”—that we had made the solemn-assertion

[ Brab. Sutra, I. i. 3 ]
—

” h'rom which ( arise ) the origination etc.

of this ( universe )”—’intended to declare that it is from the

omniscient, omnipotent I^ord, whose nature is eternal, pure, un-

fettered, oonsciou6nes.a, that there result the world’s origination,

subsistence, and dissolution, and not from the non-sentient Pra-

dhSna or from some other principle. That solemn-assertion of

course stands : nor do we assert here anything which runs coun-

ter to it. How can you say that, when you declare in the same
breath the absolute oneness of the Atman without anything as
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a second to it ? Listen how we deolare'.'nothing self-contradic-

tory : In the Scriptural text5,'and in the Smritis ( based upon
them), we are told that the omniscient Lord has—as if forming a

part of his nature but not really explicable either as having that

nature or as not having that nature—the Name and the Formi

the fabrications of Nescience and the germinid-prinoiples of the

phenomenal-world,—which are designated I Page 24 ] as the

Illusion or as the Power or as the Nature of the omniscient Lord.’

The omniscient Lord is distinct from these two, as is clear from

the passage ( Chh., viii. 14. 1
1—“ It is indeed the E^her which

achieves the Name and the E'orm : that which is beyond these

two is the Brahman, ” as also from texts like [ Chh., vi 3. 2 ]

—

“Let me unfold the Name and the Form or ITait. Aran.,iii.l2.

7 1

—“ The Wise One, having congregated all forms, assigns the

names and keeps on calling out the same; ’’ or [ Svet., vi. 16 1

—

“ He who makes the one seed manifold. ” Thus the Lord be-

comes the Lord only when conforming himself to the limitations

of Name and Form made out by Nescience, like unto tlie ether as

conforming to the limitations of the jar, the water-pot, and the

like. And He it is who, from the point of view of ordinary life,

rules over the sentient-seifs styled the individuaKsouls, who are

as if a portion of Himself—analogous to the ether as limited by

the jar—and who conform t») the bodies ( kSrya ) and the organs

which are all the creations of Name and Form,—all of them the

fabrications of Nescience. Thus, then, the Lord’s character as

Lord—His omniscience and omnipotence—is merely contingent

upon His being characterised by these limitations that consist

of Nescience ; while from tire point of view of the ultimate

truth there cannot reasonably remain any scope herein for the

ordinary conceptions of controlling, being controlled, omnisci-

ence and the like, when the Atman has once attained through

knowledge his real nature in which all limitations are at an end.

This has been declared by texts like [ Chh., vii. 24- 1
J—^“Where-

in he neither sees anything beyond it, nor hears anything besides

it, nor knows anytliing other than itself : that is the Plenum;”

and [ Bfih., iv. 5. 15 ]— When in hie case everything has be-

come his very Self, what can he perceive, and with what can he

perceive ?” Thus in the state of highest Reality all the ITpani-

shad.s vouch for the annihilation of all phenomenal-dealings.

To the like effect also the Bhagavadgtta [ v. 14-15 1
—

“ Ttie I>ord
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creates, of these people, neither their function-a8*an>aotor, nor

their activities, nor the joining of their actions with (correspond*

ing) fruit ; it is Nature that does it all ( automatically ). Nor
does the Lord receive either the sin or the merit of anyone : the

knowledge is obscured by Nescience, and as a consequence of it

the creatures ali go deviously ”—wherein is set forth, the utter

absence, in the state of highest Reality, of ordinary conceptions

such as that of the controller and the objects-controlled, and so

forth. From the point of view of ordinary perception, on the

other hand, there are statements even in the Scriptures re*

ferring to the Lord, the Controller, etc. Thus [ Brih., Iv. 4. 33 ]—“ He is the Lord of all, the Over*lord of all beings, the

Guardian of the creatures, the embankment that steadies all

these worlds so as to prevent their falling into utter confusion

[Page 25] and likewise too the Bhagavadglta [xviiiGl]
—“The

Lord is stationed, O Arjuna, in the heart-region of all creatures,

causing by His Power-of*Illusion all the beings to turn round

and round, as though mounted upon a wheel. ” The author of

these Sutras on his part declares the ‘ non-distinctness from It
’

from the point of view of highest Reality ; while from the ordi-

nary, phenomena] view-point he declares that ‘ it might happen

as in the ordinary life,’ making the Brahman equivalent to the

great ocean ( of the illustration ), and so following the mode-of-

explanation by the modification-theory—without as much as

explicitly controverting the phenomenal creation—particularly

as it might be of some utility in meditations on the Qualified

(Brahman). 14.

And because there is a perception (of the effect) onl\ upon the

existence (of the cause). 1 5.

For this reason also there is non-distinctness of the effect from

the cause ; because, namely, it is only consequent upon the exis-

tence of the cause that the effect is perceived, and not upon its

non-existence. For example, it is only when the clay is there

that a jar is observed or when the threads are there^that the cloth

is observed. Such an invariable perception of one thing is never

observed as being necessarily contingent upon the existence of

quite another thing. A liurse, for instance, being distinct from

a cow^ is not invariably found only where a cow exists ; nor, to
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take another inetanoe, ie a jar invariably found only where the

pot-maker exists, since they are two distinct things although
between them exists the relation of an effect and its efficient (but

not the constituent) cause. But, one might object, we do observe

the invariable presence of one thing consequent upon the exist-

ence of anotlier (and a distinct) thing, as for instance, the percep-

tion of the smoke ( only ) upon the existence of the lire. No, we
reply- For, even though the fire be extinguished, we do observe

smoke, as contained in a cow-boy’s pipe, for example. Our objec-

tor might possibly characterise the smoke as being in a particular

condition ( for instance, continuous and copious and uprising

)

urging that this kind of smoke does not exist where the fire is

non-existent ; but even so there is nothing defective in our argu-

ment. For, we are going to say that the ground of the non-dis-

tinctness between the effect and its cause is the fact that our idea

of the former is (invariably)coloured (and interpenetrated) by the

form of the latter. Such a relation docs not exist between the

fire and the smoke.

As another alternative we might read the Sutra as
—

“ And be-

cause of the existence of the direct-perception ( of the non-dis-

tinctness of the cause and the effect).” It is not merely on the

basis of the Scriptures that there is non-distinctness between the

effect and the cause : there is such non-distinctness also on the

strength of a direct perception of it. For there docs exist a direct

perception as regards the non-distinctness between the effect

and the cause. Thus, in an aggregate of the threads which

make up the cloth, as apart from and beyond the threads, there is

not at all observed such (a new and distinct) thing as a piece-of

cloth, the effect : what we do actually observe are mere threads

extended lengthwise and breadthwise ; and likewise (there are

merely) the fibres in the threads (constituted out of them) and the

smaller segments in the fibres. From such a direct perceptive

cognition we can take back the chain of inference to the three

colours : red, white, and black I out of which, according to Chh.

vi. 4, everything is made ], and then (as their still more ultimate

basis) the mere wind and the mere ether ; and, finally, the Brah-

man as the sole Absolute without a second—-where, as we have

said, all means-of-knowledge reach their most ultimate .stay-and-

Bupport. 15.
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And because of the ( antecedent ) existence of the subsequent

( effect in the form of the cause )• 16-

For this reason also, there is iion-distinctuoss of the effect from
the cause : because, prior to its origination, the Veda declares

the existence of the effect, which belongs to a subsequent time, in

the" cause, and in the form of the cause. [ Page 2ftJ Thus [Chh., vi.

2. 1]
—

“ All this, My boy, was undoubtedly existing in the begin-

ning;” or [Ait. Ar., 11. iv. 1. 1|
—

“ The Atman verily was alone

all this in the beginning ”
-wherein tlierc is declared a co-ordi-

nation between the effect referred to by the word ‘ this ’ and the

Cause. If a thing does not exi^t within another, and as being of

one essence with the other, it does not arise out of that ; e.g., oil

from sand-grains. Conseciuently, since, prior to origination, it

was nou-distinct, so the effect, even suKsequent to production,

has to be inferred to be non-distinct from the cause. Moreover,

inasmuch as Brahman, the Cause, does not at all deviate from

existence in all the three times, .so likewise the effect, the world,

does not also deviate from existence in all the three times ; and

since existence as such is one only, therefore also there is non-

distinctness of the effect from the cause. 16.

If you say ‘ Nay' by reason of the designation (of the Cause) as

'non-existence', the reply is—^No: because* as appears from the

remainder of the statement, it is (a designation) by opposite speci-

fication (merely). 11.

One might urge : But in places the Scriptural texts do also de-

signate the effect as non-existeuce prior to the origination : Thus

[ Chh., iii. 19. I J— All this was in the beginning just non-exis-

tence,” or I Tait, Up., ii. 7. 1 J—” Non-existence, indeed, was all

this at first.” From this designation of tlie effect as non-exis-

tence there cannot be said to he an existence of the effect prior to

origination. To this we answer. No. For, this designation of the

effect as non-existence is not intended to declare the utter non-

existence of it prior to origination, but, as contrasted with the

speoification of the effect as in an evolved state of its names and

forms, there is another specification of it as in an unevolved state

of its names and forms ; and it iA by this other specification that

there is here a designation of the effect—existing as it certainly
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is prior to its origination, and non-dUtinct as it also is from the

form of its cause. ' How do you know this ? From the remainder

of the statement. A statement which is of d mbtful import in

the earlier part is determined in meaning by its latter part.

Here, for instance, in the text [ Chh*, iii. 19. 1 ]— All this was

in the beginning just non-existence —the very same ( effect

)

which at the outset is referred to by the word ‘ non-existence,*

that same is again pointed to by the word 'that' and is specified

as ‘existence’ in [ Chh., iii. 19. 1
J—“ That was existence. ” [If

‘ that ’ had stood for mere non-existence, ] ns non-existence can

have no relation with the prior or the posterior time, the word
‘ was * should not properly have been used of it. So also in

[Tait. Up., ii. 7. 1 ]
—

“Non-existence indeed was all this at first,”

in the part of the statement to follow we have a specific mention

to the effect [ ibid., ii. 7. 1 ]—“ That of itself transformed its own

self.” [Page 21] which means that it was not before absolutely

non-existent. We conclude therefore that this designation of

the effect prior to its origination is merely of the nature of an

opposite specification. In ordinary life anything with a fully-

evolved name and form is known as a fit object for being called

existence ; hence, prior to its evolution with names and forms, it

can be taken in a secondary sense, and declared to be as though

‘ non-existence.’ 1 1

.

And from reasoning, as well as another Scriptural passage. 18.

From reasoning also we can infer the existence of the effect

prior to its origination and its non-distinctness from the cause

;

as also from another Scriptural-passage. We will first describe

the reasoning. We observe in ordinary life milk, clay, gold, and

so forth—and none but these—resorted to by people who are de-

sirous of ( producing respectively ) curds, jars, ornaments, etc.

Persons wanting curds do not resort to clay, nor those wanting

jars, to milk. This cannot be reasonably explained if the effect

were taken to be non-exittent. For ( should it be so ), prior to the

origination, everything being everywhere alike non-existent,why

should curds be produced out of milk alone and not out of clay,

and why should a jar be produced out of clay alone and not out of

milk ? If (to obviate the objection) it be supposed that, although

( the effect be everywhere ) equally non-existing prior to its ori-

6 I BrahmuTlttabhBBbya, Trans. ]
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gination, yet it is in milk alone that there exists a certain subtle

( predisposing ) form of the curds, and not in clay ; and in clay

alone that thei*e exists a certain subtle ( predisposing ) form of

the jar, :iad not in milk : then, inasmuch as the antecedent con-

dition is characterisec by this subtle ( predisposing ) foim, there

resulth ?i t^ow^iig overboard of the theory of the ( antecedent

)

non-existence of the effect ( in the cause ), and the establishing

of the theory of the ( antecedent ) existence of the effect (in the

cause X If. as another alternative, one were to posit in the cause

a certain potency for invariably producing certain specific effect

only, this potency cannot serve as a determining principle of the

effect if it were to be either distinct ( fiom effect

)

or altogether

of the nature of non-existence ; for, its non-existence or distinct-

ness would not be specifically restricted to ( particular effects

and not others ). Hence, the potency has to be of one essence

with the cause, and the effect has to be of one essence with the

potency. — Moreover, it is necessary that between the cause and

the effect, as between the substance and its qualities, we should

assume an identity of-essence, as there is no distinctness between

them ‘such as there is between a horse and a buffalo And even

with the hypothe.sis of the Intimate-Relation ( samavaya) if there

has to be assumed a relation (of seme sort) between the Intimate-

Relation itself on the one hand, and the intimately-related

objects on the other, between this ( new-relation ) again and the

things which it keeps in relation, a yet newer relation of some

kind has to be assumed, and so on ad injinifurrit which would lead

to the contingency of non-finality. If, on the other hand, there

is no assumption of such a relation, there would be the contin-

gency of the breaking asunder ( of the relation). Should you

here urge that the Intimate Relation, being itself of the nature

of a relation, would be related to the objects without the neces-

sity of any intervening relation then (the quality called) Contact,

being no less of the nature of a relation, ought to be related (with

the objects in contact ) without requiring an ( intervening ) Inti-

mate Relation ( as you assume). The assumption of an Intimate

Relation is also purposeless because (pairs) such as the substance

and its qualities are actually perceived as being identical-in-

essence.—How, moreover,would the effect which is an aggregate

of parts subsist—if it is to do so—upon its cause, viz., its consti-

tuent parts ? Would it subsist upon ( i) all the parts taken toge-
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ther, or would it subsist upon (ii) each one of them singly ( and
by turn ) ? If it were to sub>ist (i, a) upon all the parts ( collec-

tively), then there would arise the contingency of the non-percep-

tion of the whole-as-such, because there cannot pot-sibly be ( in

one act of perception ) a perceptive-contact between, the entire

whole and the sense-of-perception. Thus, for illustration, ( the

quality of ) plurality, residing as it does upon the total number
of things that go to make it up, cannot be perceived by perceiv-

ing the constituent things singly. If it were to sub.-ist ( i, b )

upon all the parts, but seriatim [ one segment of the whole com-

ing into contact with its corresponding constituent-part 1, then

[ although the difficult:^ of non-perception disappears, yet )
there

will have to be imagined to the whole ( a series of ) constitu-

ent parts other than those out of which it was actually produced

so as to make it possible for the former series of parts to exist

upon the latter series in succession. For. it is by a series of

constituent-parts distinct from those of j^cabbard that the sword

fits into its scabbard. Such a supposition would further lead to

a regressus in infinitum, because there will have to be imagined

each time, [ Page 28] a new series of constituent-ports to the

whole by means of which it could reside upon the series of its

constituent parts first* imagined ( and thereafter a second new

series, and so on ). On the other hand ( case ii ), if it were to re-

side ( wholly and completely ) upon any single one of its consti-

tuents, then while the whole is performing its function in one

part, it cannot perform its function in another part. For, if

Devadatta be present in Srughna, he cannot on that very day be

present at Pataliputra also. If there be a presence simultane-

ously in more than one place, there will have to be more than

one personality ; as fur instance, of Devadaltp* and Yajiladatta

respeoiively residents of Srughna and Pataliputra. Were you

to urge that, like the genus “ cow-ness ”
( which, although one,

resides upon eaoli single species, the oow^ wholly and cfunplete-

ly) the constituted-whole might reside wholly and completely

upon each one of its constituent parts, and so no defect obtains

in our view, w^e reply, no; because we never have that sort of per-

ception. For, were the constituted-whole to reside like cow-uess

wholly and completely on each constituent pait then, just as w^e

perceive the “ oow-ness ” in each cow by direct-perception, so

ought we to be able to see the whole in each part* by direct-per-
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cepfcion ; but such a perception never takes place as by necessity.

Moreover, if the whole were to reside upon any single part fully

and completely, then inasmuch as a thing gets its status by per-

forming its function, and inasmuch as the whole (which, is toi>er-

form the function) is only one, even by the horn (which by hypo-

thesis is equal to the whole animal) it ought to perform, say, the

function of the udder, or by the chest, the function of the back.

But we never notice anything of the kind.

^ Further, if the effect were to be non-existent before its origi-

nation, then the ( process of ) origination would have neither a

( grammatical ) subject nor any substantiality For, origination

is certainly an action, and as suob necessarily requires, like the

action of going and so forth, a ( grammatical ) subject. That we
should have an action and that it should be without a ( gramma-
tical ) subject is a contradiction. When we speak of a jar origi-

nating, if the origination is not to have the jar as its ( grammati-

cal ) subject, we will have in that case to imagine some other

(grammatical) subject for it, (say, the potsherds ). And similar-

wise when we speak of potsherds etc. originating, we will have

to imagine something-else as being the ( grammatical ) subject

of that action. If that were true, when one says ‘ the jar origi-

nates ’ he will have to be taken to say that it is the pot-maker

and other causes that are originating. In ordinary life, however,

when there is a statement made about the origination of a jar one

never understands that even the pot-maker and so forth are being

originated : rather, these are understood to have been already

originated.— If, further, one were to eurgue that the origination

of, and the acquiring-of-a-concrete-individuality by, an effect is

simply the effect’s coming into [samavaya] relation with its

cause, and whh the ( genus, ) existence ( respectively ). you have

to explain how one that has not yet obtained a substantiality

can have any relation at all. A relation is possible only between

two existing entities, and not between an existing and a non-

existing entity, or between two non-existing entities.—Moreover,

( when you speak of the non-existence of an effect prior to its

origination, ) since ‘ non-existence ’ is void of all characterisa-

tions, its delimitation as ‘ prior to origination * is inadmissible.

In ordinary life it is existing entities like houses and fields that

are seen to possess such delimitations, and not a non-existence.
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For, surely, an attempt at delimitation like
—
“The barren-woman’s

son was the king before the coronation of Purnavarman ”—can-

not convey any specification as to when the barren-woman’s son,

who is void of all reality, became or is or will become king. If

ever, forsooth, the barren-woman’s son were to come into existen-

ce subsequent to the operation of the causal agencies, then only

would it stand to reason that the non-existing effect might step

into existence subsequent to the operation of the causal agencies.

We, however, hold the view that since the barren-woman’s son

and the non-existing effect are both of them equally non-exist-

ing entities, therefore, just as the barren-woman’s son could not

step into existence sub.sequent to the operation of the causal

agencies, even so would the non-existing effect not come into

existence subsequent to the operation of the causal agencies. It

might be objected : if that were so, the operation of the causal

agencies would be reduced to purposelessness. For, just as no-

body ever busies himself ( when producing a Jar ) to induce ( the

clay, pot-maker and other) causes to (assume an existential form)

because these are already existing entities, even so, | Page Z9

1

if the effect were to exist prior to origination, and were to be of

one essence with its cause, then nobody would exert himself to

endow the effect v'ith the form-of-existenco. But people do thus

exert themselves. Hence, with a view to make the operation of

causal agencies purposive, we would be inclined to regard the

effect as non-existing prior to its origination.—The objection is

not valid, we reply, since the operation of causal agencies will

have motive enough in that thereby the cause is tothe made to

assume the form of an effect. That this ‘ form of the effect
’

again is also of one essence with the cause, inasmuch as what

does not already exist in the cause as of one essence with it, can-

not, as we have said, be originated- Besides, owing to a mere

difference in the ( external ) form being observed, there cannot be

assumed to be an otherness in the thing’s real essence. For, sure-

ly, Devadatta ( seated ) with his hands and legs drawn together

does not pass over into another entity in essence when one obser-

ves him in { another ) position with his hands and legs stretched

out ; for, there is the recognition of his being the very same in-

dividual. In a like manner our parents etc., even though we

observe them day after day in different varying postures, do not

become different in essence, inasmuch as there is the recognition
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that he is my father, brother, son, etc. (as the case may be). And
if one were to object that this may be right in those cases where
the ultimate limit of a difference in birth has not been crossed

( and the individuals do not utterly disappear from us ), but not

so in the other cases : we say, Nay. For even in ( the ordinary

case of a cause-effect relation, viz. ) milk and so forth assuming
the form of curds, we see the transformation taking place before

our very eyes. And even where, as in the case of the seeds of a

Banian tree and the like ( where the transformation into sprouts

etc. takes place wnile they are ) concealed from our sight, when
the seeds spring up into our view after the accretion to them of

other parts similar to their own, and so assuming the form of a

sprout and the like, then we are to call it their birth ; and when
these same parts waste away and we ( ultimately ) cease to see

them, then we are to call it their death,—if it is the intervention

of a birth and a death thus understood that is to make what was
non-existence to become existence and what was existence to be-

come non-existence, then we will have to recognise the child in

the.foetus and that lying on its back (after birth) as two distinct

ones. Similarly too we will have to assume a distinction ( of in-

dividuality) even in the oonditionsof childhood, youtli and oldage

which would entail the contingency of giving the go to the ordi-

nary dealings with the parents and the like.—Hereby the (Buddhi-

stic) doctrine of Momentariness is also to be understood as refuted.

—He, on the other hand, who considers the effect as non-exi.*‘tent

prior to its origination : in his theory the operation of causal agen-

cies will have no material on which to operate : for, as the non-

existent ( effect

)

cannot be the material, it would be like the em-

ployment of various weapons such as sword etc., for the purpose

of hacking the ether to pieces. If you contend that the operation

of causal agencies can have ( the clay ) the inherent cause as the

material to work upon, we say, No: for, it would involve an un-

warranted license in logic if the causal agencies operating upon

one thing ( the inherent cause ) were to bring into existence

another (and quite a distinct) thing. And if it be held that the

effect is merely a subtle-formof the inner-essence of the inherent

cause, we demur, because that would bring you round to the

doctrine of the (antecedent) existence of the effect (in the cause).

Hence it follows that it is the very (causal) substances, milk and

sO forth, that come ro oe designated as effects when they stand
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forth under the form of ( the effects like ) curds and the like.

Consequently even after a hundred years one will not be able to

reach the conclusion that the effect is distinct from the cause.

Accordingly, it is (Brahman), the First Cause that, right down to

its most ultimate effects, assumes, like an actor, the forms of the

various effects, and so comes to be the basis of all the pheno-
menal d«;alings. Thus from reasoning we arrive at the doctrine

of the existence of the effect prior to its origination, and its non-

distinctness from the cause.

Wo arrive at the very same conclusion even from another

Scriptural-text. Since in the preceding Sutra there was cited a

Scriptual-text which designated the cause as ‘ non-existence,’ it

is a text different from that which is meant by ‘another’ Scrip-

tural-text, and which designates it as ‘existence,’—namely one

like [Chh., vi. 2. 1] ; “Existence alone, My dear boy, was all this

ill the beginning, one and without-a-second.” [ Page 50 ] And the

passage I in Chh., vi. 2. 1 ]
—

“ And now some declare that it was
nothing but ‘ non-existcnce ’ in the beginning ”—introduces the

view as regards (the effect being) ‘ non-existence,’ and, calling

this view into question by the words ( following )
—

“ How could

existencf^ be produced out of non-existence ?’*—reaches the final

conclu.'-ion that
—

“ Nothing but existence, My dear boy, was all

this in the beginning.” Here, inasmuch as, in the condition

prior to origination, the effect which is denoted by the word ‘this*

i.s pi lOed by the Scriptural-text in co-ordination with the cause

which is denoted by the word ‘existence,’ there follow the (two)

conclusions as to the (antecedent) existence (of the effect) and its

nou-distinctness (from the cause). If the effect were non-existent

prior to origination and were to come into the relation of ‘sama-

vaya’ while it is being subsequently produced, then it would be

distinct from the cause. Under this supposition the solemn-

declaration [Chh. vi, 1. 3]— ‘‘ By which what has not been heard

becomes something already heard....”—would be rendered nuga-

tory. The solemn-declaration on the other hand is ratified (only)

by believing in the (antecedent) existence (of the effect) and (its)

non-distinctness Uroin the cause). 18.

And like unto a plcce of-doth. 19.

And just as a piece-of-clotbi when rolled up, is not clearly
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perceived as to whether it be a piece-of-cloth or some other subs-

tance : but the same when spread out is, by that spreading out,

clearly perceived (as when one says—) the object that was rolled

up is the piece-of-cloth itself. And just as, while it was rolled

up, one did have the perception of it 6is a piece-of- cloth, but did

not know it as possessing a specific length and breadth; and just

as the same piece-of-cloth, while it is being spread out, is per-

ceived as possessing a specific length and breadth, but it is not

felt that it is a piece-of-cloth distinct from the one having the

rolled-up form : in exactly the same manner an effect such as a

piece-ot-cloth is non-manifest while it subsists in the form of its

causes like the threads, etc., and is rendered manifest for percep-

tion by the operation of the causal agencies like the shuttle, the

loom, and the weaver. Thus the Sutra means that the maxim of

the rolled-up and the spread-out piece-of-cloth establishes the

non-distinctness of the effect from the cause. 19.

And like unto the life-breaths etc. 20.

And just as we observe in the world the different life-breaths,

such as the Prana. Apana, etc., abiding just in the form of their

root-cause, when they are curbed in the(Yogic) process of breath-

control, and so performiH^ only the function of continuing the

life, but not the other ( wonted ) functions such as withdrawing,

expanding, and so forth; and just as, these same varieties of life-

breath, when again released, perform likewise their other (wont-

ed) functions—withdrawing, expanding, etc.—over and above

that of the continuance of the life; and just as the different

varieties of life-breath are not distinct from the Breath (or Prana)

which has these sub-varieties, seeing that all alike have the mov-

ing-air as their essence : even so, analogously, is the effect non-dis-

tinot from the cause. [ Page 3 1 ] Hence, inasmuch as the en-

tire world is an effect of Brahman and non-distinct from it, the

solemn Vedic declaration, namely [ Chh., vi. 1. 3 ]—“ By which

what has not been beard becomes something already heard, what

has not been thought becomes something already thought, what

has not been known becomes something already known ”

—is fully ratified. 20. Here ends the Topic ( 6 ) styled Word-
Initiated World.
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TOPIC 7 : Creator Higher than the Soul

( Sutras 21-23 )

In consequence of the designation of the other One as this, there

arises the contingency of his not-doing what is beneficial, and so

forth, 21.

It is from another aspect of it that the doctrine of a sentient

first cause is now being attacked. If indeed one were to postu-

late a sentient being to initiate the creative process, there would
arise the contingency of defects such as not doing what is bene-

ficial, and the like. Why ? Because of the designation of tlie

other One as this. For, the Scripture designates the other One,

viz., the embodied soul, as being of the essence of Brahman,
since there is an awakening of the consciousness in the follow-

ing form [Chh., vi. 8. 7]—“That is the Self : That thou art, O
Svetaketu !” Or (interpreting another way )the Scripture desig-

nates the other One, viz., the Brahman as being the true Self of

the embodied-soul, inasmuch as in the passage [Tait.Up., ii.6]

—

“ Having created it, into the very sq^e He entered ”— it is the

Creator Brahman in the unmodified- form that is set forth as hav-

ing subsequently entered all the effects, and so become the true

Self of the embodied-soul. And in the text IChh., vi. 3. 2]
—

^“Let

me thereafter enter (the creation) with this soul—this Self—and
unfold the names and the forms”—the Highest Divinity desig-

nate.s the soul as the Self and hence points out that the embodied

.soul is not other than the Brahman. Therefore, the creative-

function appertaining to Brahman is (eventually) that of the em-
bodied-soul itself. As a consequence, being as he is, a free, inde-

pendent creator, he should do just what is exclusively beneficial

to him and what wotild cause him comfort, and not what is harm-
ful to him, such as this net-work of manifold miseries, to wit

;

. birth, death, oldage, disease and what not. For, no one who
retains his freedom would fashion a house of incarceration for

himself and therein enter. Nor would he, being by nature ex-

tremely pure, conceive a relation of ownership with the altoge-

ther impure body. And even though inadvertently fashioned, he

would at his will abandon whatever might cause him pain, and

take up what might cause pleasure. And ( above all ) he would
7 [ Brahma&UtrabhSaliya, Trai s. ]
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remember : it was by me that this wondrous globe of the universe

was fashioned. Every one, in fact, after doing a thing, clearly

remembers that be has done it. Further, just as the magician

does, without any effort and whenever lie wills it, windup the

magical-illusion spread out by himself, even so ought the embo-

died-soul too (be able to) withdraw this creation. But, of a fact,

this embodied-soul is not able to withdraw even his own body

(and limbs) without making an effort. Thus then, as we do not

notice the doing of any beneficial actions etc., it follows that

the creative process emanating from a sentient cause cannot

stand to reason. 2 1

.

But It is morc-and-be\ond, as there is an intimation of distinc-

tion. 22.

I Page 32] The word ‘but’ tiinrs back the objection. That

Brahman, omniscient and omnipotent, and eternal, pure, sen-

tient and free by nature, and which is over and above and dis-

tinct from the embodied-soul : it is That which we declare to be

the Creator of the world. To It the contingencies, such as not

doing the beneficial etc., do not apply. For, to It there does not

exist anything beneficial to be achieved or anything harmful to

be averted, as it is by nature eternal and free. There does not

exist in Its case anywhere any hindrance to knowledge or to

power, because of Its omniscience and omnipotence. The embo-

died-soul on the other hand is not of this nature, and to it do

apply the defects such as not doing the beneficial etc- But this

soul we never declare to he the creator of the world. Whence do

you get this V On account of an intimation of distinction. De-

clarations like [ Brih., ii. 4. 51—“The Self, forsooth, My dear, is

to he seen, to be heard, to be reflected upon, to he tneditated

upon or [ Chh., viii- 7. 1]—“He is to he sought after, to be cog-

nised or 1.
Chh., vi. 8. 1 ]—“It is then, My dear boy, that one

becomes of-one-essence witli Existence or [ Brih., iv. 3. 35 j

—

“ The embodied-soul, surmounted by the Omniscient Self
’’

—and many more of a like nature, which assert a distinction of

the agent and the action and so forth, designate the Brahman as

being more-and-heyond the individual soul.

But it might be urged that there is also an assertion of non-
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distinction, such as [ Chh., vi. 8. 6 ]
—

“ That thou art —and the

like. How could contradictories like distinction and non -dis-

tinction be both true ? But that is no objection. For, in more
than one place it has been established that there is a possibility

of both on the analogy of the (elemental ) ether and ether-in-the-

jar. Further, when tliere has been awakened the consciousness

of the non-distinction by declarations such as [Chh., vi. 8. 6 I-"-

“ That thou art ”—and the like which point out that non-dis-

dinction, then tliere results a falling away of the individual

souTs relation to the phenomenal world, and also of the idea of

the Brahman as being its creator, inasmuch as that right know-
ledge wipes out all kinds of dealiugs-in-phenomena, which are

( just ) a pageant set afoot by false knowledge. From that point

of view, where is the creation, and wlumce can there be defects

such as not doing the beneficial etc.? This transmigratory-world

which gives rise to these notions of not doing w^hat is beneficial

etc. is an erroneous-perception l)ased upon the failure to discri-

minate between ( the Brahman and ) the liinitiug-adjuucts, con-

sisting of this whole assemblage of bodies and organs, which ‘are

the fabrications of names and forms that are themselves figured

forth by Nescience : it ha«, as we have stated time and again, no

existence from the point of view of the Highest '^i'ruth—even like

the feeling of the ‘ I ’ as being the subject of birth, death, cutting,

piercing, and the like ( which really belong to the body only ).

As long, then, as the notions of distinction ( and dealings based

upon these ) remain un-sublated, so long the intimation of dis-

tinction contained in texts of the nature of [Chh., viii. 7. 1 ]

—

“He is to be sought after, He is to be known *’—testifies to the

Brahman being over-and-above ( the individual soul ), and so dis-

pels the contingency as to our theory being open to defects like

not doing what is beneficial, etc. 22.

And* because of the analogy of stones and the like, there in no

cogency in that. 23.

[ Page 33 J Just as in the world, in the case of stones, which
all partake of the common characteristic of ‘earth-uess,’ there

are some stones, very precious, like diamonds, lapis lazuli, etc.,

others of medium excellence like crystals, and others of low

value, only fit to be thrown at dogs and crows, so that w^e notice
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a manifold variety amongst them ; and just as of seeds which
are grounded in the same soil we notice a very large variety in

their leaves, flowers, fruits, smell, sap, etc., as in a sandal or a
Jcimpaka; and just as one and the same food-juice produces diversi-

fied effects like blood, etc. and like hair, down, and the rest: even
so it stands to reason that one and the same Brahman should give
rise to the differentiation between the individual seifs and the

Highest Self, and to the manifoldness of the creation. Hence,
there is no cogency iu that, that is to say, there is no cogency in

the defect imagined by our opponent. The word ‘ and ’ (in the

sutra) suggests a outnulation of arguments like the authoritative-

ness of the Scripture, the nature of the modified forms as merely
due to word-initiation, and the other analogous instance of the

diversity of things visible iu the dreams. 23. Here ends the

Topic (7) entitled Creator Higher than the Soul.

Topic 8 : Creator’s ('ausai. Paraphernalia

’ (Sutras 24-25)

If one savs No, because the accumulation [of causal parapherna-

lia ] is observed, we demur : for, it is like the milk. 24.

The statement made that the sentient Brahman, one without a
second, is the cause of the world, cannot be maintained. Why?
Because the accumulation [ of causal paraphernalia] is observed.

For,'in ordinary life, we observe pot-makers, [weavers], etc., the

authors of jars or pieces-of-cloth or the like, producing their res-

pective handicrafts after having furnished themselves with mate-
rials and instruments like clay, staff, wheel, threads and such-
like accumulation of mainfold causal paraphernalia. The Brah-
man, however, you intend to set forth as being devoid of any
assistance. If It is not going to gather together other means-of-
work, how can you maintain Its character as a Creator ? Conse-
quently, Brahman is not the cause of the world. To this we reply
that it is no [valid] objection; for, as in the case of the milk, this
can be explained as a consequence of its peculiar innate-nature.
Just PS in the world we find milk or water of its own accord
getting modified into curds or ice without needing for it any ex-
traneous means, just so it might be in this case too.— But it
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might be urged, even the milk and the like do require extraneous

means, like heat etc.,''while they are becoming transformed into

curds, etc.: how can you then say— ‘for. it is like the milk’? This

is no objection. That kind of modihcation and that degree of

modification which milk of its own accord undergoes, that same
kind and degree of modification towards the form of the curds is

merely accelerated by the use of heat etc. If indeed milk were

not to possess of its own accord an innate proclivity for becom-

ing curds, even the beat etc. would not by force succeed in trans-

forming it into curds. For, surely, the wind or the ether can-

not be perforce compelled to assume the form of curds by heat

and the like. The presence of causa] auxiliaries merely contri-

butes to the perfection of the effect. But Brahman is already

possessed of a perfection of powers : not by anything extraneous

is its perfection to be brought about. There is a Scriptural text

to that effect fSvet., v. 2J—[Page 34] “There exists neither the

body nor the organs to Him, and we do not see any one who is

His equal or His superior; we hear of His highest and diversified

power, as also, of knowledge and strength and activity, which

are His by nature” Therefore we can understand, even of the

one solitary Brahman, in consequence of its possessing a mira-

culous power, this diversified modificatiotx, as in the case of

the milk. 24.

And also like [the analogous cases of] the gods etc. of ordinary

experience. 25.

This may be so. In the case of non-sentient objects like the

milk etc. there can well result the modification in the form of curds,

without the necessity of any extraneous means, because that is an

observed fact. But pot-makers etc., who are sentient beings, are

observed to proceed to produce their respective handicrafts not

without a full equipment of means and instruments. How then

can the Brahman, sentient as it is, start the activity without any

assistance? — We reply, like the [ analogous cases of] gods, etc.

Just as in the world we notice gods, manes, sages and such other

personalities of great prowess,—sentient too as they all are,—’yet,

irrespective of any extraneous means and by reason of being en-

dowed with peculiar potence, creating, alone and by the act of

mere meditation, many a body and a palace and a car and the like
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of diversified make-and-pose—as can be asserted on the autho-
rity of the Samhitas, the Brahmaiias, the Histories, and the

Puranas; and just as the spider spins out webs out of itself, or the

female crane conceives without semen, or the lotus-plant moves
from one lake to another ( adjoining) lake without requiring any
extraneous means of travel : even so the sentient Brahman too

can create the world out of itself and without standing in need
. of any extraneous means.—If against this one w^ere to urge that

analogies of the gods etc., which are adduced for the Brahman,
are not quite on a par with the case sought to be explained by

analogy. For, the gods etc., do have their uon-sentient body

which can serve as the material for fashioning miraculous objects

like other bodies etc. and not their .‘-entient souls; while in the

case of the spider il: is its .saliva produced by eating smaller in-

sects which, when liardeiied, becomes the thread of the web: and

as to the female crane, she conceives upon liearing the noise of

a thundering-cloiid ; and as concerning the lotus-plant, finally,

from one lake it approaches another lake by its own non-

sentient body, which is propelled by an (in-dwelling) sentience,

as does the creeper tlie tree ; and it is not a case that, being itself

non-sentient, it is able to perform the movement towards another

lake. Therefore, all these analogous instances do not fit in with

the Brahman. To this our reply should be: that is no defect.

For, what was wanted to be conveyed was just the difference of

these cases with the ( other ) parallel instances of the pot-makers

and the like. While, tlien, the pot-makers etc. and the gods etc.

are both equally sentient, the former, before beginning an action,

stand in need of extraneous means, but not the latter; in an ana-

logous manner the sentient Brahman for its parts could also si-

milarly f Page 3S ] dispense with all extraneous means—this was

all that was intended to be conveyed by the adduced analogies

of the gods and the like. The point is that it is not an invaria-

ble rule that exactly the same potence that has been observed in

the case of the one should precisely tally with that of all other.s.

25. Here ends the Topic (8) entitled Creator’s Causal Parapher-

nalia.
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Topic 9 : Impartite’s Part-Modification

( Sutras 26-29 )

The conclusion then stands established that the cause of the

world Is the sentient Brahman, one without a second, which, on the

analogy of the milk and the like, or the gods and other instances,

assumes a modification of itself, without standing in need of any .

other extraneous means- By way of a further probing of the

ascertained conclusion of the vSastra,he is now bringing up another

objection once more

—

Either a wholesale transformation, or a disturbance in the Scrip-

tural-texts about the impartiteness. 26.
/

There would arise the contingency of “ whole-sale transforma-

tion” that is to say, modification in-the-fonn-of-thtj-eftcct of the

whole Brahman, because there can be no parts to it* If Brahman
had been, like the earth and similar objects, constituted of parts,

then it would have been possible for one of these parts to get

modified, while the other part could have remained unmodified.

But we learn of the Brahman as being imparfcite from Scriptures

like [Svet., vi 19 ] Without digital-parts, without activity,

tranquil, stainless, spotless,” or [Mundaka, ii. 1- 2]— “The Puru-

sha verily is divine, devoid of definite dimensions, unborn, and

possessed of both the without and the within,” or [ Brih., ii. 4.

12 ]
—

“ This Great-Being is endless and unfathomable and solid-

ly constituted out of knowledge alone,” or [Brib., iii. 9. 26 J

—

“He is that Atman (describable as) ‘not-this,’ * not-that,’” or

[Brill., iii. 8. 8]— Neither gross nor subtle,”—and others wliicli

deny all specifications in its case whatsoever. So then, as there

is not any possibility of a modification in one part, the contin-

gency of a whole- sale modification having arisen, there would

result an outright destruction ( of the Brahman ), which would

also involve the futility of the instructions to seek and obtain

a sight of the Brahman, seeing that the effect is to be seen by us

all without any effort whatsoever, and there is no possibility of

the Brahman remaining over and above the effect : hence too the

Scriptural statement about Brahman being unborn would be viti-

ated. And if, with a view to the removing of this defect, you
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were to assume parts to the Brahman, still the texts just adduced

teaching the impartite nature of the Brahman, would become
disturbed. Furthermore, if we assume parts to it, there arises

the contingency of its non-eternality. In every way then this

theory cannot possibly be sustained : Thus the objection. 26.

But on account of the Scripture : the Scripture being the (only)

basis of it. 27.

By the word ‘ but ’ he dispels the objection. There certainly

exists no flaw in our theory. To begin with, there is not the con-

tingency of a whole-sale transformation. Why? From Scrip-

ture. Just as the Scripture declares to us the creation of the

world from Brahman, [Page 36] even so there is a declaration as

to the existence of the Brahman independently of its modifica-

tions, inasmuch as there is an assertion of the Cause and its

modifications as being distinct from one another : namely [Chh.,

vi. 3. 2]
—

“ And the Divinity reflected :
‘ having by means of this

soul, this Self, subsequently entered these three divine entities,

let rile unfold the names and the forms,’ ” or [Chh., iii. 12. 6 ]

—

“ Thus much is his greatness
:
greater than that is the Purusha.

All the beings form a quarter of Him, His immortal three-quarters

are in the heaven;” and the like. Also there are passages which
speak of the heart as His abode, and passages which speak of the

( individual soul’s ) merging back into Existence. If the entire

Brahman had been used up in the process of transformation into

its effect, tlien the specification referring to the condition of deep-

sleep, namely, [Chh., vi. 8. 1 ]
—

“ Then, My dear boy, he becomes
merged hack into Existence”—would become inapplicable in-

a.‘:much as the individual soul remains alway.s merged into the

essence of the modified Brahman ( as being itself a modification

of the Brahman), while (beyond the Modified Brabman) there

exists no unmodified-Brahman ( into which it can become merged
during deep-sleep ). Also there are texts placing the Brahman
beyond the pales of our perceptive-organs, whereas the modifica-

tions of the Brahman (which by hypothesis exhaust the Brahman)
are always within the range of the perceptive-organs. Hence
there does exist an unmodified-Brahman.—Nor does this involve

a disturbance of the Scriptural passages regarding impartiteness,

because we assume likewise its impartiteness on the strength of
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the Scriptural declarations themselves. For, Brahman has the

Scriptures as the only basis and the word-testimony as the only
means-of-proof, and it is not open to sense-perception. We have
therefore to believe in it just as the Scripture teaches it. And the

Scripture propounds both these in the case of tbe Brahman ; its

part-transformation and its impartiteness. Why, in the case of

pbarm-beads, spells, herbs and the like, as we know them in the.

world, we see their mainfold potences depending upon differences

in place, time and other circumsiancep, and giving rise to many
self-contradictory effects. Now, if even these cannot be deter-

mined by mere logic, in the absence of special instruction as to

what specific thing has what particular potences helped by an
assignable set of auxiliaries, what particular spheres of action,

leadinjg to what particular consequences: how much the more reason

there is not to expound, except with the concurrence of the Scrip-

ture, the characteristics of Brahman, the real nature of which is

beyond the ken of even thought 1 Thus, likewise, declare those

well-versed in the Puraiias [ Mbh., vi. 5. 12 J

—“Those objects in-

deed that are beyond thought : them one should not bring under
the yoke of logic. That which is beyond the normal-pheno-

mena—such is the definition of the Unthinkable.” Hence it can

arise only from Scripture : this understandingof the true-nature-

as-it-is of things that are beyond the pale of sense-perception.

But, it might be urged, even the Scripture cannot make us ac-

quiese in a self-contradictory statement, such as, that tbe Brah-

man is impartite, that it assumes a modification, and that the

entire whole is not modified. If Brahman be at all impartite,

either it ought not to be ever modified, or the entire whole ought
to be modified. And to assume that in some of its aspects it

gets modified, while in the others it remains [‘Page 37 \ unmodi-

fied, virtually makes it possessed of parts owing to this assumed

difference in aspects. For. it is only in matters pertaining to an
action that even a self-contradictory teaching like ( under Jaim.

Sutra, X. 8. 6 1
—“ He takes the Shodasin-cup in the Atiratra rite :

He does not take the w'hodasin in the Atiratra rite,”—can have

the perceived contradiction therein composed by re^^orting to an

option in practice; because an action, after all, rests upon an in-

dividuars will. But in the present case even recour>e to option

cannot possibly remove the contradiction, because the nature of

8 [ BrahmasCtrabhasbya, Traus. ]
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reality does not depend upon any man’s will. Hence the view

contains an ineradicable difficulty. We reply that it is not so ;

because we can assume the differences in the aspects ( of the

Brahman) as merely the fabrications of Nescience. For, surely,

owing to a difference in aspects fabricated by Nescience, the

thing-as-it-is cannot be rendered liable to partition. Because to a

person suffering from eye-disease the moon appears as if double,

the moon in reality cannot of course be double. It is through a

difference in aspects consisting of names and forms which are

the fabrications of Nescience—aspects, one of them developed

and the other undeveloped, and both of them not susceptible of a

discrimination as to whether they are or are not other than That

(Brahman)—that the Brahman comes to be the basis of all phe-

nomenal dealings involving liability to modification; whereas

in its ultimate real nature It transcends all the phenomenal deal-

ings and abides as ever unmodified (and unmodifiable), seeing that

the distinction of names and forms is a fiction of the Nescience

and is merely word-initiated, so that (in reality) it does not mili-

tate against the impartiteness of Brahman. Nor need we suppose

that the Scriptural statement about modification primarily intends

to teach the modification itself, because no fruit is made known
as resulting from such a comprehension. It is, on the other hand,

intended to teach the real-essence of Brahman as devoid of all

phenomenality, because a fruit is declared as resulting from that

comprehension. Thus a Scriptural passage [ Brib., iv. 2. 4 ]

—

introducing the theme with—“ This is that ‘ Not-this,* ‘Not-that’

Atman ”—goes on to say :
“ Now hast thou verily reached the

Fearless, O Janaka !
’ Accordingly, in our theory there exists no

possibility of any flaw. 23.

And besides we do have similar and manifold creations in the

self also. 28.

Farther, one need not here contentiously ask, how one and the

same Brahman can have a multiform creation without violating

its real nature, since, even in a self whoi.s one and who is seeing

a dream, a multiform creation without violating his real nature

is declared to arise in the text commencing with [Brih., iv. 3. lOj—“There there are no (real) cans, nor yoke-animals, nor paths;and

yet be creates the cars, the yoke-animals, and the paths.” And in
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ordinary experience too we come across manifold creations of

elephants, horses, and the like amongst the gods and amongst the

magicians, etc., without thereby vitiating their real ( unitary )

nature. Similarly, even in the unitary Brahman—and without

destroying its real nature—there can exist a multiform crea-

tion. 28.

And because the same objections can be urged against your
own view. 29.

[ Page 38 ] In our opponent’s own theory also the same flaw

exists. The view endorsed by the follower of the PradhSna-

theory is that the impart ite, infinite Pradhana, void of sound

and otljer qualities, is the cause of the effect, which is divisible

into parts, of limited dimensions, and possessed of sound and
other qualities. Even in that view there arises the contingency

of a wholesale modification of the Pradhana which is impartite,

or a vitiation of the assumption of its impartiteness. But it

would be pointed out that they do not at all assume the Pradhaqa
to be impartite. There are the three eternal qualities of Sattva,

Rajas, and Tamas. The Pradhana is merely a state of equipoise

of these (three qualities), and so with these very parts it is capa-

ble of division into parts. But the present defect cannot possibly

be remedied by this kind of liability to partition, since Sattva,

Rajas, and Tamas are each of them equally impartite. And if

one of these in turn, with tlie other two as auxiliaries, is to be the

constituent cause of a similar world of phenomena, then (by parity

of reasoning) there does arise the contingency of the same objec-

tion being urged against your own view. But inasmuch as rea-

soning is always unstable [ Brahmasutra, II. i. 11,] if you are in-

clined to (flout our reasoning and) believe in the Pradhana’s being

in fact capable of partition, then there presents itself the contin-

gency of its being impermanent, etc. And if your idea were that

it is the potonces as inferred from the diversity of effects that are

the (so-called) parts, those can be made equally available in de-

fence of the propounder of the Brahman-theory.— In a like man-
ner in the case of the follower of the theory of Atoms, when he

assums the conjunction of one atom with another, if, as being

without parts, the atom is to come into contact with another atom

in its entirety* then, as there could be no further increase in the
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size, the result (of the conjunction) would be a mere atom (and

not a binary ). And if the atom were to come into contact at

some of its parts, then that would militate against the ascription

of impartiteness to the atom, so that in this theory also there

arises the same contingency ( as in ours); and that ought not

to be therefore pressed againt-t just one of the opposing theories

.only. As for the propounder of the Brahman-theory, he has re-

futed the objection directed against his own view. 29. Here

ends the Topic (9) entitled Imparuite’s Part-Modification.

Topic 10 ; Fully-Equipped Divinity

(Sutras 30-31)

Wo have said that even from the unitary Brahmair there can

properly arise this manifold assemblage of modification in conse-

quence of the Brahman being endowed with manifold potenoes.

But, it might be asked, how do we know that the Highest Brah-

man is joined to such manifold potenccs? The reply follows

—

[The Divinitvis] endowed with everything, because it is thus

declared. >0.

We have to assume that the Highest Divinity is equipped with

all powers. Why ? Because it is thus declared. For, the Scrip-

ture declares the joining of the Highest Divinity with all powers:

for instance [ Chh., iii. 14. 4]—^“Possessed of all actions, all desi-

res, all odours, all tastes; encompassing all this, the unspeaking,

the unconcerned;” or [Chh., viii. 7. 1 ]
—

‘ He of truthful desirea

and truthful purpo.ses;” or (Mundaka, I. i. 9]
—“He who knows

all and realises everything;” [Page 39] or [Brih., iii. 8. 9]
—

“It

is at the behest of this, the Immutable One, O GargI, that the sun
and the moon stand sustained ;” and others of like import. 30.

If you say Nay, by reason of the absence of orgars ( of percep-

tion and action), the explanation has been already given. 31.

This might be. But the Scripture declares the Highest Divinity

as being devoid of all organs, as for instance [Brih., iii. 8. 8 J

—

“Without the eye and without the ear, and without speech and
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without mind and the like. How can such a Divinity, albeit

endowed with all powers, be able to proceed to activity ? For, even

the gods and others although sentient and endowed with all powers,

we learn, are able to proceed to various activities only because

they are equipped with a spiritual body and spiritual organs.

Moreover, when there has been a denial of all characterisation to

the Divinity in the text [Brih., ili. 9. 26 J

—
“Not-this, not-that,’*

how can the Divinity be coupled with all potences?— What was’

to be said in answer to the above has been already stated before.

This Brahman is altogether unfathomable, and penetrable only

to the Scripture, but impervious to reasoning. Besides, we can-

not lay down the rule that what potence was seen in the case

of one, in the same manner it should exist in the case of another

alsp. That the Brahman, in whose case all specifications have

been denied, can yet be joined to ommipotence has been already

explained by us by setting forth the distinction of aspects as ima-

gined by Nescience. The Scriptural text likewise [Svet., iii.l9]

—

“Without hands and feet, and yet swift and able to grasp: He
the eyeless sees, He the earless hears”— declares, in the case of

the Brahman-^albeit destitute of allorgans—-the possession of all

kinds of potences. 31. Here ends the Topic (10) entitled Fully-

Equipped Divinity,

Topic 11 : Final End of Creation

( Siitras 32-33

)

The theory of a sentient First Cause is, from another point of

view, again called into question

—

No: because of purposiveness (of all activities). 32.

That the sentient Highest Soul should have created this globe

of the Universe does not stand to reason Why ? Because of the

purposiveness of (all) activicies. For, in this world, we never

observe any sentient person—where he proceeds to act after pre-

vious deliberation— commencing an.v activity, however slight be

the effort involved in it, if it does not sub.-erve some purpose of his

own: much less an activity involving such a very heavy exertion.

Ajpd there is the Scriptural text [Brih., ii 4-5] confirming this

concensus of oommoiisense—[Page 40] "Nut indeed, My dear,
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does all this become dear unto one in the interest of all this, but

rather does all this become dear in the interest of one’s own Self.**

And there is involved a very heavy exertion in this activity, viz-

that of creating this globe of the Universe with all its array of

details high and low. If now all this ( mighty) activity of the

sentient Highest Soul is to be assumed to minister to his own
(sp.eoific ) ends, then the absolutely self-sufficient nature of the

Highest Self, as endorsed by the Scriptures, would be vitiated.

If, on the other hand, there be no purposiveiiess (in the activity),

there would result an absence of the activity itself. And in case

you were to say that, just as we at times obseive even a sentient

person, in a frenzied state, performing, by reason of his intellec-

tive apparatus being out of gear, activities that aim at no benefit

to himself, even so might the Highest Self be taken to have gone

about the action, then, in that case, the omniscience of the

Highest Self, as attested by the Scriptures, would be overthrown.

Hence, that a sentient being should have been the author of the

creation is a theory that does not hold together. 32.

But, as in ordinary life, it might be mere sport. 33.

The word ‘but’ negatives the objection. Just as in the world,

in the case of one who has all his desires fully satisfied—say of

a king or of a royal minister—we do observe, in the way of play-

ings and recreations, various activities of tlie nature of mere sport

and not in anywise aimed at any otlu r extraneous purpose ; and

just as ( movements like ) up-bn-albings and out-breathings etc.

take place by very nature and without aiming at any extraneous

purpose : even so in the case of the Lord also there can take place,

by His very nature, an activity of the nature of mere sport and

without aiming at any other purpose. For, of course, there can-

not be imagined to exist in the case of tlie Lord any other pur-

pose, whether we view at it logically or in the light of the Scrip-

tures. Nor can you gainsay what is only the ( intrinsic) nature

of any one. And although the creation of this entire globe of

the Universe might appear to us as a very heavy exertion, yet to

the Highest Lord it is but sheer sport; for, He has immeasurable

powers. And although indeed, in ordinary life, even in the sports

there can be attributed some slight purpose, still, in the presenj

case, not even such a purpose can possibly be posited, because of
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the Scriptural declaration of Ilis self-sufficiency. Nor can there

result a cessation of the activity, or a frenzied activity, because

the Scriptures avow both the creation and the omniscience. Nor
finally, should this fact be forgotten that the Scriptural account

of creation—as it comes within the sphere of the phenomenal-

dealings in names and forms, which are but the figurations of

Nescience—is not to be understtood from the point of view of the

highest truth, but is to be taken as having been aimed at setting

forth the Brahman as the real essence of everything. 33. Plere

ends the Topic (11) entitled Final End of Creation,

Topic 12 : Inequality and Cruelty

^ ( Sutraft 34-36 )

Once again is brought up an objection against the Lord being

the cause of the origination etc. of the world, with the object of

strengthening the view solemnly averred, following herein the

maxim of infixing a peg [by shaking it and the soil at its root]

—

There is no inequality, nor cruelty, because of ( the Lord’s

)

showing due-consideration : so, in fact, it declares. 34.

[Page 4 1] The Lord cannot reasonably be the cause of the world.

Why ? Because there arises the contingency of His inequality

and cruelty. For, He makes some—e.g., the gods etc.,—experience

greatest happiness; others—e. g., the beasts and the like—tie

makes suffer the greatest miseries
; while others still—e. g., men

etc—He allows to experience (both these) in moderation. That

the Lord should have created the world with such an unequal
dispensation argues in His case the presence, as in that of an

ordinary mortal, of love and hatred ; and .so there arises the

contingency of a flat contradiction of the Lord’s nature of

passionlessness as determined by Rovealed-texts and conipila-

tions-of-authority. Then again, there arises the contingency of

an ascription to Him—because He brings about visitations of

sorrows and encompasses the destruction (at Dissolution) of the

entire creation—of compassionlessne^s and of extreme cruelty, for

which even the most wicked conceive a loathing. Therefore,

owing to this contingency of inequality and cruelty, the Lord
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cannot be the cause. To this contingency we make the reply that

the Lord does not stand open to the charges of inequality and
cruelty. Why ? Because of a showing of [due] consideration.

If indeed the Lord wore to create this creation, with its (patent)

inequalities, entirely irrespective of any consideration, then there

could arise these two faults: to wit, inequality and cruelty. But
•He does not function as the Creator irrespective of any consider

rations. The Lord creates this world together with its inequali-

ties after showing all [due] consideration. What is it to which he

shows all [due] consideration ? We answer : it is to the merit and

the demerit. Consequently, that the creation shows inequalities

in consideration of the merit and demerit of the creatures about

to be created argues no fault in the Lord. The Lord should rather

be viewed upon like the rain. For, just as the rain constitutes

the common cause for the production of crops (like) rice, barley*

etc., but as regards the differences in rice, barley, etc., it is the

peculiar potences inherent in the various seeds of these that

constitute the special causes : even so the Lord is the common
cause for the production of the gods, men, and the rest of the

creation, while as regards the inequalities betw^een the gods, men,

etc. it is the actions appertaining to the various souls that serve

as the special causes for the same. Thus, in consequence of His

showing [due] consideration, the Lord is not to be arraigned for

the faults of inequality and cruelty. But how do you know that

it is out of such [due] consideration, that the Lord, creates this

world with its differentiation of the high, the low, and the mid-

dling ?— For so, in fact, the Scripture declares [Kaush. Br.,iii.8]—
“ It is indeed He alone who makes that man do a good action

whom he desires to lift up to these higher worlds ; and it is He
likewise who makes another man do a bad action whom he

desires to drag downwards;*’ or again, [Brih., iii. 2. 13]
—“Good

does one become by good action, bad, by bad action.” Smriti too

shows that the Lord metes out rewards and punishments only in

consideration of the specific actions of beings, as in (the Bhaga-

vadgita iv. 11)—•” Whatsoever people in whatsoever manner be-

take then.selves to me, them in that very manner I accord treat-

men*';”—and others of the same kind. 34.

If you say, ‘ there Is no Karman, because of non-differentiation/

yre reply •* No, on account of beginninglessness. 35.
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[ Page 42 ] In consequence of the pTonouncod-declaration of

non-differentiation prior to creation, as in the text [Chh., vi. 2. 1

1

— Existence alone, My dear boy, was all this in the beginning

:

one and without a s-econd,” there does not exist any Karman out

of consideration for which there might ensue inequalities in the

creation. For, Karman comes into existence only at a time sub-

sequent to the creation, as being dependent upon differentiation

’ into the body and the like; and if the differentiation into the

body and the like were to be dependent upon the Kerman, tl^ere

would arise the logical defect of a mutual interdependence (or of

reason! ng-iri-a-circle). Conseciuently, if the Lord v/ere to pro-

ceed, subsequent to such a differentiation, to create ( in [ due J

consideration of the merit and demerit ), He might do so., But

prior to the differentiation, there being tlie absence of any Kar-

man which could be the cause of the diversity (in the world), we
are compelled to posit the first creation as being free from all iii-

e.iualities. To this objection w'e demur, because of the begin-

iiinglessness of this transinigratory-creation. It might have

been a defect, if thi.s transmigratory-creation ever had ha,d a

starting-point. But the world, being without a beginning,

and, between the Karman and the inequality in the creation

there being established an unending chain of the relation of

cause and effect—as in the case of the seed and the sprout

—

there is no contradiction present in the Lord’s creative

activity. 35.

But how do you know that this traiismigratory-world is without

a beginning V So he recites the follow'ing

—

It stands to reason, and is also attested. 36.

The beginuinglessness of the transmigratory-world stands to

reason. For, if it w^ore to have a definite starting-point, coining

into existence all of a sudden, (and without adequate causes) as

it must then do, there would arise the contingency of even the

liberated souls (in who.se case all ground for rebirth has been des-

troyed) being again born into the w'orld, as w'ell as the conting-

ency of one’s being made liable for w^hat he might not have him-

self done, inasmuch as no assignable cause can then exist for the

inequalities of happiness and unhappiness ( in the world). And it

9 [ BrahmasHtrabbSshya, Traos. ]
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has been said that the Lord cannot be the cause of this inequality.

Nor can Nescience alone and by itself be the cause of this in-

equality, because it is of a uniform nature only (and as such

incapable of causing any inequality ). For, Nescience can be the

cause of inequality only as circumscribed by the Karinan indu-

ced by latent-impressions due to afflictions like passion, etc. But

we cannot have a body unless there i.s Karman, and there can-

not be Karinan unless there be a body : so that there arises the

fault of mutual interdependence. If, on the other hand, we
assume a beginninglessness, there can be offered an explanation

in conformity with the maxim of the seed and the sprout, and so

there would be no defect of any kind.—Further, we have it attest-

ed also—this beginninglessness of the transmigratory-world—in

the Scriptures and the Srnritis. In the Scriptural-text, to begin

with, there is an indication of the world’s beginninglessness inas-

much as, at the very starting-point of the creation, the words

[Chh., vi. 3. 2]
—

“ By moans of this Soul, this Self — designate

the embodied-.self by the term jivn or indivifliial-soul, which im-

plies a sustenance of life ( by the individual-soul in some exis-

tence prior to the creation that is to be ). If there had been any

definite beginning to the series-of-tiansmigrations, how could

there have been, at the very threshold of the creation, a designa-

tion by the word jlva ^—which implies as its basis a sustenance

of life,—if the self had never ( in any earlier creation ) sustained

life at all ? Nor can you say that it is an ( anticipatory ) desig-

nation: because he is going to sustain life in the time to come ;

for, more powerful than the relation that is to come is the re-

lation that has already been, because that stands forth as an
accomplished fact. [ Page 43 ] The words of the Saihhita also

t Bigveda, x. 190. 3 ]
—

“ The Creator fashioned the Sun and the

Moon as before, ”—testify to the existence of an antecedent

fashioning ( of the Sun, the Moon, and the whole creation ). In
the Srnritis too we come across the beginninglessness of fcrans-

migratory-world, as in [ Bhagavadgita, xv. 3]
—
“There is not

to be perceived here any form of it : neither the end, nor the

beginning, nor the support. ” And in the Purana it has been
established that there is no measuring of the world-creations

that have been in times gone by or that are to follow in the time
to come. 36. Here ends the Topic (12) entitled Inequality and
Cruelty.
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Topic 13 : Everything in Order

( Sutra 37 )

In the Vedic theory as hitherto demonstrated,— viz., that the

sentient Brahman is the constituent as well as the efficient cause

of the world—the defects alleged by our opponents, such as Dis-

parity-iivNature, and the like, have been now set at rest by tile

Great Teacher. Now, being about to commence a section princi-

pally devoted to a refutation of other people’s theories, he brings

to a conclusion the section principally devoted to (showing) the

acceptability of his own theory

—

And because all the qualities properly fir in. 37.

Since, with the acceptance of this Brahman as the cause of the

world, all the characteristics that are demanded of a cause are

seen, in the manner hitherto shown, to harmoniously subsist

therein—namely, the Brahman’s being Omniscient, Omnipotent,

Master of the great Illusion, and so forth—therefore, no more can

this Upanisbadic theory be called into question. 37. Here ends

the Topic ( 13 1 entitled Everything in Order.

Here ends—in the Work of the holij and blessed Feet of the Re-

vered Sankara, the Pupil of the holy Feet of the Revered Gotnnda,

the blessed Ascetic-preceptor with the Title of “ ParamahaTisa ,'^

—

in this Comment expounding the Real Nature of the Embodied-

Self—the First Quarter of the Seccmd Chapter,





CHAPTER SECOND

QUARTER SECOND

TOPIC I : Refutation of thf SAMKiiVAS

( Sulrns 1-10)

[Page 45] Although the inaln-pnrposc of this Treatise is to ex-

pound the true intention of the Upauishadic texts and not, as of

some rationalistic system, to establish or refute a dogma by mere
reasonings, skill it behoves those that claim to explain the XTpani-

shadic texts to rebut systems of thought like that of the Samkhyas
and others that are opposed in tenor to the true [ Vedantic] philo-

sophy : and it is for this purpose that the following Quarter is

undertaken. Inasmucli as the determination of the real purport

of the Upanishadic texts was conducive to [the attainment of]

the true view, it was the establishment of our own theory by
determining that purport that was effected at first ;

for, that

is of more consequence than a [mere] refutation of the opponent’s

view. But [ we will be told 1, for the sake of persons desirous of

salvation [ and not of earthly triumph ] it would be proper, as

being a means to that salvation, merely to establish what con-

stitutes your own view, which is to help the discernment of the

[ so-called j true philosophy: of what use then the refutation of

the opponent’s views, which would [i;nly] engender ill-will for

others ? True what you say. Nevertheless the great treatises of

the Samkhyas and others are accepted by many master-minds:

and finding that these treatises [ also ] profess to teach the “true

philosophy,” it is likely that some poisons of dull intellect may
form the notion that even thtse are to be followed for the acquisi-

tion of correct views. And they may come to believe in them be-

cause they claim to be based upon profound ratiocination, and

also because their authors are declared to be omniscient. Hence

it is that an effort is being made to demonstrate their utter worth-
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lessness. — But [again it would be urged] already before in Sutras

like [ I. i. 5 ]
—

“ In consequence of ' seing ’ not the non-Scriptural

[ Pradhana],*’ or [ I. i. 18 ]“ By reason of ‘desiring* there is no scope

for the inference [-established Pradhana]** or, [ I. iv. 28] “ And
with this, all [texts] are explained — are explained

’*— a re-

futation of the Samkhy a and of other views was effected: why
then repeat what had been already done ? We reply—The Saihkh-

yas and others, in the establishing of their own theory, go to the

length of even citing Upanishadic texts and interpretiug them so

as to make them conformable to their own theory. What was

accomplished before was just to prove that wdiat these persons

offer as an interpretation is a sham interpretation, not the correct

interpretation. Now, however, the special point is to effect an

indeppndent refutation of their reasonings without making any

appeal to the Scriptures.

By reason also of the impossibilitv of design and arrangement,

not the [ Saiiikhva ] inference-[ established Pradhana]. 1.

[Page 46] Now the Samkhyas argue thus:—Just as the pots,

plates, and other discrete existences containing in them the

common essence of clay, are observed in the world to be preceded

by a totality constituted out of clay-essence, so similarly all the

discrete existences whatsoever, internal as well as external,

are interpenetrated by a pleasure-pain-infatuation nature, and

must therefore be held to be preceded by a totality constituted

out of the pleasure-pain-infatuation essence. Now this totality

constituted out of the pleasure-pain-infatuation essence is no

other than the Pradhana with its three aspects ( gunas ), which,

like the clay, is non-sentient and which, with a view to

achieve the purpose of the Purusha, evolves itself, and of its

own accord, into the diversified modifications. So also, on the

strength of inferential marks like finiteness [ Saihkhyakarika,

15 ], they establish the same Pradhana. To that we reply—If

the view is to be established only on the ground of analogical-

instances [and not on the authority of the Scriptures], then, we

say, that a non-sentient entity, unsupervised by onewho is senti-

ent, is never observed in the world to give rise, of its own accord,

to modifications calculated to fully accomplish any specific ends

of the Purusha. For, we notice that in our world objects like
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houses, palaces, beds, seats, pleasure-grounds, etc.—capable as

these are of securing and warding off pleasure and pain [respec-

tively] as ococaaions may arise—are constructed by talented

artisans. In the same manner all this external world, the earth

and the rest, which is capable of affording fruitionunto all one’s

varied Karmans, as also the internal world, the body and the

rest, with its attendant distribution into various classes, and ex-

hibiting several specific dispositions of limbs, and forming the

basis for our experiencing the fruition of multiform Karmans,

—

such as we actually see it to be : how can all thi.s, impossiUe as

it must be for even talented artisans—the most honoured amongst

them—to asmuchas mentally grasp : how can the non-sentient

Pradhana construct it ? For, we do not observe such a power [ of

construction ] amorist logs and stones and the like. So also in

clay and the like, we observe an orderly arrangement of a speci-

fic fiorm [ only 1 when they are supervised by the pot-maker and
others. On tiie sa»ue analogy there ensues the contingency of

the Pradhana also bidiig regarded as supervised by some one else

who is sentient. Further, [when the clay and the pet-maker to-

gether originate the pot.] there seems to be no constraining rea-

son why the nature of the basic cause should bo determined only

by taking into consideration the nature of the material cause

like clay, to the exclusion of all consideration of [the nature of ]

external (efficient) cause like the pot-maker. There is no contra-

diction involved if this be admitted : nay, we would thereby

conform to the Scriptures by acknowledging a sentient [ first ]

cause. Hence, on the strength of the argument that design-and-

arrangement remains unexplained, no non-sentient world-cause

could bo established by inference.

On the basis of the word cha ( also ) [ in the Sutra ] the author

understands “as well as by rea.son of the impossibility of the

[alleged] homogenoous-ooustitution ( anvaya ) etc.,” and thereby

he supplementarily establishes the untenability of one other

[Saiiikhya] inference. For, it is not possible to maintain that the

discrete-existences, internal and external, are constituted out of

pleasure-pain-infatuation, seeing that pleasure and the others are

felt to be subjective, whereas sound and the other [physical quali-

ties] are felt to be not of the nature of these, themselves, but are

felt to be rather the causes ( occasions ) of these. Further, eveu
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though the sound and the other [physical qualities] remain the

same, still, under differentemotional-atfcitudes, differing varieties

of pleasure etc. are experienced.-— Then again, because the diffe-

rent discrete and finite existences like the root, the sprout, etc.

are observed to be preceded by cohesion [of seed, soil, water,

light, air, etc.,] and because the different internal and external

existences are discrcfcc-and-fiiiite, therefore, if one is going to

argue that these latter must also be preceded by the cohesion [ of

the three aspects with each other in varying proportion], then

there will ensue the contingency of regarding even these aspects

of Sattva, Rajas, and Tanias as themselves preceded by a cohe-

sion [of some other basic causes], seeing that the aspects also

possess the same discreteness or finitness. - - Jjastly, as to the re-

lation of cause and eifect [ as by itself a proof for Pradhana], we

see that relation in the case of beds, seats, and the like, which

are effects brought into existence after intelligent-supervision,

and therefore it is not pos-siblc to conceive that the different dis-

crete existences, Internal and external, could liave, on the

ground of that relation of cause and effect, any non-sentient

principle as their [first] cause. 1.

As also because of the [ impossibilitv of J activitv. 2.

[Page 47] Never mind the desigu-and-arrangenient. For the

effecting of the same you cannot any better establish that acti-

vity—that deviation from tlie state of equipoise— that grouping-

together of the Sattva, Raj is and Tanias wifcli one as dominant

and the other two as subsidiaries—that proclivity for originating

specific products—as belonging to Pradhana by itself, indepen-

dently, because we do not observe it in the case of clay and the

like, nor in the case of a cliariot and the like. For, it is not the

case that clay and the like, or the chariot and other objects, being

by themselves nou-sentient, and neither supervised by sentient

beings like the pot-maker and others, nor by a horse and the like,

are ever seen to put forth activity calculated to bring about a

specific effect ( or result ). And from what is observed we prove

what is not [ and cannot be ] observed. Hence, even on the

ground of the impossibility of explaining activity, the non-senti-

ent I Pradhana] is not to be inferred as the world-cause.— But
[our opponent may say], no more do we observe any activity in
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the solitary sentient That is very true. Nevertheless what we
do observe is the activity of the non-sentient chariot etc. when
it is joined to some sentient being. Yes; but we do not find the

activity actually residing in the sentient being which is joined to

something non-sentient. What then is the correct hypothesis?

Is the activity to belong to that wherein it is actually perceived,

or to that, being joined with whom it is observed to ensue ? Is-it

not reasonable [our opponent may ask ] to ascribe the activity to

that in which it is actually seen, because we actually observe

both [the activity and the chariot which is its substratum j

;

whereas there is no direct-perception—as there is of the chariot

and the like—of the sentient as being, by himself, the sub-

stratum of the activity in question ? Even the very exis-

tence of the sentient as conjoint with the body in which acti-

vity subsists is in fact to be proved by inference only, seeing

that ar living-body is found to be distinct-in-nature from a mere-

ly non-sentient chariot and the like. And it is as a consequence

of this that the Materialists, finding that the sentieucy can be

perceived only when the body is perceived, and that the same
cannot be perceived when the body is not perceived, have come
to the conclusion that the sentitncy belongs [ as a property ] to

the body itself [there being no need to postulate an independent

Atman j. Hence, [concludes our opponent,] the activity belongs

to the non-sentient itself. To this we reply—We do not wish to

assert that the activity does not belong to where we all observe

it, viz,^ the non-sentient [ chariot, or body]. Let it by all means
belong to it: only we wish to point out that the activity proceeds

from the sentient ; because where this is, that is ; and where this

is not, that is not. Just as, that [peculiar] modification in the

shape of [emitting] heat and light, which we see subsisting in the

[burning] log-of-wood and the like, and which w^e do not perceive

as existing in the fire by itself [without any fuel], has neverthe-

less to be regarded as proceeding from none but the fire [ as its

source ], since it is observed upon its ( fire's ) contact, and not

observed upon its separation; even so here. As to the Materia-

lists, finding that it is the sentient body [ of the horse etc. ] that

originates activity in the iion-sentient chariot and the like, it is

not-inconsistent [from their point of view ] that they should con-

cede the sentient to be the source of the activity.

10 [ BmhmasntrabhSshya, Trans. ]
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If it be urged—In your view the Atman, although joined to the

body etc., cannot, by reason of his having the nature of mere in-

telligence and nothing else,^ itself move, and cannot [a fortiori]

be a possible source of the activity [in others] ; we say. No ; for,

like a magnet, or like the [qualities of] colour etc., he can, albeit

devoid of activity himself, cause activity [ in others ]. Just as

[ that it to say ] the magnet-bead, although itself not moving, can

be the cause of the movement of the iron ; or just as objects like

colour etc. , themselves not moving, can cause movements of the

[ senses of ] eye etc.
,
oven so the Lord, although himself without

movement, still, being omnipresent, and omniscient and omnipo-

tent, as also the inward-soul of everything, can fitly cause every-

thing else to move. And if it be argued that He, being severely

alone [Page 48], cannot be properly the cause of motion, as there

is nothing besides him that he can move, we say. No; for, this

objection has been more than once rebutted by us on the ground

of the infusion of the Cosmic Illusion which, through nescience,

sets afoot all the varied names and forms- Hence it follows that

activity becomes possible only onthe theory of an omniscient Lord

as the cause, and not on the theory of anything non-sentient as

the cause. 2.

If it be*said—on the analogv of the milk, and of the water [ Pra-

dhana can have activitv ]. there too, [ we reply, is the presence of

the Sentient ]• 3.

Well then, just as milk, itself non-sentient, moves of its own
accord for the nourishment of the calf: or just as water, itself

non-sentient, flows downwards of its own accord for the benefit

of mankind ; even so may the Pradhana, itself non-sentient, put

forth, of its own accord, activity for the purpose of accomplish-

ing the ends of the Purusha. This, we reply, is not soundly

argued ;
because, even there, in the case of the milk and of the

water, we have to infer that the activity is only caused by their

* Reading mXitrtioijaiirekeiia in line 22. The reading mStravystirekenaf

although given by some editors, does not seem to have sufficient Ms. autho-

rity. It can, however, be made to yield good sense. iVitb that reading

trausUte*. If it be urged—in your view the Atman, although joined to the

body etc., cannot possibly hive an activity over and above hia nature as

pure intelligence, and so it cannot become a source of any activity ; etc.
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being under the direction of a sentient cause ; because in the

mere non>sentient chariot, as is in fact assented to by both the

parties to the dispute, there is not observed any activity. There
is also the Scripture [Brih. Up., iii. 7. 4]—“He who, abiding

amidst waters, controls the waters from within or [ibid.,

iii. 8. 9]
—

“ It is at the behest, O Garg!, of this the Immutable that

the rivers flowing eastward and in other directions move on
which proclaims the Lord as being the controlling cause of all

the movements in the world down to the tiniest tremor. Con-
sequently, the illustration of the milk and the water that is addu-

ced is no illustration [allowable by us ], because [to us] it is [not

an indubitably established fact—as all illustrations must be—
but] a matter falling under the category of what-is-yet-to-be-

proved (sSdhya). In the case before us, the sentient cow can

properly be said to cause the movement of the milk [into the

udders] through her affectionate desire, the sucking done by the

calf merely occasioning the drawing outwards of the milk. Nor
is there any absolute independence [of movement] in the case of

the water ; for, flowing does require the presence of a lower .level

of the ground. And it has been shown [by the Scriptures] that

in all such cases there is the need of the sentient. — In Sutra

[II. i, 24]
—

“ If one says No, because the accumulation [of causal

paraphernalia] is observed, we demur : for, it is like the milk ”

—

what was intended to be established by the illustration was that

even in consonance with the common-sense point of view, it is

possible for an effect to take place spontaneously and irrespec-

tive of any causal factors outside of itself. From the point of

view of the Sastric truth, however, the need of a [controlling]

Lord that has to be acknowledged is by no means intended to

be set aside. 3.

And because there is not [in the system] ant; entity outside [ the

Pradhina to act as the controller, it ] becomes unrestrained [ as

regards the activity]. 4-

In the Sathkbya view the three aspects (gun8s),when remaining

in the condition of equipoise, are the Pradhana; and beyond these

naught else that is external to it exists as the source of the acti-

vity, or of the cessation-from-activity, of the Pradhana. As to

the Purusha he is unconcerned, and can accordingly neither
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cause nor inhibit; the activity, with the consequence that the

Pradhaha remains without restraint. And being so unrestrsin-

ed, that the Pradhana at times puts forth its modifications in

the form of the Mahat and the rest, while at other times it does

not do so : this is unreasonable. As to the Lord, He being

omniscient and omnipotent and endowed with the great Cosmic-
Illusion, His activity and O0ss.ation-from-activity do not involve

any contradiction. 4.

And because of its absence elsewhere* [ Pradhana’s activitv

is] not analogous to that of grass and the like. 3.

I Page 49 1 Be that as it may, just as grass, herbs and the

like I when eaten by the cow ] get transformed into milk etc.,

of their own nature and quite irrespective of any other inducing-

cause, even so the Pradhana may assume the modifications in

the form of the Mahat and the rest. And if it be asked, how do

we know that grass etc. work irrespective of any other inducing-

cause, we reply. Because no other cause is observed to lie opera-

tive. Had there indeed been observed any other cause as opera-

ting, then, at our pleasure, it should have been possible to join

that cause to the grass and the like and so manufacture milk as

much as needed. But we are not able to manufacture it. Hence
the transformation of gra.ss etc. takes place of its own accord.

So can it be with the Pradhana. -- To this our reply : Pradhana

can have a spontaneous modification on the analogy of grass and

the like provided of coui’sethe grass and the like can be assumed
to get transformed of their own accord ; but we do not piake that

assumption, because anotlier inducing-cause is actually known
to be operative. How is such a cause known to be operative ?

“ Because of its absence elsewhere. ” For, it is only thut grass

etc. that is used by the cow that alom turns into milk, and not

that rejected by her or used up by bulls etc- If the transformation

were to be without (extraneous] cau.se, then grass and the like

should have been turned into milk even without coming into

contact with the cow’s body. Further, just because men are not

able to accomplish anything at their pleasure, that does not

mean that the effect in question needs no cause at all. For, there

is one class of effects that can be accomplished by men, and
another class of effects, to be accomplished h7 supernatural
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agency. And men too are able, by employing proper means, to
secure grass and the like and manufacture it into milk. For*
persons desirous of securing plenty of milk make the cow eat

plenty of fodder, and thereby get plenty of milk. Hence, the
modification of the Pradhana does not, any more than that of

grass and the like, take place of its own accord. 5.

And even though assumed, there is no I assignable J
motive [ for

the Pradhana’s aclivitv ]• 6.

We have thus established that there is no spontaneous activity

of the Pradhana. And even though we were, forsooth, to

humour your belief and assume a spontaneous activity for your
Pradhana, still there would persist a defect f in your theory ]•

Why ? “ Because of an absence of motive-” For, if it is to be
argiled that Pradbana’s activity is spontaneous and does not
stand in need of anything else in connection with it, then just

as there is no need of any co-operating cause, even so there will

be no need for any motive for that activity ; and as a consequence
your doctrine that the Pradhana puts forth its activity for ac*

complishing the ends of Purusha will have to be thrown over-

board. And if our opponent were to urge that it is the co-operat-

ing cause that the Pradhana can dispense with, but not as well
the motive for its activity, we have to demand that he ought
to exactly point out the motive alleged for Pradhana’s activity •

whether it is the Purusha’s pleasure-pain experience, or his

salvation, or both. If it be the pleasure-pain experience, what
kind of a thing can it be in the case of the Purusha whose real

nature permits of no kind of accretion [ for either the removal of

an existing deficiency, or the acquiring of an adventitous pro-

perty 1 ? And if assumed, it would involve the contingency
of an obsence of liberation for the Purusha. If [ the motive be]

liberation, then [ Page 50 ]' liberation being already, even an-

terior to the Pradhana’s activity, a Jait accompli for the Purusha,
that activity would become unmotivated ; and as a consequence
sound and the other objects in the world will remain unperceived
by anybody. And even fi, finally, a double motive be assum-
ed, still, in as much as there is an infinite number of forms which
the Pradhana can assume and which the Purusha hasto perceive

[one and all], there is sure to ensue the same absence of libera*
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tion. Nor can the activity be intended to dispel the longing

[that might otherwise be felt]. For, the longing cannot belong

to the Pradhana which is non-sentient. Nor can the Purusha,

pure and partless as he is, conceive any longing* If, as a last

resort, the activity were to be believed in, as otherwise there

would ensue tho contingency of the [ Purusha’s inherent ] power
to perceive and the f Pradhana*s inherent] power to transform
itself being rendered nugatory, then, just as [admittedly] the

power to perceive cannot be annihilated, so also the power to

transform cannot be annihilated, thereby, once more, giving

rise to the contingency of an absence of liberation, because the

Samsara will have to remain unannihilated. Consequently, it

does not stand to reason to fay that the Pradhana’s activity is

for the sake of the Purusha. 6.

And if on the analogy of the [ lame and the blind ] man, and of

the magnet, even there [ the argument is defective ]• 7.

Let that remain. Just as a certain person endowed with the

power of seeing but destitute of tho power of movement

—

i. e., a

lame man—might mount upon the back of another person—the

blind man—possessing the power to move but deprived of the

power to see, and might lead to the latter’s movement ; or just as

the magnet-piece, although itself not moving, occasions move-

•ment in the iron ; even so might the Purusha originate activity

in the Pradhana : and it is on the strength of this analogy that

our opponent might again anter the arena. To that we make the

rejoinder that even so there is no getting rid of the deficiency.

There ensues, to begin with, the defect of abandoning the accep-

ted position ; for, there is the [Samkhya] assumption of the

Pradhana spontaneously putting forth its activity, and the

assumption, further, that the Purusha does not originate the

activity. Further, how could the Unconcerned Purusha origi-

nate the activity in Pradhana ? For, the lame man [ of the

illustration] guides the movement of the blind man by means
of speech etc. There cannot exist any such guiding activity

in the Purusha, who is incapable of all activity whatso-

ever. Nor will he occasion movement by mere contiguity, as

does the magnet : because, as the contiguity is an eternal fact,

there would ensue eternal activity [ and no liberation ]. In the
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case of the magnet whose contiguity can be adventitious) there

is the possibility of causal*activity for securing the contiguity,

and the magnet also needs [ once in a while ] to be polished.

Hence, the analogy of the [ lame and the blind ] man and of the

magnet cannot be adduced. Thus then, the Pradbana being non-

sentient, and the Purusba being utterl:$^ unconcerned, and there

being the absence of a tertium quid to bring them into relation,

"their relation cannot be established. And if a relation be assum-

ed [ merely ] because there is the capacity for being related, then,

inasmuch as that capacity cannot be destroyed, there would
again ensue the same contingency of an absence of liberation.

And [ even if the analogies now adduced are held to explain the

activity still, ] as before, so here too can be urged the various

alternatives eventuating the absence of a motive [for the activity].

Contrariwise, in the case of the Supreme Lord, He is unconcern-

ed from the point of view of his real ultimate nature, while He
can [ yet] be the source of activity when viewed in relation to

his power of Cosmic-Illusion, And this is the superiority of our

own position. 7.

And also because the relation of dominance [ and subservience I

cannot be made cogent. 8.

And for this other reason too activity on the part of the Pra-

dhaiia is not possible. For, when the [ three ] aspects, Sattva,

Rajas, and Tainas, abandon their [ assumed J nature of natural

subservience and dominance fin turn ], and abide in their own

[ quiescent ] nature of equipoise, that is the condition of the

Pradhana. 1 Page 51 ] Now in that condition [the three aspects],

being self-determined as regards their own nature and unwilling

to forego that nature, cannot possibly enter, with reference to

one another, into the relation of subservience and dominance :

and there being no extraneous factor to bestir and compel them,

there cannot result the origination of Mahat and the rest, which

requires a disturbance in the equilibrium of the aspects. 8.

And in case another inference [to meet the defect pointed out]

be formulated, yet by reason of the privation of the power of intel-

ligence [ in Pradhana the defect would persist J. 9.
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But still ik might be urged—^We will formulate the inference in

another manner so as to avoid the contingency of the defect just

pointed out : for we do not, forsooth, assume the aspects to be

absolutely self-determined and immutable, as there is no valid-

proof for it. The nature of the aspects has always to be assum-

ed conformably to the furictions to be performed by them. Acc-

ordingly we can attribute to the aspects that type and variation

of nature which would adequately explain the functions that they

haver to put forth. As a matter of fact it is our assumption that

the nature of the gunas is f constantly ] mutable. Hence, even

in the condition of equipoise, the gunas can be taken to already

possess the potentiality for being thrown into a state of uneven-

poise.—Even so, 1 we reply ] inasmuch as the Pradhana is devoid

of the power of intelligence, the defects already urged above,

visz., impossibility of design-arid-arrangement, and the others,

remain intact. And in case you were to infer, for your Pradhana

the power of intelligence [because you require it], then you

would cease to be our antagonist, because belief in one, sentient

material-cause producing the infinite variety of this world is

practically an assent to the Brahriuin-tlieory. Moreover, even

when you ascribe to the gunas, while yet abiding in the state

of equipoise, the potentiality for being thrown into an uneven-

poise, yet, in the absence of a specific inducing-cause, thay may
not at all [ translate that potentiality into actuality] and be

thrown into the uneven-poise, or in case they are so thrown,

there being again an absence of any specific inducing-cause in

the matter, they would always bo thrown into that condition of

uneven-poise, so that even the defect noticed in the immediately

preceding [ Sutra ] does stand attributable. 9.

And it is incoherent because of contradictions. 10.

Further, this Saihkhya theory is self-contradictory. Some-

times they enumerate seven indriyas, sometimes eleven. Simi-

larly, in some places they advocate the origination of the Tan-

raatrds from the Mahat, in other places, from the Ahamkara. So

too at times they speak of three internal-senses, at times of only

one. As to the contradiction with the Sruti teaching the Lord

as the First Cause, and with the Smriti that follows in its wake,

that is quite patent. For this reason likewise the theory of the
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Samkhyas is incoherent. To this a rejoinder : But is not the theory

of those who claim to follow the Upanishads equally incoherent

inasmuch as they do not assume a class^distinction between what
is oppressed ( lit. heated ) and what oppresses (heats ) ? To ex-

plain, those who maintain the hypothesis that the Brahman,
alone and the inner-self of all, is the cause of all this phenome^
nal-existence, must assume that the oppressed and the oppressor

are specific-forms of one and the same Atman, and not entities

belonging to different classes. And if the oppressed and the

oppressors are to be specific-forms ( or attributes ) of one and the

same Atman, he can never divest himself of these forms, namely,

the oppressed and the oppres'-or, so that the Sastra, prescribing

right knowledge for the subdual of all suffering, loses all sense.

Kor surely, a bright-lamp, possessing the attributes of heat and

light, cannot—as long as it retains its essence—[ Page 52 ] be

over imagined as divested of those two attributes. And then, as

to the analogy of the water, waves, ripples, foam, and the like

that was adduced [IL 1 . 13 ), there too the mass of water con-

ceived as a unitary entity possesses the waves etc., in their alter-

nating manifest and non-manifest forms as its attributes alike

permanent, so that in that [illustration] too, water as an essence

remains for ever incapable of being divested of [the attributes of]

the waves and the rest. That the oppressed and the oppressor

must belong to different classes is in fact quite well-known in

the world. For, wo always notice that the seeker and the object

sought f(»r ore distinct from each other. If the object sought for

were indeed to be not different from the seeker himself, then in-

asmuch as the object-sought-for—with reference to which a

given person is to be the seeker*~~must be, for that seeker, ever

pernianently-pre-ent, he will not at all be a seeker with reference

to it. Just as, analo'^ciisly, a bright-lamp, the essence of which

is light, possesses the objecl: called light permanently present

within itself, ami so the lamp in question will never have to be

a seeker of that light, seeing that it is with reference to an ob-

ject that is yet to be attained that a seeker would ever care to

seek. So too, the object sought for will cease to be an object of

search. For if it were to be an object of search it can only search

itself. And that can never be ; because the seeker and the ob-

ject sought for are relative terms, and a relation can subsist only

11 [ BrahmasUtrabhSsbyat Trans. ]
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between two related objects and never in one and the same object.

Consequently, the objeot-sought-for and the seeker must be dis-

tinct from one another. So also the object averted and the aver-

ter. What is agreeable to the seeker is to him an object to be

sought for; what is disagreeable, an object to be averted. The one

individual is coming alternatingly into relation with these two

Now what is to be sought for being very little and what is to be

averted very great, both the one and the other can indifferently

'

be styled objects to be averted ;
and [the totality of] these, [ as

constituting the Saihsara ], is designated the oppressor. And the

one oppressed is the one Purusba who is alternatingly com-

ing into relations with those two. This being the case, if the

oppressed and the oppressor were to constitute only one essence,

there would be the impossibility of any liberation. When on the

contrary they constitute two distinct classes, then, by the avoid-

ance of that which might cause their conjunction, liberation can

be, some day or the other, deemed attainable.

To all this we say, Nay. It is because of this very oneness

that the relation of the oppressed and the oppressor cannot be

possible in the case. The defect pointed out might hold if, oven

while constituting a unity of essence, the oppressed and the op-

pressor were to come into relation with each other os the [oppres-

sed ] object and the [ oppressing ] subject. But this cannut be

;

and for the very reason that they constitute unity. For, the fire,

surely, being a unity all by itself, cannot burn or illumine itself,

even while granting that it possesses the distinctive attributes

of heat and light and is also capable of assuming modifications.

Is it then at all conceivable that the one absolutely-immutable

Brahman can be susceptible to the relation of the oppressed and
the oppressor ? — Where then, as a matter of fact, does this rela-

tion of the oppressed and the oppressor subsist ?—We reply, don’t

you see that it is the living body, upon which the action f of be-

ing scorched] takes place, that is the oppressed, while the sun is

the oppressor ? But [ objects our opponent] oppression is a kind

of pain, and that can belong to some sentient entity, and not to

the non-sentient body. For, if the oppression were to be endur-

able by the body alone, with the body’s destruction [at death]

there would be an effortless end to that, so that one might not

have to long for any [other] means for the destruction of the
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same. To this we reply as follows-—^We do not observe that, in

the absence of the body, the sentient, alone and by himself*

undergoes the oppression. For, surely, you also do not ascribe

—

in the absence of the body—any modihoation in the form

of suffering to the merely sentient [Furusha]. Nor do you as-

muchas admit any [ vital ] connection between the body and the

sentient, lest there might ensue [ the Purusha’s] impurity and
' other drawbacks. Nor, forsooth, do you allow oppression itself

to be oppressed. How then is it possible even for you to explain

the relation of the oppressed and the oppressor ? If you were to

reply that it is the Sattva I aspect ] which is the oppressed, and

it is the Rajas which is the oppressor, we say, No ; because the

sentient cannot possibly be deemed as coming into any vital-

relation with these two aspects. If the sentient be asserted to be

[ Page 55 ] U were undergoing the oppression, because he [ for

the time ] accepts the lead of the Sattva, that implies—inasmuch

as you use the words ‘ as it were ’—that as a matter of fact the

sentient does not undergo the oppression. If he really does not

do IP, the use of the words ‘ as it were ’ involves no defect. For,

in virtue of the mere assertion that the amphisbsena is like the

serpent, ’’ the amphiebssna does not prove venomous ; nor by

reason of the assertion that “ the serpent is like the amphisbeena'

does the serpent lose its venom. Hence then it has to be assum-

ed that this relation of the oppressed and the oppressor is an

effect of nescience ; it does not exist from the point of view of

highest truth. And if this be the case, no deficiency of any kind

can be urged against my own position. — But if you were to

assume that the oppression has, as a matter of absolute reality,

to be undergone by the sentient, then In that case it is under

your system that ,there would ensue an utter impossibility

of liberation, [especially] since you regard the oppressor

f PradhSna ] as an eternal entity. To this it may be perhaps

replied that, although the oppressed [ Purusha ] and the oppres-

sing power [ Pradhana ] be assumed to be permanent entities,

yet inasmuch as the oppression requires for its happening a con-

nection [ between the two entities ], which can result only from

[ a specific ] cause, liberation for eternity can still be possible

when the connection in question comes to be absolutely termi-

nated, this last coming to pass when non-discrimination { bet-

ween the Pradhttna and the Purusha J, which is the cause of the
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connection referred to. bas been done away with. But we demur

:

beoauee the specific cause assumed in the case, namely non-

discrimination, is nothing but the guna called Tamas, and that

too is assrimed by you to be eternal. Further, there being no
fixed rules as to when any given guna is to be dominant or sub-

servient, no definite anticipation can be made as to when the

cause of that connection would cease to be operative, and hence

it would be equally uncertain as to when there would [ possibly]

'

result a disjunction [between the two]

:

so that it will be upon

theS&thkhya himself that an impossibility of liberation will be

Inevitably forced. As to the follower of the Upanisbadic doc-

trine, as he assumes that the Atman is all alone, that Atman
cannot be at all liable to the relation of the subject or the object

[ of oppression J
•• and in the light of the Scriptural declaration to

the effect that all phenomenal variety is merely word-initiated

there cannot ensue, even in dream, any doubt as to an absence

of liberation in bis theory. From the point of view of pheno-

menal reality, however, the relation between the oppressed and

the oppressor must be assumed to exist just there where, and ^just

in the very manner in which, it is observed to exist. There can

be no objection taken to it, nor any refutation offered of it. 1 0.

Here ends the Topic (1) called the Refutation of the Samkbyas.

Topic 2 ; Gross-Long Analogy

( Sutra 11 )

The theory which recognised Pradhana as the cause has been

refuted. Now it is the thoery recognising atoms as the cause

that has to be refuted. To begin with, however, there is an ob-

jection raised by the Atomist- against the Brahman-theory which

we will set at rest.— Now, this is what the Vaisoshikas assume.

Qualities inherent in the cause-substance ori 'inate in the effect-

substance other qualities of the same nature, as follows from the

fact that from white threads we observe a white piece- of-cloth to

originate, and we never observe its contrary occurence. There-

fore,- in oas$e the sentient Brahman is to be assumed as the cause

of the world, the [ quality of ] sentiency ought to he, likewise,

inherent in the world, the effect. But inasmuch as we do not

^nd that to - be the case, it is not reasonable that the sentient
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Bi-ahman should ba the cause of the world. Now this presump-
tion of theirs he is causing to run counter to their own basic

theoretical position.

—

Or, it may be on the analogy of the ‘ gross’ and the * long ’ as

(effects originating] from the ‘short’ and the ‘ infinitesimal ly-

spherical* 11.
m

ThiHis their theory, — The atoms, we are told, having ceased

for a while [i. e., during world-dissolution] to originate effects,

remain possessed of the qualities of colour etc., appropriate [ to

each class of atoms], and of their infinitesiinally-spherical

dimension. SuhsequenMy, these atoms, being heralded by the
“ Unseen-pririciplo *’ and helped on by mutual conjunctions and
the like, give rise to all the varied assemblage of effects in

an ordorb-s^equence, commencing with the binary-compound,

[ Page 54 1
— the qualities of the cause originating [ in'mriably ]

other [ accordant ] qualities in the effevt. When [ for instance]

two^atoms originate the binary, then it is the special qualities of

colour and the like residing in the atom-f, say the white colour,

that originate hi the binary another white colour [ and the other

remaining qualities]. The distinctive quality belonging to the

atoms, however, n«>., infinitesimal-sphericity, does not oiiginate

in the binary another infinites imal-'-pherieity, since they assume

that the binary has another dimension of its own. For, they tell

us, minuteness and shortness are the {two
1 dimensions that be-

long to the binary.— When, furthermore, two binaries give rise

to the quafcernaiy-co'upound, then too, similarly, the qualities

of whiteness and the like inherent in the binaries reproducethem-

selves ( in the quaternary ). while the minuteness and the short-

ness, even though inherent in the binaries, do not reproduce them-

selves inasmuch as they assume that the quarternary is endowed
with gTO£snei=e. and length as its [special I

diiiiet^sicns. — So too.

when a number of atoms, or a number ol binaries, or a binary

plus an atom, originate an effect, ws? have lo understand a simi-

lar process of happenings.

Now then, just as from out of the atom possessing infinitesi-

mal-sphericity there arises a binary which is minute and shorf,

or there aiiees a grosis and long tertiary and other atom-com-
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pounds, but there is no reproduction of the infinitesimal-spheri-

city ; or again, just as from the binary, which is minute and
short, there arises a grops and long tertiary, but there is no repro-

duction of what is minute or short : oven so, what do you lose if

we make the assumption that from the sentient Brahman there

can originate the non-sentieiit world ? — And were you to urge

that you assume that it is because the binary and the other effect-

substances are under the incubus of another dimension [ qua-

lity], therefore it is that the infinitesimal-sphericity and the

other dimensions appertaining to the [atoms and other] causes do

not reproduce themselves ; whereas as regards the world, it is not

under the incubus of some assignable quality opposed in nature

to sentiency, by reason whereof the sentiency belonging to

[Brahman] the cause could not give rise to a similar sentiency

in the [effect, the] world. For, surely, non-sentiency is not some
[positive] quality of a nature opposed to sentiency ; it is merely

the negation of sentiency. Consequently, inasmuch as there is

a distinction between the case of infinitesimal-sphericity and that

of sentiency, it is necessary that the sentiency should reproduce

itself [in its effects]. Do not think so [we reply]. For, the two

cases are partially analogous in so far at l^hst as concerns the

fact that infinitesimal-sphericity and the other qualities, even

though present in the cause, do not reproduce themselves ; and

so likewise [may not] the sentiency. Nor can it be really the

case [as maintained] that it is the fact of [ the effect-substance
j

being under the incubus of another dimension that acts as the

cause deterring infinitesimal-sphericity and the other qualities

from producing their effect, because the infinitesimal-sphericity

and the rest may legitimately find a scope for their productive-

operation during the time that the new dimensions are yet to be

;

for, it is your own assumption that the effect-substance, although

brought into existence, remains, for the space of just a moment
and prior to the origination of the [new] qualities, without any

qualities at all. Nor is it open to you to urge that the infinitesi-

mal-sphericity and the rest are engrossed in the production of

the other [new] dimensions, and that therefore they are unable

to originate a dimension similar to themselves (in the effect-sub-

stances], because your own theory a^fsigus other cause for the

origination of the new dimensions. “From plurality of causes*

from grossness of the causes, and from the loose-texture [of the
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oomponents], grossness originates ”—^“Minuteness is the reverse

of that”
—“Hereby grossness and shortness are explained,”

—

t Page 55 J So run the aphorisms of Kanada [ vil i. 9, 10, 17 1.

Nor [finally] can it be contended that it is because the plurality

and other [qualities, mentioned in aphorism VII. i- Oat’ inher-

ing in the] causes, happen to be placed, in some way or the other,

in a specially favourable contiguity (with reference to the effect

substance], therefore it is that these alone, and not the spheri-

city etc., are able to produce their effects : because, whenever a

new substance or a new quality is to be generated, all the quali-

ties of the effect whatsoever are without distinction equally inhe-

rent in their substrate, viz., the [ cause- ]substance. Hence it

follows that infinitesimal-sphericity and the rest do not originate

because it is their nature not to do so. So must it be understood

even in the case of sentiency.

Furthermore, in assuming [qualitie.s like] conjunction to

produce disparate effects like substances and the rest, there has

already happened [ in your own system] a departure from .the

rule of class-homogeneity [between causes and effects ]. And
if to this it be objected that a quality [like conjunction ] cannot

be a proper instance to be adduced with reference to a substance

(like Brahman], the subject* under discussion, wo demur because

what the instance seeks to convey is no more than the [possibi-

lity of 1 a disparate origination. Nor is there any sense in laying

down the rule that substance should form the instance when sub-

stance is under discussion, or a quality alone when a quality is

under discussion. Even the author of your own Butras has ins-

tanced M quality with reference to a substance, as in the apho-

rism [ IV. ii. w ] Because the conjunction of the visible and

the non-visible is iion-visible, therefore f the body] has not five-

fold constituency. ” Just as the [ quality of ] conjunction, in-

hering on the one hand in the earth which is visible, and on the

other, in the ether which is non-visible, is non-visible, so also

would the [ substance ] body [ as a whole ], inhering in [ its

feuppo.<ed constituent parts, ] the five elements, some visible and

others non-visible, become non-visible ; whereas the body is

visible. Hence it cannot be constituted out of five elements*

Tbe point being that conjunction [ which is the instance cited ]

is a quality, whereas tbe body [with reference to which the illus-
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fcration is adduced ] is a substance.—In the aphorism [II. i. 6 ]

—

“ But we do see it ” there was given an exposition of [ the pos-

sibility of ] disparate-origination. If so, is not the present dis-

cussion redundant after that exposition ? No, we reply. That

was an answer to the Saiiikhyas, while this is to the Vaiseshikas.

But have you not also made an extension of the same argument

on the ground of analogy in the aphorism [II. i. 1:3]—“Hereby are

also explained away theories reprobated by men-of-position-and-'

competence ?“ That is true. But here, in the present case,

by adducing examples adaptable to their own theory, we have

merely offered, inasmuch as we are about to commence a dis-

cussion of the Vaiseshika system, a further exposition of the

same. 11. Here ends the Topic (3) entitled the Gross-Long

Analogy.

Topic 3 ; Refutation ok the Atomic Theory.

(Sutras 13-17)

Both Ava\s no activiiv (is possible), hence an absence ot lhat. 12.

Now ho IS going to refut^^ the theory wh.ieh regards the aionis

as the world-cause. Tiiis is how tiieir tf^eory is set forth. We
observe in the world substances like plec.-s of cloth, which are

wholes made out of parts, originunug from various substances

like the threads, which opor ite by the lielp of [ the quality call-

ed ] conjunedon, and which I as avayavas or parts ] invariably

inhere [ in the piece of do h, tno avayayin or tho whob- ]. Gene-

ralising from such individual iirsCances we infer tiuit wh'ifcever

is possessed i f part.s, that mu-t alway.^ originate from certain

specific subsi;anc 2 .s which operate by' the help of conjunction,

and which always inhere in the re.sulting avnyavin it:-elf. And
that whei&in this proccs'-' of dividing and subdividing a given

whole into sinull and smaller parts comes to an end, that is the

atom the utmost limit of subdivision.
I Page 56 1 Now. all this

world beginning with mountain^: oceari'^, etc. constitutes a whole

made of parts; end b *ing with parts, if. also possesses a beginning

and an end. And inasmuch as no efiVet can exi.-^t withou!

[ assignable ] cause, tlierefore the Atoms are the cause of tho

whole world: that is the view of Kanada. Finding, accordingly,

that these four elements—known os the earth, the water, the
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light, and the wind -are entities possessing parts, they imagine
four kinds of Atoms to co^^e^pond. And as these [elements]
reach [ therein J the very limit of their sub-division, there being

no further possibility of their division into yet smaller parts,

when the earth and the other elements begin to be destroyed

[ by falling off into smaller and smaller parts] that division goes
,dowu as far as the atoms [ and no farther ] ; and [ when that

happens ] that is what is known as the state of World-dissolu-

tion. 6ub.-equently, at the time of Creation, there originates

in wind-atoms a motion depending upon the Unseen-principle.

That mo ion cau-es the atom in which it inheres to collide with
another atom, and then, in the sequence of the binaries and
the re.-t, [the element] Wind is generated. In the same
way is generated Fire, the same way, the Waters, and the

same way, the Earth. In a like raannner too the body along
with its sense-organs

;
so that in this fashion the whole world

is born out of the Atoms. And from the colour etc. inhering in

the Atoms proceed the colour etc. inhering in the binaries and
the ofcht*r products on the analogy of what happens in the case of

the threads and the piece of cloth. Thus think the followers

of Kanada.

With ref ranee to this theory we have to urge the following*

The conja notion that is to take place between the atoms that are

[ at world dissidution] in a state of disjunction must be assumed
to be due to movement, because we observe tnat the threads etc*,

only when being moved, give rise to the conjunctions [resulting

into the piece of cloth and the like]. Now this movement, being

an effect, there has to be assumed some cau^e for it. If none

such is assumed, there being an [utter] absence of cause, there

would not ever be produced in the atoms the initiatory motion

[that is to lead to world- creation]. Now if a cause is to be assu-

med, whether it be an effort or an impact, or some cause invisibly

operating to produce the movement, [in every case] it being im*

possible [of operation], there cannot at all arise that initiatory

motion in the atoms. For, there cannot possibly exist in that

state the effort, which is a quality belonging to the soul, because

the soul is yet to be endowed with a body. And it is well-known

that it is only when theie is a mind located within a body that

effort, which is a quality of the souh can arise after the

12 C Rrahmasfltrabhaahya, Traus. ]
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soul is conjoined with the mind. For a like reason also the

impact and the other visible causes have to be ruled out.

For, all these can become operative only in a period subse-

quent to conjunctions [giving rise to world-creation] : They can

not possibly be a cause for the initiatory movement. In the next

place, if the Unseen-principle were to be asserted as the cause of

the initiatory movement, that principle could either be inherent,

in the soul or in the atoms. In both ways it is not possible that

there can arise in the atoms a movement caused by the Unseen-

principle ; because the Unseen-principle by itself is non-sentient.

For surely, nothing that is iion-sentient and not controlled by the

sentient can spontaneously move or cause movement in others

—

as was declared in connection with the Samkhya theory. And
as to the soul, he, in that [ pralaya] condition, is non-sentient in-

asmuch as sentiency is yet to arise in him. Besides, being re-

garded as inhering in the soul, the Unseen-principle cannot be

the cause of a motion in atoms ; for with the latter it is not in re-

lation* And if it be contended that there can well be a relation

between the [omnipresent] Purusha (Soul) in whom the Un.seen-

principle inheres and the atoms, then in that case, that relation

being always present, there would arise the contingency of the

productive-movement in question being ever continuous, seeing

that there exists nothing else to regulate it. So then, as there

does not exist any definite-and- regularising cause of the move-

ment, there cannot arise the initiatory movement in the atoms.

And the movement not being present, the conjunction which is

to depend upon it cannot happen either. And failing the con-

junction, the series of effects beginning with the binaries, which

depends upon that [conjunction] cannot originate.—And [assum-

ing that the conjunction between atoms does somehow take

place ] the conjunction of one atom with another atom [ Page

51 ] can happen either by total-interpenetration or else by par-

tial-contact. If by total-interpenetration, there cannot ensue

any increase in volume, so that [ even after atoms join with

atoms] the resulting magnitude would be just an atom—an

eventuality that plainly contradicts what is observed. Because^

what is normally observed is a conjunction between a substance

having spatial-extension with another substance having [ similar ]

spatiabextension. If, secondly, it is by partial-contact, that

would make the atom capable of division into parts. And if it
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were to be argued that the atoms might be assigned an imagi-
nary extension in space, then, things imagined being always
unreal, the conjunction in question would also he unreal, and
such [ unreal ] conjunction cannot possibly be the non-inherent

[ or operative ] cause of the effect which, however, is a reality.

And when the operative-cause is absent there cannot originate

the binaries and the rest which make up the substance [ in the

creation ].— Furthermore, just as at the very beginning of Crea-

tion, there being no inducing-cause, there cannot originate that

movement of the atoms which is to bring about their conjunc-

tion, even so, at the great Dissolution, there cannot possibly

originate in the atoms that movement which is to bring about

their disjunction. For, even in this case, there is not any de-

finite and-regularising cause that is perceptible. And as to the

Unseen-principle, that is [ to be appealed to ] for establishing the

possibility of ( pleasure-pain ] experience and not of Dissolution.

Consequently, there being no [ possibility of ] conjunction or

disjunction, there would ensue the contingency of an absence of

Creation and Dissolution, which depend upon them. For this

reason, too, this theory which makes the atoms the cause' does

not stand to reason. 1 2.

Also in consequence of the hypothesis [ of the lelation ] of

Inherence, because there results, owing to parity of reasoning, a

regressus in infinitum. 13.

And also in consequence of the hypothesis of the relation of

Inherence— “ there is an absence of that” — this is what has to

be supplied) because a refutation of the atomic theory is the

point at issue. The binary-compound, originating from two

atoms, is absolutely distinct from the two atoms and is yet

related to them by the relation of Inherence : that is your as-

sumption. With this assumption it cannot at all be possible

for you to substantiate the theory of atomic causation. Why ?

“ Because there results, owing to parity of reasoning, a regressus

ininfinitum'’ Just as the binary-compound, being absolutely

distinct from the [ component 1 atoms, is yet [ assumed to be ]

related to them by the relation of Inherence, even so the re-

lation of Inherence itself, being absolutely distinct from the

fwo objects between which it is to subsist, will require to be
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brought into relation with the objeot-s wherein it inherfs by
means of another distinct relation precisely of the nature of

Inherence; because, absolute distinction | which is the determin-

ant motive j is equally present in both cases. And conceding

this, we will have to imagine a new and yet newer relation [ of

Inherence] for each of the relations of Inherence successively

postulated, so that there does ensue the clear contingency of a.

regressus in infinitum. — But, it will be urged. Inherence is a

relation that can be vividly cognised as present here and before

us, and it therefore is apprehended as being in permanent rela-

tion with objects wherein it inheres: it is nev^r perctived as

something unrelated and standing in need of a distinct act of

relation ;
and, as a consequence of this, there cannot at all arise

any further necessity of imagining a succession of pr.ssible rela-

tions with reference to each of them, thereby creating the con-

tingency of a r^gr(>ssu-9 in infinitum. We reply in the negative.

For, in that case, the relation of Conjunction also is no Jess in

permanent relation with the conjoint objects, so that it too

shoqld not have needed—any more than Inherence—another

distinct relation. For, if Conjunction is to ht"»nd in lued of a

distinct relation tviz. Inherence ) be^wise it is a differtnt entiiy

from the conjoint-objects, then in that case. Inherence also

ought to stand in need of a distinct relation, b cause it too is

none the less a distir^ct object. Nor will it do to contcujd that

Conjunction, being a quality, may reasonably require a distir ct

relation, but not the Inherence, because it is [a distinct c^ite-

gory 1 and not a quality; because the circumsiam es iiecessitat-

inga distinct act of relating are equally pre^enr in b(»th cases ;

and as to the technicality making one
|
the C >i>j i c ion ] a

quality [ and another a distinct-category
j
that i> no conse-

quence lor, Is not a universal technicaliiy . Tt erefore, lP«ge 5t|

if you are going to assume that the relation of Inlnr«nce is a

distinct category, the rnymms* m i- sure to face you

as a contingency. And the contingency of the irgn^^sus being

once driven home, with the untenahility of any one member

of the series, everything will beenme unheitl* d, so that ihere

can never arise a binary-compound as an effect of two atoms.

Hence too the theory which puts forth Atoms as the cause is

lacking in cpgqncy, IJ.
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And because (there yiWI ensue the contingencv 1 of [its] unceas-

ing continuance. 1 4.

Besides, the atoms will have to be assumed to poss^ fs by nature

either a tendency towards activity, or a tendency towards non-

activity, or both the tendencies, or neither of the two,— Hiere re-

maining no other possible alternative. None of these four

•alternatives can possibly be made to stand. If they were to

possess a natural tendency to activity, then they would ever

continue to be active, and there would eni-ue th*^ contingency of

an impossibility of the Dissolution. Again, if they were to

P'>ssess a natuml tendency to non-activity, they would ever

continue to remain non-active* and there w^ould ensue the con-

tingency of an impossibility of Creation. As to their posstssing

both the natures, that is self-contradictory, and so impossible to

maintain. If they, finally, were to possess neither of these

tendencies by nature, then the activity or the non-activity will

have to be assumed as due to specific inducing-causes ; and as

regards these causes, if they are to be like the Unseen-principle,

they will always be close at hand, and so there will ensue the

contingency of a continuous activity. And if the Unseen-
principle and the like were not to be essentially needed. ( or Le

not acceptable to the System, there would ensue the contingency

o( a continuous non-activity. For this reason too the theory of

atomic causation is untenable. 14.

Also, because they possess colour and the like [ qualities ], there

will tike place a reversal of their ( assumed] nature, because so it

is obseived. 13.

The Vaispshikas put forward the hypothesis that, in the course

of the succfrS‘ive disintegration into smalhrprjrts of subi-tanc^s

which are compounded out of parrs, the stagi^ at vihich no further

division into parts can be effected are the att»ms, which are eieroal

subscanc s and which fall into the four classe.^^, each possessing

colour and the other quali’ics ; andthat f hey originate tl e elc n cuts

and the elemental product® each pnsscssinu colour and the other

f conforming ] qualities. This hypothesis of theirs cannot bi sul>

stantiated because, possessing as they do the colour and ih« oil er

qualitits, there would result the contingency of a reversal of the
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atoms* nature as atoms and as permanent substances; in other

words, there will have to be ascribed to them grossness and nori-

permanenoe as compared with the ultimate first cause—what-
ever that may be—qualities just the opposites of what are [by
you] sought to be established. Why ? Because it is so obser-

ved in the world. For in this world, whenever a thing is poss-

essed of colour and the other qualities, that thing is observed to

be, in comparison with its own cause, gross and non-permanent*

For example, the piece of cloth is gro^s and non-permanent as

compared with the threads [out of which it is manufactured],

and the threads are gross and not permanent as compared with

their f constituent] fibres. On the very same analogy, inasmuch
as these atoms are assumed by them to possess the qualities of

colour and the like, they must al«o have other substances as

cause* in comparison with which the atoms will have to be

a«s=umed as gross and non-permanent. And as to the proof they

adduce for the permanence, namely [Vaiseshika Aphorism, IV.

i. 1]
—

“Whatever, having existence, has no assignable cause, that

is permanent “ — the characterisation in question cannot, under

the circumstances, apply to the atoms, because in the manner
just detailed, even the atoms will have to be maintained as poss-

essing a cause. Next, as to the second ground establishing per-

manence that has been adduced, [ Page 59 ] namely [ Vais. Apho-

rism, IV. i. 4]
—
“There might otherwise bean inipos.sibility of

the specific negation in the form of “this is not permanent **

—

that does not necessarily establish the permanence of the atoms.

For, had there been no permanent entity whatsoever, then

of course there could not have happened the negative-compound

with the permanent non-permanent ) ;
but the compound

does not demand that the atoms alone should be the permanent

entity in question. As a permanent entity [required for the exi-

gencies of the compound ] we can point to our Brahman which is

the ultimate First Cause. Nor finally, can the existence of an

object be established merely on the ground of the usage of words :

it is entities established by other independent proofs that come
to have words employed for them in ordinary parlance. Lastly,

with reference to the third proof for permanence that is adduced,

namely [ Vais. Aphorism, IV. i. 5. ]
—

“ And absence of know-

ledge”—if the interpretation of the Aphorism is, that “absence of

knowledge ” means non-apprehension by direct-cognition of any
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causes in the case of [ the atoms, which are ] existent-entities,

and the effects of which are perceptible to sense, then the binary-

compounds [ which answer to the above description] will also

have to be pronounced as permanent. And if you modify the

statement by introducing the qualification
—

“ provided there be

no other substance [ as their originating cause]”— then in that

^case the ground of permanence assigned will be tantamount to

just, “ not having a cause.” This being already adduced befiire

I in Vais. Aphorism, IV. i. 1 ], the present Aphorism ( IV. i. 1 ]

“ And absence of knowledge” will be a mere repetition. Second-

ly, if “ absence of knowledge ” is to signify the impossibility

of any third cause of destruction besides the two, viz.,

disintegration of the constituent causes or desitruction of con-

stituent-causes, and if it is explained that the ” avidya
”

so interpreted establishs the permanence of the atoms, we
reply that there does not at all exist any invariable rule

that a thing that is going to be destroyed must agree to be des-

troyed only in the above two modes. That might be the case

only if it be assumed [as do the Vai^eshikas] that a plurality of

substances joined by conjunction can alone originate other sub-

stances. When however the assumption is [ as of the Sarnkbyas]

that a cause possessing a generic nature freed from particulari-

ties can originate effect when it assumes that other state in

which the particularities become manifest, then a destruction

can properly be assumed to take place even when there results,

as in the case of ghee, a destruction of its specific corporeality

by the dissolution of its solidity. Thus, therefore, because the

atoms are assumed to be endowed with colour and the other

qualitiesi there will be a reversal of the nature intended to be

ascribed to them. For this reason also the theory of atomic

causation falls to the ground. 15.

And there is difficulty either way. 16.

Earth is gross and possesses the qualities of odour, taste,

colour, and touch ; waters are subtle and have th equalities of

colour, taste, and touch ; light is more subtle and is endowed

with the qualities of colour and touch ; while wind is the most

subtle and has [only ] touch as its quality: in this fashion

these four elements are assigned increasing or decreasing
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number of qualitie?^ and are ob-erved, in the ordinary world, to

constitute a graded-series according as theyare gross, or subtle,

or subtler, or subtlest. So too, we ask, are we to conceive of the

atorn'< [of these respective elements] as possessing the increasing

or the decreasing number of qualities ? In either alternative

there does ensue the liability to encounter an unavoidable dif-

ficulty. For, if, as one alternative, we imagine that the atoms

,

possess an increasing or a decreasing number of qualitie**, the

atoms to whicli increasing number of qualities are attributed

will exhibit a growth of bulk, and so there will follow the

contingency of their being no longer atomic. [ Page 60 ] And
you do not surely argue that an increase in the number of quali-

ties takes place oven in the absence of a growth in bulk, seeing

that in the case of the elements which are the products [ of the

atoms ] we observe that with an increase in the number of

qualities a growth in bulk follows. If, as the other alternative,

an increase in the number of qualities be not ascribed, then, in

order to establish the atomic character of all [the four elemental-

atoms] alike, if they are all supposed to possess each merely one

quality [ distinctive of each element ], then we would be unable

to find touch in light ( which will have only colour ]; or to find

colour and louch in water [ which will have only taste ]; or to

find taste and colour and touch in earth [ which will have only

odour ]; inasmuch as the qualities of the effect [ e.g., the ele-

ments ] liavo the qualities of the causes [ e.g., the elemental-

atoms 1 as their antecedents. If, however, all are a^^sumed to

possess I all 1 the four qualities, then we would find odour even

in waters; odour and ta.^te even in light; odour, taste and colour

even in wind : a fact which we never observe. For this reason

too the theory of atomic causation cannot be sustained. 16.

And being reprobated, [ the atomic theory ] is to be absolutely

discredited. 1 7.

The [ Samkhya ] theory of the PradhAna has been put forward

even by a few [ sages ] like Manu who profess Vedic knowledge,

in the belief that it will substantiate certain dogmas like that of

the antecedent existence of effect [ wliich is accept*:ble to fol-

lowers of the Veda]. But the present atomic theory has not

been adhered to in any part of its dogmas by any men-of-com-
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petenee-and-posilion, and so it deserves to be altogether discre-

dited by those who claim to follow the Veda. — Moreover, the

Vaiseshikas posit, as constituting the main topics of their

system, the existence of six categories—denominated as Sub-
stance, Quality, Action, Generality, Particularity, and Inher-

rence—absolutely distinct from each other and having—each
of them—its own absolutely distinctive characteristics, as do for

instance, a man or a horse or a hare. And having made this

assumption, they further m ilce the assumption—altogether con-

trary [ to the one already made]— namely, that the Quality and
the other categories are dependent upon [ the first category of

]

Substance. This does not stand to reason. Why V Just as, in

our ordinary experience of the world, objects like bare, kusa-

grass, palasa-tree etc.—beiug absolutely distinct from each other

—are never found to be dependent upon each other, even so,

and for the very reason that Subtance and the other categories

are absolutely distinct from each other, Quality and the rest

cannot possibly be dependent upon Subi?tance. But if Quality

and the rest are to be, in fact, dependent upon Substance, then,

because when the Substance exists then only these exist, and
when the Substance does not exist they also do not exist, there-

fore it is reasonable to believe that it is the one Substance itself

that becomes, owing to a difference in posture etc., liable to be

described by the different terms and ideas, quite on the analogy
of the one Devadatta, who, although no more than one, becomes,

through being placed in different conditions, liable to have
different terms and ideas predicated of him. If this be granted

then there would result the [ unwelcome 1 acceptance of the

Sarhkhya doj?ma and the running counter to one’s own accepted

thesis.— But, it may be rej »ined—do we not see that the smoke,

albeit distinct from the fire, is seen to be dependent upon the

latter? Certainly it is so. But in this case, because smoke is

known to be distinct from fire, therefore we conclude that the

two must be distinct. In the present case, however, in the

judgments such as
—

‘ white blanket,’ ‘ ruddy cow,’ or* blue lotus *

— what we actually cognise is the one thing— Substance— that

appears under those varied attributes [or aspects], so that there

never exists in the case of the Sub-tance and it Qualities a

knowledge of their distinctness, as it does in the case of the fire

and the smoke. Hence the Quality must be held to constitute

13 [ BrahmastEtrabhSshya, Traua. ]
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the very essence of the substance. And by the same mode of

reasoning can be established the fact of Action, Generality^

Particularity, and Inherence constituting likewise the very
essence of the Substance. — And if in this connection it were to

be urged that the fact of the dependence of the Quality and the

rest upon the Substance is due to Substance and Quality being

“entities proved incapable of separated-existence,” then in that*

case we demand, does this “ non-separated existence ” mean
[ Page 61 ] non-distinctness in space, or non-distinctness in time,

or non-distinctness in nature ? None of these alternatives can

stand ground. If, to begin with, it were to denote non-distinct-

ness in space, then it would run counter to your own assump-

tion. How? For, you maintain that a piece of cloth origina-

ting from threads occupies the same space as the threads them-

selves, and not a new space to be occupied by the piece of cloth;

and yet you believe that the qualities of the piece of cloth

—

whiteness and the rest—occupy the same space as the piece of

cloth and not the same space as the threads. And in this connec-

tion it has been said [ Vaiseshika Aphorism, I. i. .10 J— It is the

Substances that orginate other Substances, while it is Qualities

that orginate other Qualities/* The position held is that it is the

threads—the cause-substances—that orginate the effect-substance,

namely the piece of cloth, while it is whiteness and the other

qualities belonging to the threads tliat originate, in the piece-

of-cloth—the effect-substance— other jnew and similar] qualities,

like whiteness and the rest. This assumption of theirs would be

thrown overboard if the Sub.stance and the Qualities were to be

assumed, as you want to do now, to exist in nori-distinct ( i. e.

self-same) space.— If [as a second alternative] the “ non-separat-

ed existence ” be asserted to moan non-distinctness in time, then

the right and the left horns of the bull will have to be conceded

to possess non-separated existence. And if, finally, “non-separat-

ed existence” were to denote non-distinctness in nature, then

there is no possibility of the Substance and the Qualities possess-

ing any distinctness of essence inasmuch as they are always

experienced as being of identical essence. — And as to their

dogma to the effect that Coniunction is a relation between two

things known to be capable of separated-existence, whereas In-

herence is a relation between two things of established non-

separated existence—this assumption is rendered quite nugatory
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inasmuch as that relation of non-separated existence cannot
cogently be predicated of the cause [the threads ], which can
exist as a distinct entity [ long ] prior to the effect. And if [ to

avoid this difficulty ] the assumption in question were to be un-
derstood as referring to only one of the terms to the relation

[ i. e., the effect ] so that Inherence is taken to denote the relation

^
with the cause of the effect [ the piece of cloth ], which is nev^r

ascertained to have an existence separated [ from the threads J,

even so the effect which was antecedently non-existing, cannot
surely be held to be related to the cause unless and until it

acquires the character of an existential entity ; because relation

always requires two [ positive] terms between which it is to sub-

sist. And if 3’ou were to say that the effect does first acquire the

character of an existential entity, and then comes into relation,

then inasmuch as you attribute to the effect an existential char-

acter prior to its coming into relation with the cause, the hypo-

thesis of the effect not possessing any separated existence by
itself falls to the ground, and the statement [Vais. Aphorism,

VII ii. 13] — “There exists no possibility of conjunction or dis-

junction between effect and its cause” becomes an erroneous

statement. Morecover, jn.st as you assume that the relation bet-

ween, on tho one hand, the effect substance at the very first

moment of its existence when it has no [quality or] activity,

and on the other, all-pervading substances like Ether [ which,

being all-pervading, are incapable of activity] to be Conjunction

itself [although, in strict theory. Conjunction requires activity

on the part of at least one of the objects conjoined], and not

Inherence : even so the relation of [that same effect-substance]

to the cause-substance should be understood to be just Conjunc-

tion itself, and not Inherence.

Nor does there exist any valid-proof for ascribing to the re-

lation of Conjunction or Inherence an existential character in-

dependently of tho two objects which come to be joined by that

relation. If you maintain that they must be regarded as exis-

tential entities, because we find the term Conjunction and Inhe-

rence and tho ideas denoted by them as current [in the world]

over and above the terms and the ideas belonging to the two

objects brought together by these relations, we say, No ; for even

where the object is one, we observe the use of rnany terms and
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ideas with reference to the objecfc according to its intrinsic and
extrinsic predications. For instance, we find in the world one

and the same Devadatta made the object of the use of many
terms and ideas with reference to him, according as his own
intrinsic nature and his extrinsic relations are taken into con-

sideration : thus we call him a man, a Brahman, learned-in-Veda,

affable, a boy, a youth and an old-man
;
as also a father, a son,

a grandson, a brother, a son-in-law, etc. Thus too we make one*

and the same linei with leference to the different places where

it may happen to be inserted, the object of the u^e ofmany terms

and ideas like one, or ten, or hundred, [ Page 62 ] or a thousand

etc. Analogously it is the two objects that oro tronght together

by a given relation that can themselves with property be the

objects of the use of the terms and ideas of Conjunction and

Inherence, besides being the objects of the use of the terms and

ideas which belong to them as objects brought together by these

relations ; and they are nol [ the objects of the use of the terms

and ideas of Conjunction and Inherence )
heoni^e a distinct entity

corresponding to these I relations ]
does actually exist [as a

Padartha ]. Accordingly, by theproof of the “Non peiccption
”

of an object which ought to have come [ if it at all existed ]

under the range of perception, we conclude the non-existence of

a dis:inct object f corresponding to the terms Cunjunction and

Inherence ]. Nor can it be urged that the terms and ideas be-

longing to these relations, if assumed to refer only to the objects

brought together by the relations, will have to be always predi-

cable [ of them because the objncts always persist ] : this has

been already replied to [ by explaining that objects can have
different terms and ideas used with reference to them ] accord-

ing as the intrinsic or the extrinsic form of i he objects is under
reference. Then again, Conjuriction is no*^ possible in the case

of atoms, and the self, and the mind, because, they are not divi-

sible in space, seeing that Conjunciion is .every where seen to

exist between a substance divisible in ^pace and another sub-

stance similarly divisible in space. Ann if it be asserted that

such divisibility in space can be iinaginarily attributed to the

atoms, the self and th(5 mind, we say No ; for, if one w'ere free

thus to imagine things that do not exi t, there would result the

contingency of all one’s ideas being accomplished. That one

ought to imagine, only upto such and such ^ lipiit, an objeett
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be ifc possible or impossible, that does not exht, and not beyond

that limit—for imposing such a restriction no grounds of any
kind exist. For, imagination depends solely upon one’s will,

and one can command any quantity of it. So that no restrictive

ground can exist for not imagining, bf^yond the six categories

imagined by the Vaiseshikas, other additional categories, be

they a hundred or a thousand. The result would be that any in-

’dividual can establish anything whatever that might catch his

fancy- Here we would have a benevolent man who might

imagine that there should not exi^t any more this Saih-ara which
brings such voluminous suffering on monals. Ttiere we would

have another malevolent person who would even imagine that

the liherattd souls too might he born again. Wtio can have the

right to come in the way of such men ?

Here is another argument. A bin iary, which is a whole consti-

tuted out of i)arts, cannot rea.-^on ably be suppc'sed to have any
cohesion with the two impartite atoms [ which are its consti-

tuents ] any more than it can have that cohesion with Ether

[which is also impartite ]. For* ic is admitted that [impartite

substances like] Ether cannot possess coh(\cion with Earth and

the like in the same fashion as there subsists such a cohesion

between the wood and the lac juije ( within it). — If however,

it be argued chat Inherence has g‘ t to be necessarily presupposed

bec.ause, in its absence, we cannot otherwise explain the rela-

tion of dependence and substratufii that obtains between the

effect-substance and the cause-subsiance, we demur; bi cause the

argument involve- [the deficiency of ] mutiial interdependence.

For, it is only when the distinctness between the effeet and the

cause is established, that ihe rtlaTion of dtpendence and sub-

stratum can be esfcablisfied ;
and ic is only when the relation of

dependence and Mib'tratum between the two is conceded that

they can be assumed to be distinct. This would involve [ the

fault of ] mutual interdepeu fence as in [ the familiar instance

of ] the pot and the Badara-tree. | Nor is this interdependence

inevitable from the very nature of things, as in the case of the

seeds and the tree
; for • ] the followers of the V'^edanta doctrine

have not to assume a distinctness between the eff» ct and the

cause, or any relation of dependence and substratum between

them, because they have adopted the theory that the effect is
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nothing more than a specific fitafce-of-existenoe of the cause
itself — Then again, inasmuch as the atoms are of a limit-

ed dimension, they must be assumed to possess delimiting

parts in the direction of each of the six or eight or ten

sides that one might imagine them to possess ; and possessing

these [delimiting] parts they must be assumed to be non-perma-
nent, which involves the throwing overboard of the assump-
tion of the eternal and impartite nature of the atoms. If to

this it be replied: it is these very delimiting parts that you postu-

late as marking out the extension of the atom in each direction

which are our [ eternal and impartite ] atoms, we say, No. For,

[to consider tlie matter from a slightly different point of view]

it stands to reason that—following the order of disintegration of

the relatively gross into the relatively subtle—all things what-

soever, upto and including the [ assumed ] first cause [ i. e., the

atoms], should meet their destruction. Just as earth, although

areal existing entity, and although more gross when compared

with the binaries etc , does nevertheless perish ; and then peri-

shes the subtle and the more subtle mass-of-inatter possessingthe

same generic characteristic as the earth; and thereafter the

binary: even so, finally, must the atoms meet their destruction

inasmuch as they also possess the same generic characteristic as

the earth. And if you urge that although they might meet their

destruction, [Page 63] that would be always by a process of dis-

integration into [smaller] parts, we reply that that is no argu-

ment agairi-t us. For, we have already said that destruction can

cogently he supposed to take place on the analogy of the solid-

form of the ghee. For just a«, in the case of the ghee, the gold,

and the like, there results, upon their coming into contact with

fire, a destruction of their soliiity and a reduction of them to a

fluid state although there may not take place any disintegration

of them into parhs, even so there might result in the case of the

atoms a destruction of their corporeality and the like, by their

being r» funded b ick into their First C .uee. In a like fashion,

the origination of effects does not invariably take place by a

mere [mechanical] joining together of constituent parts : for, we
observe that from milk, water, and the like there do originate

effects like curds, snow, and the rest, even in the absence of a

joining together of constituent -parts.— So then, inasmuch as it

is propped up by yet more flimsy ratiocinations, and because
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it runs counter to the Scriptures that vouch for the existence of

the Lord as the First Cau^^e, and also for the reason that men-of-

position-and-co npetence like Manii, and others like him who are

[generally] disposed to follow the Scriptural teaching, have not

expressed their acccjptanco of it, therefore this theory of atomic

causation deserves to be altogether repudiated by persons who
^spire for [ spiritual ] welfare. II. Here ends the Topic ( 3 )

entitled Refutation of Atomic theory.

Topic 4 : Refutation of Aggregates.

( Sulras 18-27

)

That the Vaiseshika theory deserves to be discarded inasmuch
as it is full of fallacious reasonings, runs counterto the Veda, and
is repudiated by men-of-position-and-competence, has been above

declared by us already. That theory is semi-nihilistic, and so

we are here going to argue that a completely nihilistic theory

[of the Buddhists]—inasmuch as both agree in being nihilistic

—

deserves a fortiori to be reprobated. Now, this theory appears in

many forms, either because of the differences in the [Teacher’s]

own understanding [at the various stages of his intellectual and
spiritual advancement ], or because of the different pupils [ of

varying powers that ho had to deal with). Amongst them stand

out the following three disputants. Some of them maintain the

reality of everything ;
others maintain the reality only of the

ideas ; while a third class maintains that everything is a void.

Of these, those who maintain the reality of everything postulate

two classes of entities: the external and the internal, viz., (i) the

elements and the olemontals, as also (ii) the mind and the men-

tals. It is these that we take up first for refutation. Now, the

“ elements ” stand for the earth and other element-substances,

while the “ elementals *’ are the colour and other [ qualities ] as

also the eye and other [sense.-]. The foui-fold atoms of earth and

the rest are endowed with hard, adhesive, hot, and propulsive

natures ; and they think that these are ( respectively ) conglome-

rated into the earth and other [elements]. Likewise there are the

five thought-phases (Skandims) kni^wn as perceptions, ouucep-

tions, feelings, 1-consciousne.ss, and latent-impre>sions. And

these also, in our psychic-txperience, agglomerate into all that
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variety of thought-entities which, they think, renders all our

ordinary dealings possible. Against this we have to say

—

In both the [ phvsical and the psvchic ] aggregates proceeding

along two [distinct lines-of-causation] there is an impossibilitv

of that. 1

8

.

Now, those aggregates of two kinds proceeding along two [dis-

tinct] lines-of causation which cur opponents wish to populate;

viz. that springing from the atoms and con^^isting of the conglo-

merates of elements and elementals, and that springing from

thought-phases and consisting of the five agglomerated thought-

enti ies,—in posnilating noth those kinds of aggregates proceed-

ing along two [distinct] lines-of-causation, there would result an

impossibility of that : i. e to say, there would ensue the inexpli-

cability of the happening of the aggregation. Why ? Because

the factors that are going to form the aggregates are themselves

non-sentient ; and as to the flaring out of the [ isolated thought-

phaj^es into the agglomerate known as the] mind, that is contin*

gent upon the ( prior ) achievement of the aggregation And also

because you do not assume the existence of any other permanent

sentient being—be he the experiencer, or the controller—that

could bring about tlie conglomeration. And were you to assume
a tendency-to-aggregare without any inducmg-cause, [ Page 64 ]

there would ensue the contingency of the non-cessation of

that activity [ even at the Nirvana ]. And as regards the reflec-

tive-consciouness belonging to the self ( asaya )—
*[ which is

admitted to be a continuum ]—it is impossible to make it

out as either distinct or non-distinct [ from the aggregate]
;

and inasmuch as it is assumed to be a momentary pheno-
menon, it will be incapable of starting any operation, with the

result that activity remains unexplained. And becau.se of this,

the aggregation remains unexplained, and with the aggregation

remaining unexplained, all the mundane-oxistence depending
upon that will come to an end altogether. 18 .

And if it be said that [ aggregation can take place ] because of

the [Twelve Root-causes or “ Nidanas” ] being related by mutual

causation, we say No
; because thereby mere origination will [ at

tlie most] be effectuated [ and not the aggregation ]. 19.
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Even though there be not assumed any permanent sentient

being—whether as the experiencer or as the controller—that
could bring about the conglomeration, still, the mundane existence

can well be explained through [ the concatenated chain of 1 nes-

cience and the rest serving as the causes of one another. A.nd

when once an explanation is offered of the mundane existence,

nothing further need be demanded. The nescience and the rdst

include—(1) nescience, (2) latent-disposition, (3) rebirth-con-

sciousness, (4) name-and-forin, (5) the sense-sextet, ( 6 ) contact,

( 7 ) feelings, ( 8 ) craving, ( 9 ) effort, ( 10 ) hereditary-momentum,

( 11 ) birth, and (12) decay-death-sorrow-lament-suffering-despair,

and the like. These are causes of each other, and they are en-

umerated in the Buddhistic Canon sometimes in a condensed and
sometimes in an expanded manner. This chain of nescience etc.

cannot of course be demurred to by any theorists. So then, with

this chain of nescience etc., with its members related as the
cause and the effect unto each other [ in the cyclic order ], con-

tinuing its incessant revolutions on the analogy of a water-wheel

the conglomeration in question follows as a matter of course. —
We deny I the force of the above argument ]• Why ? Because,
“ thereby mere origination can be effectuated.’’ The conglomera-

tion, in other words, might have become accountable if there had
been postulated some induoing-cause of the conglomeration.

But this is what we do not perceive. For even though nescience

and the rest be assumed to be related mutually as causes and

effects, still and earlier member of the cyclic-chain could be-

come- —if it is to become anything at all—a cause of just the

origination of a later member of the series : but thereby we do

not discover any cause for the formation of the conglomeration.

But, (resumes our opponent, 1 have we not said that nescience

and the rest necessarily imply the conglomeration ? To this we
reply as follows : If (our opponent’s] intention is that nescience

and the rest, because they are incapable in the absence of the

conglomeration to have any existential character at all, there-

fore they inevitably postulate the conglomeration,—we have in

that case to demand an induoing-cause for this conglomeration.

And such a cause, in our examination of the Vaiseshika theory

( Translation, page 89 ), we have already declared to be quite im-

possible even when there be admitted [ as did those theorists ]

eternally-existing atoms as also ezperiencing-souls (also per-

14 [ BtahmasOtnUdblijra, Tians. ]
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manent ] who could serve as the substratum of the Karmati-fluid

( reading—asravasrayabhuteshu); how much the less possible must
it then be, My dear Sir, when the atoms are assumed to be just

momentary-phenomena, possessing no experiencing-souls [with

whom to come into contact ], and assuming no kind of a relation

as between substratum and superstrata, as was postulated

I between the self and the atoms ] ! If, as a second alter- .

native, the intention be that nescience and the rest are tbom*'

selves the cause of the conglomeration, we must ask : How f the

terms like ] nescience etc.- -when it is as dependent upon that

same [conglomeration] that they have obtained their very exist-

ential character—how can they possibly be the inducing-caiise

of that same conglomeration? If, as a last resort, you were; to

imagine that it is the actual series of [ ready-made] conglomera-

tions that exists in this beginningless Sam.«ara stretching along

in a continuous line of succession, and that nescience and tlio

rest arc dependent U])on that series, there too wo demand : Is any

new conglomeration tliat is to spring out of an earlier conglo-

meration re(|uirert to be invariably similar [ to its predecessor],

or can it originate as similar or dissimilar witliont any definite

rule in the matter ? If the rule of an invariably similar se(iuence

be assumed, then there would arise the contingency of the

[mmaii-body never being liable to attain rebirths os (aods or

lower-animals, or denizens of Hell : if, on the other hand, an

[ utter ] absence of any fixed rule be assumed
[ Page 65 ] then in

that case there would ensue the contingency of the Imman-body
becoming in one moment an elephant, and in the [very] next

moment a god or a man once more. Both these contingencies

contradict the original hypothesis of oiir opponents.— Moreover,

the experiencing-soul, for wlio.se experience the conglomeration

is assumed to take place, is not admitted into your system as a

permanent experiencing-agent. (Consequently the experience will

have to be regarded as existing for the sake of the experience

itself, and it cannot therefore be liable to be sought after by
another. So too the liberation will have to be for the benefit of

liberation itself ; and there cannot be any one else desirous of

that liberation. For, if another were to strive for both [ the ex-

perience and the liberation], that one will have to endure through

the whole period covered by the experience and the liberation; and

if he is to endure in this fashion, then there would be a going
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against the hypothesis of moraentariness. Therefore, the chain
of nescience and the rest may—if you please—occasion ( if it is

to occasion anything at all ) just the originaticui of one [member
of the series] from another [ in cyclic order], butcongloineraiion
cannot be thereby effectuated by reason of tlio absence of an
experiencing-agent : such is the intention [of the Aphorism]. 19.

And also by reason of Ihc sublalion of the antecedent at the

origination of the consequent. 20.

We have just said that iaasmiich as uesciencu and the rest can
become [at the mosl] tho causes of the origination of each other,

there can be no effectuation of the conglomeration, (hit even
this becoming the cause of tho originatifui ” [of each other] is

not possible; this is what is being expounded in what follows.

The adherent of the doctrine of mumeutariness makes the assump-
tion that when a subsequent moment is being originated the an-

tecedent moment is being simultaneously sublated. With such
an assumption it is not possible to establish a relation of cause

and eff^ect between the antecedent and the consequent moments,
because the antecedent moment that is being sublated- -whether

the process of its siiblation lias just commenced or has just been

finished —being alike under the umbra of non-existence, cannot

with reason be held to become the cause of the subsequent mo-

ment. But in case the intention [of the opponent] be to assort

that it Is that antecedent moment wliich has assumed the charac-

ter of existence and whicii has fully evolved its own individual-

istic essence that is to be the cause of the siibsei|uent moment,

even so the position lacks cogency ;
for, if yon were to ascribe,

unto one that has already assumed a full-formed existence, an

additional creationistic-activity, then there would arise the con

tingency of that one coming into relation with another [ extra |

moment. And if it be intended that this creationistic-activifcv

is no other than its very coining into existence, then too th^'

position becomes untenable, because no effect that has not been

imbued with the character of its cause can come into exist-

ence. And if you admit ’uch an imbuing [ of the effect with tls

character of the cause J, then as the characteristic or the cause is

[under the admission] made to persist during the moment of thi-

existence of the effect, you will be reduced to throw overboard
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your doctrine of the momentariness of things. But in oase one
were to asssme the possibility of a cause-effect relation even with-

out the effect being imbued with the characteristic of the cause,

then, as such [absence of imbuing] is possible everywhere, [any-

thing can be the cause of anything else, and ] there would result

the possibility of an ultra-extension of the argument.— 1hen
Again, the so-called origination and sublation of objects roust

either constitute the very essence of the object, or may be differ-*

ent stages of the same object, or may be something altogether

distinct from that object. Neither of these alternatives can be

sustained. If, to begin with, origination and sublation were to

constitute the very essence of the object, then there would arise

the contingency of the term ‘object* and the terms ‘origination’

and ‘sublation* being understood always as synonyms. And if

our opponent were to suppose that there is some sort of a dutinc-

tion between the terms, and that the terms origination and sub-

lation merely denote the two, i. e*, the intitial and the final,

stages of the object the existence of which forms the rnid-point [of

these stages ], even ho, inasmuch as the object is now made to

come into relation with the three—the initial, the intermediate

and the final—moments, there is here involved the renouncing

of the doctrine of momentarinegs. If, finally, origination and
sublation were to be two entities altogether distinct from the

object, as the horse is distinct from the buffalo, then the object

as such becomes iji no way connected with origination and sub-

lation, and so it will have to be admitted to be permanent. [Page

66] And if one were to hold that origination and sublation

signified only the perceiving or the non-perceiving of a given

object, even so the perceiving and the non-perceiving are the

attributes of the percipient, and not the attributes of the object,

so that there still would ensue the contingency of the object

being eternal. For this reason too the Buddhistic theory lacks

consistency. 20.

If [ origination is assumed ] without the cause ( enduring be-

yond its own moment ], that would be a contradicting of the

accepted dogma : or else, there would result the simuitaneousness

[ of cause and effect ]. 21.

We have just said that, under the theory of momentariness, an

antecedent moment, being swallowed up by sublation, oannot
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possibly be the cause of the subsequent moment. If now our
opponent were to assert that even without the cause [ i. e. the

antecedent moment 1 persisting [ on into the period of the effect ],

origination of the effect might follow, then that would involve

the contradicting of an accepted dogma. The accepted-dogma,

in other words, that the mind and the mental [phenomena] origi-

nate after the conjoint-operation of four kinds of causes will have,

to be given up. And if the origination be assumed to result even

where there is an utter absence of all causes, then, there being

no restraining agency, everything would originate everywhere.

If, finally, he were to urge that the antecedent moment endures

until the origination of the subsequent moment is accomplished,

even so there would result the simultaneousness of the cause and
the effect, and thereby also there would be the same running

counter to an accepted position. It is the accepted dogma that

all the composite-thin gs are momentary that will now come to

be contradicted. 2 1

.

Conative-sublation and Nonconative-subiation cannot be sub-

stantiated, because of an impossibility of intenuption [ in the

stream of moments). 22.

Then there is the hypothesis of the Nihilists “ ‘ All besides

the triad is cognisable by the mind, is a composite-entity, and

is transitory — the triad in question being explained as ( 1 )

conative-sublation, (2 ) non-conative ( or voluntary ) sublatiou,

and ( 3) space. All these three they regard as of the nature of

mere negation, and as non-substantlal and indescribable. The

explanation is vouchsafed that a sublation of things preceded

by a deliberate act of the mind is to be styled conative-sublation,

the reverse of this is styled the non-conative (or voluntary ) sub-

lation ; while space ( akasa ) signifies nothing more than a mere

absence of limitation [ in every direction ]. Of the three, space

will be refuted on a subsequent occasion, while here it is the two

varieties of sublation that he is going to refute. “Conative-sub-

lation and nonconative-sublation cannot be, “substantiated,” are,

in other words, untenable. Why? “ Because of an impossibility of

interruption.” For, these oonative and non-conative sublations

must be held to belong to the stream [ of momentary existences

as a whole J, or to the individual entities. Now they cannot
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possibly belong to the stream ; because, in all streams whatso-
ever, the individual constituents of the stream form an uninter-

rupted succession of causes and effects, so that it is impossible
that the stream could at any ]^oint be brought to a stand-still.

Nor can the two refer to the individual entities (or constituents);
for, it is not possible that existential entities can at any time
be overtaken by an utter annihilation, leaving no bond or vestige

of it behind
;
since, in all its states, an existential-entity, by

the very force of recognition, is observed to maintain its

[ generic ] features without interruption. And even in the few
possible eventualities where the recognition is not inanifestly

present, we will have to infer, from tlie observed fact of the

maintenance of the (earlier J bonds ( in some well-ascertained

oases 1, that a similar absence of interruption exists even there.

Consequently both the varieties of sublation imagined by our

opponent cannot be made to stand the test of reason. 22.

And there are defects both ways. 2 3.

'

( Page 62 J As to the sublation of nescience and the rest a.s

postulated by our opponent, and which is held to fall under

the category of the conative-sublation, that might proceed either

from Right Knowledge with all its accompaniments, or might

be spontaueoas. If the first alternative is accepted, that would

entail the contingency of a running counter to the dogma of

effortless sublation, which is maintained (by our opponent J.

In the latter alternative, there would follow tlie contigency of

the in6truction.s as regards the Right Path etc. proving futile.

So, under both the alternatives, there would ensue the contin-

gency of some defect or the other ( in the position ] : and hence

the [ Buddhistic ] theory is proved to be discordant. 23.

The case being also alike with regard to Space 24.

Next as to the view maintained by the .-^auie disputant that

the two varieties of sublation and the space are rvon-substautiai,

(and eternal ]; amongst these the non-substantiality ( and nou-

eternality ] of the two varities of sublation has been already

refuted before : now he i.s going to do the same in the case of

space (A^^a). The hypothesis that space is non-substantial is
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inadmissible, because, as in the case of the conative and non-

conative sublation, so in the present case, there is absolutely the

same perception of an entity. On the evidence of the Scriptu-

ral texts like [ Tait. Up., ii. 1 ]
—“ From the atman the akasa

was born,” and others there is, to begin witli, a clear declaration

of the reality of the akasa. And for those averse to admitting

their validity, one can a.ssert the possibility of its inference

on the ground of f the inferential-mark of] sound, seeing that

other qualities like odour etc. are seen to subsist upon real en-

tities like the earth. Furthermore, when our opponents imagine

sjjace to bo .a mere absence of covering ( or delimitation in

every direction ) they must be reduced to own that, when n

bird is already flyinfjf in space, there being a delimitation | of

space, and so no longer a mere vacuum ] in that direction,

.•mother bird desirous of flying will not have any [ free ] space

lo fly into. And to say that the other bird might lly there,

where the delimitation ] caused by the earlier flying bird
|

does not exist would bo to assign to .'<paco in which you arc now

able t(. distinguish one aKsonce of delimitation from another

absence of delimitation, the character of a real positive entity

<

and it cannot therefore be a more I negative ] absence of delimi-

tation [ as is alleged |. Moreover, the Buddhistic disputant who

maintains tliat space is mere absence of delimitation will have

thereby to run counter to another of liis cherished dogmas. Hor,

in the Buddhistic canon, in the series of questions and answers

beginning with (.^bhidharmakosavyakhya. page 16 )
- "Upon

what, Kevornd Sir, does the Earth rest V’—at the end of the serb-s

starting with earth and the rest there comes finally the question

—“ Upon what does the Wind rest V -to which the reply given

is— “The Wind is grounded upon Space.” And such a reply

would not be plausible if space had been a mere unreality.

'I’hen again, there is a contradiction in the very assumption

made that the two varieties of .sublation and space this triad

1 Page 68 1 is indescribable, and withal unreal and eternal. For,

there oatrnot possibly belong any siich thing as eternality oi

non-eternality to what is admittedly an unreal entity; because

all* dealings based upon the relation of the substance and

the attributes depend upon what is a real and positive entity-

And once the relation of the attributes to the substance is con-

ceded, then I space ] will have to be reckoned as a real, existen-
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tial entity, just like a jar and the like, and not as [a mere] non-
descript unsubstantiality. 24.

And also owing to (the fact of) remembrance. 25.

Again, since our Nihilist opponent assumes the momentari-
ness of all things, he ought to assume also the momentariness of

even the percipient. But this is not possible because of tHe

fact of remembrance. Remembrance is nothing but the memory
arising subsequently to experience, i. e., perception. Now
such remembrance is possible only if it belongs to the same
subject who had the perception ; for we never notice that

what has been the object of one man’s perception that another

person ever remembers. In the absence of some idential

percepient who has the earlier and the later knowledge,

how can a cognition of the form —I have [ already ] seen this

and 1 am seeing it[ again now J —at all rise ? Besides, it is a

fact patent to all that it is only where one and the same person

is the agent of perception and memory that there arises the re*

cognition-consciousness in the form : 1 have [ already ]
seen this,

and 1 am seeing ii* again ( now ]. Had there been a distinct

agent of knowledge in the two cases then the form of the consci-

ousness should have been

—

I [ only] remember, but it is someone

else who has perceived it.— But nobody ever evinces such a con-

sciousness. The wliole world understands that where such con-

sciousness exists, there the agent of perception and that of me-

mory are two distinct individuals, as when it is said, I remember
that this other person has seen it. But in the present case, in

the consciousness of the form

—

I have [ already ] seen this [ and

am now seeing it again ]—even our Nihilist friend would under-

.stand that the seeing and the remembering belong to one and

the same agent ; and he would not say, “ Not I ” and so gainsay

the fact of the perception that the agent had already had, just as

if one were to say the fire is not hot or does not give light This

being so, if one and the same agent is to be in touch with the

moment characterised by perception and the moment characteris-

ed by remembrance, it becomes inevitable that the Nihilist

should surrender his dogma of momentariness. So too, in one

successive moment after another, being aware of the recognitive

consciousness of the sameness of the self as being the agent of
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the different successive cognitions right up to the very last breath,

and likewise identifying as belonging to the authorship of the

same self the earlier cognitions beginning right from the very

birth, should not the Nihilist be ashamed to maintain yet the

doctrine of momentariness ? Were he to reply that this takes

place on account of similarity, we would make the following re-

joinder. A similarity in the form,
‘

'^This is similar to that
’

depends upon two factors ; and inasmuch as the maintainer of

the theory of momentariness cannot point to any one agent who
could perceive the two factors as similari the assertion that the

consciousness of identity is based upon mere similarity is noth-

ing but deceitful nonsense. And were he to allow that there is

some agent who apprehends the similarity between the ear-

lier and the later moments, then in that case, as the agent in

question will have to endure during [at least] two moments, the

dogma of momentariness will have to be surrendered. And if it

be urged that the perception in the form, ‘ That is similar to

this Ms a new cognition altogether, and is not based upon the

apprehension of two moments, the earlier and the later, we say

'No. For, ‘ This in comparison with that ’ implies two distinct

factors as forming the material [ of the subsequent judgment of

similarity]. If a distinct cognition were to be the material for

the judgment of similarity, the use of the expression ‘ This is

similar in comparison with that ’ would become meaningless

I Page 69] and the only form of the judgment would be ‘ This

is similarity.’ When in this manner a fact patent to everybody

in the world is not recognised by any theorists, then neither the

establishment of one’s own doctrines nor the demolishing of the

views of the opponent by means of arguments can possibly effect

entrance into the flux of one’s own mind any more than into that

of the theorists themselves. Hence it is necessary that one

should assert that only with reference to which there is a definite

"agreement that the thing is thus or thus only. Anything other

than that, when it is being put forward would only proclaim the

excess of one’s own garrulousness. The judgment in question,

.aocordingly, cannot properly he held to be due to mere similarity;

^because we are aware of the later thing being one with tliat

:[ earlier thing ], and are not aware of their being simply similar

^to each other. It is at the most barely possible, with reference to

objects outside ourselves, that there may at times arise doubt as

15 [ SralmiaBUtrabhSBhya, Trans. ]
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to whether a thing is the same as the other thing or is similar

to the other thing, since a deception as to the fact is concei-

vable ; but as regards the percipient himself no such doubt can

ever arise as to whether I am the very same [ as the earlier per-

cipient] or only similar to him, seeing that there is the indubi-

table consciousness of the identity of the self in the form—^*‘The

same I that have ^een [ so and so) the other day, that same 1 am
to-vlay remeinbc-ring it.” Fortins further reason also the doct*

riiie of the Nitiilists is objectionable. 25.

[ Entitv can
] never [ originate ] from non-entity, as it is nowhere

observed [ to do so ]. 26 .

For this additional reason also the doctrine of the Nihilists is

to be pronounced objectionable, since, without assuming a per-

manent and enduring cause [ to the world], they are forced to

maintain that there springs entity from non-entity. They in

fact declare the orgination of entity from non-entity [ in the

text.: compare Nyayasutra, IV. i. 14 ]
—

“ As there is no coming
into being without a [ preceding ] breaking asunder.” For, they ar-

gue, it is from the seed that has been split asunder that sprout arisesi

so also from milk decomposed the curds, and from the lump of clay

destroyed [as a lump] the jar, arises. If the effect were to spring

up from an immutable cause, then, as there is no special deter,

mining circumstance, everything would originate from every-

thing. Accordingly, inasmuch as it is from the seeds reduced to

the condition of non-existence that sprouts and the like originate,

they consider that existence originates from non-existence. To
this we would make the reply

—
“ Never from non-entity, as it

is nowhere observed.” From non-entity entity cannot arise. If

entity were to be produced from non-entity, then as the non-exist-

ence [of the effect that is to be] can indifferently exist [every-

where], the assumption of a specific cause [ to produce a specific

effect] becomes uncalled for. For, that non-existence which
results upon the destruction of the seeds etc. and the non-exist-

ence of the hare-horns and similar [ impossible ] things are both

of them equally of the nature of non-entity; and so as regards their

character as non-existences there is no distinction, which might
lend significance to the assumption of specific causes to produce

specific effects, as when it is held that it is from the
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seed alone that the sprout is to be produced, and it is from the

milk alone that the curds can be produced. When, however, the

absolutely character-less non-existence is assumed to be the

cause, then sprouts and the like might be produced even from

hare-horns and the like—a thing that is nowhere met with. If,

on the other hand, you were to postulate a specific characterisa-

tion even of non-existence, like blueness in the case of the lotuses

• etc., then on the ground of this very specific characterisation

there would arise the contingency of even the non-existence be-

ing regarded as existence on the analogy of the lotus and the

like. Nor can a mere non-existence by itself ever be the cause

originating any effect, just because it has the character of more
non-existence, as for instance the hare-horn etc. Further, if

existence were to originate from non-existence, then all its effects

whatcoever would be imbued with a non-existential character,

which however is never observed, seeing that everything [ Page

10 J whatsoever, in its own individual nature, is found to exist in

its proper existential form. For, nobody, of course, ever regards

plates and other effects exhibiting the characteristics of clay, as

the effects belonging, say, to threads and the like. The w.orld

has agreed to regard efftc s possessing clay-chaTocterhtics as

the products of clay and of nothing else. Next, as to the argu-

ment that, in the absence of an antecedtnt dis^^»lutiun of the

nature of the cause-suhstance, a stmetbing absolutely immu-
table cannot reasonably be assumed to funcrii>n a> the cause

and that therefore it is right that entity should originate from

non-entity, that, we gay. is badly argued. Because, of a fact, it

is gold and the like with their nature [ as gold J altogether un-

changed, which are ^ecogni^ed as being present in the ornaments

and the other effects to which they are related as their causes.

And in those causes such as the seeds wherein a destruc*^^!! of

their nature is actually observed, even there it is not the ante-

rior [ seed 1 state that is being thus destroyed which is to be

assumed as the cause of the subsequent [sprout-state], but rather

it is just those constituents of the seeds etc., which are not des-

troyed, and which continue over [ into the effects], which have

to be assumed as the cause of the sprouts and the like. Accord-

ingly, inasmuch as mere non-entities like hare-horn etc. are not

observed to give rise to any existential effects, and inasmuch as

§:i^isting-entities like the gold etc. are observed to originate exis-
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tential-eifects, the [ Buddhistic ] assumption of an origination of

existence out of non-existence cannot stand to reason. Moreover
having made the assumption that the ‘ mind ’ and the * mentals

'

orginate from a four fold causation, and the assumption likewise
that from the atoms the aggregates in the form of the ‘ elements*
and the ‘ elementals ’ take place, the Nihilists in the same breath
postulate the origination of entity out of non-entity, and thereby
merely stultify their own [ earlier ] assumptions and so make th®

world’s confusion worse confounded. 26.

Besides thereby even the unseeking [ people ] might have an
accomplishment [ of their ends ]. 27.

If indeed one were to postulate the origination of entity from
non-entity, under that postulate even the unsecking and effort-

less persons might attain to an accomplishment of their ends.

As non-existence is so easy to secure, the agriculturist, even

though not spending any effort towards the cultivation of the

field, might secure his harvest ; the pot-maker, even though not

active in fashioning the clay, might have his earthenware ready-

made ; and the weaver too, even though not stretching the threads

[ on the loom], might have his yarns-of-cloth as though he had
stretched the threads. And then nobody would in any- way be

induced to asmuchas wish for heaven or for liberation. This, of

course, is not proper, and nobody does ever make such an assump-

tion. For this reason too the origination of entity out of non-

entity is utterly untenable. 27. Here ends the Topic (4 ) en-

titled the Befutation of the Aggregates.

Topic 5 : Refutation of Idealism.

( Sutras 28-32

)

As we have thus brought forward, with reference to the theory

which maintains the reality of the external world, the various

objections such as the impossibility of aggregation, etc., the

Buddhist who maintains the doctrine of idealism is now stepping

into the arena. AVe are told that the theory of the reality of

the external world was put forward [ by the Buddha] to suit the

I^nderstandiug of those of his disciples in whom he s^w a ftnn
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clinging to things of the outer world. That, however, was not

the true intention of the Blessed One. His true intention was
to assign reality only to the phases (skandha) of “ vijhanas

or ideas. According to this theory of Idealism all our wordly

experience, consisting of [ the senses which are the] means of

cognition, together with the objects which are the result of cogni-

tion, can be fully explained as existing mthin the i)eroipient

and existing only in the form in which his cognitive-faculty

( buddhi ) becomes aware of it ; (Page 71) f particularly so
]

because an external object, even though assumed to [ indepen-

dently ] exist, cannot come within the scheme of our daily ex-

perience of the means-of-cognition and the rest unless and in so

far only as it comes within the scope of the cognition-faculty.-

—

But [ we might ask ] how do you know that all this experience

is internal only
, and that there does not exist any external object

outside one’s vijhana or ideas ? To that our opponent replies :

Because it cannot be proved to exist. For, [ he argues, ]
this

external object [ the reality of ] which is to be assumed can

either be atoms or an enmassed-collection of the atoms as in

pillars and the like. Now, to begin with, atoms cannot reason-

ably be held to be the things to be signified by the ideas of

pillars etc., because a cognition consisting of the form of the

I separate and small ] atoms cannot properly be hold to belong

I to a pillar-cognition ]. Nor can their enmassed-collectioiis,

the pillars, be held to be aggregates of atoms, because it is im-

possible to clearly explain whether these aggregates are dis-

tinct or non-di.stinct from the atoms. In an analogous manner
one should refute Generality and the other Padarthas.—Further-

more, in the case of our cognitions as they arise within us, and

which agree in possessing a uniform nature in so far as they

are [ parts of ] our inner-experience, that bias which each of

them takes in connection with eacli object, viz., that this is a

pillar-cognition, a wall-cognition, a jar-cognition, and a cloth-

oognition, that bias cannot properly be explained in the absence

of some distinctive-aspect belonging to the cognition itself ; and

so, inevitably, we have to assume that our cognitions take on

themselves the form of the [alleged 1
object. And once this is

conceded, inasmuch as the cognition in question has already

made as its own the form of the f alleged J object, the assumption

of a really existing external object becomes altogether uncalled-
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for. — Besides, from the fact of their invariably arising [ within
us ] simultaneously, we should inevitably conclude that the idea
and its object are not distinct from each other. For, when one
of the two is not perceived, there is no perception of the other*
and this ought not to have been the case if the two had been by
nature distinct entities, since there is no restrictive ground [ for

the invariable relation just mentioned ]. For this reason also

external objects do not exist.— The world, then, is to be viewed
upon like a dream and such other things* Just as, for instance,

the [ varied ] perceptions in our dreams in illusions, in mirages,

in the twilight-phantoms ( gandbarva-nagara ), and the like

assume, some of them, the forms of the objects and others, of the

agents of perception, although there are no real external objects

corresponding : even so must we legitimately infer in fact the

perceptions of the waking-life, the pillars and so forth, to be:

for they too no less are perceptions. —And if it be asked : How
can there arise, in the absence of any really existing external

object, that variety in our perceptions ?—the reply is, through

the variety of our subliminal-impressions. For, in this begin-

ningless mundane existence, there exists a mutual relation of

cause and effect between our perceptions and the subliminal-

impressions on the analogy of the seed and the sprout, and hence

there is no contradiction of any kind involved. Moreover,

through positive and negative judgments of concomitance, we
infer that the variety of our perception is due to nothing save

the variety of our subliminal impressions : for, in dreams and

the like, even in the absence of any real external objects, we
both of us agree in postulating a variety in the perceptions

based upon a variety of the subliminal impressions ; whereas, in

the absence of subliminal-impressions [ to correspond ], I am not

prepared to admit any variety in the perceptions caused by the

[ so-called 1 external objects. For this reason, likewise, we have

to deny the existence of any external object. To this argumenta-

tion we make the following reply —

Non-existence [ of external object ] cannot be [ maintained ]

because [of the fact ] of their being [ actually ] perceived. 28.

It is not possible that we can conclude that the external object

does not at all exist. Why ? Because it is perceived. For, we
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do perceive, corresponding to each [ internal ] idea, an external

(:d>jeotsuch as a pillar, a wall, a jar, or a piece-of-cloth. For, we
cannot assuredly deny the very thing that is being [actually] per-

ceived. Just as someone, taking his meals and [Page 12] actually

experiencing the satisfaction that the meal is calculated to give,

were to say ;
" I am not taking my meals, nor am I experiencing

the satisfaction”—even so a percipient actually perceiving—after

the perceptive-contact of his sense with the object—an external

object, were he to say :
” I do not perceive the object, or that the

object does not exist ”—bow could such a person gain any cre-

dence for his words ?— But, [ our opponent may say, ] I do not

say that I do not perceive the object : I only say that I do not

perceive it as outside my perception.— We reply. Well may you

say this because your tongue is unfettered; but you do not say

that which is conformable to reason. For, even the conclusion

that the object exists outside the perception has to be per force

accepted on the ground of the very fact of perception. For, no*

body ever omes to have the perceptive-knowledge that the pillar

or the wall is no other than his own perception. All men in the

world invariably have the perceptive-knowledge that the pillar,

wall, and the like are cbjects of perception. That all the men in

the world have just such a perceptive knowledge has to be in-

ferred from the other circumstance also that even those who

deny the existence of the external object practically assert

the existence of the same external object in that they say

—

“ That within us which assumes the form of an internal object

of perception, that same appears os if it were outside." For

even the authors of this assertion do experience the perceptive

knowledge which presents objects as existing outside, and which

indeed is patent to everbody’s experience : but in their desire to

repudiate that external object they use the word ‘ as if ’ as when

they say “ os if it were outside.” [ This very fact testifies to

their belief in the external object ; ] for, otherwise why should

they have used the expression ” as if it were outside ? ” For,

assuredly, nobody will care to say that Vishnumitra appears as

l^he is a barren-woman’s son. Hence those who claim to conceive

of the reality in strict accord with experience should properly

speaking assert that the perception refers to the object which is

actually outside, and they ought not to say that it appears ‘as

if
’
it were outside.*
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But, [ continues our opponent,] it is just because the external

object cannot possibly exist that we have to conclude that it ap-

pears “ as if it were external.” This, however, is not a correct

conclusion : because the possibility and the impossibility [of the

existence of an object] are contingent upon the operation and the

non-operation [ respectively ] of valid-proofs regarding them ; and
it is not the case that the operation and the non-operation of the

valid-proofs are to be made contingent upon whether [ a priori ]

there is a possibility and impossibility [ respectively of the things

at all existing]. Accordingly, that which can be cognised by
any one of the valid-proofs such as direct-preception and the rest,

that is what is possible ; that, on the other hand, which is not to

be cognised by any one of the valid-proofs, that is what is impo-

ssible. Now in the present case, when all valid-proofs whatso-

ever—each in its own fashion—are vouchsafing for the existence

of the internal object, how can the same, in spite of the fact of

its being perceived, be declared to be not possible on the strength

of theuntenability of all possible alternatives such as [the pillar’s]

being non-distinct or not non-distinct [ from the atoms ] ? And
because the perceptive-cognition has the same form as the object

that is no reason why the object be altogether annihilated
; bel

cause, if the object were not to exist at all, we could not reasona-

bly explain the fact of the cognition having the same form as

the object ; and also because the object is actually perceived as

being outside. For this very reason also, the fact of the idea

and its object invariably arising [ within us j simultaneously has

to be understood aa being due to the two being related to each

other as the means (the object ) and the end ( the idea ), and not

to their being identical. — Moreover, in the jar-cognition or the

cloth-cognition, it is the attributes-of-the-perception, viz., jar-ness

and cloth-ness, which differ, and not the perceptive-cognition iL

self, which is the subject-to-v/hich-the-attributes-refer ; just as,

in the expression ‘ a white bull ’ or a ‘ black bull, ’ it is the two
attributes of whiteness and the blackness that differ, and not the

generic-nature of the bull as such
5
so that the two ( jar-ness and

cloth-ness ) establish the distinctness [ from themselves ] of the

one ( viz. perceptive-cognition ), and the one ( perceptive-cogni-

tion ) the distinctness of itself from the two ( jar-ness and cloth-

ness ]. Accordingly, the object and the idea have to be regarded

as distinct. So likewise we have to understand in the case of
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the perceptive and the memory cognitions referring to ajar. For,

even in this case, it is the perceptive and the memory cognitions,

which are the obiects-qualified-by-attribute, that differ, and not

the jar, which is the attribute in question ;[ Page 73] just as in

the expressions the “milk-odour” and the “milk-taste,” it is the

odour and the taste—which are the objects-qualified-by-attribute

—

that differ, and not the milk, which is the qualifying-attribute

eVen so in the present case. Furthermore the two ideas belong-

ing, the one to the earlier and the other to the later moment, and
each of them having achieved all its life-purposeby being brought
into consciousness of itself, cannot any longer be supposed to

stand to each other in the relation of the perceived and the per-

ceiver. And as a consequence, all the classifications of the

ideas, and even their characterisation as being momentary; the

analysis [of the contents of an idea] into a factor which gives it

its own specific-individuality, plus a generic knowledge-factor;

the distinction between what gives rise to a subliminal-impres-

sion [viz., the specific-individuality of an idea] and the subli-

minal-impression itself [which colours the idea of the next mo-
ment] ; the theory of the nescience-caused confusion of men’s

ideas ; the prescriptions as to what constitutes or what does not

constitute right conduct ; the declarations as to bondage and libe-

ration ; and all other similar dogmas enunciated by the oppo-

nent’s own Sacred-canon—they will have to be, one and all,

contradicted.

Here is another argument. We would demand why it is that,

while assuming ideas and nothing but ideas, our opponent hesi-

tates to assume also the external objects like the pillar, the wall,

and others of their kind If he makes the answer. Because idea

is what is actually experienced, we would say it would be proper

for him to assume that even the external object is as such actu-

ally experienced. And if it is argued that the idea—because, like

a lamp, it is of the nature of luminosity— is experienced of its

own nature, but not so the external object, [we reply] you are then

prepared to admit what runs counter to all experience, viz., the

agent’s activity upon himself— as though the fire were to burn

itself—and are yet unwilling to allow what is not contrary to

experience and what is patent to the whole world, namely, that

the external object is perceived by an idea which is distinct from

16 [ BrahmaatltrabhBBhya, TraDS. ]
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{the object] itself. Surely in this you have displayed your-pro-

found philosophical-insight 1 And besides, the idea, although

conceded as being non-distinct* from the object, cannot be ex-

perienced by itself, for there too the same objection of making
the agent operate upon himself holds. To this one may answer:
If the idea were to be assumed as being the object of perception

•by an agent different from himself, then that agent will have to

be perceived by a third, and so on, thereby starting a regressus

in infinitum. Further, [he will argue,] if, in spite of the fact

that the perceptive-cognition, like the lamp, is self-luminous, it

were to be imagined to need another preceptive-cognition for its

being perceived, then both [the perceptive cognitions] being

exactly alike, there cannot obtain betweeeii them the relation of

the illumined and tlie illuminator, so that the whole assumption

becomes futile. Both these [we reply] are fallacious arguments,

For, in the bare act of the apprehension of a given idea there does

not arise any expectancy as to the apprehension of the agent who
apperceives the idea in question, so that the very contingency of a

regressus in infinitum simply does not arise at all. And it is quite

possible for the idea and the agent apperceiving the idea [ i. e. the

witnessing Self ]—being as they are divergent in nature—to prou

perly stand to each other in the relation of the percipient and the

perceived-object. And as the apperceiver is [ directly and ] in-

dubitably established [in one’s own consciousness], ho cannot

possibly be gainsaid.

Here is one more argument. When our opponent asserts that

the idea, like a lamp, reveals itself spontaneously without stand-

ing in need of anything else to illurnine it, it is tantamount to

asserting that the idea, which no means-of-proof can ever reveal,

needs also no percipient for its perception, as though a thousand

lamps, blazing in the interior of some rock, were to make them-

selves manifest therein. Quite so, [our opponent may retort,] only,

that idea is of the nature of self-consciousness, and [ with this

proviso ]
you are then practically conceding our own position.

To that we say. No. For, it is unto another distinct percipients

* Reading “arth3[vy«iiirlktam” which gives bettor sense, although it is

not found in any edition. With the reading arthavyatiriktam ” translate—

And besides the idea, although distinct from the object, etc.
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endowed with means-of-knowlodge like the eyes, that the lamp eta
are found to become manifest. On the same analogy, inasmuch as

the idea is nonetheless an object that needs to be illumined, it is

only when another distinct percipient exists that we can agree

to assent to its being manifest like a lamp. But, [ our opponent

may urge,] when [ the Vedantin] puts forward his thesis of the

self-luminousness of the percipient* i. e. to say, of the witnessing

consciousness, is ho not, under the cover of a difference in ex-

pression, assenting to my own theory that the idea spontane-

ously manifests itself ? To this we reply in the negative.

For, you postulate for your “idea” origination, destruction,

manifoldness, and [ Page 74] many like attributes [which makes

a world of difference between the “idea” and the witnessing-

Self]. Consequently we have established the conclusion that

the idea also, like unto the lamp, has to be an object of percep-

tion for some one else. 28.

And on account of divergence in nature, it is not like the dream

and the like. 29.

Now, as to the statement made, while repudiating the external

object, that the perceptions of waking-life such as the pillars

etc. can exist, on the analogy of the perceptions of the dream and
the like, even in the absence of any actual external object, be-

cause those also [ no less than these ] possess indifferently the

nature of perception—to that we have to make the following re-

joinder, To begin with, we have to point out that the percep-

tions of waking-life cannot possibly be on a par with the percep-

tions of dreams etc. Why ? Because of a divergence in nature.

For there is a divergence between the perceptions of the dream
and of the waking life. What is that divergence ? It is the pre-

sence and the absence of sublation, we reply. For, an object

perceived in a dream is sublated as the sleeper becomes awake,

I when he finds out—]
“ It is not true that I had fallen in with a

crowd of people; for, I never had fallen in with the crowd : only

my mind had become enervated by drowsiness, and so this

erroneous notion sprang upon me.” Just in an analogous

fashion there arises a sublation, each in its own way, of magical

visions and the like. An objection perceived during waking-

life, on the other band, say, the pillar etc., is not in this fashion
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sublsted in any other [subsequent! state.— Moreoveri the dream-

perception is no more than a recollection, while the waking-per-

oeption is a direct perception : and the distinction between re-

collection and direct-perception is plainly experienced by every

one as being based upon contiguity and non-contiguity of the

object in question, as when one says
—

“ I remember my dear son

but do not see him any longer, much as 1 wish to see him.”

The fact standing thus, it is not possible to formulate the syllo-

gism—Waking-perception is false ; because it is a perception ;

as for Instance, the dream-perception—especially when the dis-

tinction between the two is a matter of one’s own personal expe-

rience. It, above all. behoves those who pride themselves upon
their “illumination ” not to so flagrantly contradict one’s own
experience. — Then again, fearing lest it would entail a direct

contravention of experience, our opponent recognises the impos-

sibility of declaring outright that waking-perceptions have no

real basis for themselves ; but yet he wishes to declare the same
on the ground of the similarity [ of-waking-percerption ] with
dream-perception. If now a given characteristic cannot belong

to an object on its own merits, that same cannot belong to it

because of the object’s similarity with some other object. For,

surely, while the fire is being actually felt as hot, it cannot

become cool because of its being compared with water. A nd we
have shown that the dreaming and the waking perceptions

do differ. 29.

There can be no existence [ of subliminal-impressions ] because

[external objects are held to be ] not perceived. 30.

Then as to the contention that, even in the absence of any [ex-

ternal ] object, the variety in our cognitions can very well be

made out to be the result of a variety of the subliminal-impres-

sions, against that we have to make a rejoinder. Our reply on the

question is
—

“

No existence ’’ of the subliminal impressions can

be tenable under your view, “because of the non-perception’’ of

external objects. For, it is on the basis of the perceptions of

objects that there arise, in connection with each of the objects

[ perceived ], different kinds of subliminal-impressions. When,
however, the objects are [ held to be ] not perceived at all, on the

basis of what can there arise those diversified subliminal im-
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preseions ? And in case a beginningless succession [ of sublimi-

nal-impressions be postulated ], it would be in accordance with
the maxim of the row of the blind led by the blind, with the

result that no stability can be attained and there would ensxie a
regreesus in infinitum leading to the subversion of the entire phe-

nomenal-experience [Page 75] without the point sought for be-

ing at all gained. Then, as to the positive and negative judg-

ments that were put forth by our opponent while repudiating

the external object, namely, that this mass of perceptions is bas-

ed only upon the [ assemblage of ] subliminal-impression.®, and
not upon [ any variety of ] objects, even those, by virtue of the

present argument, should be understood as having been contro-

verted, seeing that in the absence of a perception of objects sub-

liminal-impressions cannot properly be explained. On the con-

trary, inasmuch as, even in the absence of [ previous] subliminal-

impressions, a perception of objects [ at times ] actually occurs,

and inasmuch as I do not admit, per contra, the possibility of

subliminal-impressions arising in the absence of [ previous J per-

ception of objects : even the “ positive and negative judgments ”

do, if anything, establish just the very existence of [ external ]

objects. Finally, the subliminal-impressions are no other than

latent-dispositions, and latent-dispositions cannot possibly be

imagined to exist in the absence of a substratum [ or subject, to

whom they must belong]; for, such is the world’s experience.

Now, you have not [ assumed ] any substratum for your subl imi-

nal-impressions, because [ as you allege ] none such is attained

by I any of the valid ] means of knowledge. 30.

And also on account of momentariness. 31.

Next, as to the so-called “ Receptacle-consciousneFs ” which is

brought forward for doing duty as the substratum for the subli-

minal-impressions, that too lacks in fixty of nature, because that

too is assumed to be of momentary duration. It cannot thereforci

any more than can the [ transient ]
operative-phase-of-conscious-

nesB, serve as a proper abiding place for the subliminal-impres-

sions. In fact, unless one assumes one abiding entity pervad-

ing the three [ divisions of ] time, or someone who is immutable

and omniscient, it is not possible that there can be effected the

Qrdinary activities such as the implanting of subliminal-impres-
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sions conformable to specific place, time, and * circumstances, or

the [evoking and] joining together of memories [already im-
planted]. In case, however, the “ Receptacle-consciousness*’ be
assigned a permanence of nature, that would go against the tenet

of your school.—Finally, inasmuch as there is the same assump-
tion of momentariness even in this idealistic theory, all those
objections on the score of momentariness which were raised

against the Realistic schools of Buddhism, namely, [Brahma-
sutra, II. ii, 20] And because at the origination of the sub-

sequent there is [ already ]a suhlation of the precedent,” and the

rest,—all those objections have to be applied against the present

school also. — Thus then we have refuted both these Nihilistic

schools, vi'/., the Buddhistic Realism and the Buddhistic Idealism.

There is another school that maintains the doctrine of the Void
;

but that is so flagrantly in contravention of all valid-proofs,

that we do not wish to spend any special effort in refuting the

same. For, assuredly, all this mundane existence that is war-

ranted by every one of our valid-proofs—it is not ever possible

to gainsay it all, until one is assured of a basic reality [of a dis-

tinctive order]. The currently-accepted dogmas, accordingly,

must obtain free scope as long as an exceptionally convincing

doctrine going against them [e. g., the Brahman theory] is not

forthcoming. 3 1

.

And because it lacks cogency in every way. 32,

Why say more ? From whatever point of view we try to test

this Nihilistic philosophy to see if there be any substance under-

lying it, we find that in every manner of w^ay it merely tumbles

down like f the sides of] a well, dug amid.^t sands. We do not

observe any rime or reason about it. And for this reason too

any [further] dealing with this Nihilistic philosophy is absolu-

tely futile. Furthermore, when the ” Benevolent One ” actually

has taught tlireo such doctrines opposed to one another, viz,.

Realism, Idealism, and the Doctrine of the Void, he has thereby

plainly established his own propensity for incoherent prattle, or

may-be, his malice for the world, evincing a desire that all the

world might be confounded by believing in such contradictory

theories. In every way therefore does this philosophy of the

” Benevolent One ” deserve to be condemned outright by persona
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desirous of salvation—this is the meaning of the Author. 32.

Here ends the Topic ( 5 ) entitled the Refutation of Idealism-

Topic 6 : Refutation op Jain Philosophy.

( Sutras 33-36 )

’
[ Page 16 ] The theory of the “ Benevolent One ” has been dis-

posed of. We now proceed to repudiate the theory of the “ un-

dressed ” philosophers. These believe in seven categories named
by them—the soul, the non-soul, the inflowing-fluid, the inlet-

closing, the drying-up, the bondage, and the liberation. In brief

however, they recognise only two categories, the soul and the

non-soul, inasmuch as the others can bo subsumed, confonnably

to the nature of each, under those two. The same categories

again they expand into five “ extended-entities, ” viz., the ex-

tended-entity called the soul, the extended-entity called the body

( pudgala ), the extended-entity called dynamic-space ( dharma ),

the extended-entity called static-.space (adharma), and lastly.the

extended-entity called the Ether. Of each of these, again, they

detail many subsidiary varieties of different kinds as adopted in

their own school. And with regard to all of them they bring in-

to operation their Dialectics known as the “ Logic of the Seven

Modes ”—namely, “ May-be it somehow-is,
” “ May-be it some-

how-is-not,
” “ May-be it somehow-is-as-well-as-is-not,” “ May-

be it somehow-is-indescribable, May-be it somehow-is-and-yet-

indescribable,” “May-be it soraehow-is-not-and-yet-indescriable,”

and “May-be it somehow-is-as-well-as-is-not-and-yet-indescriba-

ble.” It is in this very same fashion that they apply this Logic

of the Seven Modes in regard to the problems of the One, the

Eternal, and so forth. Against that we have to say—

No: on account of the impossiblitv of [the contrary inodes]

applying to one and the same entity. 33.

The theory in question does not stand to reason. Why ? “ On
account of the impossiblity in one and the same.” For, it cer-

tainly is not possible that one and the same attribute-possessing-

entity can have, simultaneously abiding within it, such contrary

attributes as existence and non-existence, any more than it can
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be both cold and hot together. For, those seven categories that

they have fixed upon, so many and with such natures [and sub-

divisions ] as might appertain to each : they must either be as

they assert them to be, or they must not be so. For otherwise,

if somehow they are to be as they describe them to be, and also

somehow they are not to be as they describe them to be : such a

non-determinate knowledge about them would by no means be,

valid, any more than a doubting judgment. But, [ it may be

urged,] when it is a knowledge of a determinate form—viz. that

the essence of things is variable—that is being arrived at, that

does not deserve to be invalidated like an ordinary doubting

judgment. We say. No. For one who is proclaiming an abso-

lutely unconditional variableness-of-essence in the case of all

things wliatsoever— for him even this so-called “ determinate

knowledge ”—in so far as that is a thing (vastu)—will have to bo

submitted to the Disjunctive Dialectics of “May-be it somehow-is,”
“ May-be it somehow-is-not, ” so that that knowledge will have

also to be just as much nun-determinate. So too, he who is to

have the [ alleged ] “determinate” knowledge, and the fruit of this

“determinate” knowledge will have to bo classed both under exis-

tence if we follow one ofthe alternative judgments, andunder non-

existence if we follow the other. This being the case, how can the

propounder of a philosophical system, who must [ as such ] claim

[full ] authoritativeness, ever possibly propound anything at all

when the means-of-knowledge, the objects-of-knowledge, the

agent-of-knowledge, and the resulting-knowledge itself have all

alike a non-determinate form ?—And how too can those who may
claim to follow his teaching find an impulse to act up to the

teaching laid down by him, when just what he has taught is

itself of a non-doterminate form ? For, it is only when the

fruit [claimed for a doctrine] is definitely ascertained to be its

unfailing consequence that all the world can, without confusion

or hesitation, proceed to practice what may have been laid down
as the means to that end

; and not otherwise. Hence it follows

that one laying down a doctrine-and-code non-determinate in

sense would, like a maniac or like one intoxicated, have his state-

ments deemed unworthy of acceptance.— So also in the case of

the five “ extended-entities,” [ Page 21 ] by applying the Disjunc-

tive Dialectics with reference to the number ( five-ness ) of

these extended-entities, in one alternative we reach the con-
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elusion that may-be they are [ five, ] and in the other, may-
be they are not five, so that the entities in question will have

to be conceded as either less than five or more than five.— Nor
again can the various categories be said to be indescribable. If

they are in sooth indescribable, they would not even be mention-

ed, That they are being mentioned and that they should at the

same time be indescribable is a self-contradiction, no less than

Vhen, being described, they are ascertained to be just as they

are described and at the same time not ascertained to be so. So

too, when one is irresponsibly-declaring—may-be there does ex-

ist or may-be there does not exist that “ Right Konwledge ” which

is to proceed from a “ determinate ” knowledge [of the categori-

es] as above referred to ; or again may be there does exist or

may-be there does not exist any “ Wrong Knowledge *' which is

contrary to the former—he must clearly belong to the genus of

the maniacs or the intoxicated, and never to that of persons de-

serving credence. Ijikewise when the heaven and the liberation

are to be classed in one alternative under existence and in the

other under non-existence, or when under one alternative they

are classed as permanent and under another as non-permanent

with such an absence of determinateness prevailing, it is not

possible that any one can be urged to activity [as laid down in

the doctrine]. And there does also arise the contingency of the

soul and the other categories—whose natures have been fixed all

along this beginningless time, and are ascertained accordingly

from one’s own sacred canon— turning out to be not of the nature

thus ascertained. Similarly also, as regards the soul and the

other categories, since in one and the same attribute-possessing-

entity two contradictory attributes of existence and non-existence

cannot possibly co-exist,—in the one attribute of existence it be-

ing impossible to find the other attribute of non-existence, and in

that of non-existence likewise it being impossible to find that of

existence—the doctrine of the Arhat turns out to be quite incohe-

rent, Hereby have to be understood as refuted the various non-

determinist postulates as regards [ one and the same entity possess-

ing both ] unity and plurality, permanence and transience, dis-

tinctness [from other entities ] and non-distinctness, and the like.

As regards the doctrine according to which they imagine that

from atoms which they designate as “ Pudgalas * there spring up

[ grosser] conglomerates, that is practically refuted by our earlier

17 [ BrahmasHtri^bliSahya, Traus. ]
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refutation of the Atomic Theory, and we do not therefore expend

separate effort in this place upon its refutation. 33.

So too [there arises the contingency of] the Atman’s non-

integration. 34.

Just as there arises the contingency in fche “ May-be ” Dia-

lectics of the fault of the impossibility of ascribing to one and
the same attribute-possessing entity [two or more] contradictors^

attributes, so too there arises the further liability of the doctrine

to the fault of the self or the soul losing his integral-nature. How
so ? Because, the followers of the doctrine of the Arhat consider

that the soul has the same dimension as the body. And when
the soul is to have the dimension of the body, he will have to lose

his integral-nature, and be of limited pervasion and definite di-

mension ; and as a consequence of this, the self will have to be

regarded as, like the jar and so forth, non-eternal. Further, in-

asmuch ELS bodies are of [ many and ]non-determinate dimensions,

the soul of a man, having become of the same dimension as the

hunian body, may thereafter—in case ho has, as an effect of the

ripening of some one or the other of liis karman, to assume the

body of ail elephant—not occupy the full space within the

elephant’s body ; and in case he has to assume the body of an ant,

equally may he not be fully contained within that ant’s body.

And this fault will alike hold, even during the tenure of one and

the same life, in the conditions of boyhood, youth, oldage, and

the rest.— That may bo, [ our opponent might reply,] but the soul

has an infinity of parts. And the very same parts of the soul

would bo compressed within a small body or would expand to

fill a large body. [ To this we reply J by demanding whether

these infinite i^articles of the soul are or are not capable of resist-

ing being pressed together so as to occupy the same space. If

there be a resistance then the infinite particles [ Page 78 ] cannot

be fully contained within a limited space. If they are not cap-

able of resistance then all these particles could just as reason-

ably be made to occupy the space of one particle, so that there

would result no grossness in size and you will be reduced to con-

sider the soul as atomic only. Nor is it further even possible to

imagine that particles of the soul, being compressed, as they are

to be, within the limits of merely one body, could ever be

infinite. 34.
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If it be urged that turn by turn, as they attain a large body,

certain particles of the soul become added to, and as they attain

a small body, certain particles fall away, even so our reply is

—

And not even by alternation [ of accretion and depletion
] can

there be absence of contradiction; because of [the faults of]

mutability and the like. 35.

Nor can it be possible, even by assuming an alternating accre-

tion and depletion of particles, to maintain the soul’s possessing

—without involving i-iny contradition—the same dimension as

the body. Why ? Because of the contingency of the faults of

mutability and the like. Tn case the soul be assumed to be

accretive or deidetive by the unceasing accession or attenuation

of parts, it is inevitable that he should be liable to mutation ;

and being liable to mutation, the contingency of his being im-

permanent like the skin [ of the body ] cannot bo escaped. And
then the postulate of bondage and liberation will bo endangered,

seeing that you assume that the soul enveloped within the eight-

fold karmans is being drowned, like a gourd, into the ocean of

mundane-existence, and it is through a snapping asunder of the

bondage that he secures an up-rising motion. — Besides, these

in-coming and out-going particles, inasmuch as they possess a

liability to accretion and depletion, cannot — any more than the

body and the like—he of the same essence as the soul. As a

consequence, it will have to be supposed that some enduring

particle is the soul. And it is not possible to clearly specify

which one particle that soul is. "i’hen too, you must specify to

us from whence these in-coming soul-particles spring up and

whither the out-going ones disappear. For, assuredly, they can-

not spring up from or merge back into tlie elements, because the

soul is non-oleniental. Nor can there be put forth any other

common or non-common store-house for all the soul-particles,

because there is no valid-proof for it. Moreover, under the as-

sumption, the soul will be non-deterrninate in form, because

the in-coming and the out-going particles cannot be supposed to

have the self-same dimensions. For these and other inevitable

drawbacks it is not possible even to resort to the theory of the

alternating accretion and depletion of soul-particles.
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There is also another explanation of the aphorism possible.

The preceding sutra having already brought home the [ fault of

the] soul’s non-permanence by urging the contingency—under

the hypothesis of the soul being of the same dimension as the

body and taking on [in succession] bodies of augmented or atte-

nuated size—of the soul’s non-integration, the present aphorisin

anticipates the contention that, in spite of the non-fixity of the

[ soul’s J dimension, the soul can yet be—in its successive

phases ( paryaya), and following the analogy of the per-

manence of the flowing-stream—likewise permanent, this

present position of the “ undressed ” philosophers having its

parallel in that of their “ red-robed” [ friends] who assign per-

manence to the streain-fof-ideas ] in spite of the transitoriness

of the ideas themselves : and thereupon the Sutra offers the

reply— If this “stream ” that is posited be an unreal entity, there

would be the contingency of your assenting to the doctrine of

soul-less-ness
;
while if the soul-[ stream ] be a reality, the posi-

tion would be still untenable by reason of the contingency of

the mutability and the other drawbacks. 35,

And owing to [ the assumed ] durability of the ultimate [dimen-

sion of the soul 1, the other two [ initial and middle dimesions] will

have to be permanent, so that no difference [ in the soul’s dimen-

sion is possible ]. 36.

[ Page 79 ] Furthermore, the Jainas desire to assert the per-

manence of the ultimate dimension of the soul which he assumes

at the time of bis liberation. There arises consequently a contin-

gency of the two earlier dimensions, tlie initial as well as the

middle, being allowed permanence, fo that there will have to be

admitted a non-difference [ as regards all the dimensions of the

soul ]. Tin's means that they will all be of the size of just one

[ the very last ] body and cannot be liable to fit in with the size

of any other body of increased or decreased dimension.

Or, [we might interpret the aphorism slightly differently: 1

inasmuch as the last dimension of the soul is something fixed, in

the two earlier states also the soul will have to be allowed to

possess an unchanging dimension. And as a consequence the soul

will ever have to be assumed to be — not of the size of the body
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—but rather atomic or all-pervading invariably. For this reason

too the Jain doctrine, like that of the Buddhists, has to be dis-

carded as being not consequential. 36. Here ends the Topic

( 6 ) entitled Refutation of Jain Philosophy.

Topic 7 : Refutation of Theism.

( Sutras 37--41 )

[ Impossibilitv ] of the Lord [ being onlv the efficient cause ] on
account of I resulting] incoherence. 37.

Now there is going to be refuted the theory which regards the

Lord as merely the efficient cause. How do you deduce this ?

Becau.«e in [the Vedanta Aphorism, 1. iv. 23 ]— “ As well the

material-cause, because of [ the necessity of ] conforming with

the formal-enunciation and the illustration”—and in [ I. iv. 24 ]

“ Also because of [ self-]refleotion”— in these sutras the Teacher

has himself established the existence of the Lord possessing the

nature of both the material as well as efficient cause. If there

had been offered here a mere refutation of the Lord as the cause

without any specification, then, because of the contradiction in-

volved in that and the earlier positions, there would have re-

sulted the liability to the charge that the Author of the Sutras

was speaking what was self-contradictory. Hence we conclude

that the view that the Lord is not the material-cause, but only

the controlling-agent, or merely the efficient-cause is the view

which, as being opposed to the doctrine propounded in the

Upanishads of the absolute unity of the Brahman, is here being

carefully sought to be refuted. I’his doctrine of the Lord that

runs counter to the Vodic doctrine appears under many forms.

Some, to begin with, who take their stand upon Sarhkhj^a-Yoga

teaching, think that the Lord is the Controller of the Matter

( Pradhana ) and of the Souls ( Purusluis ), and is merely the

efficient-cause ;
the Pradhana, the Purushas, and the Lord being

divergent in nature from one another. The Mahesvaras on the

other hand hold that there are five categories, namely, the Effect,

the Cause, the Application, the Devout-practice, and Cessation-

of-pain, which were taught by the Lord, the “Herds inaster,” for

attaining liberation from the fetters that bind the Herd,—the
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Lord, the ‘'Herds-master,” being the efficient cause. So too,

certain other philosophers like the Vaiseshikas, under one form
or the other, declare, in conformity with their own philosophical

position, the Lord as the efficient-cause. Hence the reply is

given —“ Of the Lord, on account of incoherence.” Of the Lord,

the Master of the PradhSna and the Purusha, [ Page 80 ] the

functioning as the cause of the world by being merely the Con-

troller, cannot be maintained. Why ? On account of incohe-

rence. What now is this incoherence ? In the case of the Lord

distributing beings into different classes as possessing base,

middle, and highest natures, there arises the contingency of

ascribing to him anger, hatred, and the like faults, as in the case

of mortals like us, and so there has to be ascribed to him an un-

lordly character. And if it be contended that this is no de-

ficiency because of [ his showing due ] consideration for the

karman of beings, we say, No. Because if the karman and the

Lord are to be the motivating and the motivated-principle in turn

there results the contingency of the fault of mutual inter-depen-

dence. And if it be retorted—No, because of beginninglessness,

we demur ; because, as in the present period so in tlie past

periods also, there being the same fault of mutual interdepen-

dence, we would be reduced to the plight of a row of succces-

sive blind men. Moreover, experts in the Nyaya unanimously
hold that [Nyaya Aphorism, I. i. 11]

—
” Defects are the inducing-

causes of all activities.” For, nobody who is not impelled by
any defect is over observed to bestir himself either in his own
interest or in that of others. Everyone, in fact, even while

bestirring himself for the sake of another, really does it, being

impelled by his own interest. For this reason also the doctrine

is incoherent ; for, if the Lord be held to be actuated by self-

interest, there would be the contingency of his being Lord no

longer. Further, as the Lord is assumed to be a specific Purusha

and as the Purusha is assumed to be characterised by utter-

indifference [ to all activity ], the theory proclaims its own
incoherence. 37.

And also on account of the impossibilitv of the connection. 38.

Once more there is the same incoherence. For, a Lord who is

distinct from the Pradhana and the Purushas cannot be the Con-
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troller of the Fradhana and the Purushas unless there exists some
kind of a connection between them. Now, conjunction cannot
possibly be the [ required ] connection, because the Pradhftna, the
Purushas, as well as the Lord are alike omnipresent, and so im-
partite. Nor can the connection be of the nature of Inherence,
because the relation of the substratum and the superstrata has
not been defined in the case. Nor is it possible to imagine any
other kind of connection, inferrable from the effect produced,
because, that there is the cause and the effect relation in question
has itself to be yet established. How about the theory that re-

gards the Brahman as the cause ?—it may be asked. We deny
the charge, for in this case the fact can well be explained by the
relation of identity that is posited. Besides, the follower of the
Brahman doctrine expounds the nature of the cause etc. on the
strength of the Scriptures. Consequently no compulsion exists

in his case that ho must postulate everything in strict conformity
with actual experience. In the case of our opponent on the other

hand, as he expounds the nature of the cause etc. on the strength
of [ mere ] analogy, he has to postulate everything in strict accord
with actual experience—and this gives us the palm. And if it be
retorted, that the opponent also can lay claim to the authority of

the Scriptures because he too has his Scriptures composed by the

Omniscient Lord,—we say, No
; because it would involve the

contingency of a mutual interdependence. For, the Omniscient
Lord is to be established on the authority of the Scriptures, and
the Scriptures are to be established on the authority of the Omni-
scient Lord. For this reason then the doctrine of the Lord as put

forward by the followers of Saihkhya-Yoga and others is un-
tenable. In a like manner, in the case also of the other theories

about the Lord falling outside the Vedic doctrine, we can bring

home, in accordance with the facts of each case, the charge of

incoherence. 38.

And also because of the impossibility of [ assigning ] anv

operating-basis | for the Lord ]. 39.

[ Page 81 ] And for this other reason also the Lord as imagin-

ed I by the Theists ] on the strength of mere logic cannot bo

properly substantiated. For, as established by them, be will have

to be imagined as starting [ the 'world-creation ] upon the basis
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of the [ given material in the form of] the Pradhana and the

rest, as the pot-maker does on the basis of the clay and the like.

But that cannot be maintained. For surely the Pradhana which
is incapable of direct-perception, as being devoid of colour and
the other qualities, cannot form the operating-basis for the Lord,

since it is, in this, different from the clay etc. 39.

If it be replied that it can be, on the analogy of the senses, we

say, No; because of the [ faults of a liability to] pleasure-pain-

expeiience, and the like. 40.

That may be. But just as the group of senses, the eye and the

rest, being themselves devoid of colour and the other qualities,

and so incapable of being directly seen, can form an adequate

operating-basis for the individual soul, so too will the Ijord make
the Pradhana his operating-basis. Even so, the position does

not stand square to reason. For, we Infer that the sense-group and

the like must have been made the [ soul] operating-basis, because

we find the pleasure-pain-experionco and the rest actually ex-

perienced. In the present case, however, no such things like the

pleasure-pain-exporience are experienced. And in case a complete

analogy with the sense-group is to be postulated, then, on the

analogy of the transmigrating Purushas, there will arise the

contingency of the Lord too being ascribed the pleasure-pain-

experience and the rest. 40.

The two Aphorisms can be interpreted in another manner—

Because also of the impossibility of embodied-ness. [ 39 ].

And for this other reason also the Lord as imagined [ by the

Theists ] on the strength of more logic cannot be properly sub-

stantiated. For, in our world we always observe that it is an

embodied person—one having a [ human ] body—who governs, as

does for instance a king his kingdom; but not one who is un-

embodied. Consequently, in conformity with that analogy, if

one were to imagine some Lord not-warranted-by-Scriptures I as

the cause of the world ], there would have to be mentioned some-

thing possessing sense-apertures—a specific body—as belonging

to the Lord. It is not possible to mention any such, because
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bodies are things that are to be produced after the creative-

process has been started, and they cannot possibly be postulated

prior to the creation. And if the Lord is to be without any
body, he cannot properly be the Creator, because that is what
the world requires. [ 59 J.

• If a sense-furnished [ body be assigned to the Lord ] then by

reason of the contingency of the pleasure-pain-experience and the

like. [40].

If now, in strict conformity with the experience of the world,

even to the Lord one wore to assign, as one chooses, a body
endowed w^ith sense-organs, even so the hypothesis cannot be

tenable. For, were the Lord to be embodied, there w’ill ensue
the contingency of his too being, like the transmigrating soul,

liable to pleasure-pain-experience and the like, and so being no

longer the Tjord at all. [ 40 j.

There would cither ensue finiteness, or else non-omniscience. 41,

And for this other reason also the Lord as imagined by [the

Theists ] on the strength of mere Icjgic cannot be properly sub-

stantiated. Fur, he is assumed by thorn to be omniscient as well

as infinite. And tlioy also assume that the Pradhaiia too is ill-

finite and the Furushas likewise are iufiniie and all differing

from one another. [ Page 82] Now, we ask, does the Omniscient

Lord over demarcate the very limits of the Pradliana, of the Puru

shas, and of him:^elf, or does he not so demarcate them ? Under
either supposition there does cling to the view a deficiency.

How ? If, in the first place, the earlier allernative is adopted,

inasmuch as there is a demarcation of the limits of the Pradhana,

the Purushas, and the Lord, they will have to bo necessarily lia-

ble to come to their end ;
because that is wdiat is observed in the

world. For in this our world, whatever object, for instance the

piece-of-cloth and the like, has a limitation [ in size, iiimiber etc.]

that is found to be liable to come h) the end. So likewise the

three entities of the Pradhana, the Furushas, and the Lord, be-

cause they are all capable of limitation ; and hence tfiey will all

alike be liable to reach their end. The dimension of quantity,

for instance, reaches its limitation in connection wo'th the triad

of entities consisting of the Pradhana, the Purushas, and the

18 [ BrahmasUtrabhSsliya, Trans. ]
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Lord. So too the qualitative dimension as appertaining to the

triad, [ because Lt is quite necessary that it be thoroughly encom-

passed ] by the Lord. So would be the case also of the numerical

dimension appertaining to the Purushas. This being the fact, if

some ones from out of the transraigrating-souls who are limited as

regards their number, were to be freed from mundane existence,

then, in their case, the mundane existence will terminate, and
so likewise will their liability for mundane-existence terminate.

So too as regards the others when they are being one after an-

other liberated ; so that the mundane-existence itself as well

as the Purusha’s liability to undergo the mundane-existence will

alike meet their end. Again, the Pradhana along with its own
mutations is believed to be, in the interest of the Purushas, the

operating-basis for the Lord : and that is what is meant by their

being liable to transmigratory-process. When that [Pradhana]

itself comes to naught, what is there that can serve the Lord as

the operating-basis,—and referring to what possible objects can

we attribute to the Lord the powers of omniscience and control ?

Thus then the Pradhana, the Purushas, and the Lord being all

liable to reach their end, there will arise the contingency of their

being liable also to possess origination. If, however, they are to

be attributed both origination and termination, then that would

be an acceptance of the doctrine of the Void.— If, on the*other

hand, with a view to avoid the deficiency pointed out, the second

of the above alternatives is adhered to, then, inasmuch as the

Lord catuiofc, under the supposition, be able to demarcate the

limits ol the Pradhana, the Furusha, and himself, there will en-

sue the contingency of this extra deficiency in that the postulate

of the Lord’s onuiiscieiice will have to be thrown overboard. For

this reason too the theory of the Lord as the cause, as accepted

by the Logicians, is full of incoherence. 41. Here ends the

Topic ( 7 ) styled Refutation of Theism.

Topic 8 : Refutation of Pancharatra.

( Sulras 42-45

)

Those who regard the Lord as the non-material cause

—

as the

[ merely ] controlling-cause, or as the efficient cause alone,—their

view has been repudiated. Those, however, who regard the Lord
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as the cause of both kinds- the mfiterLil and the controlling

cause— it is the vie^v of theso that is now about to be refuted.

But, it may be asked, even on an appeal to the Scriptures, it was
just this very nature of the liord, viz. his being both tbe material-

cause and the controlling-cause, that was previously ascer-

.tained. And it is an accepted principle that a Smriti text that

agrees with the Scriptures is valid. For what reason then it is

that such a view Is now intended to be refuted ? Our reply is—
Although in this and other parts of the doctrine there is agree-

ment, and therefore there is no scope for any divergence, yet

there is another part of the doctrine where room for divergence

does exi4; and hence we exert ourselves for its refutation.— Now
the Bhagavatas maintain that the one Adorable Lord, Vasudeva,
whose nature is •stainless knowledge is the Highest Reality. He
starts out by distributing himself into four parts: that in the

form of the Mode Vasudeva, in the form of Mode Sarrikarshana,

in the form of the Mode Pradyumna, and in the form of the Mode
Aniruddha. What is called Vasudeva is the Supreme Soul.

Samkarshaua is the individual Soul. Pradyumna is the mind ;

[ Page 83 1 while Aniruddha is the “I* -consciousness. Of these

Vasudeva is the Highest Cause, while Samkarshaua and others are

effects. The Lord, then, as thus constituted, has to be wor-

shipped for a hundred years by pilgrimage [to temples], by
collecting materials of worship* by worship, by recitation of

names-and-prayers, and by devout-meditation, so that thereafter,

having reduced all his affliction, one attains the same Adorable

Lord.— Now, that view in this theory wherein is maintained

the well-known Supreme Soul, Narayana, who is beyond the

Unraanifest (Prakriri) and who, the Inward-Soul of all, abides in

Himself after distributing Himself amongst the innumerable

Modes—that it is not intended to gainsay, seeing that from

Scriptural texts like [Chhandogya, vii. 26. 2]
—

“ He assumes one

Mode, He assumes three Modes” the Supreme Soul is as-

certained to be manifesting Himself into many Modes. Nor is

it intended to contradict that worship of the same Adorable One

in the form the pilgrimage etc., continuously and with concent-

rated mind, seeing that such devotion to the Lord is well-esta-

blished in the Scriptures and in the Smritis. But as to the asser-

tion, however, that Samkarshana is produced from Vasudeva,
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^radyumna from Samkfirs]mna,and Aniruddha from Pradyumnal
as to that we have to say

—

On account of the impossibility of oilgination. 42.

It is not possible ihr.t from the Supreme Soul known as Vfisu-

deva there should originate the Individual Soul known as Sam-
karshana, because of tlio contingency of the faults of imperma-
nence etc. For, if the Individual Soul isto bo aprociuced entity»

there could arise the contingency of the faults like the Indivi-

dual Soul’s being Impermanent, etc. And as a consequence he

cannot possibly attain the salvation consisting in an attainment

of the Adorable I^ord, becaus.o when iiu cfFtct attains to its cause

therearisestlic necessity of its])oing therein re-absi rbed. Further

the Teacher is g^nug to repudiate tlic origination of tlie Indivi-

dual Soul in the Aphorism [ 11. iii. 17 )
—

“ Not the Soul [ to ori-

ginate ], because Scriptures do not enumerate liini [amongst the

produced entities ], as it would lead to his impermsnenco etc., as

follows from the same [texts].” So this view' is not tenable. 42.

And there cannot be [ oiigination ] cf the iiisliiiiitfrit ficm the

agent. 43.

For this other reason too tlie view is unit ns.hle. For, w'e never

c)bscrve that frojii an agent like Devcidatta efc. an instrument like

the axe etc- is. produced
;
whereas the Bhagavatas maintain that

from the s-oul styled by them as Saiiikarshana the instnunent—

•

the mind— denominated as Pradyumna is produced
; and that

from the mind tlius produced from the Agent there originates the

“I”-coiisciousncs.s known as Aniruddha. We are unable to accept

such a conclu.^don in the absence of iuiy analogous illustration.

Nor have w'e come across any Scriptural text to tiuit efibet. 43.

And in case knowledge and other [Divine] qualities [be ascribed]

there is [ slill ] a non conirovcrting of that [ other objection ]. 44.

But it may be urged— these Saiiikarshana and the others—are

not intended by us. to be merely the Individual Souls, etc., but

rather, they are assumed to he themselves the T^ords, all of them*

endowed with Lordly qualities like knowledge. Lordship, capa-

city, power, prowess, and glory : [ Page 84 ] they are in fact each
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of them Vasudeva himself;, stainless, self-sufficient and perfect.

Hence the deficiency as above set forth, namely, impossibility of

origination, does not become attributable. To that we make the

reply—Even so there is a non-controverting of the impossibility

of origination; the defect pointed above, namely, impossibility of

origination, does still become attributable in another form, that

’ is what he means. How ? If your point is that the four [Modes]

beginning with Vasudeva are quite distinct from one another,

they being Lords endowed with similar natures, then, inasmuch
as they cannot all form only one entity, there results the gratuit-

ous hypothesis of more than one Lord, because all purposes can

well be accomplished by positing just one Lord. There w^ould

also be entailed a repudiation of one’s own accepted dogma, be-

cause the assumption is made that the Adorable Lord Vasudeva
is the one and the only Highest Entity. If however the point be

that these four Modes of similar natures belong to one and the

same Adorable T^ord, even so the ‘ impossibility of origination

remains [as a deficiency] equally patent as before. E’er, it is. not

possible that there should ensue the origination of Samkarshana

from Vasudeva, of Pradyumna from Samkarshana, and of Ani-

ruddha from Pradyumna; because there does not exist any spe-

cific difference between the one or the other of them. For, it is

necessary that there should exist some specific difference between

the cause and its effects, as for instance, between the clay and
the pots. E"or, in the absence of any such difference, it is not

possible to discriminate betw^oeii the effect and its cause [as effect

and as cause]. And the followers of the “ Pancharatra” theory

do not assume in the case of Vasudeva and the others any differ-

entiation based upon a more or a less of the knowledge. Lordship,

and the other qualities as existing in any one of them or in all of

them. For, they maiutaiu that all the Modes are equally Vasu-

deva without any distinctions whatsoever. Then again, those

Modes of the Adorable Tjord need not bn limited only to the num-

ber four: for, it is understood that the whole world, from Brahma-

deva down to the blade-of-grass, constitutes so many Modes of the

Adorable One. 44.

And also on account of contradictions. 45.

And there does exist many a contradiction in this system,
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such as the imagining of the qualities as being at the same time

the substrates-of-qualities. For, we find that they regard know-
ledge, Lordship, capacity, power, prowess, and glory as the qua-

lities, and again call them as the Adorable Vasudevas, as so many
Selves, so to say. There exists also a contradiction of the Scrip-

tures, inasmuch as we find them reprobating the Vedas as when
it is said that Sandilya acquired this [ Paficharatra ] Philosophy

after he found that none of the four Vedas could afford him the

Highest Bliss. For this reason too it is evident that this theory

is untenable. 45. Here ends the Topic ( 8 ) entitled Refutation

of Paficharatra.

Here ends— in the Work of the holy and blessed Feet of the

Revered Sahkara, the Pupil of the holy feet of the Reimed
Govmda, the blessed Ascetic-preceptcyr with the Title of '^Parania--

hansn,''— in this Comment expounding the Real Nature of the

Embodied Self— the Second Quarter of the Second Chapter^ en-

titled the Tarka-pdda,
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srRiti%>lR ^cTRf^^^qrwqTc^ i rI^ ar^-

rCI ^^?qcT;
I ^ RRR ^?T:

? ^ ^T^ft^qq^'-TTg JTRfiifrJR%qrRRf^^^^^?j; I
aRTsaR-

f^RRRqRTg ajf^C^IRR^^RRf^ tT^afRcj; I

cT^nra: q^qftqif^cRq ^qgqRigqqf%: ii =IR II



^'3]

^ II II

e ^«7»irT^§:r ^n i

. sraw: l '3?f9^wfq WWW

STT^KT^ II II

*T^ f^^g?iRT^T5T ^ f^^qnfqfqf^, ^
fjt^qn^Tcq g^^fn^^rficTJiCj f^^i-

%q^ 1 anqittt =qTgtfit f^Hfqcqi^qqq;, ato^iurf^-

q^fqjrf^^fq^qrcj; i anqqqrqioqig^cTrqg.

—

3nfq^ 3jTq;r^: [Io 3-0, ],

3nq;ra^q ^ q^afefl:: i (%iten9,5rf^

g ^F^giJiTg^qrq qxRsqji^, qj^qrtPn goTRt #5qil^q^fqT?T-

«rrq?:5kra; ii

qcT^^'JT^q

wq^on^irq^cT^ qf^^f^ %g;, q^rq^oiputi ^
cTft q^9^qiqfRi JTTq^oimiqqTqq; i 3ff^=qiqw-

^iqqi5wiq?ra #n3^ ^qr*gqq*if%^5q: jto^ci i

fl —
[ aif^rqw^sqi’^qr, i®

2f^qT^=TfRJ%-

qig: I

SI^W 5l(^=qiT —
u qig^T^^^«R: I

1^ I cT^Tfii^RqTq^^ JT ^qra; i
cRRi^gts-

Hi'hRi«iq?g^ (I 3T{q=w ^dq^qrqiRT ^ wr^ci^-



f^c?T
I

^§:?gc5i^^ RT^ l^^qpRRj^ II II

3ig^^ II II

3Tf^R %Tr%^R: ^fJcTRvgqqgq^z^lq

| I
arg^^:

i arg^gq^f^-

^ qj^qgqR RRi^qig^gf^: | ^?r =^q^K^5F:qif^i ^cfr ^»i-

qf^, g^Frr^R^fsq^^ g^qr:TRR I ^ nf-

'^qkrk R qqfrR^^^qi^^k ^^:
A ari*^ Jfcq^: srcqkfTJTcq^;

^qiR qf^scq^is^k^ qRirftk | f| frqtPki:

qkf RT^]^ cktst ^ JIcfRIcj; I JI^
^ I ^ STcq^RcR SRcTK

^^R^RT^Ikn^^sFqrfni^t^ 2Rcq?;q5R^k, g gr?:-

kRTcqgt kfg ggi%g'sjTTS5RiT?T ^ gr |

g%g ^giRr^gg^r-
tgn^gjR Rig; i ggrg^^Rggrggicgg qg

?\ si^q|% aRf^rgfg^qf5R#Rigtggr5^-^qigT^gT«-j qkq^
spqg af[c^g;gj^q;r: srkg^qrg; giq wrw^i^ %g##r
giqg^ I ^ qR gRg;gi^q[^gg[gqcRg |fg, g jrk|qTg;i

? ^€?ikk sqfqgRig; ejigg^i^g: ^-
qtlqrq^g^g^gjRriggig;, qk^^igkk

fflRiq^iq qg I q^g^^: eirg^: g^-

q ? ^g;:, gqige^g^ ^oT^qigRigig; ^RfgRqkfri I^ ^is^ifgfg qcqqigT<^%3R;, g qqfgqsFis^gkkg-

%Y gi^f^qq Rrg;, ^ gggiffik grqqq^qtsg^: rr,



sr^iT: sTm^nri; | fl ^q55rfli?[: q^: qft-

qft»i^, cT^ q?:q^d% %qqqg^R
^'9 q(r^qinmqrcqq^ qqiq^q q gf^rnqqidifq I

^ f^cT ^ cT^ qrR^qq:
1 q^TS^qf^qqR qfq^cqqT-

ciR: q^jqi^q^ I
spqrq 5tr:, q^-

O ofprnqra- cTc^IS^IviTqRqqqi'E^
| ERSOf^STliq^gf^ f^-

^«=q^qqTq; ff^ ^qra^ ?Tc?I^ ^ \
gq^sqft g

^"^Irsfq q qi^rterf^, ^r R^it ?Tce=!:^ q^
^ ^ ^ f^^qqrgT^^fqra;

I q^R:-

'q^qq^ |qT%q;^q: IR^ ||

II II

Ici^jjTgqq# %TT%qieqq:, qq: f^4?;q^fqqiR0Tqq^q-

^qiqqTTO%cqf%|^q^fqq% l^gqt^cT qiqrqi^iqCT^

—

^ qr^q^q qi^qra; i

ff^ I f^fl[ 3?qq^, qqr f^sra;

gf?>705T5q SR:
1 qiT^Rm; qii^'qcq^q, ai^flqra^

^ I cT?qRqiqq^«Tt ^qrf^^^r^rgfqq-

qiqcqiqqiqrsrq'rcqfqRf^ q=q% 1 i

1 qTqTqT:pqq 3?qq^ I
qqwrqT^q ^cq^wiqr-iiRtiqra;

qjR'qf^ttqf^q^sjrqqi: ?qra;i qff ^qi^&qrgq^^cTTqr

^isqiq^q^qrqiq^q ?i^^uni^tqT q f^:5^qqTqqif^^(qi5?qq^

qif^flliqtsfeT, %q qrq^ 3r'-4tc^qqTcft-

? R qqj: qiT^qrf^ttqi^'gqn^swq^^qR^ 1 fqf^q^q qqrq^q w^K-

qcqr'tgqqq qTqifqqi«q[f^«Tts^^q^i I q%q l

qf^ gjRvqq^qif^ f^|iqts>=gqq*^q^^qif^q Jtt^jqrf^:,

\ \ f^q^r^qiq^q qfqqgq^if^q; 1 qRqiq:

'prra;, ^rqrqcqi^, i
^wrqiw

qT^mrqqTqrf^qriq ^4 q;r4 ^qrq; i q%q ^



[v9o

?<s #JT#I 5^ I

g ?5d^Tg^ sr^f^
| ^ ^^5f;q|q*i^^>oT^-

R ? sRgjT: ^<'Jic^qq%??nw^‘t^*if^g>it^ 1

cT|^giq;
I f^iR^HiqRi^tq gqoir^ 5Rq%iqqiJTRi ^qir-

f^^qjRomrq^^JTTci; i #5rr^ ^^q'lqq^

^Y jqeTiqwRT qqk^qlTRiq^qiqT: q;wqq^q»q^,

qqqr^ I cRqi^g^q: ?Rrf^qMTi^: ^^cq^^jrra^

3rf^=q =qg(^T%Ti^ ;5cq?F%, cRqigwrJsi ^^cT4tf^q:^?aoT:

^Tg^q 3cq?i%, f^T^gqqwT gqrqTqi:s[%cq^ qi?qqt^[^^-

qqcwq|qj%%iT%l;: ^qf^ 3jifi<#tf^q% IR^ II

3^rto?rT»rf^ f^: II Rvs n

qf^ =qTqTqr5T%i^R?fqqq*^, ^ ^^q^qiqRjfi^qr-

qprrqf^ ^qiqiqmqcri%i%: ^qra^i arqrqwg^^qcqrg^ ^'ftq^^q

^ ^qiqoqqqqqiq^qff^ ?T?qf^i%: ^qrac, =q gc^f^-

qTqTq5iqqqR^Fqq^cqf%:, q^gqrq^qifq ciqJricT=qTqw|i^

cpqrq^q q^m: |
q qif^ qrqf^g; giftlq i

^ q%fsq^s^q»q^ qT%qf%c]^ I q^qr^^q^sqqqrqr-

^Tttcq^p=qqqq: ||
^vs

|| # II » ||

srvnqrf^qi^oTn^i

qq qiinqqRqrf^ ^g<tqrsn'^if^3 |q^iq^rf^3 %t-

qqi^^ sRqqf^ I ^q}fqg;fi:^ f^qrqt qrir q^-

^ qMTW^af^^q ^fqqr i qi#

gqqitoq:,q^ R^r^qi^qj^^^qr^ qqifq^q: | qf^«3 f%iq-

qi^ ^oTpq^ qq aqiwqqi^sqqiK: ^ =?^-



I I ^T ^TMs^*I«WI?r;

^ sfT ^tl ^tF^TT^: I cT^T ^ cTI^q^JH-

m: ^F»frf^qqft%n q^RToqrfrTe^gqq%:l

• ^ q^titg^s^qfqi?Fqfqp=qi f%^-

K R q^gq^qq^^ I qq 5qcqTS(tqf^ SMpq^fRT n 3lf^=qi3qq-

qf^ ^qqi^qncq^r fn^ ^nqqiq^q qtsq q^iw;

^cT^qfiq f^qfiq qsfiq qsfjqfqfq, qiet irRqqf^tiqqqft-

? K orrqq^, f^qq^q f^q^if^ fTJRqi^q^cTsqq:
i

=q q-

%ifi;f^qii?w fT^tqrq^cqr^n^q;! qrifT»5^r?nq^5qqT ii

3T{q=q ^ttq^’^^qqi^^^ f^q^ftq^^jqcrf^ I q^rq^q:-

u ^igq^’^s^q^q^f^isfer I q%qc]^ ^rq^l% 3tK, qf^-

q-qqiROTrqrqrq; i q^r^^q: || ^q(%%^ s^s^qq^l

qqr^ ^rqqrqiqtr^qjq^^qqf^q^qr f^q qrtrqr^

5i ? qiifqT^qjiqiTq qqf^q, t^q snnf^qqt^q^ arf^ ^»^iteqqT

q%qtqflcqqq«T%, qcqqc-qrf^ttqrq || qiq gq^e^ qi^
qcqq%f%5qgqq?l^ I qi^iqT^^qTf^qii: I 3iqi# fl

q^qif?;q^qrqf qr^?qiqf =qp%^f^qtf^f%qiqi^ lf%5q

q ^qfqf^^q^ I
ari^qpqqsqf^^qiiwTf qr^iqif^q^q^ itiql-

^q^q«T^q'3qqT«TTq^qq«Iql^ aiqi^'q g qraqiq«f^-

qRq fnqtf%5q^q qqiq-'fgqq^qqiq^qiq;
| q^Tq«?qT% qr^iT-

II qq qf^ qq:

—

5TTTO II II

^ ?q5qqi^ qTiRqrS^qMq^ qiqq%
I q^rq; | gq?!^^: |

gq®«i% fl; qfcfqcqq qr^s’l: qs: qg I

q%q^«miq^qmi% q%q|f^ I w fl qif^|w% gf^-



^ fj^ ?5rqJ75^iJTP#4 ^??T5iit g% jt ^ ^*ftf^,

5Td^«wf^^>^oT ^^r^rgq^^TOiJT 5n^*i4

tl ^ ^

?if^ci; ^ go^
I ^ I

qcT 3q[^^’-:?5iff^^2R'lsf^ ^R»-fe?T^n=xT5?T:, 'l

^ f?iq %c3q^»T% I
gq^^qfqqq-

g gq^vi% ||
arcT^qrlq

^f^SRT qg; JMT=q^01T Sllq 5qi=^85^ ^^-

v^ gsH^^flracT ff^ I %sf^ qfl^q-

^TwqRr qf^^iWRr: jMi^qrgqimr^j qiuq*? qfl^-

qcqut 1 (I ^•. 1 ^
vH ^Fqigqq^qmcT ^ i

cT^qmqrg^q

^q^TigcT II

v<j gg qi^f^igVqrsfl^VqwcT ^^qqf^^q; i ^nq

giq??^qiBT^ q?i: JWMqi^qgf^q^^ g^iqwqqrqqqi^^,

5r gJT: #iqRTqqgf^% qqMqfxqqf^ I qf% n^e^i^igiq^-

K ? gqgrf^ swA^tq^^f^ q^i; ^qqi% i qg q qqA-

cT5r ^qqf^ I g qqi^ qqAqiAs^^ ^sq^-

^iq: q;q ogf^^cRToqf^^cfiif^f^eF;^ ^qqglcgA^q^s^iq 1

1

Kv g=q fR^ flqqgT^^i^qqrA qqi%, 3wf^ f^q^ (^q^r-

^':qigqq%:, ^qq^R |
sr «^q gtiq^f^Asf^

ntqqfqqqAw^qqiq^^ qA^gqj i^pgqq^cRR^ i

KV9 3{f?^=q qsfR qs|[Rf^if^ f^tlqoiA<q qsq^A^d, q f^$tq?q

fH^ I qqi ^ qt: liAt qrfif^ ^q^qqii’^q^^ q

’itR^q I sr«Tf =q qq;^ qq^qi^qm sA: i ?Rqi-

q o ^5%RqA3[: I qqr q23[sn^ sn^qrTsqg. i

ai5nf^ ^ {q^iRA^q =1 f^^qoRq \



N9^
]

oiw II 3if^=^ 5%f%Hq'f: 'i;%?:5f;t^^: ^^-
^i%tlq^^tfftcT<qTimTf5Kc5iT3qqf^: i f^trrsT^t^sr-

f^fiT, ^5Rt5iTf^5ri^tr, ^^«joT^imi=^goT5ri?q':rw^e5nf^-

^5Rn*!PT<TRcn n

f^=^ci; I tot fl?I5fft$!T^qn^cTT ?cT»^:

5fi^I^ir^n»qrT ^ erassqjj^
| ftow-

3PTf^fRJr^r5TrcJT^c?rr^i; si^q^ jt cm ^f^s-

I
3{cq^^^ to»i^n=£g^q%r-

cHR 5 ^qTc-qsqf^tor to
^ 5rr^sqfs9’t5?T ^ sfiT qif^^R

|

5T=qp^tcTT^:tRitf^ %R ?qiRf^ ^qtf^qr-

vsK ^ I 5R %FRq ?T3jtor 5llt ^-
cEF^c^Rq^ 5n^f^ I 3fto a^q^Rei^qi^FsffHtq

fi^TRR q:?q5R; ^fqT?gm^qTqR^q;RqRqq%: ^RFqiTR^-
>a

\9«i
I
c^vPRR^^ I f^fRqCOTRR ^ to^Wlto

5ffqnqii|frg?T[^^q^qT5i^gqq%: i ^qiiR-

1
=q ^^utlSSRRj^-

<j? qfqTcF;ii

6^

d\S

toRT^ I 5r^qqfetrRq5Ri^iqjr^<T%<^^ toq jrct

^ |5Ri5RTtiTn'q f^fR?Rqq'ciqi^cg^ ^qig;, toRJR^q-

^q5i<tqrac^sR5Tq?i; i aig^f^wira; g f^nR^lt

JT: qgWTTgiTRcT I ^ I 3RT^qTq*T^«^^:eR^RI

si^to?5=toTTr]^ I
3rt toJT^qFjq^TRTc-qif^itqTgi; ^-

qR?f^5I5RRf^; 5T«R 5r^q/^5RR% | ef^Sq^R:
va

^pif%?Ri3qf^?[T %R^^ qq m qgwri
qrtrqq^F^wto I ^ I tor^^toqgr^qj-

?• C5riR5rJTMnJ



[vs*

f^rf^tt^p=3qn*Ti^ I sql^if^gsR-

Reif^TcR. II R<i II

hF^ ?r ^f5n%^ li ^<5. li

^Fvtrf^sM^r 5iTlrJTT«k ncqqt^lhTf^, erg;

\ jrf^tRSqJl^
I

ai^r^q^ I ^ ?5mif^cqq^5fJ«ra^q[ *?(^-

I I I hm ^ ^WilTnfeTqt: I

^ I ^'-^i^pn^j^ 3^: I ^ ^atq^a?

^ 5rf^3^, *T^q^ *?cr5r5Tg?irqj? |f^,

^^ qfHRWqq:, g ^T ^T^T^-

I qq W’?*? wf: I
snqR^-

^ 5Rg 2R?q|f%^«Tq^t II arf^

I I
^?cgq-

JicqgiRit ^qqqg^s^^a^igjRl’TTtqqjH,, w
? ^ 3^ gq^sg^^Vftf^

I jt

ft«qT gq^t^rqra:

,

^qfqgflqcTT i ^ ^rrgHqrq^; FniRif^f^i%: i

K\ 3if^^rg*iqf^^rw5r^T^T5rrqRciJT«Tqi5rr ^ ^-
wqgq^ \w^ ^^
^ ^5-q^q I ^^Ri^sg-

? <: ^qj^Trq«?r^^ qf^f^ I g ^-
5TTqftcT^: II II

^ lUo II

1%TM^ fI5Tt^5q qrflqi^f%5qiXqiqih^cT

afgq^s^finqfqqkrq i 3pfef^Tf%fflTiT fl scS qpn^
qreRT qqf%

|

fq»^3



fprsricT crra^ ^
^55^, f^5frqfq^5«Tr aresngcq^: 1 arf^

% ^^K3qji;ii(^iii ca«Jfq^ssqr aie^eqtqT'^qimRge:^-

qpqasqf^qnqfq aI^8iqq?T: 1 ^
f^tlar: 1 ?rr??qnJ^'^'j|[q2R^%

1 gq I

\r ?r^ ?Tq wiT??a: jmrJT^sgq^^^: ii
^o n

#r?R5rr^ 11 w

^ %Rqi^sf^ ^rc^rt^ airnmai^ ^-

^o, ^o
],

?n4)^iwiii^fciR5qFf^r | <#1^
^ 5iq^ %TT^RRq8^ arnT^q#!^ f^Raiflqsjj^ I

g^FO^aicd^ # cd^^tqjipiR

I^ elsRMaf^^ ^t^isqqfr^srq^ cTwrI^r

? R 5Rq^sqttg*mi^Rq 11 ^ ? II

^5!iT5’Tq%?^ 1 ) II

f^ affTT I qaTaqR%iri%a;OTq

qCRfq% ciwa f^epRrfqqil^ qq I ^r

^ cRaifl; I sRj^igqq'at i

^Rra^if^, Jil:% qr ststt^, te[T4a^«qT f^gftai:

^ aSTT I
y4qM4K<Dfiqts4 5*R^3*R:

II II ^RaRlf^W II II



[\9^

f^??ST: gncT^m^l: I I W(
q^: #icTr sftqrsfNi^qeq^f^^sFwsjr sim i ^qcT^

^ 8]^ q^ sfTqi^^njqt, qqrqtq ci^^fi^pcP^qi^ rRp% |

cTqtf^qqt qq^rqg^-q^rfeqiTqr Jnq-sftqrferqjrq: g^-

%q ^q^iiq 5irq ^iqqqcin?#T-^qT^,

^qi^ ^qif^ =q, ^qT^gpq;, =qiqTfi5q^^, ^n^nfer

% qNThoqjgf, ^ ;t#t qrqfRsir^^
I
c^icRc^cq-

fqr^'q^ ??fFiff|qq qkq^ I
—

II II

qiqq^^^ q^ ^ I fiq: I qqji^^qqra; i qirqi*

? ^ f^qq; qP5i^ qqqq; ^i^Tqif^f^qq%q^^: ^qqf^, ^-
'qiqq; I q MftcTT:, qqiq^ q^qri^, %
atfq qr qr qqr I fcRqr ^ qqi qr ?q^r

?H %cqMftq^ inq ^^qfiqq^iuRq ^qra^ I
iFqW-

jqqi qf^fq f^^nftci^q HHgcqqqiq ^^qqtnqq^i-

srRM q%q^ I ^ qq: I f^5T §I%q[FcTcq ^T^q^g

qf^qrqrq^q, q^fq^^qt^qTq;, ^qr^ ^qiqq-

^qiq: I qq W^f^-
=q ^qra^ q%s%cTr, ^qrw q^ qrfe^ I qq

q ? ^ qjq swiipjct: #5fpqq;^: qqioia^qqqifiqft^pqM-

ftqRjq^ ^fiqr^, ^q ^ crqteqiq^nf^w^qf^^sM-

ftcT^ 1 ^qq^qiqj^cqfqqk^t fl^ cTcHiqqiqHi-

qv qpT ^^tsqifi??: qq^, qr^ I 3Tcr«nWifeTi4 qiw

: ?iici; II qqi



V9N9 ]

^V9

\0

q^iF^ g ST ^qra;, qr sTmqra;i

!T%rt q^PTRFiqtRsqjq
I
ai5iTRsqT^#sq<g;

I i^%
“qH-aisqi^^ f^Jlf^f^ST. I g^qRT«r cT%mi^ STmi4^

=q
I crqr cT^q^Rorq;^ qr snfer qi, qq

?TWt?Tq?i«Ts^^'qfeT qr qi, a^qsj;

q^q ^qR sRqi^msqq^
I ^fqqsfqt«r q^ qrq: q%=qi-

qiq^^rqr q% %«q?Tr q% =qi^rRR;iqqRonqr

cqsRW: I ^ ^sftqrf^ qP^tfbr g^^Riqti%-

5q^^%:^qqic^, =tq#T^ qq^ww-
qqra;, 4q g^wiyqqK^sTqf^^rlq qqq: |

%q;i^qjt%^rf^^5qf«Rtfi|iqfclRThiq^^ehl'd i ^gqqqi Pill^cll

qRRT: I ^ g g^gf^Pf%sgwT: ^qT^TT: qi^q-

qf%, ^ ?;^^qigqT^ft<iqTT^lq f^ru^q qqcfteq^ q ^q^R

q%rq^q \\ \\ \\

^ 11 II

q^qj^s^^ qpfil^tq dq: ^qni^ m^:, qqqr-

c-qsTtsf^ Cifiq^iqjl^^qq^ 5R^ I qjqq; 1 ^rtkqf^Toh

^ ^ 5ftq f^ntqi q=^ l qufkqftqpqqrqr =q grqTq??#s-

^|q<T: qft%5i an^cw qsii^q^^^nqq: \

qnfRTOTi qHqt^qqqftqitqcqpqgBqsft^ qg«T?I^^qftqH^lT

^ *3jqT gsT: q;4f^%q ffeqR snqqq; q 51^-

^tfi sqiqqr^ig^RR “q qmqq, q fR: g^iqfr^i^ft ^-

*l^q I gqR qq qqj^^ ^^4tqq?qif^q li

^ I 3iqqTTqq% sftq: i
qsfq q qqiqqqr^ qrCft ^g*-

q (Ni^gf^ I ^ gq^qqqqt ^qiqqqRl ^iq-

%?q qi q%^ qqisqq;
1 5ifeqi%



? ^ qftf^%^ I aT5rf^sncrs'3r^m^|^c^qq%:

*?qwrr 5Tf^igqq%#Rqi^*TT5rfq5iBf: I 9Tf^=^ ^<k-

*?Rqr?^^f5n sftqrqqqRmiTO Il^vil

am q^ft^oTf^fRaf^q^ %;f%5ftqTqqqT gqn^sf^ 5T3-

=q %f^^n^^cgmcT, —
f^Rif^wr: lUH II

tfqqr^g 5iq^^ I \ f^qiRif^i^qsrewi^ I amttqqHr-

qmrrmr ^f^qrq^nMmrq^mTOTm ^
^ cTFR^Rfi^fq^, =q =qTi?%^^cq sre^ I

q^^cI, qj^^sq^qf^fscrm

RTTq> f^qjim *Tqcfl^
I f^=qFqci; I

^ anq^dTuqq^cTi ^mwmqmqiqm«T4qmf^qRF^cq ?i^-

I cfcT^m^: aiTcrlf^ I
irq ^ fq-

qiqq^sqq^f^f^ 1 I 3TTn-3^%% aftqrq-

? ^ qqr: f;q: sn^qf^, ^ qr ff^ qqfmq; |

qf| sri^q%3^q =q amtf^cqrsftqm i

mfq Wifk^: ^qmT^Ts^fiqi^oTt qr aftqrqmqqqiqr^

? K JmioTrqrqT^j; | f^=qTmq; \ am^r-jcrm’Kq^q w^m mrq;,

afiq^cnqqq'E^cTt =qTqqqRmf^qqq?^qioTcqra^ I
am qqniR-

^q^qr qqfqoTimqq^fqqiqqqrqimq aji^ifqg II

amqr q^ ^CI?;qTtqMmTqm gqBiqrqf^cRrtt^Fq-

?q^^Tqq;Tf?^^Wm5wW^mqTqi g^T: qqrq'q

qRqfPTrqq^qi^sf^ miq; i

w WTsmi f^fRRqmr^sf^ qcydiql^mcTr

«frmT5ifqi^ ^DTlfKgmd | ^sqmm rnq^^c> %?Tfm-

qRJi^^:, qqgmsmiqi^ te^rR^lqqytK^ q^rgq-

q^rt^ II II



] qc?Tf^??3P3[,

: II II

^^iftqqftqTDRq f^R^f^'qcT

A TOf: r qq;5r<t<qRqm%q ?qT^[qf%r[Nf%cRi^^T^--

5n%: II 3Isi^T=Wr 5ftciqf^Tn0Rqict^^4c!cqTcJ^ q^cqq^q^.

?3f^?ciqftRT0T qq cTc!«aif^tl^ ^
\ sft^s^qn^sq't ^r ^(t^qR^TOT:

|
aicr^ ^nciq^t^fq hct-

qeq^^¥^?T^q; llH II f^q:f^^qqif^w ll ^ ii

vs I

qr5^iT3;3R?|T^ II II

%q^si^^qir^<qqK: i fra;qiqq-T-

q*q^,

^ 5rf^fTf5T^3q^qT^[qo ^o,
],

arfq^Tlq^^flW [
qo

],

^ qfif^qi^?n%ifiFn^ =qtvRT^nTr5R^wr ?qqq-

^ cn=qT^foT I q^ gq^fqti^i&r^cq^RiTqTsqTqft?:

q^^^cT, q^^f^<|qi§:qifcnt^5qTfi^: ?iqq;K I

dtqi^qfil^AgRTr q^
^ f^qtqirqqi^q^cqr^JTrq qf^v-q^

I m %q

qj^qqi^qqiRi i
^ji^fq^qsqqr^rqi: q;?qqf%,

q^qg^%i%iqr f^Tiq;Roiifr5j?-:, icRq^f^^oir:

? ^ qqR3?^w I qf^i^ q=q"'^ qiTqqjRoi^rf^f^:^-

RTi: q^ q3[iqt: q^fq^^or q^^i^^ejunqtqf^sT:, q^-

q^a^ fjtfqwm, 1
^fri^qiT^Sf^ q;^

qiqi^^i; ^rqf^i3^>T ^ q^qt^ I ^
—q^eiq^iq;, # i

Tcq^^ qqR3^-



spTcqfii^aM ^q«r^ I q;wig^ I aww^^qra^ 1 1%

^'^l^^<;lNiKHT^><tH<^lR«l<-flA^^<tc(
I 5Ilf&iq;ifl^%T-

cqR^
I ^ I qqc4flq^tq(ir^ f?T^i«nT-

nq^sn^sjoiT^" [^o ?j;o,

Ry ^ ^qFttoqq: | ^ qjf^^^tqngrK: ^ q?T^ qi

awn^ =Er 5IVT: q^i^Jsf^ aa-

^vs qf^?lq?qp=qqq»nira^, 3^«Rq =lt^Rft?qp=3q»TqRgTa^-m il
^V9

II

li H 11

I ^ ^aqq^gqm^sjiq: a^H-

1 g#«Rion ^i#fra^qrf%<qqqfqM
i ^ eaqia^^: ^q=^:,

3fr«iqm(q^qT(i^i^qoirq; |
Jir=q=^: qjf^ qjT^n«T:

?iqq% q^i^q
,
qiiqqjRomi#l[qi^'^«[cqTg^ll a§iqTfl«T:

A ^ I
JT

I c^q cTf^c*q^^OT^q%Tq%: 1 3ffq=qiqqq#q

a§iqT^ qiT^qif^^q^ qrq^^
qq=?T5qft(^ f^aats^ I q?^ g csi^q^a aiRuiiRltq^q

\ qqK^ ^ET^rpgqn^cTsqlii^qq^^f^^iq: || q?:-

^aif^ ^i%ioti5Tr»mg:|[iq(g; ^RRaT»wq®^^<^^ I |

|ci^r«jqcqae^g; I
anaaafqqig^ e%-

KR a^qqrapiqf^'^ I cRRi^qq^ ^^sa^qqif^rTnfl^R:-

qieqqr || qqa^qi^f^ ^[q^i^n^^Rqj^qqrg qqwqq^Rnaw
^5r{^?l5!ra

II II



i

II II

I b H: qf^^^qnR:

sRrjri^qf^srq I
Jf^qgqq?!^

1

^ JT^a^aj =q snqnrif^sr^^f^ ^Rq^,

. ?cPqra; II II

II «o II

^qi^q; I qqr qi^^aia =q^r(^q5q5RT^ =q g?-

qq aqRq'ft^^tsfqsRqcftf^ I qqif^ ^qqq% I

^ qi^'qaia^if^flcTcq q»q% I q=qiq alni^

?^q% I qi^cqamfirwf qr^q^Kiai^

iHni^q: II

q 3PTqT qr ?j^q sq^qia^

—

3ff^giqr3qq%«5 [ ] i

fq^r3qqf%Rrf^7q;qRq;i?q3^^»q?q 1 ^rr/^SRt fl ^
^ <Rr i

aR«3 cT|gRT.

qi^qR^fil^q fw^qrf^ q^^oiRciq

qqfitqsq ^qtq; i
q=q qs?^^3 qiqq^, ?jgqq<q;Rai^Rqr^<V-

? q ?;^q ai^ ^gRa^qqq^: i ^wq aqcfqi<qT3qqJ%:,

qq^ ^qrq; ll

qi^ojat^
[
q-q-^o

] i

? q m ^qi^qrggi>;^^^^qTf^ q;?;qRTqrqqq qrCrq

qii^iq q;?^q, qqqf*^ #iqq^% I fl ^<HiUq^-

qr^sRitT^r^^qi'q^ft^^ ii » © ii

IcT^RqqfrRcnf^q^qftqif^qq^^TOT i e (t eqf^^-
n»q^s^^ I

apPcT ^ aqRqq^T«i gw f^i



\ qiTRi^
I m sn^PRq s^qrqwi^q^^q^T qft-

^iicT % ^ qr qra^^ l 3»iqqi(^ ^^s^q^R ^ \

^ q^ *?T^, qq ^scqici^ l q% ^qj fq^iqRi^^ q^g

qsrf^ ^T^qfSJi; I crqi 5rqfiTg^^^qqq?fiq^iqfti%5icqr^-

^q^i^^qra;! ^^qrqftqiar cqq^i^qqRg^^raRqq-'^ qft^^R. i

^ qilf^^cT
|
g^qc^T =q ^^^-

^<fqi I crq^^qTnqftf^qnqi q-^ ^ ^eiR'q: ^9RT'9^%,

^qi ^^TRis^qiq^, ^?rr%q =q ctqrqqrqcT^ I qqrqrrl^fq qqoi

S^qi^l ^giii'JTi =qi'qqxq ^qi^j^i s^r =q ^ifq-

WxK ^^iR^Tiqqcrq;,

I f%iqq^ qr ^qfqrq; i

? H tqq^^q^'^ ^i^ri^^qiww: I 3TR=^q^% ^ ?ifqqi^qw: i

afq qi dq f'q^^T fqq;^TS'^qqq*qq, q qqR-^^q g^qi-

oTTqiRq^qTRROT qRf%?iq fi%, qq |>cf^^q e%fqT^qqq-

?<; ^q: q^i*% i qRi^'^qeqq^cm^qiqR’zCifr

qir^oTqf^: II » ni # qcqf^iqq^ II vs n

q?q^qRTf^q;^aTn^ i

^qiqqfif^^f^SRT qiq^f^fqqq.Rqq'i^iTsf^iqq^^qT qas:

sRiTWcT: I ^qi gq: q^R^Jii'^mr =tiqqnq^ qiRorift^^n-

\ sfqqfRqqj qsjf: 5RqRjqiq% I qq ^f^^rqmq^lqr^q^q qq-

w: qi^’qqTRq: q^^^qifqsiqi i ^q^qir^oTr =q ^fqt

qqiarf^f^ !%!%: I qi^q I^Kq qsj; 5RTif%itqii%q |i% |

^ g?q>r— qq'^qqrcfrqqTrsqi: ^aqRW fq^qi^^^r qqi%,

arfer v'qqTRq^ fq^qi3:?'4[qfq5qqRfq^RqiqiqR*q: ||
qq

qRqqr q^^q i qqqiql^ qr^^^ i^^mq^R^^q: q^qN-

^ q^, ^ qgqTRR qf^q^q ^sF.q'or-

s^^Vt =q
I qr§^ w

q^RTvq)^^, ^q;^ qrq ^ftq.-, qg^ qfq q^:,



K R ^ sTiRic^R: I
sirg^: q^r q^^fcrX ^q;^f3:q:

qfuqq^l ^qq'crnf^qq^iqi^r^qi^qi^qiq-

JFiq^^q qf^?icT tl

K \ ^fS# JTKTqoT: •^S^qfni?!^ q^qicq? W(m]

^ 3Treq5ncRIfrq^q5qT CT^I

• qqiqr nqf^ fqqr vtqfq
[
sro,

],

q^qiqi^^sRqrmq^qifqqcTcqi^
I ct^4

^TnqqisfvtqqJTIT^aaaiqRiqftqit^q^^f^^qqil^aRq
,

q^iq

JT q^sqq, ^r%f?^i<P4?qfoFqifI^q qi%-^rqf^f^ I qn; liiffR-

qrg^qfci; ^qj'^oi 3feqsr^,
qf^.-, q^wwi-

^{q, <nq qq:

—

gr?qqqr^iw^ II «R ii

q qTg'^qef'TiTq; q^qi^q^r: ?VT»q'qgfq;^ 5fiq^^?7j%;

qf^, 3ff^^cqil?ti^tqqg^q^ 1
^fqi%q-t> l| ^flq^qu'q^qfqi-

^qt ^qr; I cTct^ %qRq qqqcTnrHq'p^: ^qtq;,

qn^qjqiHi qiiq^q qiq^qq^Wf'^ I qfqqi'q^qi'q =qT^qt sfiq-

^cq^q;—qicqpq^^^rqm fn'fq:
[
qo g;o,

# 1 cT^icten^qi qjeqqi || » ^ ||

5T^ ^3 : II II

^^rwqi qj^qqr, q^Rit qj^or

q^’qi^cqsiRR ?;xq% I q'^fqp^ -q qinq^i: qig^ffqiq; gqiqoT-

\ qs^'q q^- q^etrqjgq^q, q^d^ra

gir^^scRiR 3cqqcT ci'^ I
q%q'i5iRq'qt'qpqq^?T3 ^r^q:

1

• qtqgcTi ^i^gq^qiql: 11 11

^ II «« II

^p^lf^ ^qi^^ ^qi-ki^qi ^ftqif^^qffq^^,

irT^^pf^Rfiq^^rq^qfi^^t''5q<i^cn ^pqq-



\ *iwT^, (^5[?n^% I ct-

?Rrai4 «?«iI5rMcT gcq^q^Vl^ ^^: 5nJTirftl% |
3l#aj^ Qr5f.

^ RWIRFcT^oi^ta^I: I I cfR^^THl^lSTPI: q^^q^-

f^i5ir qrg^qi^^^fqR t^?:Rg?qqqioT:, %qi^q;icq5Rfqq-

^ vRcii^te^ qig^q: q??^^^^^^^’fqq^qR
I

apqiqqf^rqiq:, wqcT =qcqi^ s^ci^g^q^^qW |fl,

?Tqiiq ?T^q i ?rfl qig^qR ^q:^q^eqi%:

? ^ ^qqf^, ^qi-lqr^ afi^^qrqiqici; i

•flfqcTsq (f q;Tqq;i?:'q%<]%^$i qqi ^52^: 1

qiiq qiR'qlqcqqqj?^^ I q^<iqfe^n%mq'i§^if^’^q;-

? \ ^ iTRwi%TT^cT*q^cT: sfif^Mfs^^qq^q^
1 qr^-

^T II # 5^^ im^qi 1 ^qqs:q^r«93 ;-

g^^Tqiqqrqll^q^, q^nH^^qq^R^q gq^crt^lq ^iqq-

U SqicqiqqqR 11 »V II

II VMI

|q5rl^Vq59n'R>3ilr qflq'q ipqgf^^qqi^q^fl-

S8JOT: I
|[i%^«iq%^q^q'r%^ll% 3'qr:, sjirr viqq^^

? qrg-lqr:, 1 qqi%, =qg| II3 q^

^qts^stETT ^ilo^^q li 5ir^i|qcTqii%^il|^^fq^^qig; 1

^RT^q^qi qi?q^l% 11 V'A 11 Icqfqxq^qnl-

^ qi^:oTH: II <i II

fll ?fm^qc^iqRqi^q‘>i=qiq’ll^'^qq'3pqqi^i%'^- .

fl,^ftqi«?iq^q fl?ftq^#iqR: ^t^fft: 11

r -



GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS
( EXCLUDING PROPER NAMES )

WITH THETR ENGLISH EQUIVALENTS*

ar^RfF^ II. ii. 34—non-integration.

3Tt"1F'-n*W II. i. 36*—^liability for what is not done.

II. ii. 2®—^relation of the principal and the sub-

sidiary ; of subservience and dominance,

afjftg II. ii. 33®—no-soul.

II. ii. 13’®—not an accepted technicality; what is of no

consequence ; not essentially needed.

II. ii. 11®®—analogical transference ; analogical

extension of an argument.

II. i. 18®*—unwarranted license in reasoning.

eifcRPT II. i.
6’®—

^(i) specific difference ; II. i. 18®—(ii) subtle

pre-disposing form; II. ii. 6*—(iii) accretion; also

under aiRlITRRPr,

II. i.
1®®—beyond the range or purview of the senses.

aT?55 II. ii. 11’“—unseen-principle.

3In4 II. ii. 33®

—

’Static-space ; also under ’ufrTflf.

II. i. 18**—status.

!!• Ii- 31”—controller.

II. ii. 39—( i ) operating-basis; ( ii

)

embodied-ness.

II. ii. 39*—operating-ground.

] under jqPT.

under ?2INI.

arariNI II. i.
3®’—dealing with soul.

under

2ra?^R[.[;qur] umler

II. i.
4’—absolutely or independently valid.

31iR[Wtr II. i. 1—possessing no scope.

* Normally only one occurrence of a term is noted, except where

it has more than one sense.



11. i. 18’^—(i) non-finality; II. ii. 30®—(ii) recjr^ssus

in infinitum,

II. i. 1^^—nugatory attack or objection.

ir. i. 34‘-®—function of meting out rewards.

II. i.
5^®—one guarding over.

IT. ii. 39’—inexplicability ; impossibility to esta-

blish or substantiate.

undor

ii. 20’—enduring, continuing over into.

nmhr
under

II. i.
1’*^—involving exercise of activity.

II. i. 4®—implying specific course of action.

II. ii. ‘35-^—memory; recognitive consciousness.

II. i.
14'*’—(i) possessing more than one nature

;

II. ii. 33’® -(ii) having variable essence.

IT. i. 1.'^—text(darsana) possessing something else

as its main-topic( artha ).

i.
4'‘^—(i) continuance or persistence; II. ii.

—
(ii) homogeneous-constitution; ulso urnier 1%?^.

II. i.
5’^^—invariable concomitance and non-

concomitance; positive and negative judgments of

concomitance.

II. ii. 2V^—non-interruption in the continuity

of generic-features, or persistent-factors.

II. ii. 12®—limit of sub-divi.sion.

II. i. 18®*^—wasting-away or depletion.

II. ii. —pretext ;
profession.

II. i.
3’^'—rid of all ties and possessions.

IL i. -I'—infinite; of unlimited dimension,

srqq^rt II. ii. 6®—salvation ; liberation.

II. ii. 31'^—exception; what repudiates.

3N^riTTq[ under

3T'ih% ll. i. 8—[world-]dissolution.

II. ii. 34’^—absence of resistance.

under

^T5iT%^iriT^r<I n. ii. 22 --non-conative sublation.

II. ii. 17®" mon-divisibility in space.

3?5I?ItT under

II. ii. 26’'—imbued with non-existential character.



IL ii. —pilgrimage [to temples and holy places].

5ilf5l^55r^?T under

TI. ii. 37^—[self-lrollection.

3Tr5?'^?rR II. i. 25®—medication.

under Tjrsrrm'^^-T.

II. i. 11'^—learned

STRJTTf^^rT^ II. i. %—statement concerning Siiporintendents,

II. ii. 35^"^ —non-el emental ; not olement-prodnced.

II. ii. 24'^ —running counter to cherislied or

accepted dogma.
II. i. 23^—cumulation of arguments.

II. i. S'**—means, mode, method.

II* ii.
7'*—abandoning an accepted position.

^3^^ II. ii. 17*^—entities proved incapable of separate

existence.

II. i. 27^^—tnie-nature-as-it-is of things-

II. i.
5^^—araplificatory statement.

II. ii. 18^—semi-nihilist.

IL ii.
28’^^—relation of the illumined and

the illuminator.

II. ii. 12‘—process of dividing a whole into

its component-parts.

II. i.
18^^-—whole ;

aggregate-of-parts ; also under

IL i, 4^—bar-to-further-prooedure; also under

IL ii. 36—durability.

II. i.
6'^'^—unmodifiable.

II. i 21^—in the unmodified form.

under

II. i.
14^^’^—fabricated by nescience.

IL i. —superimposed by nescience.

IL i.
14''’"'—cessation of nescience.

IL ii. 2^^—set afoot by nescience.

IL ii —confounding througii nescience.

IL i. —unovolved; unmanifest.

under

II. i. 17^—unevolved.

II. i.
3'"^—kind of Sraddha: Notes.

II. i. 10^—doctrine of origination of non-existent;

of non-oxistenco of effect prior co origination.



J [ cc.

st^*j3T« 11. i. 8®—not-standing-to*reason
; incoherent.

II. ii. 12^*—non-inherent or operative caii80.

II. i.
1'''—not possessing probatory power,

3iR<i'bi=!r II. ii. 33*—extended-entity.

II. i.
5*^'—self-supremacy.

3?#^ II. ii.
42”’'—“ I ’’-consciousness.

TI. i. 1
4'®*—expectancy.

5iTI?BI^ II ii. 33®—(i) ether ; II. ii. 22*—(ii) space.

STiV"? II. i. 4’—objection; also undi’i' 3T?it%T.

spuJT II. ii. 38*®—Scriptures.

II. i.
6*^—(i) gaining scope for

;
IT. i.

18**— (ii) acquir-

ing concrete-individuality.

II- i.
18’^—subtle-form of the inner-essence.

'iTR«n%B II. ii. 10**—absolute.

II. i. 31*—(i) spiritual ; II. ii.
1"®— (ii) internal.

II. i.
1*®—purposelessness.

II. i. 2®—the inferred-entity( Pradhana ).

3TRra»f under

3TPra«WR II. i. 6—aptitude to be the abode of.

;aTRT¥pii under gp^^wjor.

II. ii. 11**—^productive-operation.

anTP-W II. ii- 42’*—propitiation ; worship.

II. i. 1
1*®—composed by Sages.

errafPT II. i.
1*®—Sage’s intuitive-knowledge.

II. ii. 31’—^receptacle-consoiousness.

3Tra?TiTRr^ II. ii. 24*—absence of covering or delimitation.

II. ii" 11'*—manifestation.

aTRr^T II, ii. 18’*—reflective-consciousness.

under ^RHP-l^r.

II. ii. 38*—relation between the substratum
and the superstrata,

erraq II. i. 3*—Yogic posture.

II. ii. 33*—(i) inflowing-fluid; II. ii, 19’®—(ii)karnian-

fluid.

II. ii. 42’*—worship.

II. ii. 19"—mutual relation of cause and effect,

^dld<*lRWT% II, i. 13*—mutual transformation in nature.

II. ii. 17*—dependence upon each other.

TI. i. 35*—mutual interdependence.



II. ii. 28**—perceptive-contact of the senses.

^=5I^nf^f^=sT ir. ii. 41®—limited in dimension, size, quaritity.

(^1^5311 II. i.
14^^^—absence of world-controller and

objects controlled.

II. ii. 42^^—devotion to the Lord.

II. i.
4^^—relation of auxiliary to principal.

II. i. 17^—commencement or earlier part [ of a text ]. .

under

under %qx-q7TOfj4l3?r.

II. ii. 12^^—increase in volume; also under

II. i. 18®®—^having accretion [ of parts ].

OTsft^II. ii. 17*—substantiating.

II. i. 1^—cause of origin.

II. ii. 2(V®—cause of origination.

^r^nf II. ii. 31*^—goneral rule; current dogma.
II. ii. 10*^^—rising-up and going-down; dominance
and subservience.

II. ii.
1^^'—setting forth.

II. i.
3^"'—explication ; excogitation.

under

under

under

If. i. 34^— ( i ) destruction ; also under

II. i. 24—(ii) accumulation [of causal paraphernalia]

;

also UfuLr '+;R-+7mi<jK.

II. i. I^—cause of dissolution or absorption.

OT?5T^''T II. ii.
28^^—perceptive-knowledge.

II. i.
1®^'—(i) material or constituent cause; II. ii. 19^

—

( ii ) effort; II. ii- 42’"— ( iii ) collecting materials

[ for worsliip 1.

II. i.
13''*—specific-limitation ; limiting-adjunct.

II. ii-
*>8'*’®—relation of the means to the end.

II. i.
14''^—meditation.

II, i.
6^—invariable rule; absolutely valid proposition.

II. ii.
33’^—unfailing; certain.

IT. 1.
4’ '—tradition; a mere “so-it-was.”

II, ii. 1*—true or ultimate intention.

II. i. 25®—potence; prowess.

II- —dispelling the longing.

L I



[V
II. ii. 40'—group of senses.

II. ii. 40'^—[body] endowed with sense-apertures.

II. i. 14^*—sphere of works.

II. ii. 34®—^ripening of the karmari.

sptifeB II. ii. 35^—eightfold karmans.

cfiR II. i. 36^’—world-creation ; aeon.

II. i. 1®®—body ; embodied-existence.

under

II- i.
18*®—operation of causal agencies.

II. i.
24'^—'Collecting-together of materials-and-

instruiiients.

under sdc4R<'=bK'J|,

undei' 3Ttir-bi4«IKi

II. !•
4^*^—making-up bodies and organs.

IL i.
14'*’®—aggregate of body and organs.

II. i.
7'^—non-distinctness of effect from cause.

IL i. 23^—diversity or manifoldness of creation.

under

II. i.
14®^’—immutable : see Notes.

II- L 14®^^—based upon actions, mcans-to-

actions, and fruits-of-actions.

IL ii. 19^®—-momentariness.

IL i.
1^^—knower of the “ field.”

goT IL ii. 4^—aspect; quality.

gojgJ^RqcR^T IL ii. 45'—assuming (lualities to be identical

with substrates-possesr=ing-qualities.

IL i. —relation of auxiliary and principal ;

nature of subservience and dominance.

IL ii. 9*—nature or behaviour of the aspcct.s.

II. ii. 8*-~disturbance in the equilibrium of asi)ects.

11. ii. 28^’—nature of perceived and percciver, or

object and agent (of perception),

IL ii. 11^^—quaternary -coinpound [of atoinsL

IL ii.LS^'—fJaring-outof [isolated thought-phases

into] JuindLagglomerate],

II. ii.
26^®—mental ; *^‘mind”-produced,

IL i. 1'*—injunction.

IL ii. 27'^—generality; class-concept.

IL ii. 30— variety in cognitions.



IL i. 1®*—absence of definiteness about reality.

under^ theory; doctrine; also tinder g^^cPSf,

?IIH ir. ii. 10®*—oppression; heating.

II. ii. 10**—relation of the oppros.sed (heated) and
the oppressor (heater).

If. ii. 1'—rationalistic system.

ir. i. 11—non-stability of reasoning.

II. i. 2®—support from reasoning.

II. i. 1®*—^purport.

dKIrH II. i. 18'*—identity-of-essence.

II. i. 11®®—logician,

cnw under

IF. ii. 10'®—non-manifestation.
II. i. 11*—propounder of a system.
II, ii. 11®®—tertiary-compound [ of atoms ].

IT. i. 3®'—( i ) Vedio-passage ; (ii) realisation-by-know-

^
ledge; II. ii. 1*—(iii) school, system-of-thought.

II. i. 25'®—case, theme or matter-in-hand for which
illustration is adduced.

«'-fesi(lTh II. ii. 7'—power-to-perceive.

under
II. i. 9—parallel or analogical instance.

II. ii. 16®—liability to defect or deficiency.

II. ii. 11"—binary-compound [of atoms [.

11. ii. 17®*—dependent upon two [ positive ] entities.

I^IF. i. 3»’—dualist,
>1^ II. ii. 33®—( i ) dynamic-space ; II. i. 34'®—( ii ) merit

;

II. i. 37—(iii) attribute or quality; II. i. 1'*—( iv )

religious-practice.

II, ii. 24®®—dealings based upon relation of

attributes to substance.

VTffr-W II. i. 34'®—merit and demerit.

II. i.
1®®—religious-practice.

II. i. 3"—steady-concentration.

II, i. 14"—name, designation.

qrWT II. i.
14'*®—name and form.

II. i, 34®*—function of meting out punishments,

II. i. 1®®—[valid] ground; II. ii5®—(ii) inducing-cause.
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IL i, 4'—efficient-cause.

ir. i. 15®-r0lation of [efficient] cause to its effect.

IL i. 1*—function of controller.

II. i. 8® —restraining cause or regulating principle.

II ii. 17®'^—ground for restriction.

IT. ii. 12^'—regularising-cause.

II. ii. 43*—stainless knowledge.

II. i.
4^^—not liable to accretion or depletion of

attributes.

IT. ii. 23"—leaving no trace behind.

IT. i. 1*^—not contingent upon anything ; irrespective

of con.sideration for ; also tinder

IT. i. 26®—paitle.s.s; impartite.

ir. i.
3"- -refutation ; way out of a difficulty.

II. i .
18**—without substantiality.

II. ii. 29'*—devoid of real basis,

fip^qn^ IT. i. 18'“

—

(i) indescribable ; void of characterisa-

tion ; II. ii. 32'*—(ii) leaving no vestige behind.

II. ii. 30, 32—^sublation ; also umter

IT. ii. 33*—drying-up.

II. i.
1“'—froe-from-qualities.

II. i.
1®'’—determining ground.

IT. ii. 33'*—determinate-knowledge ; ascertainment.

II. ii. 26'*—void of attributes.

T%[raT^ IT. i.
3®'—•cultivating renunciatory attitude.

II. i. 3**—(i)highe.st-goal; II. i.
5**—(ii) pre-eminence.

II. ii. 6'*—partloss.

mgi IT. i.l5'*-ultimate-stay-and-support; goal, culmination.

II. ii. 35**—doctrine of soulless-ness.

II. i.
1®—(i) logic; (ii) maxim or rule : namely

—

II. ii. 7'-*;

II. ii. 30*

;

aiiinrra^^P-II II. i, 36'®
;

II. ii. 31**

;

^r#iTT»i«pr[ ] IL i. 17*

;

II. ii. 17®*

;

II. ii. 12*®;



I

—

] II.^ ii. 2®

;

4»«^’l%lt 3T^ ] II- i- 14*’’.

II. i- 35“

;

^%13»nRd'-ldi^ I?! II. i. 19’

;

l%E?lI^?qT?T] II. ii. 33*

;

^•-^JnfpsraMR IT- ii. 35*®

;

II. i. 4**.

II. ii. 37**—expert in Nyaya.

It. i.
1’—fallacious dialectics.

II. ii. 18”—pentad of agglomerated thought-phases,

ir. ii. 11®'—possessing a five-fold constituency.

qft*l? II. i.
1®’—(i) acceptance; II. i. 4*' (ii) paraphernalia.

qRl%?T II. i. 8'—finite or limited ; also unfh>r 5?raTqW^.

qR-i^ II. i.
14'®“—limitation, characterisation.

qR%^ II. ii. 38'°—what is signified, denoted or demarcated.

qftynJT II. i.
4“®—modification.

qRmwqftym II. i. 14"*—mode-of-explanation according to

modification-theory.

qilH^l'd II. i.
6*®—(i) accomplished existential-entity ; IT.

ii. 20*—(ii) having fully-evolved individuality.

qR^rrqi II. ii. 13'®—technicality.

qRqos^s II. ii. 11*'—infinitesimally-spherical.

qRRldcq II. ii.
1**—discreteness or finiteness.

qRgf^ iiiuJer ^irenfqqRSrs.

II. i,
9*'—refutation; way out of a contingency.

qfcyii^d If. ii. 3“- 1 smallest] movement,

qqiijvi II. ii. 10**—(i) alternately ; II. ii* 35 .ii a) turn-by-

turn; (ii h) through continuity.

qwUTRiq) II. ii. ll®*~“Constituted out of live elements.

qiRqioB^ II. ii-
11'^—infinitesimal-sphericity.

5s(55 II. ii. 19—^bod v.

II. i.
27** —depending upon individual’s will,

g^qi^ IT. i. 1'^—(securing) goals of mankind.
^ ^

Mffd II. i. 4'--(i) constituent cause; also j/jw/e/-

II. i.
14'*®—(ii) cosmic root-cause.

a|KI%Tqq;R¥rq II. i-
4'^—relation of cause and effect.

5ri^ II. ii. 11'—system ;
mode-of-explanation.

w 1
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SHqf II. ii. 11’*—loose-texture.

under

II. ii. 34*'—resistance ; also under 3TaI%«n?r.

ar^ II. ii. 31—.solemn assertion; accepted-dogma.

a%fT^ IT. i. 5’*’—( i ) acknowledging ; II. i. 14®»—(ii) attain-

moiit
; II. ii.

63"^—( iii ) understanding ; TI. ii. 35—
( iv ) recognitive-consciousness.

arFl^W IT. i. 21®—-awakening of consciousness.

aRla’I IT. i. 7—negative-statement; also under

II. ii- 32—conative-sublation.

afd^TR IT. ii. 25—( i ) consciousness of identity ; II. ii.

31*—(ii) evoking and joining together.

afftR II. i.
18®'^’—perception.

aiflca II. ii. 31’— after having been conjointly operated upon.

at^PT II. ii. 38”—( i ) perception; also under 5ic!;.!HH->!f ;
IT. ii.

19"—( ii ) cause ; also under

II. ii, 28”—variety in perceptions.

afiRiaR If. i- 3’—refutation, repudiation.

II. ii. 33”—dogma deserving credence,

afamm II. i. 3’®—context.

afsiTai II. ii. 34”—grossness.

aaR TI. i. 4**— ( i ) principal or dominant ; also under gni-

a^IRMia; II. ii. 3*—( ii ) [Sarhkhya] First Principle,

l-il unde.r

a^’l II. i.
9**—waking-condition.

a»R II. i.
1*®—soure.

Tffjm IT. i. 1®*—authoritative ; valid-proof.

aaPJiarlWlRiaRT^ II. ii. 33”—in regard to means-of-know-

ledge, objects- of-knowledgo, agent-of-knowledge,

and resulting-knowledge.
aai«iaJ|-t|'*<!5«4^I<iT II. i.

14’'*—falling into categories of means,

objects, and fruit of know! edge-

' II. ii. 27®—worldly-experience consisting of

means, objects, and result of cognition.

II. ii. 28*’— contingent upon operation and

non-operation of valid-proofs,

a^l-ifd II. ii. 6®—motive.

JRlsrsRfa II. i. 32—purposiveness.

5R5a II. i.
1*®—dissolution,

aa^ II. ii. 2*®—cau.sing activity.
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II. ii. 7®—guiding-activity,

II. ii, 37^^—activity, conation.

II. ii. 37^°—functioning as the motivated and

the motivating principle.

5Ttf^ II. i. 14*'—activity ; also under |

JTIRTNiih II. ii. 31®—operative-phase of consciousness.

, II. ii. 7 '—power of movement.
II. ii. 12*’—ever-continuousness of movement.

II. ii. 2”—substratum of activity,

il. i.
3^'—renouncing household-

II. i. 1”—contingency; also under

5I]|I II. i. 23'—(i) Highest-Self; IL ii. 29’*—(ii) wise person.

II. i. 20’—breath-control.

5iTTH^%T II. i. V^’—lacking probatory-force.

ndJT II. ii.
1®®—intelligent supervision.

II. i. 14“"—fruit, reward, result ; also under

] under

IL i.
14*' ^—knowledge negativing [ an earlier one ]i

under

II. i. —true-nature of waking-life.

II. ii. 22’—cognisable by mind.

II. ii. 25^'—flux of the mind.

II. i. 14**—awakening of the conscioiisuess

of Brahman as one with self.

II. ii. 19*—hereditary-momentum.

IL ii. 22®—individual-entity.

II. ii. —emotional-attitude.

II. i. 11^®—actual reality os it is.

'*n=^JRT II. ii. 26’®—in proper existential form.

II. ii. 18’^—conglomeration of eleiiieuts and
elementalL-products ].

II. ii.
1®^'—discrete-existence, individual-object.

II, i.
22®^—dualistic dealings in phenomena,

iiin II. ii. 6®—£3leasure-paiii experience.

II. ii. 15*—alementals ; also under

JFsr IL i.
5®*—Vedic text, hymn, incantation.

II, ii. 6”—form.

Jinn IL i.
14’*®—cosmic-illusion.

jmn^ II» ii*
2®^—infusion of cosmic-illusion.



ifijtrai 11. i. 37*—exposition ; exegetics.

II. ii. 1 —growth in bulk.

II. ii. 1’*—liberation.

?mrRwr under 3T^?iTKn5Hr, .fllfqisintWf.

gfe II. i. 18—reasoning.

5^l%5ll. ii. 17^*—proved capable of separated existence.

II. ii. 43’‘—devout-meditation.

II. ii. 1—design-and-arrangement.

II. ii. 18*—theory.
I I. i.

6**

—

(i) inferential-mark ; II. i.
3*’—(ii) [specific]

reference (in scriptures].

sraqiilT II. ii. 18*“—mundane-existence.

II. i. 11’’—worldly-dealings.

II. i. 11*'—referring to existing-reality.

II. i. 14'*—nature of reality.

II. ii. 1'*—without appeal to scripture.s.

II. i.
17'**’—^latter-part or conclusion of a text.

II. i. 14"—word-initiation.

qraqi II. ii. 38*®—[subliminal-impression] colouring the idea
of next moment.

qi^qr II. ii- 38*^—latent or subliminal-impression.

qraqPTH II. ii. 31'*—implanting of subliminal-impressions.

II. ii. 30*—variety of subliminal- impressions,

qifiqpiq II. ii- 30**—substratum for .subliminal-impressions,

qnq II. ii. 28®®—[idea of following moment] coloured by the

subliminal-impression of tlie preceding moment.

II. i. 31*—doviod of organs

iqqjR II. i.
4'*—effect, modification ; also under

iqpBqi II. i. 14**“—modification.

iqfR II. ii. 38**^—idea; also umler 3TIf5q%iq,

II. ii. 38*—one maintaining doctrine of Idealism.

Rfi^RTTRlffll. ii. 38'*—apperceiving agent [of the ideas].

RnwifisicqWiiqiRff. II. ii. 18®—one maintaining the reality of

only the ideas.

II. ii. 28®—doctrine of [the reality of] only the

phases-of-ideas.

fqqR II. i.
1'®—ritual.

II. i. 14®*—science of injunctions and proliibi-

tions; scriptural prescriptions as to what should

and what should not be done.
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l4M4’-f II. ii. 15—-reversal [of nature].

II. i. I®^;pfurfcher-estrangement from; also under
ItlRW.

Rhiuhi^ II. i. I'’’’
—-oonflicfc; difference-of-views; divergonce-

of-teach ing.

1«f5Rn*T II. ii. '’0"—non-contiguity.

II. i.
6"*^—deceptive nature.

II. i. 25'"—miraculous-object.

II. i. 4 -disparity-in-nature.
II. ii. I --evolves diversely.

II. ii. 0.3'—the undressed
; gymno.sophist.

PRT? II. ii. 10''
( i ) attributes; II. ii. 17*—(ii) particularity.

II. ii. rhS-'"’—difforontiating-attributo.

II. ii. 28 '- -.subject to which attributes refer.

fW71>Tr5f¥rT^ II. ii. 10 "'—relation of object and subject.
IT. ii. 27''’—assniningsame form as the object.

II. ii. —divergence.

f^iT^ II. i. 6
’—oroiition.

II. i- LI''’ -denotafciou; significance.

II. ii. IB -iiihilinb ; also under
11. IL 32' —dealings in nihilistic philo.-Jophy.

II. i. .1

1*' — difrerenoo.

II. ii. ^3'* difference
; distinctness-in-naturc.

II. 1^'^—extreme-divorgencG-in-forni.

II, i,r34 inequarifcy[-()f-di.spcnsaL*’()uJ; also nmler
T 1. li.

9'*’—l iable to as.siinic statc-of-uucver.-poise.
II- ib 1 distinofcnoss ; also iLfider

.

II. i- IB’^—species; the individual.

IT. i i. -8^ '—alternatives such as distinct-
ness or non-di.sliru?tnes.

II. i. '31 designation; also under ^i*TqT*MoW<‘yT-

.11. i. I' dopcrKling-Lipon; su]).sisting-in; resort ing-to.

II* ii. 1 I pbcnonieiial-deali Mgs
; also iinder

„

II. i.
14''''' - unfolding.

o?ff^ If. i. 17—evolved.

II. i.
14'"''^ imped iineiit ; coniing-tn-nonght.

II. i-
18“'*' —function or operation; also under

nT^f^5^1TMK.



^JT^IilR* II. i. 14'— ordinary; phenomenal.

«5^^r IL i. 1®*—^refutiation or repudiation.

II. ii. 42®—mode or form.

515^^ II. i 26*®—vitiation of scriptural-statementc*.

II. i.
14^'—embodied-self ; individual soul.

II. i.
1''®—possessing-eternality.

'iRyfe II. i. 26®—probing of ascertained-coticlusion of

the scriptures.

fell. i. 1"—one of position-and-competence, or one en-

titled-to-respeot.

II. ii. 19*—sense-sextet.

II. ii. 33®—inlet-closing.

under sjjpr.

II. i. 13'®—(i) contact ; IL ii. 17®*—(ii) cohesion.

»Rpr II. ii. 1**—cohesion.

II. ii. 21®—'(0 coinposito-lhiiig; II. ii. 30'"—(ii) latent-

disposition or subliininal-inipressinn.

’feiJ II. ii. 17"—(i) posture; II. ii. 17®®—(ii) spociiic state-

of-existence.

II. ii. 10®*—connection.

II. i.
1**—sublation or dissolution.

under

II. ii. 33®*—conglomerate or conglomeration.

II. i. 7®—one maintaining [prioT-to-production]

existence of effect [in the cause).

fTfena II. i. 37"—merging-back-into the Existent.

II. ii. 32®—-stream [of momentary-existences J; also

under

4ttn'^JLlI. ii- —Individual-oottstituent of the stream.

II. i. 18®"—perceptive-contact ; also under

IT. ii. 7*—contiguity.

II. ii. 33'—Logic of Seven Modes.

II. i. I®—concensus.
II. ii. 19®—convention, tradition, canon.

II. i. 18'®—intimate-relation; inherence.

II. i. 18'®—intimately-related object.

flJIIW II. i. 1’®—(i) rejoinder ; II. i. 9®®—(ii) Yogic-trauoe.

II. i.
3*—application of the same reasoning ;

|)arjty

of reasoning ; analogy or identity in principle.

II. i.
1’®—return [home after completion of study]*



^ag^JT II. ii. 18—aggregate.

?igS?It^lff^;5IPr under sjJRf.

II. i. 3”—acceptable,

II, i. 3”—acceptability.

4aidal II. i. 36®“—stay, support.

II. i.
9*’—^traditional-teaching.

53il4tn II. ii. 29”—contiguity.

II. i.
9^*—deep*sleep condition ; .sound-sleep.

II. ii. 12*'—evcr-continuousness of relation.

II. i. 1'®—right knowledge.
II. i-

1**—creation.

II. ii. 6”—power to create or evolve.

II. ii. 18®—one maintaining that all is void.

’T^RTfdT II. i. 1“'— oneness of the self within all.

’^'^^^Wei'=ll^^^II. ii.l8-'one maintaining reality of everything.

^is'Jilk II. ii. 6'—^co-operating-cause.

IT. ii. 28”—invariable [rule] as to simultanc-
OU.S rising-up.

^»^uiuier

^jraPT under Sfff^indPT,

II. ii. 25”- .similarity.

^r<iFRnTlift II. i. 24'* -aggregation of causal auxiliaries.

<n'<TR'»PERyi II. i. 34'®- common-cause.

II. ii. •!“—falling under the category of wliat is-

yet-to-be-pr<.)ved.

II. i.
1®“—-(i) contingent upon; II, i. 34—(ii) showing

[due] consideration for.

II. i. 18’“—co-ordination or sameness of case-
relation.

II. i.
23'- -(i) common characteristic or e.sscncc; 11.

ii. 17* - (ii) generality or generic-nature,

II. ii. 28*®—gencric-knowledge-factor.

II. ii. I'l''—possessing generic-nature.

II. ii. 2 -state-of-equipoise.

II. i.
6”—similarity or sameness-of-naturo ; also under

11. i.
1'*—possessing-a-scope,

under

II. i.
6**—(i) one who has attained perfect vi.sioii ; 11, i.

20®—(ii) established ; also undei- 313?Tkt5,
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II. i.
1^*—perfection.

TI. ii. 18'”—thought-phaKos ; also under

tWclW>i II. i. I'*—cause of stability.

under

bill'd II. i. 6
‘ '—true-nature of sleep.

II. i.
6'®—diversity in nature.

II. i. 28'—without violating the real nature of.

II. ii.
26'-”—[antecedent! dissolution of nature.

?^S5oi II. ii.
28”'’—[factor] giving specific individuality.

IT. ii. 28”’—bringing [themselves] into consciousness.

11. ii. 42"—recitation [of naine-s-and-prayers].

II. i.
9’"’—(i) natural, spontaneous or innate ; II. i.

14'’ —(ii) what is one’s by right.

muter

^cfRF^r II. i. —Self-empire.

under ^4^^.

fIR under
'^3 under

?3q:55MRr II. ii- 20''—relation of cause and effect,

II. ii- ^0”—not-imbued with causal character,

II. i. 35®—relation of cause and effect.



Errata to Translation

( ignoring broken and faint types

)

, N. B‘—The Beferences are to Page and Ldne.

Page Line Correct Incorrect

4 — 21 objects involving the

exercise

the exercise

6 —‘headline ‘'BHASHYA “BHA8AYA

7 — 14 xii, 360.

1

xii. 360.

1

8 — 1 intervention intervension

12 — 20 organs instrument

20 — 6 of fo

33 — 14f. Brahman as one with

the Self [ and as the

only true Reality ]

Brahman as the only

true Reality

37 — 23 conform to the aggre-

gate of the bodies

conform to the bodies

40 — 17 effect, effect

46 — 10 are concealed from

our sight),

are) concealed from

our sight.

50 — 24 to it may to it do

51 — 12 all dualistic vail kinds of

53 — 12 aggregation presence

55 — 18 part-less impartite

56 — 23 into the Eixistent. into Existence.

67 — 23 Second Chapter, entitled

the amriti-pdda.

Second Chapter,

72 — 13 finitenesB finitness

74 — 36 Atman Atman
75 — 9 world (down to the tiniest

tremor).

world down to the

tiniest tremor.

75 — 28 the SAstric tbe ^trio



xiv] Errata to Translation

Page Line Correct Iruxrrect

77 — 33 moreover, under the and, as a conse-

supposition, quence

77 — 35 if, fi.

79 — 33 [in the equilibrium] in the equilibrium

88 — 7 identity of principle analogy
88 — 33 and being end being
92 — 12 unrelated or unrelated and

93 — 22 System), System,

95 — 34 the qualities th equalities

99 — 21 Moreover, morecover

103 — 36 “I”-consoiousness I-consciousnoss

105 — 26 each earlier and earlier

108 — 17 initial intitial

109 — 24,29 involuntary voluntary

110 — 34 varieties verities

115 — 23 (an antecedent) an antecedent

115 — 24 (of the cause-substance). of the cause-substance

117 — 6 objects, and (the know- objects which are the

ledge which is the

result of cognition ),

result of cognition.

U8 — ]headline II. ii. 28— 1 II. ii. 27—1
«u — 16 the external the internal

125 — 21 --then specific than

129 — 11 “Rigm. Knowledge" 'Right K-onwledge"

136 — 16 [soul’s ] [ soul ]

138 — 15 liable liable

139 — 35 propitiation worship

140 — 1 Pradyumna Pradyuna

140 — 33 all of them. all of them*



Errata to Text

N. B.—The ReferencGB are to Adhyftya, Plda, Sutra, and Line.

Correct Incorrect

11. i. siftacr

II. i. 13“

II. i. 14” II 1

II. i. 14” II 1

II. i. 27** sn^“
II. ii. 11'*

11. ii. 11*' *fNHr II ’!?t3RTl

II. ii. 15»
1 cRi

II. ii. 17” “^nili

II. ii 18’ =5^ ^ 1
IT

II. ii. 18'“

II. ii. 19* HW’CT STHT ^
II. ii. 25*'

II. ii. 28”

II. ii. 33'* ^«wiPr5Kni,

II. ii,34* an«il?*icn





BEAHMASUTRAS 11. i-ii

WITH

THE COMMENT OP SANKARA

NOTES

1 [ BrahmastitrabhSshya, Notes ]





ADHYAYA SECOND

Pada First

—A Sutra is defined as—

^ ^ f^: II

“ A statement of few words, free from douhf, conveying an im-

portant sense, having a universal application, free from padding

words (such as we find in certain Ved'C litanies) and free from

any blemish ( grammatical or logical).’* The sutras were concise

mnemonic rules originally intended as helps to memory and

possibly designed to cover deficiency of writing material. There

are Srauta, Grihya and Dharraa sutraa, sutras of Vyakarana,

Chhandas, Natya and Alarhkara, and sutras for the various

Darsanas or Systems of Philosophy, In time the sutras tended

to become more and more condensed and even enigmatic, eo that

the taunt

—

was taken as a deserved compliment. Some of the later pseudo-

sutras, however, were written in a diffuse style, thereby de-

feating their original purpose. The sutra form of literature as

devoted to the codification of religious and secular law and the

condensing of various Sastric subjects must have been fairly

established even before the rise of Buddhism and Jainism, seeing

that the canonical texts of these religions are designated as
‘'’ suttas” though their outward form has none of the characterise

tics of a sutra proper. The sutras must have been from the very

beginning accompanied by an oral traditional explanation.

—A BbSshya or comment is defined as

—
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The Bhftshya thus shares the dignity and precision of the sutra.

It makes brief statements which it Itself proceeds to explain and
expand according to the needs of the discussion. An imaginary
disputant is the person to whom the Bhashya is directly

addressed.

—One or more continuous sutras form an Adhikarana or topic.

The largest number of sutras subsumed under one topic in the

Vedanta sutras is, according to Sahkaracharya’s Bbashya, 17.

An Adhikarana is thus defined

—

The five members of an Adhikarana are : i, Vishays or general

subject-matter ; ii, Visaya or Samsaya, the specific occasion for

doubt; iii, the pnma /aac view taken by the opponent, who is

thus called the Purvapakbin or Chodaka, the starter of the query ?

iv, the Uttaram, rejoinder, or the Uttarah (pakshah), otherwise

called the Siddhanta, representing tlie view maintained by the

Siddhantin in opposition to the view of the Pfirvapaksha
; and v,

Nirnaya or ultimate decision after a weighing of the two views

by arguments for and against. This is given by the judge or the

chairman or the Madhyastha (non-partisan) arbitrator and it is on

the side of the Siddhantin. In theory every Adhikarana ought to

be capable of being presented in this five-fold division, although

the best illustrative examples of them occur in the first Adhyaya
and in portions of the third and the fourth ) where the question

is that of mimahsa or exact interpretation of a given Vedic text

open to divergent interpretations.

—While it was regarded as the duty of the Bhashyakara to fully

explain the intention of the Sutrakara, he had also full latitude

to start new “utsutra” discussions, z, e,, those not actually ex-

pressed in the sutras but capable of being deduced from them, or

at any rate not inconsistent with the implications of them. But

he could not modify the sutras. This latter was the function of

the so-called Varttikas, which are defined as

—

if I)
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The VSrttikae, in other words, were sutras intended to correct,

modify, and supplement the original sutras. We have no
VSrttikas for the Vedantasutras as such, although the sutrapatha

as given by Sankara, RamSnuja, Madhva, Vallabha, and other

Bhashyakaras shows considerable variation and addition.

—The 556 (555) sutras given by Sahkaracharya are held to have
been the work of Badarayana ( also called Vyasa ). Whether he
is the actual author of these aphorisms, or whether the sutrapatha,

like a family-book of the Rigveda, is made of chronologically

disparate units, is a question that we need not take up here for

the present. Consult on the point my Basu Mallik Lectures on
Vedanta Philosophy, Lecture IV.

— Siltra 1, line 1.— Sahkaracharya himself reviews ( apud I. iv.

1 and I. ii. 1 ) the contents of the first four padas of the first

chapter in the following words

—

II

xif^RT ^ %qTf^==35?RT

srqqiPf 5i?rRciqT l

I ?ifvr’4qR ii =^3^ qil

JI«IR?R^»iTmRRT

ufctqr^q: II

The title “ Samanvaya " or ” onenese of purport ” given to the

first Adhyaya is thus fully justified.

—Sutra 1, line 2, — The mrit or clay forms the material cause

( upadana ) of the jar, while the potter is the agent ( nimitta ).

In the case of the universe the Brahman is both the upadSna

and the nimitta ( efficient ) cause in <me> Compare Br. Su, I. iv.

23 and II. i. 4, lines If. below.

Sutra 1, line 4. — The four classes of beings are: jaraja or

jaiayujaC viviparous or born of womb), andaja (oviparous or

born of egg ), svedaja ( born of sweat ), and udbhijja ( bom after
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tearing up the eoil ). The bodies of these, after being separated

from the immortal soul that temporarily inhabits them, “ return

to dust. " See Manusmriti, i. 43 fif.

—

qjEtwar I

^ il

=^qq;RifJ»r ^ II

q't^fqjpi^qflflor: I

3Tl^-q: 'S^sqr^PxiT qiJKiqislqiii: ||

— Sutra 1, line 6. — SmritinyayavirodhaparihSra is the topic

of the first pada : the smritivirodha occupying sutras 1-3 and

perhaps sutra 12 also, the nyayavirodha being answered in the

rest of the sutras* Pada 2 attacks the various Darsanas or

Systems of Philosophy on their own grounds. The remaining

two padas of the chapter try to establish a unity of purport in

the apparently divergent and inconsistent cosmological and
psychological speculations of the several Vedantic texts. The
title “ Avirodha ’’ or “ absence of contradiction ’’given to this

chapter is thus quite adequate, at any rate for padas 1,3 and 4«

As to pada 2, see the introduction of Sahkaracharya to II. ii. 1,

and our note thereon.— The word nyaya here denotes argumen-
tations based on grounds of reason alone and not claiming any
scriptural or traditional authority. It is almost synonymous
with tarka ( II. i. 11 ), yukti ( II. i. 18 ), or upapatti ( II. i. 36-37 ).

Compare the similar use of tarka-smarana in II. i. 3^®. Nyaya
does not here denote NyayadarSana.

—Sutra 1, line 11.— Is Sahkaracharya here by the words
“SmritiS cha Tantrakhya” referring to an actual Samkhya work?
The context makes it clear that by “ Faramarshi ” he intends

Kapila, the founder of the Samkhya system, whose sage-like

vision is extolled by the Veda. The earliest extant Samkhya
work— the Sarhkhyakarikas of Isvarakrishna— speaks of a
" Tantra ” in the following words ( KarikS 70 )

—
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1

U
>551?^ si^ l

^ngf^t^r qs^f^nm^, liqr II

“ FafichaSikhs expanded ( or gave increased vogue ) to the ‘ Tan-
tra’.’’— This would imply either that the work that reached Pan-
ohadikha through Eapila and iLsuri was already known as a
Tantra, or that it was originally known by some other name,
'Panchadikha’s expanded form being for the first time called

Tantra. Now, a work known as “ Shashtitantra *’ or the “ Tantra
of the Sixty ” is mentioned by name in Karikh 72

—

tsvarakrishna here tells us that his seventy karikas are an exact

epitome of the larger work named the Shashtitantra. A verse

expressly as from the Shashtitantra, and also as from Bhagavan
Viirshaganya, is preserved, viz.

—

jprRi tRN tsq IT s%TtT^=Egf^ I

^ 3 sf&q«r snN II

But a Chinese tradition speaks of PaiichaMkha as being the

author of the Shashtitantra. A number of citations (about 20)

from PanchaSikha have been preserved ;
but they are all in

prose. Since the existence of the Shashtitantra as an actual

Sarhkhya work is undeniable, we have therefore to fall back

upon the supposition either that the ascription of this work to

the authorship of Varshaganya (or to that of Pahcha&ikha ) is

false, or else, with Dr« F. Otto Schrader (ZDMG, LXVIII, pp. lOlfif.)

believe in the existence of two Shashtitantras, one in prose and

the other in verse, one theistic and the other atheistic. This

reduplication is however a counsel of despair. It merely proves

confusion in tradition. Witness in proof the following verses

quoted as from Padmapurana

—
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That Sahkarficharya therefore had access to definite Samkhya
works no longer avaible to us has in any case to be admitted,

although all his citations invariably come from the Samkhya-
karikas of I^varakrishna- In II. i. 1, line 95 below, he appears

to have used the word tantra in the sense of system.

—Sutra li line 14. — Jaimini ( Mlmansasutra Li. 2) defines

Dharma as

—

Chodana or scriptural injunction is thus explained by Sahara in

hie Bbashya on the above sutra

—

I
—q*iT —

cRL ^*wPlr l

—
*rafct JT ^ l

jrjr:, ^13

— Sutra 1, line 17. —The “Purusharthas” are four : Dharma,
Artha, Kama and Moksha. The first three require that specific

acts be performed in a specific manner by the properly qualified

persons : and the detailed instructions concerning these can be

had from texts like the Manusmriti, which can accordingly

have some use at least, and so be savakasa. The fourth “Puru-
sh&rtha" depends upon our getting correct knowledge, t.e.,

knowledge corresponding to the Reality, and this is not a matter

for action or prescription. The nyaya applied in the present

case by the Purvapakshin is

—

51 I

—Sutra 1 , line 21.— The argument from “seeing’’ takes its stand
upon passages like

—

I JRT-
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siRNi ^ u^m 3TT^ I I
*5

The passages imply that the Creator was sentient and capable of

reflection, and not inert like the Samkhya Pradhana.

—Sutra 1, line 27.— The full stanza from the Svetasvatara is

—

. ^^ WP>I 555^: 1^ SRJ3 jRcwir siFun^ ^ II

The context makes it clear that the topic in the passage is Isvara

or Lord, the Creator. Kapila ( like the y(mis or receptacles) is

mentioned only incidentally. As Sahkaracharya later explains

(IL i. 1^') the “darsana” or revealed text is “anyartha** or has
another than Kapila as its principal topic. The stanza has
therefore no “ prapti *’ or relevancy in connection with Ihe

greatness of Kapila. Furthermore, texts like

—

^ iRq4lsq«t ^ i

<=r ^ II

sfrqrrr^ gr ^ II

— Y.?^;

^ sntm ql I I

N f ^qqpqii^q^nd gggl qq?r il

make it quite clear that the “Kapila” or the tawny-coloured

being is to be identified with Hiraiiyagarbha, the Demiurge or

the Brahraadeva who, himself the off-spring of the Eternal All-

creator, creates the subsequent creation.

Sutra i, line 37.— For “Kshetrajna ” compare the BhagavadgItS

(Xiil.lff)—

^ ^ qr|: qflcgj: ||

iTR5f I

2 [ BrahmasnirabhSaliya, Notes]
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—Sutra 1, line 45. — Sahkaracharya must have derived the pas-

sage from some Puraiia. It also occurs in the Mahabharata.
There are many passages which are common to the Epic and to

more than one Purapa. Hari Dikshita in his Brahmasutra-

vritti ( Anand. ed., No. 82 ) says that it comes from the Vishnu*-

purana.

—Sutra 1, line 54f. — The third pada of the first adhyaya of

Jaimini’s Mimansasutras discusses what we can take as authoti-

tative besides Scrip:ural injunctions. The first two sutras—

II II

3Tf^r ^ smriRSRR ?jnci:ll II

answer the Purvapaksha view that every statement not coming

directly from the Veda is to be discarded ( or rather, secondarily

interpreted ), by arguing that even non-scriptural statements can

be authoritative inasmuch as they emanate from sages having

similar infallible knowledge ; and we can always infer that,

correspounding to the smriti in question, there was once a sruti

text which happens not to have been preserved. The sutra quo-

ted in the Bhashya limits the application of this conclusion. It is

not every smriti text that we can pronounce authoritative. When
a given smriti text runs counter to an existing sruti text, the

smriti text has to be subordinated. It is only where the smriti

does not go against a definite sruti text that we can accept it as

authoritative and infer the existence of a lost original as the

ground of its ultimate validity.— Jaimini goes on to further

limit the .sci>pe of this procedure. A smriti might not go against

the sruti and yet might prescribe a course of worldly prudence or

something the motive for which is too obvious. From a text tq*

garded as an authority in the matter of Dharma we expect direc-

tions regarding something which ordinary uninspired reason can-

not lay down.— And yet again not every smriti can be accepted

as authority which, without clashing with existing sruits, teaches

something apurva or extraordinary. Certain heretics might

promise wonderful thing- to be enjoyed after death by those who
follow their specific practicns. But these heretic smritis cannot

be authoritative, bcctiuse the followers of Vedic religion and peo-

ple of approved respectability—the sishtas—spurn those practi-

ces. Practices universally followed by sishtas we can always
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take as our guide, even where not only the sruti but even the

smriti text presoribing them is absent. From sish^chara we can

infer smriti, and from smriti the corresponding sruti — At the

same time, however, we can learn something even from heretics

and Mlechchhas, especially where the ordinary sources of know-

ledge fail us. As Sahara says

—

This shows how logical and broad-minded these ancient Bbashya-

kSras were—so different from some of their mediaeval successors.

—Sutra 1| line 59 ff.—We go to scriptures only in matters where

ordinary avenues of knowledge fail us ; and this is true as much
of the prescriptions intended to secure the first three Purushar-

thas as of the knowledge of the Reality which is to win the

moksha, the fourth purushartha. The Reality, the knowledge of

which gives moksha, transcends the ordinary gateways of know-
ledge, is transphenomenal. In the absence of special merit or

divine grace none can attain that knowledge. The special merit

that secures unimpeded vision one can accumulate by following

specified courses of conduct such as are prescribed in the scrip-

tures. Thus

—

Scriptures lay down prescriptions

;

Prescriptions lead to merit;

Merit secures transphenomenal knowledge.

Now this transphenomenal knowledge, as being the product of

the already existing and authoritative injunctions of the scrip-

tures, cannot go against their teaching. Nor can it claim to be

the sole guide in the iuterpertation of the scriptural prescriptions.

This is the gist of the argument. As will be seen, it involes a

fallacy. The atlndriyavijilana or transphenomenal knowledge
would not of course be justified in asserting that the particular

preacription which secured that knowledge was false. But other

prescriptions can well come under the purview of the adept’s un-

impeded vision. In fact he would be better placed than the mere

layman in interpreting the other scriptures aright. To this it is

of course possible to make the rejoinder by urgingthatthere can-

not be any “ ardhajaratiystva ” or half-hearted attitude as regards
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“ Srutipr&mSnya To concede the prSmSnya of one text ia to

concede the pT&mS.nya of all texts. But this is not a very satis-

factory attitude to take. Hence perhaps SahkarSch&rya, conced-

ing the justice of our seeking the guidance of the perfect sages

in interpreting the scriptures, brings in the ultimate argument as

to difference amongst the Doctors themselves.

—Sutra I, line 70. — Compare MahSbbSrata ( Kumbh. Ed. ) iii.

107. 2 ff.—

^TSttfcT 5T Rif: II

—Sutra I, line 72.— The scriptural passage extolling Manu has

this advantage over the Eapila passage that it is unambiguous

and purports primarily to praise Manu. Hence its cogency

(prSpti) in the argument before us. On the other band the primary

topic in the Kapila passage is the Lord, referred to by the re-

lative pronoun "yah.” That the passage, besides its assertion

about the main topic, should also be made to convey infor-

mation about an additional subordinate topic ( e. g., wisdom of

Kapila ) involves what is called Vakya-bhcda, or the splitting

up of one sentence into two, which is a fault in interpretation.

—Sutra l.line 97. — That the authoritativeness of the Veda is

self-evident, not deducible from extraneous confirmatory proofs,

is the well-known “svatah-praraanya” theory, which constitutes

the corner-stone of the PurvamlmansS system. Opposed to that

is the “paratah-pramanya” Theory, which is willing to concede

the correctness of even an ordinary sense-perception of water

only after it is tested by a subsequent confirmatory perception,

as when the man actually goes to the water and is able to quench

his thirst. But this amounts to summoning one sense-perception

as witness for the truth of another sense-perception. Why may
not both be wrong ? And if the second is to be believed in, why
not as well believe the first ? In fact, argues the Mimansist,

one’s faith is not a thing to be argued about. If that were so, it

would have been easy to argue all into, or out of, any faith. All

attempts therefore to lend additional support to Scriptures by
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ratiocination have everywhere ended by undermining men’s
faith in the Scriptures themselves. Hence the dictum

—

—'Sutra 2, line 2. — The words of the sutra are variously inter-

preted. Sankara, Bhaskara, and Vallabha agree in taking

itaresham ** to mean “itaresham Mahadadlnaih tattvanam.
”

Madhva does the same : only, the sinriti he particularly alludes

to is the Saiva or Pasupata srariti, and consequently the tattvas

are not Mahat and others but incidental statements regarding

fruits etc., taught in the Saiva texts and not warranted by

( Vaishnava ) experience. RamSmija, Nimbarka, and Srlkantha

understand “ itaresham *’ to refer to other Smritikaras ( like

Manu ), whose prophetic vision ( upalabdhi ) never once vouch-

safes for the correctness of the Samkhya view of creation. But
this is saying what was already said in sutra 1, that the

Smritis of Kapila and of Manu differ in their teachings. Look-

ing to the wording of sutras 1 and 2 it is clear that “ itaresham’*

can refer only to the “ Smritis ” or the “ doshas. ” The first is

impossible grammatically, since we read “ itaresham ” and not

“itarasara.” The second can possibly mean: “ Other defects

urged by the Samkhyas ( against the Vedantic position ) are

untenable ”—an extremely forced interpretation. If the word
“ Smriti ” in sutra I is to mean “ Pradhana smrili ”, Sankara’s

interpretation would seem most natural. For Ramanuja’s inter-

pretation “ smriti ” will have to be taken to signify ” Kapila-

smriti. ” If a word not present in the first sutra is to be refer-

red to by the “ itaresham ” of the next sutra, the fact can pos-

sibly become more natural if, following Vallabha, sutra 2 is

taken to constitute a distinct adhikarana, although that does

not very much improve matters.

—Sutra 2, line 5.-— All systems of Indian Philosophy agree in

giving the number of sense-organs as five. If a new system

were to assert a sixth sense contrary to all authority and un-

warranted by actual experience, there could be no possibility

whatsoever of that system gaining a hearing.

—Sutra 2, line 6. —The wwd imihaf actually occurs in the

following Upanishadic passages-
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TO I

TO «|f^^<r?Rr JTfTSl. «T^: II

3Wv( 'R m TO irf^: II

—

qi JT% JR9: ^^g^Rni

RfRRffT Rf^Ssq^grTOJI. ||

tR: 3^ STTT^sf^ff 03 3 |

3«?iTRi 3^ 3 »rs0^ II —

^

Ssnkar&charya has attempted to prove that by the word mahat
we have to understand either the cosmic intellect alias the

Demiurge (Hiranyagarbba) or the individual soul, but in no case

the Mahat of the Samkhya system, i. e., as the first product of

the Prakriti.

—Sutra 2 line 7.— Sahkar§.charya’s point is that if the smriti

teaching creation has gone wrong about the later stages of the

creation, it can he presumed to be no more correct as to the initial

stage or the starting point of the creation. If the effect, Mahat,

is disproved, the cause, PradhSna, has also to be discarded.

—Sutra 5, line 1 • — The specific mention of the Yoga in this

sutra implies that the first adhikarana dealt with the allied

system of the SSmkhyas, and not that of the PaSupatas, as

Madhva understands. Yoga is called “ Sesvara-Saihkhya.”

—Sutra 5, line 2. — An atidesa or analogical transference of

qualities, conditions or arguments is thus defined

—

toWr: 1RW3T I

II

—Sutra 3, line 5. — Ignoring their nebulous beginning ( accord-

ing to Hauer : Die Anfdnge der Yoga-praxis% 1932 ) in the Vedas,

the Yoga ideas first make their appearance, amongst the

Upanishads, in the Katha and the Sveta^vatara, and also here and

•This line might have been an interpolation, the “ yat ” of the third line

referring to “ avyakta. ’* Translators often translate as though they read

yam for yaj. The description of the Purusha as “ vySpaka” and **alinga
’•

is reminiscent of SSmkhya technicalities ; Cp. S. KarikS 55,
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there in the Mundaka. As a recognised method of securing

concentration of the mind with a view to God-vision, it is much
earlier than the Yogasutras of Patahjali ( 150 B. C.): it is even

pre-Bupposed by Buddhism ( 500 B.c. ). The “ Yogasastra” from
which Sahkaracbarya is apparently quoting ( line 16 ) the first

sutra is otherwise unknown to us.

—Sutra 5, line 18, — In his German translation of the Brahraa-

sdtras published in 1887, Deussen took “ Ashtakadi-smriti ” to

mean Panini’s AshUdhyayl [ Aohtwerke des Panini ]—an error

which we ought to ignore in the case of this pioneer and pre-

eminent Vedantio scholar of Europe. Tlie Ashtakas are kinds

of sraddhas so called because they were to be performed on three

successive krishna-ashtamis following the AgrahayanI or

Margasirsh! Paurnamasl. Compare Manusmriti, IV. 150, There

is no extant Vedic prescription about them, but on the strength

of the smritis the corresponding sruti passages have to be infer-

red. The Ashtaka-smriti is here adduced as an illustration of

its “ anapavadanlyatva,” and not of its “ sampratipannhrthaika-

de§atva-”— The reading abhyadhika for apyadhika, given m
some Mss., is perhaps to be preferred in view of line 4 above.

—Sutra 3, line 23. — Sahara defines /tnpa (III. iii. 14) as

—

Elsewhere it is defined as—

•

A srauta linga means actual * usage ’ of a word in the Veda in

the sense of the thing in question. This use of the word linga

here is to be distinguished from its more usual use in the sense

of an “ inferential mark ” as in II. 1. 6**, II. 1, 11^*, etc. ; and

from its Samkhya use in the sense of the transmigratory body

( cp, S. Karikas 40-41 ).

—Sutra 3, line 35, — The “ pralyisatti, ” proximity, or passage

in immediate context to Svetasvatara vi. 13, is

—

^ SffsiT ?i: I
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The word “ Sarhkhya ” means etymologically

—

Efe::, I

—Sutra 3, line 39.— Compare—

%^54 s:|c^iT^|¥iR^ II
—

—Sutra 3* line 41. — Vairagya is defined in Yogasutia, i. 15--

Kgrgsiflr^qqflr^WRq I

and thus recommended in Yogasutra, ii. 15

—

Compare also Yogasutra, ii. 30.

—Sutra 4, line 5.— According to the mimansa view the Veda is

“ kriyartha ” only :

—

aiRJTBT^^ f^T4f^?T?r4fqtlrI^»TkR. 1—t » \.R.K.

It teaches what ought, and what ought not to be, done for obtain-

ing certain rewards and averting certain punishments after

death ; and as to the exact nature of the act in question, Veda is,

and can be, the only and the final authority. According to the

Vedantins a part of the Veda at any rate describes the nature of

the Brahman, the highest Reality. Now, if Brahman be an eter-

nally existing Reality, and not a process or action which is to

be brought into operation, it must be within the reach of pra-

manas like Fratyaksha, or of Anumana which is based on Pra-

tyaksha, which both concern themselves with the knowledge of

the reality. If so, the Veda ought never to describe the reality

in a manner opposed to ordinary Fratyaksha and Anumana. And
if certain passages seem to go priim facie against the testimony

of the senses, we ought to interpret them differently. As San-

karacharya says elsewhere { Gitabhashya under xviii. 67 )

—

sfJr^u^Rrt ^50^^ m»TT°qi?q»TT-

SI 5 SIT 11
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—Sutra 4, line 9. — The Purvapakshin further maintains that

in obtaining the knowledge of an existential reality Sruti and
Pratyaksha—and therefore Anumana as being based on Pratyak-
sba» and so having a more intimate linkage with reality than is

possible for mere Sruti—are not “ tulyabala ” or of equal value
and importance, but the latter is distinctly on a higher plane by
its very intimate connection with reality. If the aim of Sruti

is to give the direct knowledge of reality, we cannot then ignore

these two pramanas which have such a vital contact with reality.

—Sutra 4, line 22f.— The Prakrit! or Pradhana of the Saihkhyas
is constituted of three gunas,—Sattva, Rajas and Tamas,—which
are thus described ( Sainkby^akarika, 3 )

—

?I^ cTO:, tl

“ Sattva is regarded as buoyant and effulgent, Rajas as stimula*
ing and mobile, Tanias as heavy and overwhelming

; like ( the
wick and oil of ) a lamp, their function is for one (common) pur-
pose, viz., giving light, ( although they are opposed in nature ).”

Compare also the Bhagavadgita ( xiv. 6-8 )

—

I)

cr)vl5r«lTfrl II

Because everything in the world is capable of itself having—or
at any rate capable of exciting in the individual—under diifer-

ing conditions, the physical qualities of buoyancy and so forth

the ethical qualities of purity and so forth, the intellectual quali-
ties of clearness and so forth, or the hedonistic qualities of

happiness and so forth, the Samkhyas argue that everything must
be ultimately composed of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas. As Vachas-
patimisra says in his commentary on the Samkhyakarika above
quoted

—

3 [ BrahmasQtrabliSsIiya, Notes J
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I srfcT ?i5^it: I ^ fft

1 ?RI. I ?n: jjfe 1 >*3

5?^p?R ?nJii%??JiR I |dt: i ^ sRr ?R*n

1 3R*rr ^ iTTwr ^jnwtiT: li

—Sutra 4, line 21 S.— For “ karyakarana ’’
( not karana ) in the

sense of “ body and the senses ” compare ( SvetSsvatara vi. 8 )

—

JT ?I?JT 5PI^ ^ ^ S?tq!r I

—Sutra 4, Unc 31.— It is to be noted that “Buddhi” is regarded

by the SSihkhyas as“achetana” or non-sentient. Whatever,

like the mind and the intellect, serves as a means to an end, viz.

as a means to knowledge, and whatever is capable of motion (as

the mind) and growth (as the intellect), cannot be self-subsisting

entity like tbe Purusha. Activity involves change, and hence

and Saihkhyas have denied all activity to the Purusha. Even
knowledge through the ordinary gateways of the senses involves

an activity which the manas and tbe buddhi can undertake, but

never tbe Purusha. He can have an intuitive perception—a sort

of an illumination by mere presence—of the whole process; and
therein alone lies his chetana or sentient character. Intbisview

of the achetana character of the Budddi the Yedantin agreeswith

the Saihkbya.

—Sutra 4, line 35 ff. — The objection on the score of vilakshana-

tva can be removed by taking (i) the achetana Pradhana as the

cause of the achetana world, or (ii) the chetana Brahman as the

cause of the chetana world, it is the latter alternative which is

now being considered in the rest of this sutra and tbe next.

—Sutra 5, line 1 6 — The word “ visesha in the Butra Sahkarfi-

charya takes in two ways: (i; difference [ between biioktri and

bhogya and (ii) specific mention, as in tbe KauBhItaki version of

the story concerning the “Dispute of the Faculties.'*

—Sutra 5, line 24.— Mantras, defined as

—
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aro those groups of vocables—not necessarily possessing any-

meaning, or any meaning connected with the ritual toaccompany

which they are recited—which invariably remind us, through

constant association, of the various entities, objects, or utensils

that are employed in the ritual. The majority of the Mantras

come from the Vedic Sarhhitas. An Arthavada is defined as

—

Its function is (i) to praise a given prescription, e. g.

—

I I

where the praise of the Wind as most swift serves as a recom>

mendation for the offering of a white (animal) to that God ; (ii) to

censure a prohibited conduct, e. g.

—

^ I ^ ?<3f3ra[; i

where the gift of silver is prohibited and the prohibition emphasis-
ed by telling us that silver sprang from the tears ( of Rudra or

Agni in the form of lightning ) ; (iii) to describe the doings of

another (parakritih); and (iv) to narrate the happenings of another

time ( purakalpah ). ArthavSda has three varieties

—

Nfi: II

The corresponding illustrations are—

—goRKt,

because the statement contradicts Pratyaksha

;

arfJlflNW

beoause Veda here affirms what is otherwise known ;

t

because it neither confirms nor contradicts. — The Arthavada,

be it noted, is not an independent authority. It is always sub-

ser vient to another injunctive or prohibitive statement. As

Jaimini says ( I. iL 7 )

—
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The “Arthavada” in the present passage would include the
majority of the Brahraanas. Itihasa (iti + ha + asa=thus it was)
includes all collections of stories and legends such as those in

the Mahabharata ; while the normal contents of a Purana em*
brace all topics from Creation to Dissolution

:

—Sutra 5, line 31. — This is not an actual quotation from Brih.,

but the topic is dealt with in the passage referred to.

—Sutra 6, line 3 If.— A somewhat longer list of this type is given
by Kesava Kasmirin in his com. on the text

—

i ji*it %5r-

II

—Sutra 6, line 15f.— World, the product, is alleged to be different

in nature from Brahman the cause: Is it intended to assert that

not even one attribute of Brahman is to be found in the world

(second pakslia); or, even though some one attribute like satta

may be common to the two, chetanatva, the most important attri-

bute, is present in the cause and absentia thGeffect(thirdpaksha);

or that each and every attribute of Brahman without exception is

not found in its effect the world (first paksha)? The first paksha

assumes that cause and effect must agree in every single respect,

which is impossible. The second paksha goes against facts. The

third paksha can be exhibited thus

—

srfcRrr—31*1^1. 3Tsrarsn:Ri^Ji. i

?snr5!:— (
?

)

No drishtanta, which is defined as

—

and which has to be acceptable to both the parties, can be given,

fvnd so the argument falls down.
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—Sutra 6 line 43 ff.— The valid reasonings conformable to the

Scriptures are : ( i ) that the conditions and presentations belong-
ing to the dream consciousness and of the waking conscious-

ness, although associated with one and the same soul, do not

either of them constitute his real nature, as the soul can do away
with each in turn.'— This is rather defective. You can say of a
wall that is repainted that the old blue colour does not constitute

the essence of the wall any more than the new green colour : but
some sort of a colour the wall must have. Similarly, some kind
of a relation there must be between consciousness and the soul,

even though it be that of tadatmya or identity, as the Advaita
Vedanta avers. Hence we have to supplement argument ( i ) by
argument ( ii

)

which tells us that the real essence of the soul’s

nature is to abide unruffled by the phenomenal world. This
raises the inevitable question as to how the phenomenal appear-

ance does appear at all. Argument (iii) which denies any dis-

tinction between the world and the Brahman, the phenomenon
and the nouraenon, seeks to answer the question, although the

answer may not be equally convincing to all.

—Sutra 6 line 45f. — Sahkaracharya has made the Sutrakaia

argue that Brahman has produced a world which seems to ex-

hibit certain attributes absent in the Brahman, and also that

Brahman = world. This seems to contain a priroa facie incon-

sistency which we will have to comment upon later. For the

present be it noted that he does not speak of—“ jagad-brahmanor
aikyam” nor of “brahmanah jagad-avyatirekah” but of “jagatah

brahmSvyatirekah”. As he ultimately wants to raise the world

to the level of the Brahman, he thinks it necessary to put in a

word for the “eka-desiya,” who, after all, is “sva-yuthya” or be-

longing to the Acharya’s own persuasion. Whether Sankara has

in view here any particular school of thought, or is merely put-

ting forth a possible position that can be maintained, is more

than what we know.

—Sutra 6 line 55. — According to the Samkhyas, the world, the

product, is “ jada,” but so also is Pradhana. What they cannot

explain is the bifurcation of the product-world by the Sruti itself

into classes like sat and asat, vijnana, and avijhana, satya and

anrita. Vijnana in the bifurcation cannot mean the soul or

Furusha who according to the Saiiikyas is not an entity that can
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be produced : buk as contrasted with avijfifina, vijnftna roust

signify a sentient product, and therefore must have a sentient

cause from which alone it can spring, and not a non-sentient

cause like PradhSna.

—Sutra 7, line 3. — The objection raised against the Vedantins
ill this Butra is distinct from that of the last three sutras, al-

though a corollary from it. Some Bhashyakaras ( e. g., VallabhS-
charya ) commence a new adhikarana with sutra 7 ; others (e. g.,

Srlkan^ha ) with sutra 8 ; Madhvacharya, however, is most pecu-

liar in making sutras 4 to 12 into four distinct adhikaranas, add-

ing an extra sutra, “ Drsyate tu ” between our sutra 4 and sutra

5, and reading our sutra 6 with a “ cha ” instead of the “ tu

His interpretation of the various sutras is also peculiar to him.

The other commentators agree as to the general drift of the

adhikarana. It is sutra 7 which has given rise to differences of

interpretation. Vallabha makes the sutra refer to Chhandogya

Upanishad vi. 2. l-'2:

—

^ II

and saye that the sutra rebuts the argument that the “ asat
”

(=Fradhana) is the cause of the world, because the Sruti passage

asserts the “ asat ” just to deny it forthwith. This interpretation

of Vallabha is open to the objection that even the Purvapakshin

would not be so blind to the words of the Sruti as to rear up on

their basis the Purvapaksha at all ; and further the proper expla-

nation of the passage ought to have been given in the first or the

Samanvaya chapter and not here. — Ramanuja, Nimbarka, and

Srikantha make the " pratishedha ’’ refer to that implied in sutra

6, where the rule “ like cause like effect ” was denied ; but the

denial leaves room for the cause and the effect being of one

substance

—
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SankarSoliSTya takes the pratishedba ” to bo that implied in the

Purvapaksha of this very sutra, “ asad iti.” To the objection:
“ But then the karya will become ‘ asat ’ prior to creation,” the

reply is
—

“ Your contingency as to the ‘ non-existence ’ of karya

is like the contingency of the ‘non-existence’ of the hare-horn or

the barren-woman’s son, as when somebody takes the trouble to

formally deny this in a sentence like—The hare-horn ( or the

barren-woman’s son ) does not exist. This cannot he taken to

iihply that the hare-horn (or the barren-woman’s son ) once did

existi but now no longer does so. If karya never truly exists

apart from the karana, both before and after the creation, the

objection that karya will become “asat” is no objection at all.

It is the mere verbal denial of the ‘existence’ of a thing that

never really exists by itself. Sahkaracharya’s interpretation,

subtle as it is, points to the illusory character of the world, while

BSmanuja and others imply the reality of the world and its

unity in substance with the Brahman, as well as difference in

minor attributes. The following extract from the Bhamatl
brings out the exact point intended bySahkarachSrya

—

^ 3?T^S «FR^ VRRRTii; II

—Sutra 8, line 5. — The word “tadvat” in the sutra is interpret-

ed in five different ways, viz.

—

(i)
I

(i‘) f^RNcSRTSf: I

(i«) g^Tg^f5%»RR^N?fRqcSRl^: 1
(iv)

I

(v) ^R'JIWtWW* I

—Sutra 9, line 9.— Chaturvidho bhutagraroah : see our Note on

1 IL i. 1, line 4, above.

—Sutra 9, line Ilf.— The familiar lines from Sankarachilrya’s

Shatpadl-stotra might be recalled

—

NtqPl sfTN cIWI? JT

^ 5R|f; ^ II
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The point is that kSrya and kSrana are not co-terminus.

Karana includes the kSrya and transcends it. See below, II. i. 27,

lines 3ff.

—Sutra 9, lineZSff. — The majority of the older Upanishads do

not contain the ‘‘vivarta” illustrations that SahkartichSrya adds

here to the usual “parinama” illustrations that are the current

coin of the Upanishadic texts. Hence perhaps the Bhashyak&ra

finds it necessary to invoke the aid of Gaudapada, who is tradi-

tionally known as his “parama” guru or the teacher’s teacher

(or possibly the founder of the school). Some scholars are

inclined to doubt the existence of an actual teacher called

“Gaudapada” in view of the fact that there is found at times a

mention of “ Gaudacharyah” or “Gaudah” or ‘‘Gaudiyakarikah,’*

which might signifiy a Gauda or Bengal school of Vedantins,

whose tenets are contained in the so-called “Gaudapada”
k&rikas. These karikas show a strong influence of Buddhism

and are frequently quoted in Buddhistic commentators of the

Mahayana school (e. g. Bhavaviveka, cir. 600 A.D.) and that too

at dates which raise a suspicion as to the traditional ascription

of the karikas to a writer of the early decades of the eighth

century, as Sahkaracharya’s teacher’s teacher must be supposed

to be. We will not discuss here this intricate problem in all

its bearings, and we will ignore the question as to whether the

first prakarana of the Gaudapadlya karikas (which is comment-

ed upon even by non-Advaita commentators like Euranarayana

)

belongs to an author different from that of the later prakaranas.

The problem has been dealt with by mo in my fifth Basu Mallik

Lecture, Poona, 1929, Sahkaracharya is often nicknamed crypto-

Buddhist or “prachchhanna-Bauddha” for his Mayavada, which
has certain affinity to the Siinyavada of the Madhyamika school

of Nagarjuna ; and now it would seem that this title belongs to

Sahkaraebarya’s spiritual prflcharya, Gaudapada,—unless we
argue (what is very probable) that Buddhism and Vedanta ( and

even Saihkhya for the matter of that ) arose out of a philosophical

Anschauung or viewpoint which contained in it germs of both

the nihilistic and illusionistic philosophies
; or, failing this, are

content to hold (what is also just possible) that Gaudapada *pur-

posely used Buddhistic arguments against Buddhism itself, and
established a new philosophy, more or less allied to Buddhism,
which Sahkaricharya later adopted after him*
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—Sutra 9, line 35. — The word “svabhavika” or "svabhaviki**
$

Sahkaracbarya uses sometimes in the sense of what is truly

real, but sometimes also in the sense of what is natural and
normal and therefore not truly real. Here of course the first

sense is intended. See also II. i. 14, line 46 and line 73.

—Sutra 9 line 45.— If, as Sahkaracharya argued above (line 20),

kflrya is non-different from karana in all the three times alike^

wherein does the Pralaya state differ from the Sthiti ? We can-

not say that there is avidya in the latter but not in the former ^

for we have just argued ( line 36, 44 ) that the seeds of avidya are

dormant in the un-liherated soul, and hence there is no con-

fusion between the liberated and the un-liberated souls. We
can perhaps say that in the Apiti or Pralaya state the avidyS is

in a seed-form and there it no comcioiLsnes^i of it, whereas in the

Saihsara or Sthiti state the avidya is in its developed condition,

putting forth all the false appearances that we know. As San-

kara expressly says in his Bhashya to I. iii. 30

—

1 II

—Sutra 10, line 12.— Tbe rule is ( Slokavarttiks, p. 341)—

•

II

—Sutra 1 1 , line 3.— Compare tbe Vakyapadlya of Bharfcrihari

(i.34)-

II

—Sutra 11, line 8.— Kanabbuk, or more usually ICanada, tbe

founder of tbe Vaisesbika Philosophy, may have obtained his

name from tbe fact that his philosophy deals with atoms or
“ kanaa but more probably from the circumstance of his having

belonged to a sect of ascetics who lived on “ kanas ” or grains

left in tbe field after the harvest was gathered and taken home.

This mode of life is known as the “ unohhavritti.” It is supposed

thftt the founder practised this mode of life in order to propitiat

4 [ BrahmasntrabhSshya, Notes ]
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God Mahe^vara, who, in the form of an owl or “ uluka,’* revealed

this philosophy to him, hence called the Aulukya darsana. But
this tradition must have been of a secondary origin, as the primi-
tive Vaiseshika did not recognise God. Another tradition ex-

plains the name “Owl Philosophy” from the circumstance that

the founder, in the day-time, meditated in a dense forest, seclud-

ing himself from wordly affairs, and at night, when people went
to rest, he wandered about for food. Young women were frigh-

tened at his appearance, and this gave the night-wanderer the

opportunity to enter into the granaries and mills and eat the corn

found there. Nona of these traditions have any historical value.

—Sutra 1 1, line 13 f—The same sentiment is well expressed in

the Bigveda ( vii. 58 3c)

—

-^Siitra 1 li line 15. — Vritti is the denotative power ( or Sakti)

of a word or a sentence. It is Abhidha or primary, Lakshana or

secondary ( figurative ), and Vyanjana or suggestive. Just which

of these is to be understood in a given word, or sentence ( which

is a specific group of words ) can oniy be settled by argumenta-

tion or ratiocination. The whole of Purvamlraausa is just such

a rational science of exegesis.

—Sutra 11, line 28. — Bhava-yathatmya. The corresponding

Buddhistic expression is “ Dharmatathata.”

—Sutra 1 1, line 30.— The word “ aviraoks-ha ” in the sQtra is in.

terpreted in two ways:(i) non-release from the deficiency in-

herent in reasoning ; and ( ii ) non-liberation from the bondage

of Baihsara.

—Sutra II, line 41 ff- — To the expected retort that there is

wrangling enough amongst the expositors of the Vedic Philoso-

phy, who thus are not in a better boat than the avowedly Ration-

alistic Philottophers, the reply given is that the Veda is eternal

and not the product of any specific time author or conditions—
like the Sarhkhya Philosophy. Its teaching may reasonably be

expected to be true of all times, assuming, of course, that the

Veda can convey a meaning ( that the Veda is not nirarthaka, as

Kautsa maintained), and that the meaning is determinable by us.

As Anandagiri says

—
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€ ^ g «Pitn

jrfcUqTH^I 5c?i4: I

—Sutra 12, line 8 .— It is clear that by VySsa SahkarachErya
means the author of the Mshabharata, since under I. iii. 29 and
II. iii. 47 he quotes as of Vyasa or Veda-Vyasa stanzas which
come from the Epic. The Krishna-Dvaipayana referred to in

III. iii. 32 seems to be the same as the Author of the Epic. Here
however he is spoken of as an incarration of the “ VedachSrya *’

named Apantaratamas. Sankara associates Manu and Vyasa
together under III. i. 14 also, and in hi** comment on Sutra I. iii*

33, where Badarayana is actually named, he tells us

—

ti*iT ^ i

Sahkaracharya seems to keep Vyasa distinct from Badarayana
whom he regards, in the opening of his Bhashya on the last

Vedftnta sutra. IV. iv. 22, as the Author of the Vedanta Sutras.

It is Vachaspatimisra who,—as also Sarvajhatman in his Saih-

kshepa-sarlraka i. 6— identifies Badarayana with Vyasa.

—Sutra 13, line 1 ff.— The sutra has called forth considerable

diflferences of opinion amongst the Bhashyakaras. Sankara,

Vallabha, and Bhaskara give one interpretation, Pamanuja,

Nimbarka, and Srlkantha, another, and Madhva quite a third.

Taking the last first, according to Madhva

—

according to the siruti ( Mundaka III. ii. 7 )—

^iP>r s^rniT i

Madhva concludes that the ^ruti passage is to be taken in the

same sense as the statement—

^ HR c;^StvRf^,

and does not dis-establish the difference between the Lord and

the souls. Of course it is easy to see that the goshtha or cowpen

bears to the cows a relation different from that of the liord to the

souls. KamSnuja and others, who regard the world ( achit ) and

the souls ( chit ) as forming the “ body ” of the Lord, under

stand—’
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= ^rerur: <

which means that Brahman would be liable to pain and plea>

sure according to the Sruti ( GhhSndogya, viii. 12. 1 )

—

51 fiPTlft^ ^351?!: I

BSraanuja meets the Purvapaksha by declaring that it Js the

body brought into existence by merit and demerit that alone can
^yield pleasure and pain, the instance given being that of the

king who, because be has a body, does not necessarily suffer

heat etc,, these being warded off by his umbrella-bearers. The
instance chosen is certainly not very happy. Servants or no
servants, the king must feel hungry, and sleep in his own body,

and must in any case feel the pleasures to which his retinue

contributes. Finally, the interpretation of SahkarachSrya and

others, viss.

—

^rtf^ncnRi:,

is open to the charge that it raises a point already discussed

under Sutras 8-9, Nor do the illustrations chosen, the froth and

the wave and the bubble and the ripple, stand to each other in

the relation of the Bhoktri and the Bhogya.— Another possible

interpretation can also be suggested.—

sRri^ra.1

The “ordinary” illustration to rebut the objection can be that

of a king and his various officers, who are individually portions

of the king, as deriving their authority from him ; and yet wecan
keep one officer distinct from the other for practical purposes.

—'Sutra 13, line 2,—Anyapara, which we have translated as

’conforming to another means-of-knowledge’ can also be rendered

as ‘possessing a secondary significance, i. e., a significance other

than the primary. Batnaprabha renders the word by “ gaun&r>

thaka,” Anandagiri by ” Upacharitartha ,” and Vachaspafci by—
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sihtt I

Compare on the point the passage from Sankara’s Git&bh&shya
quoted at the end of our Note on Sutra II. i. 4, line 5, above.

—Sutra 1 3, line 3.— For the nature of Mantra and Arthavada
Bee our Note on II. i. 5, line ?4 When the words of a Mantra do

not fit the ritual in which they are pregoribed, the words have to

be seoondarily interpreted. Compare the Mantra prescribed for

dadbi'snana.

'—Sutra 1 3, line 2 1 ff.— The Advaita system of Sankara is pecu-

liar in this that while it is prepared to regard the world as a
creation by the Lord it is at pains to exclude the individual soul

from the Tjord’s creation
—

“Jivo Brahmaiva naparah.” The point

is fully discussed in Brahmasutra IT. iii. 17. Compare also II.

i.21, lines 3 ff.— Other Vedantins, following the Bribadaranyaka

(II. i, 20) and Mundaka (II. i. 1) Upanishads, conceive of Jivas

as real emanations frotn the Lord, like sparks from the fire. As
SankarJicharya himself says at the beginning of the next siitra,

this answer to the Purvapaksbin is from the vyavahara point of

view. As the Batnaprabha says

—

In addition to the strictly “ Parinama ” illustration of the ocean

and its waves Sankara however thinks it fit to add the “vivarta”

illustration of space-in-the-jar. Cp. below, II. i. 14, line 27-30.

—Sutra 1 4, line 11.—An apter example would be that of a piece

of timber which you call a ‘pillar’ when erect and a ‘beam’ when
transverse, the piece being just the same, the name alone consti-

tuting the difference. In the process of acquiring knowledge, it

is an important event for the child to know the name of a new

object, say, an animal. Before you named it a ‘bare’ it might

have been a cat, and so not distinguishable from the specimens

of that class. The name introduces the difference and the child

thereafter begins to note differences rather than resemblances.

It is the name that transforms One into the Many. “ What is in

a name ?”— The whole universe is in the name !

—Sutra 14, line 26ff.—'It will be noted that the Acharya starts

•with “ parinama ” illustrations of the clay and t’ne jar, and con'
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eludes with “ vivarta ” illustrations beginning with ghatsksda,

which is a “ virarta ” illustration inasmuch as space is not real,

ly divided.

—Sutra 14, line 3 Iff.—The “Bhed&bheda" Purvapaksha view
which Sankara here raises seems to have been an ancient doctrine

not unknown to the SutrakSrs. who ushers in Aiimarathya (I. iv.

20) as an ancient champion of the same. Bhartriprapaficha, w)]0

seems to have preceded Sankara by a couple of centuries, seems

to have accepted the same view, several of Sankara’s arguments

here and elsewhere being speoidcally directed against this re«

nowned Vedantin. See for Bhartriprancha Professor Hiriyanna’s

papers in the Ind. A.nt.,vol- LIII, 1924, pp. 77-86 , and Report ot

the Madras Oriental Conference, pp. 439-450.

—Sutra 14, line 44.—By declaring the identity between the soul

and Brahman as “ svayara-prasiddba ” Sahkaracharya alludes to

the view, discussed by him at length under 1. i* 4, that the

Moksha state of oneness with the Absolute is neither “ utpadya ”

or capable of production, like a jar from clay ; nor “ vikarya ” or

capable of being brought about through modification, like curds

from milk; nor “ apya ’’ or capable of being reached, like his own
house by a traveller ; nor, finally, “ sarhskarya ” or capable of

being attained by internal purification, like cleanliness by a dust-

soiled mirror. As the Brihadaranyaka (iv. 4. 6) says

—

^ JTTJTT I I

—Sutra 14, lines 46, 48.— For the different uses of the word
“ svabb!ivika ” see Note to sutra 9 line 35 above ;

compare also

the use of the same word in II. i. 14’* below. In Gita, v- 15

where the word occurs SahkarScharya explains it as—

fir siisRi:, «tpn i

—Sulra 14, line 66ff.— As Sahkaracharya remarks under I, i. 4,

the true function of the lustra is negative only

—

rift—aiTrJTr ^ 1^-

^ 3^:—5? ^ »TI rniT-
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^ sftiapJi:—f?lTtlfill

Of a like purport is the parable in the Aitareyopanishadbhashya,
on 11. i.

—

^ jcTTH. I ng«i: uf^ I N gi^raqr-

Wlt ng^q?^ SIcqR^
I

^ 5l^5R?n ?riRIf— ^PlRTflWct I

sr RuirgR:,
I

And if the foolish fellow yet wants to know who he is, one has
to confess one s inability to teach ; for, the man has to find it out
for bimself. In the same way Brahman cannot be made known
by the Sastra : and it need not be ; for it is self-revealing.
Bbamatl is most explicit on the point

—

’IW^qpT %?T5^iqg?*JtsPr

II

Compare also Sankara’s Bhashya on Br. Su, III. ii, 21—

jf rl^R^tq^JRRT >1^ I =|q-

5ITat*T%3 SjP^RRqm JF F5rai«llHiR I

I ?Tq 1 nqfjrasq q I q qfvRk-

5r^lf*r qq Stfil^q^i^qiPl qt^j^ I qf^

rRi. 3qqq5q, q^^fq^tq ft II

'

—Sutra 14, line 7 Iff. — Professor Hiriyanna refers me on the

point to Bhartrihari's Vskyapadiya ( II. 240 )

—

^qiqr; ftraqrqRT qrwHTqqstnqr: i

q?ff^ fetqr ?ra: nr II
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—Sutra 1.4, line 85. — This is a refutation in passing of the

Materialists ( cp. IL i 18'^®, II i, 29’*®, IL ii. etc. ); the

words “Tatha cha Srutih” continue the main thread of the argu-

ment, ignoring the parenthetical interruption.— The Materialist

forwhom the soul Is just the body will find it impossible to explain

how, when the external organs of sense are inactive, in dream-

condition, a knowledge of the dream at all takes place, unless he

posits an internal organ of knowledge, the mind. But even so,

as the mind in turn is inactive in deep-sleep, the fact of the

persistence of the dream-impression, and of the memory of it

carried over across the gulf of the deep-sleep necessarily demands

the existence of some entity enduring through all the three states

which, in deep-sleep, swoon, and similar states acts as the un-

conscious retainer of the subliminal memory-impressions, reviv-

able at call. As the Ratnaprabha on the passage puts it

—

II

Op. above, II. i. 6, lines 43ff, and our Note thereon.

•—Sutra 14, line 98.— The true “ai” is the sound “ai”; the letter

“at” is a mere symbol which varies in different scripts and which

in the same script might by convention have been otherwise—to

say nothing of its palseograhic modification.

—Sutra 1 4, line 98fif. — “Natab param ” etc. does not mean that

this is the very last argument and nothing further should there-

after be demanded by way of an argument. What is meant is

that the knowledge conveyed by a statement like “ That thou

art, ’’the moment its trutn is realised, becomes self-convincing

and leaves no unfulfilled akankshas or expectations, as in an

ordinary injunction.' The following extract from the Artha-

saihgraha will explain the technique of a Scriptural injunction

—

ggrui f^^^l 3iiT«nN'aRiTWTr

^I^ITI ifiN ^ JTINftasqfqRl^; | « ^ sqm-
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3555rfirtrs^JiT?T^$rq; i 3 3^qr-

NRRt, C3 I I «i

^ *rrq^ «i«q ^
%?! Niq^, q;«i *rrq^f^ l ^ ^Nki^saiqr ^sr^it

I 3?r: %^fcr qm: i

33: ’^^T3iq3^S^r3r33^?3r3r3I3|3Tf^'3^^^Tt'3 iP33irf^-

311^3TCgtqq>R3f|^3 3TJt3 3T1I'^?3I^RSI3I3lflc-

^3^3T3<it|^^5q33T^f^ II

As the Bhamati puts it -

3T33?f|^'TR3R3t%: 3353Jr3r'33?T:®35^3fNR, SiqqRRr^-

^^3cl I ^3^: q^RI3> f%f^33^0 Rfilf55 =3Tfl3 3^3 ^3

%3 3fef^3 I 33R^55qRl^55f5r3N«iIT3T3: 'K

fJrfIt II

—Sutra 1 4, line 1

1

2.— Compare Sahkarfichfirya’s statement at

the very opening of the Brahmasutrabhashya

—

3«33?3cqR33lr33:%%31%q^fR3:q?RRl'l[33?33r33if^3-

^5RNRT3qq^ f%3T3l3.. • .31'^?^f?3ft3vt;^^IR5B3R?#P133!'

«lT«3^...f5j«3I3Rf5rfit3: 33JR^ STfi^r^ 3*^31^/^

^3i^#3 55t^5=!RfT^5 II

—Sutra 14, line 120.— The word '* Kuiaskha *’
is unknown to the

major Upanishads. The (lita uses the word thrice, the most im-

portant passage being xii. 3

—

34333f^33 =3 f2(333^ ^33^ I

“ Euta ’* signifies both a riddle or deception, and the bone of the

forehead, and a mountain-peak ; in the latter sense the word is

spelt as “ kuta ” also. Vedanta may have borrowed the word

from Buddhism. “ Kutattho ” occurs frequently in the Buddhist

Canon and is explained by— “ pahbatakiitam v iya thito. ” Kola

in the sense of maya as in kutaprasna or kiitasakshin, and kiita

in the sense of top or summit as in GridhrakCita, Chitrakuta etc.

may have been two distinct words later fused together in .sense,

5 [ BrehmasOtrabbSaliya, Notes ]
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—Sutra 14» line 134. — The fourth pada of the fourth adhyaya
of Jaimini’s Mimainsasutras gives several illustrations of the

application of this maxim. Thus sutra IV. iv. 7 says

—

Jim?! I

while part of siitra IV, iv. 34 is

—

/

The actual wording of the maxim quoted by Sahkaracharya

occurs in Sabarasvamin’s Bhashya under IV. iv. 19. A Srauta

illustration of the maxim is furnished by the following Brahraana

passage—

i uliff

The question is, Do the various requirements such as gambling

away a young cow, vanqxiishing princes in a tournament, recital

of the story of Sunahsepa, ablution, and so fortli, constitute a

subordinate ritual to the Bajasnya, or have they an independent

status ? The conclusion is that, as no special reward is declared

in connection with them, and as, in clo.se proximity to them,

occurs the royal sacrifice for which “ svarajya ” is assigned as a

reward, that which has no reward becomes subordinate to that

which has it.

—Sutia 14, line 133 ff.— In the Balaki-Ajatasatru dialogue in

Brih. ii. 1 and Kaush. iv, several upasanas of Brahman as
“ Atishthah,

” “ Tejasvin,
” “Purnam,” “Vishasahi,

“
“Pratirupa,”

“ Rochishnu,
” “ Anapaga,

” “ Atmanvi, ” etc. are mentioned,

and in each case the corresponding fruit of the upasana makes
the upasaka himself endowed with the above attributes :

^ q i3:ci^qgqT^
I

The principles which the Purvapakshin here introduces as re-

gards parinaraitva knowledge resulting in the Atman’s being

made liable to parinama is accordingly a recognised Upanishadic

principle which has been here turned to an absurd use.— In the

VedAntic system, “ Saguna-upasanas ” or meditations on certain

qualified aspects of Brahman are prescribed as means or steps

leading to the upasana of the Nirguna or quality-less Brahman.
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—Sutra 14, line 143. — A definition, according to the Advaita
philosophy, is of two kinds :

“ svarupa-lakshana ” and “ tatastha-

lakshana, " The first describes the real essence of a thing, e. g.,

when Brahman is defined as “ sat, chit, and ananda ;
” the second

is defined as

—

Thus, it is only when the Brahman is “ Mayasabala ” or viewed
os obscured by cosmic illusion that it produces, controls, and re.

absorbs the universe : the “ Buddha ” Brahman is absolutely un-
related in any way to the universe. Thus the definition in

Brabmasutra I. i. 2 is not true of the “ suddba ” Brahman ; but

as no other cause to the world is possible, tho definition serves to

distinguish Brahman from other alleged first principles like the

Pradhana.

—Sutra 15, line 5 ff.— Although smoke is the karya or effect of

fire, as we ordinarily understand the relation—so that it is only

when fire is there that smoke can arise— fire is not tho material

or upadana out of which smoke is evolved, just as clay is the

material out of which the jar is formed. Fire, at the most, be-

comes one of tho essential conditions for the production of smoke
and does not therefore differ from other conditions like air or

akaSa, in the absence of which also smoke cannot arise.

—Sutra 15, line 8.— Tho special qualifications, viz , avichchbina-

mula-dlrgharokhavastha, or bahalordhvagratva, are suggested by

tho circumstance that the smoke in the cow-boy’s pipe is cold,

not copious, and not steadily rising upwards in a thick column.

—Sutra 15, line 9.— To have a “ karyakarana ” relation leading

to identity between two thi ngs, it is not enough that one of them

should exist only when the other exists ; it should be so much
infused or interpenetrated with the characteristic attributes of

the other as to raise a vivid mental picture of it, so that one

could equate tlie two as when it is said : the jar is clay. We
cannot however say : the smoke is fire. Smoke can possibly

suggest humid fuel, but never the heat and brightness of fire.

—Sutra 15, line 1 1. — The alternative reading of tho text of the

Butra might have been suggested by the SarhkhyakArika 9—
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Because non-existence can never be brought into existence

;

because people use ( definite ) materials (for definite ends ) ;^be-

cause everything does not spring from everything
; beQau,3e;:a

capable cause must produce what it is capable to produce ;jand

because ( the effect ) is of the nature of the cause ; iherefoi'e the

effect pre-exists ( in the cause ).’* Sahkaracharya's interpretation

of the word is, however, different. — Vallabhachfirya, who inter-

prets the sutra as preaching the reality of the world ( the world,

the effect, is perceived by us because it exists, bhave), roundly
accuses Sahkarachrirya of wilful pei version

—

—Sutra 1 6, line 6. ' - For tlie idea compare Mathara’s explanation

under the Saiiikhyakarika quoted in the preceding note—

’

—

Sutra 16, line 8 ff.— The argument is rather subtle. We
might recall the instance of a reasoning conformable to scrip-

ture which Sahkaracharya gave under IT. i. which implies

that the essence of a thing is what never leaves it under all cir-

cumstances. What in a jar is this essence that endures ? Not

its colour or shape; for these might wear away. Not .even its

jar-nesB ; for it was not tliere before production, and will vanish

away after its destruction. Only earth or clay remains. Work-

ing backwards to the cause of clay and to the First Cause of the

world, the only thing that endures iu the world and therefore

forms the e.sseiice of the totality of effects is existence, and

not parlicularised existence. And we know that the karana or

Brahman is existence, intelligence and bliss. Now a mere exis-

tence cannot be further discriminated. It is, and can be, only
“ akhanclaikariipa.” Hence the essence of a karya is karana

and of the totality of the karyas, the Karana, n>., Brahman.

—Sutra 17 line 10. — This maxim of interpretation is given iq

Mimfimsasutra I. iv. 29

—

Sabara’t) coraraent on it runs thus—
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1 aigpreTRi^JT 1

*r»TMR i l mr:

—

«T*TiR^=^JT :3q?p*it *fTf*r5!r, r^Riir
i

II

The same rule is to be applied to statements like

—

?irs; qf^«r% i
tr^i| htp^

i

—Sutra 17, line 15— See below, TI. i. 18, lines 44 ff.

—Siltra 18, line 2. -Tlie “ yukti ” used in the next few lines is

the same that we have in Samkhyakarika 9, above quoted, viz.,

“ UpadSnagrahanat.”— The assumption of an “ atisaya ” or a
subtle-foim of the effect in the cause practically amounts to
“ satkaryavada.” The assumption of some " sakti ” or potency

avoids, it is true, a direct reference to the effect, as it is a some-

thing inherent in the cause. But that something must have at

least existence. If it be a non-existent something, you cannot say

that it is peculiar to clay or milk or any specific cause. The
sakti therefore must be an existing something

;
and we now in-

quire if it is distinct from ( i ) cause, and from ( ii

)

effect. If it

be altogether distinct from cause, how can you say that it is pe-

culiar to cause and always inheres in it? Also if it is altogether

distinct from the effect, why should such a tertium quid entirely

unrelated to the jar be taken to be the determinant of the jar any
more than that of cloth or of curds, seeing that the quality of

“anyatva”or distinctness ispossessedby the sakti with reference

to all these effects ? Hence the conclusion.

—Sutra 18, line 13. — The doctrine of Samavaya is peculiar to

the Vaiseshika Philosophy, which regard.s it as an independent

category. Samavaya is a “ padartha ” which is defined as

—

and which is said to exi.st between the following five “ ayuta*

aiddha ” pairs

—
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55^ II

It is the first pair in particular that comes into discussion in the

ordinary causal relation. The threads are the parts or “avayavas”

out of which cloth, the “ avayavin ” is produced. The Vaiseshikas

hold that threads are distinct from tlie cloth and that the cloth is

a new something which is generated in consequence of the
“ karakavyapara ’* or causal operation. The threads have merged

their independent existence as threads into the cloth which is

generated: but in course of time, when the cloth is destroyed, the

threads arc what remain behind. Hence we cannot say that the

threads are really non-ex htent in the cloth. They are there, but

in an inseparable condition. The moment you try to separate

them the cloth vanishes. Thnt two distinct things like threads

and cloth should remain so inseparably united together calls,

according to the Vaiseshikas, for a special explanation ; and this

they attempted to furnish by imagining a special link or relation

between the two in the form of what they call Samavaya, which

is like glue liolding two pieces of paper tightly together. The

glue is by nature adhesive and nothing more is needed to keep

the paper on either side and the glue together. Sahkaracliarya is

about to discuss the inadequacy (.•f tliC explanation : but, such

as it was, it has served to give a common-sense, realistic turn to

the Vaiseshika Philosophy, both in its explanation of the causal

relation and of the relati<m between substance and its qualities*

A much fuller refutation of the Samavaya is givenundcr Il.ii. 13.

—Sulia 18, line 1 7. — Sam yoga or conjunction is one of the

twenty-four qualities or gun?v,s enumerated in the Vaiseshika

Philosophy

—

Kvery guna exists upon the dravya or gunin by a samavaya rela-

tion. If samavaya as well as saihyoga is a sambandha or a

relation of connection, Sahkaracharya rightly protests against the

uplike treatment given to each. Compare II. ii. 13, lines 11-15*
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Sutra 18, line 19 ff. — We can at any time see only parted a
jar : the side of the jar turned away from us, its inside, bottom,
etc.—as the case may be—remain invisible in any single act of

seeing. If, therefore, jar, the avayavin, resides in all the ava-
yavas taken together^ we can never visualise the jar because we
can never take in all the avayavas together in one effort of vision

[case i. a]. If the avayavin jar ( which means a totality of ava.

yavas ) is to reside in such a manner that each of its own ava-

yavas comes seriatim into contact with the corresponding avayava
of its cause the clay ( as does the thread with the flowers woven
into a garland ), so that in one glance we can take in the whole

avayavin, although only a few of its avayavas are in contact

with the eye ( as we can lift up the whole garland by grasping

only a few of its flowers ), we in that case get rid of the earlier

difficulty but fall into another, inasmuch as we are arguing as

if the avayavas which go to make up the totality of the jar are

different from the avayavas in which that totality is to reside as

a whole. And the same hypothesis and the same difficulty will

have to be repeated about this new totality and its constituent

avayavas [case i. b]. If, finally, the whole jar is to reside in

each single constituent avayava, turn by turn, the difficulty just

alluded to, viz., positing a double series of avayavas, remains
just the same, and there arises another new difficulty that, while
the bottom of the jar is having the jar-ness on it .so that water
does not leak downwards, its sides will have no jar-ness on them
and will therefore—as mere particles of clay—fall asunder

[ Case ii J.

—Sutra 18, line 28.— Sahkavacklrya mentions the two cities of

Srughna and Pataliputfa once more under IV. ii. 5—

The late Justice Telang argued that this offhand allusion to these

cities must be taken to imply that both these cities were in exis-

tence in Sahkaracharya’s days. Now we know that Pataliputra,

once the capital of India, and mentioned by Patanjali ( B. C. 150 )

and several Greek and Chinese writers, was washed away about

the year A. D. 750 by excessive floods. The city formerly stood
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on the tongue of land formed by the confluence of the Sona and

the Ganges, on the southern bank of the latter, the modern city

of Patna dating only from the time of Sher Shah (a. d. 1514).

Srughna also is a very ancient city situated near Tbaneshwar

on the Jumna and identified with modern Sugh, which barely

contains a few hundred houses. This latter city was in ruins at

the time of the visit of Hiuen Tsang. “ It possessed dve monas-

teries containing one thousand monks who discussed clearly and
ably the most profound and abstract questions ; it also possessed

one hundred temples of Brahmins, whose followers were extre-

mely numerous.” Both these cities must have been in a flouri-

shing condition in the days of Sankara, whose date can there-

fore be not later than about 750 A. D.—argued Telang. But why
must the cities be in a flourishing condition ? And might not

these examples have been used by others before Sankara ? As
a matter of fact Patahjali, commenting upon Varttika 12 to

Papini I. i. 1 and Varttika 48 to I. ii. 64 uses an allied illustra-

tion, viz.

—

The Sfimkhyasutra I. 28 names the same two cities as our text

—

I

—Sutra 18, line 30. — The Jatior SSmSnya (genus or generality)

is defined as—

ft is believed to have a real existence independent of the species,

herein resembling the Ideas of Platonic Phiiosphy. A Jati is

one, and is found existing at one and the same time on all the

species. Hence the point of the illustration.

—Sutra 18, line 34. —A thing is what it is because it functions

in a particular manner. The hand out off from the body is no

longer the hand, as Artistotle said long ago. The avayavin

therefore must act as a full-fledged avayavin before we are pre-

pared to assume that every one of its constituent particles con-

tains the whole avayavin. This of course is impossible.
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—Sutra 18, line 35.— A verb or an akliyata implies a procefs of

happening, with a beginning, a middle, and an end, and a defi-

nite sequence : As Yaska says ( Nirukta i. 1 )

—

qq^rq^^m

Now, the verbal action implied in the statement, “ the jar is pro-

duced,” involves a “ karaka-vpayara,” that is to say, a series of

complicated movements to which the product-in-fche-making is

being subjected by a definite agent working with the help of

specific instruments and accesjiories. And Sahkaracharya iierti-

irently asks, who ;or what is being subjected to this “ karaka-

vyapara, ” which begins much prior to the exact moment of the
“ production ” of the jar as popularly uuderstof)d ? The produc-

tion of the jar is an assemblage of activities such as refining,

kneading, moulding, whirling on the wheel, drying, baking and
what not. If the clay is to undergo these processes, as the sum-
total of the processes is equal to production, wo will have to say

that clay is being produced and not the jar. If the jar is declar-

ed as being produced, it must exist throughout the whole process,

in which case there cannot bo any antecedent non-existence of

the effect. If neither clay nor jar nor anything else is to be the

subject of the action, the action becomes “soul-less.”

—Sutra 18, line 43. — The Furvapakshin tries to get over the

difficulty by declaring that the multiform karaka-vyapara is no-

thing but a process of e.stablishing the relation ( of samavSya

)

between the cause clay, and the effect jar ; or—as an alternative

supposition—between the jar and its own existence. The latter

supposition, although apparently maintained by certain older

Vaiseshikas, is hardly convincing. Sahkaracharya, however,

objects to it by pointing out that since the causal operation is a

process occupying several moments, and commencing much

prior to the moment of the so-called production of the jar, this

would amount to an attempt to connect existence with non-

existence.

—Sutra 1 8, line 45.—Abhava or non-existence as a padartha Is

divided by the Vaiseshikas into four varieties :

6 [ BrahmasQtrabhBsbya, Notes ]
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^ ^4^ 1 usf®:,

5i«rr 53^^ qst I g[KRi^iB5r?tnHn'^vrJif^4li%?ii^2f4t5^T-

»TR:, ^ II

Now, the point of Sahkaracharya’s conlention is that if jar is to

be produced, let us say, to-morrow, to say that there is its npn-

existence to-day, and that this non-existence is to end after 24

hours is an abuse of language. “To-day*' is not any tlie j^oorer or

the richer for the non-existence of the jar or for a host of other

non-existences. The non-existences being mere voids, how can

you distinguish the uon-exLskcnee of to-niorruw's would-be jar

from the non-existence of the day-after-toinorrow’s wtmid-be jar

or plate or piecc-of-cloth ?

—Siitra 18 ,
line 47 . — The king Purnavannan is also alluded to

by Sankarachfirya in his Bhashya on tlie Chhandogya Upanishad^

i. 23 (Anaudasraina ed., page 113 )

—

Are we justified in regarding Purnavarman and Rajavarman as

names of actual kings
;
and even if they are the names of actual

kings, must we regard them as more or less contemporaries of

Sahkaivicliarya ? There are also names of other kings mention-

ed by Sankaracharya. Thus under TL iv, 1 he says

—

and under IV. iii. 5

—

One uf these, Balavarman, has been with great probability iden-

tified with a Chalukya prince of that name who can he assigned

to the period, cir. 767 to 785 A.D. ( see Indian Anthiuary for 1912,

p. 200). Jayashhha and Krishnagupta are more dubious figures.

We know of no names that would exactly fit the time. The late

Ju.stice Telang tried to identify Furnavarman with a Magadha
prince of that name belonging to cir. 600 A. >. Rut as a consi-

derable mass of recent evidence marks the end of the eighth
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century as the Jloniif of the Acharya, we have to leave the

attempt to more precisely locate Jayasihiha, KrishnaRxipta

Pupxiavarman, ESjavarman, and the rest as impracticahle in tlio

present state of onr knowledge. The identification of Balavar-
man with the Chalukya prince we might accept, because it har-

monises with other facts independently ascertained.

—’Sutra 18, lines 53 to 38. —^The Brahmavidyabharanakara thus

clearly explains the point at issue

—

rtR ^ I

^qRqRnrir s}q:qf^qT'’T

%TcrReT I ^ I 3?^ ^ SRgR I 3TR3

15 qzf-

^R: I 3tr^RR5RR-i?l-4 ^R^c^tTI^ ^qq^icT II JT^

3Tf^r?f^>R^?iTRr iftWRic^^ cr?;'‘'TiTpr ^r^fri^tr^
I 3TBf;R^W'n:t nR^Ttiiq^: i

I ^RRPJ5^R<JTR 11

JTTJRr^: NiT^fcl, ST^IrT

cIRlfl,
,

^TRI^RRt inf

f^rgN5r^Rr ^rr^Rr 3Tf5t=?=^ifRr wg i
I

Tho iiltiiimte view tluit is ( udorscd by wSahkaracbarya is not
“ sat/fd/vyavadti ” but “ sat/i'r7n.i//(/vada”— if we may coin the terra

to denote tlio :intecedent existence of the lalrya not as kjirya but

as karana. the Bhaiuatikara has declared witli hiij usual

lucidity

—

W'i\ ^ ^ cifi;, ^I5qf?r^?3 il?;,

iR ^R5cf; ^i4ctR g ^Rifn^^^, f? gg;,

g =^RgRg ^ II

Production, in otlier words, is iiopht/sical happeninc; of any kind;

it is a mental or intellectual fact comparable to the imaginings of

the dream-world. Cause = Effect, minus Time ;
Effect = Cause,
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plus Time ; and for an absolute intellect Time does not exist.

Hence, Cause= Effect. This takes us as near the Kantian view-

point as one can over wish.

—Sutra 18, line 7 i.— For detailed refutation of the Buddhistic

doctrine of the niomentariness of things see II. ii. 18-27. Since

there endures a permanent substance or Vastu amidst modifica-

tions in form, size, and so forth, we cannot say that all things

are momentary only.

—Sutra 18, line 72.—There is not much appreciable difference

between the earlier argu?nent that production will be “akartrika”

and the present argument that the causal-operation will be “ nir-

vishaya,’* seeing that “ ghata ” is both the ( grammatical ) kartri

of the verb “utpadyate” and the vishaya of the “iitpatti.” They
are merely two ways of looking at the same fact.

—Sutra 19, line 7.— All Bhashyakaras unclerstaiid the simile in

this and in the next siitra in the same manner as wSahkaraoharya.

Ramanuja, however, takes sutra 19 to mean

—

Madhvacharya’s mode of interpretation is peculiar to himself

—

q»Tr qpjiTfV = q*?T ^ afJcqrf^-

This only shows liow ingenious writers could make the stitras

mean any and everything to suit their own theory.

—Sutra 20, line 1.—As regards the five breaths—Prana, Apana,

Vyana, TJdana, and Samana—they are regarded as different names

given, according to location and function, to one and the same

Vital-principle. The location; are given in the familiar stanza

—

sn’jfi s^sqR: Bfniqt I

Pranayama, as a process of controlling breath, has three stages

—
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I^qq^=
I

In the last process the wind, Vaohaspati tolls us,

—

—The “ Arambhana ” adhikarana as a whole has evoked consider-

able dififerences of opinion amongst the Bliashyakaras, and quite

naturally. First as to the extent of the adhikarana, wdiile Bhas-

kara and Vallabha agree with Sankara in making it consist of

seven sutras ( 14-20), Ramanuja, Nirnbarka, and Srikantha read

our sutras 17 and 18 as one continuous sutra, Srikantha further

including in the topic of this adhikarana sutras 31, 23 and 23.

The Llpanisliadic passage intended by sutra 14 is given identi-

cally by all Bliashyakaras except Madhva, who makes thr“ aram-

bhana ” passage refer to Rigveda x, 81. 3

—

And in accordance with that passage makes the sutra raise the

question as to whether the material out of which (jod fashioned

the world—distinct from him as it was—was independent of him
or subservient to him.— Nimbfirka in the same sutra makes the

word “ au-anyatva” to mean “ an-n/iyim/a-bhinnatva, “
i. e., not

absolute distinction between cause and effect, but (mly partial

distinction from certain points of view only. Nimbrirka, it will

be noted, champions what is called the “ Bliedabheda” view*

which Sahkaraebarya finds it fit to introduce ns a purvapaksha in

II. i. The interpretation, as we saw, had been curre?\t even

before the days of Sahkaraebarya; but it seem.s to be rather forced.

Against Sahkaracharya’s interpretation we would say fcliis much
that while professedly essaying toanswer all the logical objections

against the Advaita position, he is compelled to throw logic over-

board and take his stand indubioiisly upon pure Scriptural autho-

rity. Sahkaraebarya could point to the wording of siitra 27 in

defence. He, however, is forced to keep continually shifting from

the “ vyavaharika ” to the “ paramarthika ” view in his interpre-
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tiitiou of the sutras. This was inevitable from Ins owm pliilo-

sophical i)osition, although one is inclined to raise at times the

question as to whether the Sutrakara hims^;! r really intended all

that. K:in,.nmja and Vallabha, having Sa;r:.:na’s interpretation

before them, make it a point to deliver a slu :\:d attack againr>t

him, Ramanuja introducing the discussion witli he woiHs

—

Vallabha is even more unrestrained

—

q

Ki^^r-f.iTrrr i i

On th(» wliole one is inclined to agree with IMiaskara’s cogent

remark^' against the Mayavadin

—

I I JliqTJTRT aT%?[i3

md qjqHIT'jflfd I

aTddJiRdT =€i m fd'4m 1 1

q:r %’TJ7i%^r dtqrdrqiv’-.'iiTfHd^.T qr i

3531: 1:553 - I3r^?i3 q:' I

3T 3 51331^ 'V' -i 33I3pW3[, II

'Nv)tewcTL’ay also ;irc t]jo words of Kesava Kfismirin

—

f^553r3fR33;53 r3('p353i5?3Tf3’-‘^-':^K3>'3^3 fdST*

-353 3535J3 l'33f 31 (3^13: I I 3r3 3q^l3»3Tr-

313: sfld: 53T5I. dlf 33 3353W 53 : !

Tf sutra 13, giving i. po]n]l«r drisluanta, bo conceived froir the

“vyavahara” point of view, sutra J 4 at least must give the “p’lra-

nuirtliika
'* view. Rut inasmuch as, inSankaracharya’s interpre-

tation, the creation as such is a fiction, the sutra need not have

taken the trouble to declare the effect to be non-different from

the cause.
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—Sutra 21 line 3. — The first word in thesutra hasbeen various-

ly interpreted:

sraq: 3
’

[ 4^1]

The “ sniti ” passage on which Mad' va hates liis peculiar inter-

pretation, viz.--

T^g-cq=^^c?[: I

^ ^T^nr \\

1 have boon unable lo trace to it^ “ sruti ’’source.

—Sutra 22, line 22,—fn sj)itc of Sahkaracharya’s attempt to club

the whole Saihsara and the distinction between the souls and the

Brahman as a fiction or illusion, there can be no gainsaying the

fact that the wording (iL‘ t’ *3 present sutra clearly contemplntes

the distinction by pronuuroing the [iOrd-and-Croator as superior.

There are several other sntras that equally assert this distinction,

hbr instor-o.'

—

Y. <i-3TRi#T^W-5 I

?. 'I. I

iTq?;iq5f[iEl^ ?r ^ %vf,
|

R. %vr, I

?. ?. ? '3-ii'A£qq^5ri^ l

'O

?. ? ?-5Si qT%RTWRl f| cT^^Ic^ I

Y. Y. ? I

Are all these sutras, and many others of an allied nature, merely

meant to be true from the “ vyavaharika ” point of view, and no

more ? When cornered, the Acharya would say that he is prepared
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to recognise the distinction between the soul and the Creator

(=aparabrahaian\ but not that between the soul and the Para
or the Khtastha Brahman.

—Sutra 23, line, 8.— Sankara, Nimbarka and Bhaskara take the

word “ tat ” in this sutra to refer to “ para-parikalpita-dosha ” or
‘‘ parokta which,presumably means “ hitakaranadi-dosha ” al-

leged in sutra 21. In an expanded form the siitra would read—

,

ir§ri% i

But the way in which the above BhSshyakaras understand the

simile does not bring out clearly how “ hitakarana ” is at all

applicable to the stones or to the earth. The same remark applies

to the explanation of Vallabha. The point is not to prove that

different effects can arise out of the same cause (this was the

topic of sutra II. i. 6 ), but to bring in the “ hitakarana ” in the

explanation of the simile. The Katnaprabha, accordingly, misses

the mark when it introduces sutra 23 thus

—

suffer

I

With this explanation, the first illustration of Sahkaracharya ex-

plains swritpa-vaichitrya ; the second, (fAarrna-vaichitrya ; the

third, ar//^r/^7•^//(^-vaichitrya. Brahrnanandasarasvati has probably
perceived the difficulty and so offers an explanation of his own,

which is, however, a little forced.

The other commentators seem to understand the simile somewhat

differently

—

I . qsii 3T5RTf^ (3Tf%f^q;r>5) JtlrqqRq^saT^qqf^:

srtrqq5qq^rrgqqi%:

—
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In explanation (2) “ tat
’* = “ itaravyapadesa; *’ but “ itara

”

(juriously enough is taken to denote not jlva but “jivakartritva.”

As to Ramanuja’s explanation, it has the weak-point of ( indi-

rectly, it may be ) denying the very fact of “itaravyapadesa”

which was the starting point of the Purvapaksha. Can the

point of the simile bo this ? — We hammer and chisel stones in

order to shape them into images of gods, The process of ham-
mering is extremely painful ;

but it elevates the stone to a

superior position. Similarly the so-called miseries and restric-

tions of life are meant for the elevation of the soul, and he need

not chafe at them. Sorrow is the necessary condition, the com-

plement, the other side, of happiness ; and we cannot have the

one without the otlier, any more than we can have light without

darkness. Hence the “ hitakaranadosha ” does not hold good be-

cause there is no “ahifca” in tho world at all, our world being the

best of all possible worlds. Wo can accordingly, on the analogy

of the hammering of the stone and the transforming of it into an

image, explain each pain or misery as the inevitable harbinger

of good or happiness, and so absolve God from the fault alleged.

—Sutra 2 4, line 6,— It will be noted that Sahkaracharya here

declares world-creation as forming the very nature of Brahman

;

and yet the world ho has declared as being unreal 1 — According

to Madhvacharya’s dvaitavada, Brahman can have “upasarhhara”

and so the objection cannot be raised at all. As a consequence

he raake.s sutra 24 and 25 continue the preceding discussion as

to the possibility of the soul having created the world. Sutra 24

according to him would mean : If a man can gather material to

create home, why cannot he do the same and create the universe?

Tho reply is that what man thinks he does unaided, he does only

with the help and the approval of the Lord. It is not the cow
who unaided produces milk ; it is the Lord who created her diges-

tive organism, who is ultimately the author of the milk. And
this Lord, the next sutra according to Madhvacharya avers, can

work unseen, as gods and ghosts are known to do, in daily experi-

ence. The boldness of the Purvapakshin who maintains the soul

to be the creator of the Universe is ceitainly very remarkable,

and would easily put to shame the voiintings of nicdern science!

—Sutra 24, line 8.*
— “As milk by nature, and without other

accessories, becomes curds, so Brahman by nature produces the

7 [ BrabmasQtrabh&Bbya, Notes]
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world without any external material or means.” This illustration

—Sahkaraoharya is going to tell us later ( II. ii. 3'®

)

—is to be

taken not as declaring any inherent power in the milki unaided

by a sentient controller, to produce curds. The sentient controller

is there ; only he does not add anything to milk (we can dispense,

with buttermilk that it is usual to add to the milk to make it

curdle ), whereas in normal causal operations a number of extra-

neous materials and instruments are required. This introjection

of a sentient-creator almost takes away the very point of the illus-

tration. It is clearly an after-thought which goes to prove that

Sahkaracharya at times uses against his opponents arguments

that tell against his own position. It is to be noted in this con-

nection that it is Sahkaracharya himself who notices the deCci-

oucy and seeks to explain it away :he would not give the opponent

the first chance.

—Sutra 25, line 4. — Sahkaracharya takes the word “loke” in

the sntra in three different senses

—

I— ss
;

^

^

);

—Sutra 25, line 15ff.—The folk-lore concerning the female crane

conceiving at the mere hearing of the sound of thunder does not

seem to be a biological fact. And as to the explanation for the

fact of a lake full of lotuses making an adjoining lake (that had

no lotuses before ) in time full of similar lotuses, we have to re-

member the part played by wind and by birds in transplanting

seeds.

—Sutra 26, line 14.— If Brahman is wholly used up in the

totality of the products, whenever we see products we see the

Brahman. Of course we may not see all the products at a time

and consequently not obtain a full-crbed vision of Brahman;
but provided it is a vision, the extent covered by it is immate-

rial : thus apparently the gist of the argument,

—Sutra 27, line lOf.—The “ Sat-sampatti ” passsge is quoted in

the next line. The “ Hridayayatana ” passage is Chhandogya

viii 3. 3

—
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^ ^ 3TRNr^ I I

As a “hridaya” is a “vikara** of Brahman, as being created by
it, and as Brahman is to abide in one of its creations, the Creator

and the creation must be conceived as distinct ; otherwise they

would not have the ‘‘ adharAdheya ’* relation.

—Sutra 27, line 24.— Having once conceded that the Veda is

authoritative, especially in transcendent matters, the maxim
“ credo quia impossible ’* seems to be a logical deduction from

the premises. Surely we cannot presume to expect that the

mystery of the Universe was planned by the C-reator in such a

manner that it might be readily intelligible to the finite and

vacillating intellect of man, who is verily the tiniest atom in

the whole universe. Man is ceaselessly trying to know and his

knowledge is steadily increasing, lie discards old hypotheses

and invents now ones, merely to have thorn bu])i)lanted by still

newer ones. Although in this way man’s knowledge, one might

imagine, has its own limitations, he at least has a right to expect

that the added knowledge will merely exlilbit a difference in

degree, not in kind ; that it will not compel him to unhjarn tlie

“ eternal” truths, for instance, the law' of contradiction. But

Sahkaracharya is not willing to concede even that. Human
reason has its own inherent contradictions, what Kant styled

the “ antinomies.” In the words of liegel, “ Reason returns

upon itself,’^ and even sruti cannot help man with any better

solution than Sankaracharya’s “ aghatitaghatancipatiyasl ” or
>

“sattvasattvabhyam aiiirvachaniya” maya. Sahkarach?lrya, how-

ever, does not stop with this negative, despondent, almost scepti-

cal attitude. There are regions which are Inaccessible to human
reason, but which faith can penetrate and realise. Although

man’s reason is admittedly weak, his faith is immense, is infinite.

With that faith ho can aspire to transcend the bonds of the flesh

and be the* Divinity itself. There is valid testimony to the

reality of this experience,which is not beyond anybody’s reach,

—

given sustained patience and an earnestness of endeavour.

—Sutra 27, line 33.— The point is discussed by Jaimini in his

Mlmamsasutra X. viii. 6. When we have two contradictory
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statements with refeTence to the same ritual, what are we to do ?

To quote Sahara

—

513 ?T WSra: I !3^ I

srf^iqH. | i

?f3T *rt jt I i

^ ^Ctc^T H feft*ml^r ^uticfif^ I ci^iK?*ra^

tl

—Sutra 27, line 45. — See note to sutra 11, i- 14, line 134, above-

—Sutra 28, line 2. — Most Bhashyakaras understand Atinan=

Jlva. If the individual soul contains within himself so many
strange and contradictory powers, why should one object to God’s

having them ? Others who take Atman = Brahman practically

intend to convey the same idea. As Vallabha says

—

Madhva includes our sutra 26 under the “ Jlvakartritva ” adhi.

karana and discusses “Isvarakartritva” only with sutra 27 .

—Sutra 29, line 1 .—Under II. ii.lJ, 13 Sankaracharya has urged

the objection in question against the Saiiikbya and the Vaise-

shika systems.—While in the case of the Vedantius srutis declar-

ed both “ niravayavatva ” and “ parinamitva, ” the Sarhkhyas

assume “ savayavatva ” of the Pradhana and hope thereby to

escape the fault of “kritsnaprasakti.’' And our argument against

the assumed “savayavatya” they brush aside as not valid, being

based on mere reason (line 9f). But this lands them into further

troubles.

—Sutra 29, line 13. — The Vaiseshikas explain that when two

atoms are united to produce a dvyanuka or binary-atom, there

arises ia the binary a magnitude or dimension distinct from that

of the atom. But this is not due to the addition of the dimension

of one atom to that of the other. The new dimension is due to

the fact that there are two atoms : to the ‘sarhkhya’ of the atoms.

These are mere words, and Sankaracharya has not lost the oppor-

tunity to expose their vacuity.
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—Sutra 29, line 16.— With sutra 39 Sankara fittingly brings

the adhikarana to a close, thereby disposing of the dilemma or

the ubhayatahpasa rajjiih ( the double-noo-ed rope ) involved

in sutra 26. Rfimanuja, Srikantha, Bbaskara, Nimbarka and
Madhva regard the next two sutras also as a part of this adhi-

karana.— Apart from this, the VisishtadvaiU school must find

it somewhat hard to declare for the “ niravoyavatva ” of the

Cord when his body consists of chit and acfiit as its const ituents«

Ramanuja’s theory is—

Creation in other words is the visible and tangible manifestation

of what previously existed in a subtle and imperceptible form.

If creation is eavayava, the savayavatva must also be supposed

to be inimaneiit in the Creator. Hence ultimately all Bhashya-
karas have to appeal to sriui. It is iiot correct to say that the

theory of Ran.a?iuja appeals lo reason while that of Sankara ne-

gates it altogether. On this point all are in the same boat.

—Sutra 30, line 4. — It is somewhat strange that the sutra

should use the feminine word “ sarvop.ta. ’* The “ Para Devata**

referred to in Chhfindogya (vi. 8. 6) and elsewhere is naturally

suggested as the viseshya. Madhva, however, has discovered a

firuti, viz —

which it is perhaps vain to try to trace in any extant Saihhita.

The Svetasvatara passage ( vi. 8 )

—

is the one pointedly referred to by most Bliashyakaras. Advan-

tage has also been taken of tho ii.se of tlio feminine epithet in the

sutra, w'hich is decliired to teach the doctrine which assigns a

recti ^akti (and not merely the power of illusion) to the Lord.

—Sutra 31, line 5.— The objection beginning with “ katharh

cha ”( line 5 ) is a characteristic insertion designed to introduce

the MSyavada ( see line 11 below ). While sutra 24 answers the

objection on the score of the absence of any exlenml means and

instruments, the present sutra considers the objection based upon

the absence of all limbs and sense-organs belonging to God’s own

body.
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—Sutra 52, line 6.— This Heems to be the popular explanation

of tlic sruti passage. It has also a deeper mataphysical signifi-

oanoe ; The love that you show to others is a reflex of your
love for your own Self. In loving others you feel that you are

more fully and more truly realising your own Self.

—Sutra 32, line 1.— While the argument from design is popu-

larly put forward to suggest an intelligent Author to the world,

the same argument, it must not be forgotten, reduces the Creator

to the level of the ordinary man who is immersed in a ceaseless

chase after ends and after means to those ends.

—Sutra 33, line 11. — Apravrittih : this may imply a total dis-

inclination to create, or passivity ; or even the occasionalness or

kadachitkatva of the Pravritti, seeing that there is no Prayojana

or motive either for the God’s creating or for his not-creating.

—Sutra 33 line 12. — Like sutra 24 this siitra asserts creative

activity as being the “ svabhava ” of the Lord. This implies not

unconscious or involuntary action, but action which involves no

effort and no hesitation whatsoever. Our breatliing becomes

naturally heavy and short as we climb a liill
;
so the “svabhava”

can show natural adaptation to circumstances- What God does in

the normal course of things appears to us as his most carefully

balanced activity undertaken after the fullest deliberation. A.s

in the case of the truly wise man, so in the case of the Lord

—

Sahkaracharya, however, characteristically brings in his Maya-

vada and declares the whole creation as not a physical fact but

an intellectual perception: see above, II, i. 18, lines 53-58, Notes.

—Sutra 34, line I. — In sutra 21 the point under discussion was
the Lord’s treatment unto himself ; in the present sutra, it is his

treatment of the other souls.

—Sutra 34, line 15. --The analogy of the rain fails us, because

while the characteristic differences of the seeds can exist inde-

pendently of the rain, in the case of God there can be no diver-

sity in the world for which he is not himself responsible.

—Sutra 34, line 21. — The Kaushitaki passage, which seems at

first sight to go against Sankaraoharya, is to be 6o interpreted as
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to conform with the Brihadarnnyaka passage next quoted, inas-

much as the Veda can never teach contradictory things. Under-
stand karayati to mean, therefore.—

Nor is the Lord’s independence in any way endangered by his

paying attention to the karman of men. As tlie Bhamatikara
sftys

—

—Sutra 35, line 7.—Even in Sankara’s Mayavada the follow-

ing six objects are regarded as without a beginning

—

3Tf^T (I

The last of these, the relation of Chit and Avidya, is responsible

for the Samsara, which as a consequence is without a beginning.

—Sutra 36, line i. — Ramanuja and l^imbarka read sutras 35

and 36 as one sutra, while they seem to have been both ignored

by Srikaiitha.

—Sutra 36, line 5.— KovalH-avidya is like the Saihkhya Pradhana

in a state of equipoise of its constitutent gunas : is incapable of

occasioning any karmaii or bhoga, the offspring of inequality

leading to a disturbance of the balanced pose. In the condition

of sushupti ( deep-sleep ) or of Pralaya ( cosmic “ involution ”) the

Avidya is “ kevala ’* and occasions no continuance of activity

for the time.

—Sutra 36, line 8. *— Any inquiry started as to the ultimate ori-

gins of the Samsara, it must not be forgotten, is bound to be start-

ed by one who himself is already in the Saiiisara, floating with

the stream. He cannot possibly review the stream from a de-

tached position any more than can the denizen of the earth step

outside the earth so as to weigh it or to move it with a fulcrum*

TheMtoamsa position—Na kadachid anidrisaiii jagat—can in

Bome sense be regarded as a confession to the same point of view'.
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—Sutra 36, line 1 4.—An anticipatory reference to a future fact

one should resort to only wlien there is no other way out. Thus,

to take a srauta exajuplc, we are told in one context

—

‘ That the husks are to be rubbed off or removed by means of the
* Purodasa ’plate.*' This is a direction to be observed soon after

the grains are pounded in order to separate the husks. The puro**-

dasa cakes are to be prepared out of tliis very grain. How can

we therefore speak of a ‘ purodasa’ plate before the purodasa is

cooked ? But as there is no way out, we have to suppose that the

plate is called ‘ purodasa’ in anticipation of its being used to

cook the grain after the husk is removed and the grain turned into

flour. Similar is the case with the injunction- *

In those cases however, where, a relation with what has gone be-

fore and what is to conxe is equally possible, the former has nece-

ssarily to be preferred.

—Sutra 57, line 5.—That Brahman has certain “ dharmas” or

“ saktis ” is unhesitatingly declared in this sutra again, as in

sutra 30 before. A.nd yet the commentary Brahmamritsvarshini

remarks

—



ADHYAYA SECOND

PADA SECOND

—Sutra I, line 1.— As there seems to be a j^rima facie iiicoupis-

tehey, diversity and even contradiction in the various statements

about facts and practices that are scattered all over the Veda,’’

( i. e., Mantras and Brahmanas, ) the necessity of harmonising
them in the interest of orthodoxy was very early felt. The
“ Srauta-sutras ” of the the various Vedic schools undertook, each
for its own specific charana or for the sakha, the task of evolv-

ing order and unity from out of the manifold dnler dicta of the

Brahmanic texts concerning sacrifices and sacrificial matters.

The “ Grihya-sutras” did the same for the Domestic ritual, while

Jaimini’s ( Purva-)mimamsa~sutras, assuming the standpoint of

detachment from specific schools, and without going in too much
for the rninutiee of the ritual, endeavoured to build up a “science

of exegesis,” which could be and has been applied even to texts

other than the Veda. The Furvamimamsa-sfitras had confined

their attention mainly to the Brahmanic texts. The Aranyakas,

and particularly the Upanishads—though technically forming a

part of the Brahmanas—were, if not actually ignored by Jaimini,

at any rate relegated to the position of an “ Arthavada ” ( see

note to II. i. 5‘^'D- The Uttara-miniamsa (
= Vedanta) sastra,

differing from Jaimini as to the value and the purpose of the

Upanisliadic texts, essayed to harmonise the apparently diver-

gent teachings of these texts on points such Jis the author and

the nature of the crea*:ioii, the nature of the Atman or individual

soul and his ultimate destiny, etc., by applying the very same

canons of interpretation that Jaimini had evolved—only premis-

ing that the knowledge of the Reality vouched for by these texts

secured emancipation in a way that the ritualistic practices of

the Karmakanda (which was another name for the Purvarahnainsa)

were unable to effect. The main purpose of the Vedantasastra

was thus primarily exegetic. The establishment of any specific

metaphysical conclusion by independent ratiocination, or the

overthrowing of any given theory by means of mere logical

8 t BrabmasHtrabbSahya, Notes ]
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argumentations, was admittedly foreign to its original purpose.

Should this be taken to mean that the present so>called “Tarka*"

pada was felt to be an interloper into the treatise ? See lines 6ff.

below, and see also ray paper on the “Multiple Authorship of the

Vedantasutras, ” in The Indian Philosophical Review, II, 2, pages

141-154.

—Sutra 1, line 8ff. — See ante ii. 1. l**-*'.

—Sutra 1, line I2ff.— For Brahmasutra 1. i. 5 see our Note on

II. i.
1*‘’ before. Bralraiasutra I. i, 18 takes its stand on passages

like Tait. Up., II. 6—

I
srg I 9 rtqtsci'^cf I ^ I

I II

where the conceiving of the desire to be manifold or to procreate

presuppo.sos a .sentient Creator. Brahmasiitra I. iv, 28, coming at

the very end of the “ Sarnanvaya ’’ chapter, intends to assert that

Vedantic passages other than those actually dealt with in the

chapter—in case tlioy bo interpreted in a way antagonistic to

the Advaita theory—might be analogically explained in confor-

mity with the Brahman theory.

—Sutra I, line 18.— This probably explains the name “Tarka-

pada.” The more u.-:nal title generally giveninthecolophonsis—

“ Sarnkhyadi-raatanam dushtatvapiadaisanam.” The more con-

venient name adopted in this edition is familiar enough to Pandits

and Commontator.s. See, for instance, Rahgaramanuja’s PrakS.

sika on the KaUioiJanisbad, I. ii. 19.

—Sutra I,linc20iT, — The starting point of the Classical Saih-

khya Philosophy here controverted is art absolute opposition bet-

ween the subject and the object. Man i.s the victim of this oppo-

sition from the very first breath he draws in this world, and his

earliest cry is a forlorn endeavour to get out of the range of this

opposition. The opposition grows in volume as the man advances

in years, and with that grows also his persistent endeavour

to overcome it, bringing in its train far more grief and suffering

than what it succeeds in allaying. If only the subject could

remain entirely dissociated from the object, there would be an

end for once and for all to all hankering, all movement.
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all suffering in fact. In his true nature Purusha, the subjeci:, is

the unconcerned “witness,” who is capable of seeing but inca]>ablo

of action ; unchangeable in nature, but, through absence of real

discrimination, imagining himself as being susceptible to change
and consequent suffering; eternally and intrinsically free, al-

though on account of foolishly identifying himself with the ex-

hibitions of sense and outward things, he is weltering in the bond-

age of Sarhsara, from which discriminating knowledge or Viveka
alone can bring him salvation. As the “ object ” is real so like-

wise is this bondage and the consequent suffering of the Purusha;

and as a corollary from this, it becomes necessary to believe in

the existence of an infinite number of Pnrushas to account for

the grades and varieties of human experience.

—^What then is the nature of the Object, the root-cause of all this

ado? The Object is the direct contrast to the Subject. The Sub-

ject, like the lame man of the favourite metaphor, sees but cannot

move : the Object, like the blind man, moves but cannot see. The
one is discerning, self-subsistent, and immobile : the other non-

sentient, dependent, and variable: as Isvarakvishna has put it

(Karikall)—

The object, however, like the dancing-girl, spreads itself out to

the gaze of the Purusha and shows him all this phantasmagoria

only as long as he is immersed in an ignorance about his real

nature. Once the Purusha realises his distinctness, the world

vanishes from his sight utterly. Compare Karika 59, 66—

?r*rT5frnT ir^: I)

SET ^I5r*T^37W?q5qT I

5rqt: ii

And as there is an infinito number of Ptirushas, the object or the

Prakriti can stand in different relations to them at one and the

same time. To this effect runs the well-known “ Aja-mantra
”

( Svptesvatam Upanishad, iv. 5 )

—
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snii^T Ji3ir. g;5iRi^ *ere7n; \

3T^r ?j^»Tr»TnT3r>s??T: ii

—But in this very conception of the possibility of a coming-into-

relation that is believed to obtain between two absolute contra-

dictories like the I^imsha and the Pradhana lies both the strength

and the weakness of the system. The relation is a real relation,

not a figment of imagination, a maya.— And since, according to

hypothesis, the Pnrusha is incapable of doing anything with a
view to come into relation, it is the Pradhana or Prakriti that has

to be thought of as having a two-fold existence : that which it puts

forth when under relation, and that which belongs to it intrin-

sically: or, to speak in the terras of the system, an Avyakta or

non-manifest and a Vyakta of a manifest form. Tsvarakrishna

thus differentiates the two (Karika 10)

—

—'The Vyakta, Avyakta, and Jha (“Purusha) thus form the

three ground-principles of the system. The Vyakta is the universe

as we see it; the Avyakta is the primitive “ protoplasmic” condi-

tion of the same ; and the evolution of this into the other is assu-

med to be a process taking place—under the ” seeing,” it is true

of the Purusha—but nevorthelees as a something inevitable, self-

impelled, and inwardly-regulated. The Saiiikbyas thus seem to

have superadded a personal istic factor to the generally understood

conception of “ evolution ”— and this is by no means inconsistent

with their dualistic starting point.

—The starting-point of the present-day Theory of Evolution is

neither Matter alone, nor Energy alone, but rather a deft

welding of the two into one ;
and the progress of the evolution

is declared to consist in a separation of the two,and a subsequent

continuous change “ from indefinite, incoherent homogeneity,

to definite, coherent heterogeneity of structure and func-

tion, through successive differentiations and integrations.”

In a somewhat analogous fashion the Samkh^as also assume,

besides the initial dualism of Prakriti and Purusha, a bifurcation

of the Prakriti into aspects which are directly opposed to each

other. One they style the Sfittya which is described as light,
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luminous, fine, subtle, buoyant, joyous and so forth ; the other is

Tanias vhioh is heavy, dark, gross, coarse, stupid and joyless.

And just as the “Vyakta” was the via media between the “Avyakta”
and the Purusba, so the SSmkhyas have found it necessary to

assume a third aspect, the Rajas, which represents the process of

transition from Sattva to Tamas or Tamas to Sattva. Rajas ac-

cordingly is the principle of effort, inspiration, activity, passion,

atid emotion. These three Qualities of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas
—they are more appropriately called Constituents, or Aspects—
are in a state of “equipoise” in the Avyakta. The ‘seeing’ by
the Purusha under the influence of non-discrimination disturbs

the balance and then the whole process of evolution or Parinama
explodes itself away altogether automatically.

—Two opposites at each of the two extremities, with a terUum

quid by way of a bridge in between, has been the formula that

the SSihkhyas have worked out in all departments of philosophy.

They recognise three means of knowledge or pramanas : Perception

and Authority standing at the two extremities, while Inference

comes between the two as possessing an element of each. The
smoke, for instance, has to be seen, the smoke-fire relation to be

taken for granted. — Again, there are the three kinds of senses,

mind, the middle one, partaking of the nature of the five organs

of sense on the one hand, and the five organs of action on the

other.— Between the percipient Self and the gross elemental

world outside, once more, it is tho psychological organism of

man ( technically called the lihgam ) that forms the connecting

link ; and in order that it should be the proper via media, tho

Saihkhyas have made it consist of not only the eleven Indriyas

above enumerated, but also of the five ‘ranmatras (Aviseshas) or

Bubtle-forms of the elemental world (Viseshas) outside.

—A peculiarity of the Samkhya psychology that deserves to be

noted is the position that i.« therein assigned to Buddhi (intellect)

and Ahaihkara (“ I ’’-notion). Mahat or Buddhi is the very first

product of the Prakriti following directly upon the first ‘seeing
’

of the Purusha, when the equipoise of the three gunes is just dis-

turbed. It is, so to say, the Prakriti illuminated or intellectua-

lised ; awakened from its dull torpor and presenting to the senti-

ent Purusha cosmic forms in a way that he can apprehend. As

have seen ( II. i. 4®*, Note ), Buddhi is, according to the
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S&mkhyaB, non-sentient ; but it is not exactly dull, inert, matter.

It comes midway. It consists of the liner, subtler forms of

matter so transmuted as to become objects of immediaie percep-

tion to the Pui usha.— 'When the Purusha thereafter comes to

establish, through the Buddhi, a relation with the outward,

world, there grows in him a sense of ownership or of self-con-

sciousness ( a product of aviveka ) which is represented by the

next step in the Saihkhya cosmology, namely, Aharhkara. We
must not make the mistake, however, of regarding these stages

as happening in time. They are rather ideal. This circum-

stance as well as the fact that the SSihkhyas have introduced

idealistic terms in the midst of their cosmological theory sug-

gest a possibility of the system having been originally idealis-

tic in the sense of having recognifcd only one Purusha (see the

Note to Sutra 10, line 2, below ). The admission of a multipli-

city of knowing Subjects is, in fact, inconsistent with the true

notion of the Subject. But we cannot go out of our way to dis-

cuss that large question here in all its bearings.— Other details

of the system will com ) up for discussion in the course of the

text itself.

—Sutra i, line 21.— The Bahya-bhedas include the whole uni-

verse of physical existences : the conditions or environments

within which the individual is placed and which produce the

pleasure-pain-infatuation experience of Saitisara. The Adhyat-
mika-bhedas include the physical body within which the indi-

vidual functions, including the psychical-apparatus of the mind,

intellect, etc. The "body” also is the abode of all kinds of

pleasure-pain-i nfatu at ion experiences.

—Sutra 1 , line 22.— See Note to II. i. 4, line 22f.

—Sutra 1
, line 25. — The use of the verb vivurtate for parivamate

by the Bhasbyakara is somewhat strange, and has to be under-

stood as vividham vartate. The SainkbyakSfika ( 15 f.) referred

to by Sahkaracharya runs thus

—

m%«r, i

I
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The five arguments establishing the existence of the FradhSna or

the Avyakta are : (i) The discrete and finite existences in the

world have the Avyakta or Pradhana as their cause, inasmuch
as they necessarily presuppose a formless, and infinite some'

thing as their source and back-ground, (ii) In spite of the ap-

parent diversity, the various objects in the world seem to exhibit

a basic homogeneity (samanvaya) which points to their common
origin, (iii) All wordly happenings proceed from, and are regu-

lated by a power or energy which presupposes a common ex-

haustless source of this power, (iv) The universality of the

Law of Causation, which enables us—working backwards

from the effects—to reach a First uncaused Cause. And (v)

the merging of all the cosmic phenomena, subsequent to their

destruction, into their respective cause, which leads inevitably to

the postulate of an ultimate something into which the whole uni-

verse is funded back after Dissolution. Sahkaracharya is shortly

going to criticise mo.st of these arguments. No. 1 in line 43-45
;

No. 2 in lines 39-43 ; No. 3 in Siitra 2 ; and No. 4 (and by impli-

cation No. 5) in lines 45-47.

—'Sutra 1, line 35 ff.—Sankaracharya means to say that oven if

we grant the rule of “ Like cause like effect,” still, seeing that

when the cause is two-fold— constituent and efficient—why not

make the effect, in a few cases at any rate, resemble the

efficient cause ? Rather than arguing from the nou-sentient con-

stituent cause of effects back to the first non-sentient constituent

cause, namely the Pradhana, what is there to prevent us arguing

from the efficient and sentient causes of products (e. g. the potter

of the earthen-pot) back to the first efficient cause, which must be

a sentient Person or God ? The argument becomes yet stronger

if the sentient first cause is both the constituent and the efficient

causes in one.

—Sutra I, line 39.— “ Anumatavyam bhavati ” is the paraphrase

for the word “ anumanam ” in the siitra. The inference establ ish-

ing Pradhtlna as the first cause—namely, that in KarikalS, above

quoted—is not valid, says the sutra. The word “ Anumana ” is

used in the sense of “ inference ” by the Sutrak&ra in two other

places: I. ii. 25 and I. iii. 28, in both of which the anumana
is not the SSihkhya anumana. In I. i. 18 and I. iii. 3, however,

the word “AnumSna” is used, in the interpetation of the majority
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of the Bhashyakiras, almost as equivalent to FradhSna. Else-

where the Sutrakara has used the word “ Anumanika,” i. e.,

what is established by inference, as a synonym for Pradhana

;

see, for instance, sutra I. iv. 1.

—

%r, =^1

The Samkhya Pradhaua seems to have been thus nick-named Ijy

way of a ridicule ; and the word “ Asabdam ” in sutra I. L 5

might have been used as a by-word for Pradhana for the same

reason. Compare also the use of the word “ Srnarta ” in I. ii. 9 in

the sense of Pradhana. In accordance with the maxim

—

the present nick-name must have attained vogue after the

demonstrated failure of the Samkhya attempt to find Vedic back-

ing to their theory.— The word “ cha ” in the sutra is taken to be

equal to “ tu ” by some ; but it is perhaps better to bring it in

relation with the “ clia ” of the next sutra.

—Sutra I, line 40,— “ Anvaya ” stands for the “ Samanvaya ’»

of the Karika above quoted. See Note on I. ii. 4, line 22f.

—Sutra 1, line 42.— The following extract from the Bharaatl

brings out the exact point of the argument

—

I 1 5i?ir

I ffuqi I

03 =P>3^; ffcT

I q;if^ ^ 1 atPlr

The Samkhyas could have met this argument in Sahkaracharya’s

own words; see (II. i. 24, lines ll-]2)

—

although the two oases are nd; exactly on a par.
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—Sutra 1, line 45.—Samsarga has been defined in the Kalpatarii
as

—

and by Anandagiri as

—

'The argument is the same as that implied in the Spencerian
formula of Evolution above quoted ( Notes p. 60 ). The inter-

action of the manifold and the heterogeneous ( which leads to

individualisation ) presuposes some homogeneous entity as

their starting point. All things in the world are “ parimita,”

that is to say, manifold and heterogeneous ; and therefore the

Prakriti must be one and uniform. This is how Vachaspati in

his TattvakauniudI seems to understand the argument. Sankara

-

charya understands it somewhat differently. Saihsarga accord-

ing to him does not mean “ continuity of a pervading characteris-

tic,” but rather “the coming together into causal contact or

cohesion ” of entities which are going to produce effects that are

limited ( parimita ) in space, time or nature. The three qualities

have parimilatva at least in the last sense. Hence they must
be regarded as effects presupposing a causal samsarga of other

entities, and so on.

—Sutra I, line 45.— ‘Tarimitafcva” can signify either (n) definite-

ness in dimensions, or (/;) limitation of duration, or(c) differ-

entiation in characteristics. The first is a case of desato parimi-

tatva and is not applicable to the Akasa which, being a product,

ought to be parimita and saihsargapurvaka. The second is a

case of kalato parimitatva; but, as before observed, the Samkhyas

do not recognise time as a distinct entity ( cp. Saihkhyatattva-

kaumudi on Karika 33 ;

“ kritam atra antargaduua Kalena ”

causation being for them more or less an ideal process. As to

the third case of vastutah parimitatva, that holds true in the

case of the three aspects of Saliva, Rajas, and Tamas, each of

which possesses a nature distinct from that of the others

;

and yet the Sairikliyas regard these three aspects as infinite and

eternal, and as making up the composition of the Prakriti. Com-

pare the following description of these gunas

9 [ Brahmasntrabhashya, Notes ]
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The same remark can apply also to the Chit-sakti of the Purusha.

—Sutra 1, line 47. — The argument from design and from the

natural adaptation that is perceptible in Nature, which Sankara,

charya here uses to rebut a non-sentient first cause, is familiar ..

enough to students of Philosophy. The question to determine is

whether this design or adaptation is actually present in the

world, or whether man has projected it therefrom his own know-

ledge of the working of his own mind. We all have heard of

the pious missionary who, when he saw the cork-tree for the first

time, reverentially ejaculated :
“ How benign is Providence that

He should have so plentifully supplied stoppers to our bottles !**

The poor divine forgot that the same Providence has also, and

more plentifully, supplied stones for breaking oar bottles!

Then as to natural adaptation, of which modern Biology seems to

offer such convincing examples, does not there exist also con-

siderable waste in Nature ? “ Of fifty seeds. She often brings

but one to bear ” — as Tennyson observes. The stern logic of

facts like these might turn a man to sheer pessimism. Only, as

Tennyson says,

—

Oh yet we trust that somehow good

Will be the final goal of ill

;

To pangs of nature, sins of will,

Defects of doubt, and taints of blood ;

That nothing walks with aimless feet

;

That not one life shall be destroy’d,

Or cast as rubbish to the void,

When God hath made the pile complete ;

That not a worm is cloven in vain

;

That not a moth with vain desire

Is shriveU’d in a fruitle.ss fire,

Or but subserves another’s gain.

Behold, we know not anything;

I can but trust that good shall fall

At last—far off—at last, to all,

And every winter change to spring.
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We oannoti in other words, reach finality by the path of mere
reason. The ar{{u?)ient from design or Baohana can convince
only those that do not" need to be convinced. To others it is a
pptitio principiL

—Sutra 2, line 1. — The h?arhkhyas, a?5 we have seen, had argued

that as there is a good deal of expenditure of energy—a ceaseless

action and reaction between all manner of forces— it must all

originate from a First Cause which is capable of activity, viz.,

the Prakrit!, and not from a sentient Creator who is admittedly

nirguna and nishkriya. Sahkaracharya is now going to show
the flaws in their line of raasoning. — The three Gunas which,

prior to creation, had balanced each other have their equipoise

disturbed by one of the three being more dominant ( ahgin ), the

other two being for the time its ahgas or subsidiaries.

—Sutra 2, !mc 6. — We supply the word “ anupapatteh ’’from

the first sutra. The sutias 1 and 2 are given as one continuous

siitra by both Ramanuja andSrIkantha. Ramanuja, moreover, does

not take “ Pravritteh ” as a genitive, but as an ablative. He
paraphrases this part of the siitra by—

But whether we say that the Pravritti of the Pradhanais inexpli^

cable, or that only the sentient can properly have the Pravritti,

there is no difference in the essential argument. Vallabha re-

stricts the application of the present siitra. In the first sutra it

was urged that the Saihkhya Pradhana could not have produced

houses, temples and other inanimate parts of the creation. Here

it is intended to assert that the same Pradhana could not have

produced bodies of animals that ensue from a mixture of parental

semen and blood. But what is the ground for this restriction ?

—Sutra 2, line 9 ff.
— The words “ na tvachetana-saitiyuktasya

chetanasya pravrittir drishta ” can be assigned to the SiddhSntin

who argues that the one from whose contact movement results is

the one to whom Pravritti must be attributed. Such an one is the

Chetana whose contact produces the Pravritti in inert matter, and

not the Prakriti whose contact can be alleged to have produced

Pravritti in the Chetana. As an alternative, the words can be

assigned even to the Purvapakshin, who * lays stress upon
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the fact of the Pravritfci being observed in the Prakriti, and never

in the Ghetana who, in fact, is not an object of perception at all.

^rhe matter is eventually referred to the Madhyastha for arbitra-

tion.—We see the chariot moving: we know that it can
move only when joined to the sentient horse. The motion
therefore belongs to the chariot, but its source is the horse. The
fact of the matter seems to be that the motion is neither from the

chariot, not from the horse, but from their combination. And if this

combination is, like the dream-world, a merely false fabrication,

the Chetana remains in reality unaffected by the Pravritti. If

that be so, the question arises why, in the phenomenal world at

any rate, Sahkaracharya should have objected to the Pravritti be-

ing assigned to the Prakriti. But here Sahkaracharya^s reply is

clear. Because Pravritti is phenomenal, that is no reason why
even in the phenomenal point of view, it should have been assign-

ed to the wrong source, to where even the commonsenso point of

view is loath to assign it. The ChSrvakas, who can bo selected

as the typical champions of the common-sense point of view, as-

sign Pravritti to the driving body of the charioteer, the body be-

ing actuated by chaitanya which, according to them, is not a now
substance like the Atman, that effects a lodgment into the body

from without, but rather a result of the combination of the four

elemental constituents of the body. Chemical combinations are

always known to produce in bodies properties that did not exist

there previously. The Pcir vapakshiu evokes the help of the Loka-

yatikas, who, he says, not only assign Pravritti to the body but

even endow it with Cliaitanya, the Atman as a separate entity not

being admitted by them at all. The Siddhantin on the other hand
points out that before assigning Pravritti to the body the Loka-

yatikas bad to endow it with Chaitanya, thus proving that Pra-

vritfci is the consequence of the Chaitanya.

—Sutra 2. line 11. — “ Ubhayoh, ” explained by the commenta-
tors as “ Pravritti-tadasrayayoh ’* and accordingly translated by
us, can also mean “ unto both the parties to the disputation.” The
sentence beginning with “ Na tu pravrittyasrayatvena ” is a

paraphrase of the sentence “ Na tvachetana-saihyuktasya ” etc.,

in line 8 above.

—Sutra 2, line 2 1 if. — Although according to Sahkaracharya’s

ultimate point of view there is no such thing in reality as Pra-
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vritfci, he has to explain how, even from the phenomenal point of

view, the Atman who is of the nature of mere intelligence can

possibly be said to be the source of any activity. Sahkaracharya

does it by adducing two analogies which, as being frequently re>

quisitioned by the Saihkhyas themselves, he readily persuades

his opponents to accept (see below sutra 7, line 3fF.).

—§utra 2, line 25,— As the Bhamatl explains

—

JiraH*iWTtir if^nuTct I

Modern science conceives of the external objects—i. e., light-rays

or sound-waves from them,—as coming up to our senses. Indian

psychology generally conceived of the senses as going out to meet

the objects. The dcjcbrine is known as “iudriyanam prapya-karila,”

and the discussion centres particularly about the eye and theean

the remaining senses being admittedly “ Prapyakariu
”

—Sutra 2, line 27.— Sahkaracharya endows God with some sakti

or power (see siltra II. i. 33) with a view to explain his “pravarta-

katva.” But if the pravartakatva be itself phenomenal, thesakti

becomes equally so, and cannot, accordingly, vitiate the God’s

unique purity and absoluteness. Commentators like Bhaskara
frankly accept this sakti as the real characteristic of the Brahman.

—Sutra 3, line 3.— The Samkhyas bsive themselves used both

these similes. In karika 16 the Pradhana is said to assume modi-

fications like w'ater ; while karika 57 brings in the milk- simile

as follows

—

?I«ir II

The simile of the water has been explained in the Saiiikhyatattva-

kaumudl in the following words

—

giR%o5-

jRrgjpiT: l

It will be seen that Sahkaracharya understands the second simile
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somewhat differently. BamSnuja agrees with S&ihkhyatattva*
kaumudl in his interpretation of the second simile, but under*
stands the first as referring to the change of milk automatically
into curds. Vallabha agrees with Sankara in the interpretation

of the second simile but refers the first to the formation of cream
etc, on the milk. Madhva interprets the two similes in the same
way as Vallabha, only adding a Sruti (?) passage

—

«

in support of his interpretation of the first simile. Bh^skara
agrees with Sankara as regards both the similes. Themost thought-
ful and thorough going interpretation, however, is that of Nim-
barka who makes each of the Upamanas eicplain both the

“Raohana** and the “ Pravritti
”

—

cT3 =^, q«rr=qT^ qft*

Vijnanabhikshu’s interpretation is exactly analogous, the word
“ Rachana ” being explicitly used by him in place of the
“ Parinama ” in the above extract.

—Sutra 3, line 10.— Having asserted that there is a chetana who
is responsible for tlie gushing out of the milk from the cow’s

udder, Sahkarachfirya goe.s on to say that this chetana source of

pravyitti is the cow whose affection sets the flow, and perhaps

also the calf whose sucking helps the same ( see line 8-9,

“ vatsachoshaiiena ” etc. ). Or the choshana may bo understood

as additional proof for the existence of affection on the part of the

cow who permits the calf’s sucking. Should some hypercritical

objector urge againt this that the cow whose calf is dead still

continues to yield milk and that it can therefore be neither the

affection for the calf, nor the calf’s sucking, the reply is given

by SrlnivSsa as follows

—

113

grEfiifcr ci^ I 31*1^1 cl*nc#lqq%: I

—Sutra 5, line 15.— See note to II. i. 24, line 8, before. SahkarA*

charya is here hardly convincing. We may perhaps grant tliftl;
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milk of itself becoming curds is a “ lokadrishti ” as the example
itself is taken from daily life. But the neces-^ity of God as the

inward controller of everything is hardly a “ sastradrishti ” in

the real sense of the term. For, has not the 5.charya himself

declared ( II. i. 14 ) that there is no such thing as the con-

trolling Lord and the controlled creation from the point of view
of ultimate truth? Or have wo to distinguish the “sastradrshti”

from the “ iKuramarthadrishti ” ?

—Sutra 4, line I flf.— The words of the siitra have been variously

interpreted —

[=f^f I

^^vr,

^mT35i

f [=3R¥3'TJTJIhl],

^ I [ ®i;r^«jrF=ci^?zr J ai^tlgciqi [irr ^ ] 1

[l%JlRR5q ] 3TIR%^: [=3TB»Rrfi.],

\[ :rr^ ] 3T^'^r I

If we ignore the last two interpreters, it is clear that there is

not ranch vital difference of opinion amongst the rest. It has to

be admitted, however, that Sahkaracharya is not quite fair to the

Saihkbyas when he says that Saihkhyas admit no principle be-

yond the trigunatmaka-Pradhana to regulate the course of crea-

tion. Even if we agree to ignore the Purusha ( the possibility of

his being the cause of Pravritti is discussed in siitra 7 below )

yet there are the karmavasanas that might very well serve as the

motive for Pradhana’s Pravritti. Bhamati, alive to this deficL

ency in the Sahkarabhashya, endeavours* to meet it as follows—

«T?jPt NT^RRpl XRR RRT«r?*TRT-

*tft, ciRf^r 51 I jrf^^«if^rFR5i-

BniSt [fl] I [ %^ncRR
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?nBT ’^I5[qp5f

BSa; ] WWJT^^ glr I [ 3TN: ] STTH:^!?-

[jrr] ?rn%iT 'rftniJicr, Isf^ot qr, ?^4

^Fcrf^?^; qft«innit?c 3qq?i% n

It follows therefore thak karmavasanas or dharraadharmau (vide

sutra II. i. 34’^‘’®flF.) are mere external conditions for the manifes-

tation of Pravritti; the impulse to Pravritti—like the tendency to

flow down to a lower level in the case of the field-water —musk
be from within. And if it is to be a Pravritti that is to appear

at specific times, there must be an intelligent principle like

God to determine when Pravritti should or should not appear.

Mere non-sentient Pradhana cannot possess such discriminating

power,

—Sutra 5, line I. — Vallabha remarks that while the earlier

Butras pointed out the impossibility of the Pradhana being the

active agent ( kartritvam ), the present and the following sutras

challenge the parinama of the Pradhana. Madhva commences a

new adhikarana with this sutra directed against the Sesvara

Samkhya view which admits a God, but regards him only as the

efficient or nimitta-karana of the world. The other Bhashya-

karas generally agree as to the interpretation of this siitra.

aT?qir = ^*n35T,

«rf?Fr = f^frr )—*T«r

;

—Sutra 6, line Iff.— The sutra is read by BarnSnuja and by Sri-

kantha after our sutra 9, but their interpretation is the same

practically as that of Sankara. Madhva is most peculiar in

making a new Adhikarana of this sutra, which he directs

against the Charvaka or Lokayatika system. As that system

does not believe in dharma, adharma, god, heaven, soul, rebirth,
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etc., and as, in fact, it admits the Pratyaksha as the only valid
means of knowledge, its own Sastra, believed in by the followers,

cannot be a valid means of knowledge, since it is not of the

nature of Pratyaksha. So the system goes against itself ( artha-

bhava=svavyaghata), and we need no more discuss it here.

—Sutra 6, line 6,— The “ pratiina'* is expressed in the follow-

ing Sarhkhyakarikas (57, 58 and 60)

—

q»ir tag I

5^?'T P-IHt?5T-4 II

gir^^TSiT^'T II

•—Sutra 6, line 8flF.— The Haiiikhyas may urge that in the Vedau
tic position also no better motive for wolrd-creation can be

shown. The Atman, being pure and stainless by nature, need

not have at all fallen into the vortex of Saihsara, but might have
for ever remained in his absolute oneness with Brahman : and
Brahman itself need not have evinced a desire for creation. The
solution of the problem given in II. i. 3^, 33, 35 might have
been adopted oven by the Saihkhyas, The Advaitin’s ultimi ratio

would be of course the “ajativada.’’ The world does not really

exist, and so all the problems in the world—solved or unsolved

—

are no problems at all. As the Sainkhya is a realist, and his

Pradhana, an entity different from the Vedantic Maya, such a

cutting away of the Gordian knot—whatever its value—is un-
available to the Saihkhya.

—Sutra 6, line 9. — For the first anirniokshaprasahga ( line 9 )

compare the Bhamati

—

I

^crfJrRf i

For the second anirmoksha (line 11) compare

—

10 [ BrahmasUtrabhSahya, NotesJ
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And for the third (line 15)—

3^ ft WH ^ I

RTr5tf%^^ 3^ Jjf^ 3W^t Jrf^

^ K^RTi^Kp'r ^ 3^q Hcq’kxqiq, 3T3=%5T^,

—Sutra 7, line Iff. — Except Madhva and Vijnanabhikshu, all

Bhashyakaraa are unanimous in referring thw sutra to the

theory contained in Silihkhyakarika 21—

3^q5q ?i5in
i

Madhva refers the siitra to a section of the Sesvara-Samkhyas

who, although admitting a god, as.sign to him a very secondary

position in the creation. Madhva, like Vijhanabhikshu, makes it

only one drishtanta, viz
,
the stone-carrier carrying stones on his

head, or on the back of the camel. Madhva refutes the objec-

tion by merely quoting a Sruti—a very questionable procedure

in what is designated as “ Tarkapada. ” Bhikshu says that the

camel does not carry the load of his own free w^ill and for the

sake of his master : nay, he has to be cudgelled to do it.

— Sutra 7, line 15f.— The objections which Sahkaracharya here

urges against the Saihkhya are just the objections which Keith

(The Saihkhya System, p 76) also reiterates against the system.

The apology wdiich Sahkaracharya offers in favour of some of

his own similes (e. g., under II. i. 25, lines 19ff.), the Saihkhyas

could po.^-sibly have offered even for their own similes ; but as

the Saihkhyas take their stand on ratiocination alone, they have

o find out other similes that would exactly meet the case. None
such are available. The Advaita system on the other hand takes

its ultimate stand on the Srafci, and ran afford to ignore even

the most universal Laws of Reason, to say nothing of its final

appeal to the “ Maya ” doctri ie.
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—Sutra 8, line Iff.—Madhva and Vallabha regard the “ ahga-
ahgin ” relation Intended as that between the Purusha and the
Prakriti, Vallabha adding further—

0

But on the Samkhya promises of Dvaita, the que.-tion of a rela-

tion of the principal and the subordinate between the Prakriti

and the Purusha cannot arise at all.

—Sutra 8, line 4.— Saihkhyasutra i. 61 reads —

5r?m: i

and the question at issue is to find out an adequate cause that

might disturb the original equipoise of the guiias. It must be
something outside the Prakriti and something that can be perio-

dic or kadachitka. The “ seeing ” by the Purusha is continuous

and unending, and will not serve the purpose.

—Siitra 9, line Iff.— According to Madhva, sQtras7 and 8 refute

the “ Purushopasarjana-Prakritikartritva ” theory of a section of

the Sesvara-Saihkhyas, while sutras 9 and 10 refute another

section of the same, maintaining the “ Prakrityupasarjana-

Puriishakartritva ” theory. It is clear that as sutra 10 seems to

be the final flourish of the attack we cannot distribute sutras

IT. ii. 1-10 into more than one Adhikarana.

—Sutra 9, line 4.— Vastu trigunam chalaiii cha guuavrittam
*’

is a line freciuently quoted, particularly the latter part of it, as

for example in the Yogasutrabhashya to ii. 15, iii. 13, iv. 15, etc.,

and it is ascribed to Pafichasikha.

—Sutra 9, line 6.— The “ auyathanuinana ” takes its stand upon

the inherent nature of the guiias to be constantly changing. Just

as a number of continually moving and clashing balls might,

by a fortuitous equalisation of opposing forces, be thrown into a

momentary and even a periodic equilibrium, so might it happen

in the case of the three constituents of the Prakriti. Or, we might

even assume that the nature of the gunas is such that they auto-

matical ly and at stated periods lend themselves to being thrown
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into an equilibrium. The objection against such a view is that

W0 will have to assume that the cour:;e of the Universe, like the

hands of a clock, will keep on continually repeating its circuit

aeon after aeon in an exactly identical manner. This will do away
with every variety and every freedom of the will. But if w'e want
variety and if we want to assume freedom for the Purushas there

must be a sentient power to regulate the course of creation.

— Sutra 10, line Iff.— Madhva, Vijhanabhikshu, Nimbarka, and
others interpret the “ vipratishedha ” to be that between the Saih-

khya and the Vedantic texts, rather than the internal contradic-

tions of the system. This is hardly correct.

—Siilra 10, line 1.— Seven indriyas are made up by the reduction

of all sense perceptions obtained from the live sense-organs to the

most primitive of them all : /.7^.,the sense of touch. The doctrine

is interesting. Modern evolutionary psycliology would readily

subscribe to it. But it is nut known from what Saihkhya text

Sahkaracharya has derived this information. Tlie extant texts

give no indicationof it, and it is quite likely that Sahkaracharya

is here referring to texts now no longer available. Compare in

this connection the following extract from Sridhara s Nyaya-

kandall, page 45

—

I i srjf-

II

The Saihkhya doctrine is immediately connected with the

doctrine of ’* Prapya-karita,” for which see our Note to IL ii. 2,

line 25, above.

—Siitra 10, line 2.—The Saihkhya account of cosmogenesis is

given in the following Karikas

—

^JE^^3 ^ 3^: II ^11

^ m II II
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It can be thus exhibited in a tabular form :

—

I

I

: I

?iyJTIN71%= 3i^tR:

K
I \ I I I

? irq: 3TT^T5r: qrg: 331: snq:

(5r55;io) (jEq^cfo) (^sf^cio) (?:N?ro) (*i;«Tcro)

It is to be noted in this connection that Mahat, Ahaihkara and
the eleven indriyas can each of them be Sattvika, Rajasa, or

Tamasa according to the guna that happens to be predorninent.

Just what specific guna is to he predorninent in any particular

case will depend upon the Karniavasanas or subliminal impres-

sions of the individual Purusha for whom Prakriti is display-

ing her modifications. This means that these modifications are

different for different Purushas, They would accordingly hardly

fit in as so many steps in the process of world-creation, unless that

world- creation be for one Purusha onUf. The text-hooks of the

system regard Mahat, Ahainkara and the rest as cosmic entities,

that is, as functions of the Virat-Purnsha or lliranyaparbha.

Herein we see a realistic superstructure built upon an original

idealistic foundation.

— Sutra 10, line 3.—What Samkhya texts Sahkaracharya actual-

ly has in his mind we have no means of ascertaining. None

of the extant texts drop the intermediate step of Ahaihkara bet-

ween Mahat and the Tanmatras, We can however see the reason-

ableness of the omission. Ahaihkara, is psychologically speaking,

a function of the mind, and is therefore best regarded as an

aspect of it. On this point compare the Vedantaparibhasha

—
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f^rsr^ ai*fT II

The three antahkaranas are the Buddhi, the Ahaihkara, and the

Manas proper.

— Siitra 10, line 4.— Ramanuja has brought out another contra-

diction in the Saihkhya theory. The Saihkhyas in one breath

say that the Prad liana is active with a view to secure the release

of the Purusha (Karika 53)

—

^T*rr an?: I

and in MiioLlier brf\*ith'"-aud the more to establish the utter indif-

ference and aiitionlessness of the Purusha—declare (Karika 63)

—

Fiirtiier, Ramanuja says that one who is absolutely beyond the

possibility of any modification cannot be able even to be the un-

concern 3fl seor and the pa^^sive experioncer, as the theorists claim

him to be. For, to “ see ” and to “ enjoy ” are themselves activi-

ties of a sort, and to .sv-’m fo see or to sef’fu to experience through

non-di.scriminah'on is also a species of modification. Compare

—

I I ft htr

I B ^ Pf^RSr I

Ramanuja goes on to add that this same defect is applicable

even to the Mayavada —

Rsqci^siirli^ii
I ^ g gri^iir-

—Sutra 10, line 6 tf.— The present discussion as to the nature of

the lapti and its two correlates the tapya and the tUpaka is
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merely an ethical aspect of the discussion, in the field of cosmo-
logy, as to the nature of pravritti and its two correlates the

pravarlya and the pravartaka, which we had in II. ii. 2

The line of attack and the line of defence are analogous in both

the passages. When cornered, Sahkaracharya in both places

makes his ultimate appeal to the Mayavada and also show's that

his opponent is in no batter boat than himself.
«•

—Sutra 10, line 26.— The Bhainatt explains the Samkhya view

on the point as follows

—

^ I ci5% —cIcr4ijt-

?qr?qirT??iFcr^ ||

—Sutra 10, line 44. — Bbaniati thus sums up the position

—

f| irqrsrq ci’^qqiq^ aqiifi qsqq^Nf^NcTfjntsqrs-

Rf q^qrqft'JiTfiTciqT Nfq%qT3TRciq:555rr^fqTgqq%; i

qTq% ^ \ q^qf^qq?qi(i^ g

cRfqvTTqTqxqr ^qqrs^q’^qq qg q^q^, srqf^nitfiTfqif^.

I qqf^qrqrqf^«nf^?rr i qqr=qii^WcJ?q’’-qqTqqfqiq5rqqr-

I ^sqq^qifviq^qiq: qqq: qqq ^qiqrf^ II

—Sutra 10, line 44.— Bbaraati thus brings out the untenabilifcy

of the Samkhya position

—

q qrqq: qfq^tfgqiq: i %q55i^tq if^xq^

qrfiiqr I q^q =q qTqqfqqqTqiqrqrq: sw^qqq^qq:

g^^’Rq i:?qfiTqiq: i qg gqqt T^qqiqg^’qnq g^q^ i qqq r
5feq?qqq qiitqqqr fqqqwRT qiq^rqqrqq^’iqTf^f^qq^qT l

qqqf^ qqf^ ^rqqr^q'qS'S^q. 1 qqrfqf^3^qPii%^q5(tq

3q^q^q?jqq qxqqfif^ f^qjtFm%q%i 5rqr^R^T 3ifq?rr-

q^qqqqq^qr qqftqq'l qrrqtJiirrlr: sm^q i

—Sutra 10, line 52 ff.— Compare the following illuiiiinsting

remarks of Vachaspatimisra in the Bhamatl

—
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31*1 srfrlf^T^ Rf^^R^q^RTJRfls^rai q^ \

5i*Tr=^RRt 'Rqg, ^xreiR^ l q^njqiRqJBRTfli;^'

ci^RcjidJrf^ ^rfqwrssfcr cTO
m: IRTTR^, g=q qfls^T ^ g^f^ I tRUf^qrJTqjf^R-

sflq: q^iRTRqf^f^Rq;^: qif^l^sr sqssaf^f^: ciR%,

qg ^irct: q^RTwqtsfei ?fiq; | q^g ciTqfl?fW^iqq»rqnnRq-

«nqr«iiRqf^q;qqj'|q^R^s^ Bi^TTf^^sq^iq^, trt ^ftq;

gq^, ^ ^T?q gg: BRRgqqfe, gl[citiqiRqi^g Rg^-

SFN I g Bggnr^s^gqqRqq^gRig. ||

—Sutra 10, line 56.— To take a general review of Sahkariicliar-

ya’s refutation of the Sarhkhya theory, it is evident that the

main burden of Sahkarachfirya’s ( and the Sutrakara’s ) attack

falls upon the impossibility of a non-sentient first principle exhi-

biting the highly intelligent and complicated and self-motivated

and purposive activity that is essentially pre5upposed in the

creation, maintenance and dissolution of the world. The Pra-

dhana is incapable of puttting forth such an activity because,

being non-ser.tient, it has not the power, and the Purusha is in-

capable of doing it because, being merely the unconcerned seer,

he has not the will. And no amount of analogies can help in

making possible what is inherently impossible. Sahkaracharya’s

refutation on this point is quite adequate and convincing.— In

the second place, Sahkaracharya rightly objects to the Sam-

khya attempt to sunder the world as with a hatchet into two

contradictory halves—the Prakrit! and the Purusha—and then

setting out thinking of ways and means to bring these incompa-

tible halves together. This cannot be achieved as long as

the halves persist in maintaining intact their own absolute,

touch-me-not quality—unless you can have a recourse to the

Vedantic explanation of the utter unreality of the contact. The
Sarhkhyas have come very near doing this, especially when

we consider the self-inconsistency to which they are otherwise
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driven according to Ramfiniija’s showing. And once this is

conceded the very necessity of the dual principle of Prakriti and
furusha disappears.— Other deficiencies pointed out by SahkarS-
charya are relatively of little consequence. And we have
already commented upon the Samkhya doctrine of many Puru-
shas, which goes against the inherent idealistic trend of the

system. — In other parts of the Bhashya Sahkaracharya has tried

to'demon.strate, and successfully demonstrate, the failure of the

Bamkhya attempts to quote the Scriptures in support of their

theory. That to the Vedantasutrakara the Samkhya was the
main opponent in the field is evident everywhere. Compare in

this connection the following extract from the Sahkarabhashya
on T. iv. 28—

I

I

Compare also II. i.

—But while Sahkaiacharya’s refutation of the Samkhya theory

has been generally successful, we must not ignore the fact that

the line of arguments adopted by Sahkaracharya against his

opponent can be directed with equal force against his own theory

inasmuch as the points in the system that have been called into

queBtion are iiltimato problems iu regard to which every system

of philosophy has to offer, if at all, only a make-shift defence.

Sahkaracharya’s Mayavfida, which had to bo appealed to more
than once in the course of his refutation or the Samkhyas, is not

very much beyond this, as also his appeal, once in a while, to

the beginningleesness of the Sarhsara and, in the same breath, to

what is known as the “ Ajativada.” But it is only fair to point

out that Sahkaracharya uses his ultimate weapon only when

there remains to liim no other escape possible. For the most part

he is creditably anxious to coniine the warfare within the realm

of reason. And for all practical purposes he accepts most of the

Samkhya positions, as will be apparent from his refutation of

11 [ BrahmasQirabhfisbyai Notes ]
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the Vaise&hika theory to which we will shortly direct our

attention.

—A short note on the history of the Saihkhya Systenoi and its

bibliography might fittingly conclude our discussion of the

theory. The oldest extant text-book of the school is the Saihkhya

Karikas by Isvarkrishna, which purports to be a brief summary
of the “ Shashtitantra ”

( see our Note to II. i. 1, line II ). The
date of Isvarkrishna is a subject of dispute, but he probably

belongs to about A. D. 150. The oldest commentary on the

Karikas is the Vritti of Mathara" which was translated into

Chinese by A. D, 450. There are also the so-called “ Samkhya-

siitras ” in six Adhyayas, which are however a modern compila-

tion, possibly incorporating some scraps of an ancient text. The
“ Samkhya-sutras ” are unknown either to Sahkaracharya or to

Sayana-Madhava, the author of the “ Sarvadarsanasarhgraha
”

( 14th century A. D. ). What is more, the Sutras are based upon

the Karikas to a large extent, and actually run into tho Arya
metre now and then. Whether the Sarhkhya school had at all

any ancient Sutras like the other schools is a moot point. In a

little text called “ Tattvasamasa about 25 short aphorisms are

given ;
and these “ Samasa-shtras, it is sometimes claimed, are

the original sutras ;
but the claim has not been generally allowed.

From the very start the Sarhkhya was opposed to Vedio tradition

and it is doubtful whether the school at all cared to imitate the

practice of the orthodox Charanas by compiling “ Sutras. ” Ihe

oldest definite text of the system that is often mentioned and

quoted from, but not now extant save for a short summary of its

contents in the Ahirbudhnya Saihhita, chapter xii, stanzas 18-30^

is the Shashtitantra, and that is believed to be a voluminous

work in 60,000 .slokas.—The Saihkhya-tattvakaumudi of Vachas-

pati-misra as also the Samkhya-pravachanabhashya of Vijnana-

bhikshu ( the first of them being a commentary on the Karikas,

* I am not convinceil, by the arguments of Keith and oihej's, of the

nocessity of summoning uj) ati unknown original, supposed to have been uti-

lised by both MSthara and Gauejapada. That the present text of the Mathara

contains largo and unblushing interpolations, I have myself .shown in the

Annals of the BORI, vol. V, No. 2, pp. But tho largo residuum of

agreement between Mathara and the Chinese translation of a. J). 450 con-

tinues to stare us in tlie face; and X)ostulating an unknown Ur-commontai'y

is not less questionable a procedure than believing in text-tampering, for

which India has been known to be the classical country.
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and the second that on the Sutras are the only other important

texts belonging to the school. The school consequently

presents very little of historical development after A, D. 150. It

is the origins of the system that offer an interesting field for

speculation. The Gita and the Upanishads ( especially, Katha
Mundaka, and Svetasvatara ) already use “ Sathkhya ” terms,

while Buddliistio tradition makes Arada Kalama, the Buddha’s

earliest teacher, a Sarhkhya philosopher. Asvaghosha ( first

century A. D.) gives in his Buddha-charita details of this teacher’s

views, which closely resemble the Sarhkhya, but with the

theory of the three “guuas" omitted- It is believed that the guna
theory is an illogical after-growth on the system, and attempts

are made ( cp. Jacobi, “ Ursprung des Buddhismus aus dera

Sarhkhya-Yoga ”, NGGW, 1896, pp. 43 ff.; also ZDMG, Vol.

LII, pp. 1-15 ) to show the logical relation between the

Sarhkhya theory of world-creation and the Buddhistic theory of

“Pratitya-samutpada.” The Arthasastra of Kautilya ( 300 B. C.

)

enumerates the Simklrya and the Yoga as amongst the regular

philosophical systems existing in its days. The MahabhSrata
in several passages of the Sautiparvan arrd elsewhere gives de-

tails of the Sariikhya system which differ in some respects from
those of the orthodox Sarhkhya—^the most important point of

difference being the admission of an Isvara or Lord. A formula
that would take account of all these facts and explain the genesis

and the early evolution of the system by a series of definite

stages is a desideratum not very easily to be fulfilled. The
relation of the iSaihkbya to the Yoga ( sometimes designated

Sesvara-Sarhkhya) forms another interesting problem, which we
have to pass over by amere reference. For a discussion of both

these problems see History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. 3, The
Creative Period, pp 41 2-437. — That the Sarhkhya is one of the

most important philosophical systems produced in India, and one

the influence of which is felt eveir in the camps that tried their

utmost to attack and annihilate it, is a fact universally conced-

ed. Our Puranas are permeated throughout by Sarhkhya ideas

Compare in this connection the passage from the Padmapurana
quoted by us in our Note to II. i. I, lino 11. More light on the

early history of the school may be expected when more Buddhis-
tic texts, preserved so far only in Chirrese and Tibetan transla-

tions, are available.
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—Sutra 1 1, line 2. — II: is obvious that the proper place for con-

sidering objections against the Vedantic position urged by the

opposing systems would have been the Smriti-pada (II. i). Why
was not the present objection urged there by the Sutrakara and
replied to on the ground of “svapakshado.sha”? It comes here as

an after-thought. The objection itself is no other than the “vila-

ksh8natva”or disparity in nature between the cause and the

effect which, as we saw, the Samkhyas had already urged in II,

i. 4-11, where “svapakshadosha ” was one of the armours of de-

fence employed by the Sutrakara* We are consequently driven

to assume either that Sahkaracharya is not correct in his inter-

pretation of the present ^utra as a Vedantic defence against the

Vaiseshika attack, rather than forming part of the Vedantic

attack against the Vaiseshika theory, which is the topic of the

following Adhikaraua ; or else, that the pre.«ent Sutra is a later

addition. If, as pointed out by us in the opening Noteof this Pads,

independent grounds exist for regarding the whole of the present

Pada (II. ii) as a later addition, it is conceivable that the author

of that addition, besides finding out the several weak point.s in

the different Darsanas that came up for discussion one after

another in the present Pads, was also interested to find, in one of

the systems attacked, a definite subversion of the “salakshaiiya”

rule, which as a Vedantin, he found it convenient to note down,

although that might disturb the context a bit. Of course, if the

Biitra had come after II i. 6, nobody need have rai.sed any

objection. But apparently the author of the Tarkapada, on

other grounds, preferred to prefix the present sutra to his own
section of the refutation of the Vaiseshika system. - Ramanuja,

Madhva, Nimbarka and Srikantha make sutra 11 an integral part

of the Vaiseshika refutation, Ramanuja objecting to Sankara’s

method of interpretatioir in the following words—

•

sqiwci c[^?i

Mr i 5tiT5?Tf%4vi«iat

—

JT ( sTo ^ I ? I Y ) siqfeci: | srat
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Ramanuja forgets that there are certain weak points in his own
interpretation. He gives to the word “va" the meaning of “cha,"
and what is more, he has to bring over the word “asamanjasam"
from the preceding sutra, falling under a distinct Adhikarana,
on to the present sutra in order to give to it the character of a
negation. Moreover, Bhaskara, who follows Sankara in the in-

terpretation of the sutra thus, a.s-it -were answers Ramanuja—

Tn other words, if “Na Mautranaih jamitasti,”—Vedic texts do not

mind repetition,—be a valid canon of interpretation, and if Rama-
nuja himself does nut mind such repetitions in other places, why
shouldhe make too much of a trifle in this case ? The Sutrakara is

after alla‘srotriya.’ — Vallablia realises the questionable character

of Ramanuja’s procedure when he supplies in this sutra a word be-

longing to a sutra falling in an independent Adhikarana. lie gets

over the difficnlty by supposing that althougli there be uorefuta-

tory word in the sutra, the sutra intends to ridicule the

Vaiseshika theorists by repeating one of their glaringly absurd

positions— Upahasarthath tasya matasyannvadah.” More in-

genious still is V'ijfiauabhiksliu who tacks on the present sutra

to the preceding Adhikarana, thereby establishing a legitimate

claim to the word ” asamanjasam.” The Sartikhya is incoherent

because of contrctdiciion, the preceding sutra had said. The

present sutra gives two illustrations and says that, in the matter

of incoherence, the yruhkhyas can console themselves with the

reflection that they can sliare it with tho Buddhists who hold

that “ inahaL,” that is, the atomic “ triad,” results from a com-

bination of the smaller ( hrasva ) binaries ; as also that from the

smallest atom ( parimandala ) all the larger ( dirgha ) combina-

tions take place. Bhikshu goes on to say

—

And lie introduces the next sutra by the words

—

5gFcl^«l4t?NTf^ 'Tt^-
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According to Vijnana, then, the whole Adhikarana is directed

against a section of Buddhists who maintain a variety of the

atomic theory. That there was such a class of Buddhists is true,

but it is questionable whether they are here intended. — Among
the Advaitic commentaries, the Yedantakalpataru alone goes

into the question raised by this Note, and the solution offered is

that, introducing in this manner “ svapakshavyavasthapana ” in

the midst of “ parapakshanirakarana ” merely shows that the

latter is not to be regarded as an end in itself for a text designed

to convey instruction and secure salvation.— It seems to us that

Sahkaracharya’s interpretation, being the earliest irow extant, is

likely to have hit the real purpose of the sutra, but that its pre-

sence in the present Pada has to be explained on other indepen-

dent grounds.

—Sutra 1 1, line 4. — The Vaiseshikas always think of causation

in terms of ghata and pata, and hence the causal operation comes
to be regarded as no more than a mere mechanical combination

and arrangement of parts- This is a crude conception of causation

which requires that no new qualities can be produced in the effect.

But chemical combinations—orto take an illustration which could

not have been unknown even to the founder of the theory of Ato-

mism—the different ingredients of the “ Tambula ”—produce in

their combination the new quality of redness absent in the in-

gredients severally. And if the Vuiseshika were to argue that

the redness* was before donmiil in some of the ingredients, that

would be a defence more property available to the Vedantins.

—Sutra 1 1, line 9 .
— During the period of Pralaya the Universe

consists of the following all-pervading and eternal substances

—

Akasa, Time, Space, infinite number of Individual Souls, the ato-

mic minds of these Souls, and God who is the Supreme Soul—to-

gether with certain qualities inherent in each of them (which

also must be eternal). Also there are the infinite number of atoms

belonging to the substances Earth.AVater, Light, and Air, possess-

ing certain peculiar (and eternal) qualities, besides certain dis-

tinctive marks (technically known as the Viseshas) which dis-

* This redness can possibly be explained as pakaja or due to heat# as in

a baked jar. But this explanation will not suflice to explain the origin of the

madasakti or intoxicating power from ** kinva ’’ or fermenting articles.
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tinguish one atom of the same element from another. We must
also assume, during this state of Dissolution, the existence of
the category of Samanya or Generality, as well as Samavaya or

Inherence which connects qualities with substances, Visieshas

with atoms, and the species with the genus or generality that

comprises them. And if Negation or Abhava is to be regarded as
a separate category, there will have to be found in the state of

Pralaya room for certain abhEvas such the Pragabbava of tho
world that is to be created, the Pradhvaihsabhava of the world
that has come to an endt the AnyonyabhEva which eual)le8 the

formulation of a proposition like ‘ this atom is not that atom ’ as

also the Atyantabhava of certain absolutely impossible things

like the hare-horn.—This Pralaya condition endures for a period

which is sufficient for the ripening of the karman belonging

to the Individual Souls that are to be re-creatcd ; and during

this state the atoms of the four substances remain intact and
immobile, each apart from the other and possessing certain quali-

ties common to all atoms as such, viz., a minute dimension (techni-

cally c’ul led the Parimandalya or Infinitesimal Sphericity), certain

specific qualities which they atmre with others of their own class,

e.
f/. some of the earth-atoms will have anudbhuta-gandha or unde-

veloped odour, tlie light-atoms, anudbhuta-riipa, and soon, besides

their own distinctive Viseshas which enable God to assign cer.

tain atoms to certain Souls (for the composition of their body) and
certain others to certain other Souls, according to the merit or

demerit of each. When at the proper time God desires to re-

create the Universe, he creates motion in the atoms, which then

clash against each other, thereby causing specific combinations.

In this last respect this tJieory differs from the Atomic theory of

Leucippus and Democritus, which starts with an infinite number

of atoms of divergent shapes falling down perpendicularly

through infinite space, God, Creator, or some such unexplained

cause effecting only a sliglit initial variation in the rectilinear

direction of the fall, wliich results in all sorts and degrees of

impacts and combinations in strict accordance with the laws of

Dynamics. The classical description of the creation and dis-

solution of the world according to the Vaiseshika theory is to be

found in the Prasastapadabhashya ( Vizianagram ed. pp. 48-49)—
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R^ffR^raRiRSKRi

5r^f^q^r?'^i3f^Rril«rRfR^fN5nTrt

f^Ri5r; i rr r?r-

^RTR^^R 5R^'JT f^ra: I RR: Rf^RTpT:

II RR: JR: RlP>Ri RIR^JR^ R|^!%gsnRR^

RRftRRRCf^RSRlKR^R^RRRtit^: 'RR'RRIJ^ ^R^T^

T^RRR^-J^T Sig^n^Rsp^iT RfTR^ RI3: Rg??vft RR%
STT^: q^Rigvzr?^^^ 5i^

R?R. Rf^5rftf^R?TR; RRiRRRT^R I RcR?cl^ qi^^WT:

Wl^'-Rt R^lif^ I R^RR^ ^|•^^S3••^=qt

SRg^lf^R^ft'^tFRft RfiJE^t^n^r: %Rf^^f^gjIRf^RRR-

f^RS^ I t3R RSR^ =R3| RfBJ^S Rl-R^RrfilRRRTRTR: ^-

Irs^rsgvq; iif^RtRRigR^^-R't ri^okrrr^ I r/^r^I^r-

R;Rc! RR^fiRlRt areniT R««5gRRRftRH?R^ ITRIR?^ f^fif-

I R=R Rt^«ir 5lfIT...qTf5»TRT

JRPT^ RRRTR; RgXMrX^'RfR:. R'Rf;TRlPl

Rt^RRT^ R 53'3:T 3TT5rRT3^S^^Jl5R%^I»l^^; RRIrRR'^i'R II

It may bo added in this connection that the Vaiseshika sutras

proper do not contain any direct passage bearing on the creation

and destruction of the world.

—Sutra 1 1, line 1 1. — The table of ratios is

—

2 atoms = 1 Dvyanuka or binary :

2* Dvyannkas = 1 Chaturanuka or quaternary atom

;

3 Dvyannkas = 1 Tryanuka, Trasarenu, Truti, or tertiary

atom.

The Trasarenu is the smallest particle of matter that is visible,

e. g-, the smallest mote that we can see dancing in the sunbeam.

After the Trasarenu, the compounds exhibit no fixity of ratio,

being more or less arbitrary. The atoms have “ anudbhuta-S

viSesha-gunas ” plus parimandalya dimension. The binaries

* The uewer view makes the quaternary to consist of four binaries.

§ This view is challenged by some writers.
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also agree in having ‘‘ anudbhuta^-viSesha>gunas *’ but they have
not the parimaudalya dimension, any longer but a different dimen-

sion, namely, uz. anutva (minuteness) in one direction and hras-

vatva (smallness) in another. We cannot assert that the dimen-

sion of one binary, must equal the dimensions of two
atoms because as the dimension of an atom is' always
absolutely incommensurable, 2x0»0. Two binaries produce

the quaternary which, presumably, yet retains the anudbhuta-

viseaha-gunas, but has mahattva (greatness) and dirghatva

(length) in place of the anutva and hrasvatva of the binary.

The addition of one more binary to the quaternary, it would

seem, changes anudbhuta-visesha-gunas to udbhuta-visesha-gunas

so that the trasarenu becomes visible to the senses. In other

words, the atom has one parimana and is incommensurable. The
binary ( where the two atoms form a line ) is a compound of two

parimanas one of them being incommensurable ( anu ), the other

being very small ( hrasva). If two binaries are placed in such a

way that the atoms form the four corners of a square plane ( : ;)

we have a compound of two parimanas only, but both the pari-

manas are commensurable (call one of them mahat and the other

dirgha )• The addition of one more binary can make it a trasarenu

( so probably we should understand Sahkaracbarya ), which is the

minimum sensibile. It will thus be seen that each of the three

combinations leading to the production of the tryanuka was
marked by the effect dropping off some one characteristic of the

cause and taking on a new one entirely unknown to the cause.

Compounds subsequent to the tertiary exhibit a difference only

in degree, but not in kind.

—Sutra 1 1 , line 1 6. — (Commentators of Sahkaracbaya are un-

animous in declaring that the text of the Bhashya should have

been “ dve dve ” instead of “ dve.” According to the more mo-
dern view a chaturanuka is made up of four (twice two, dve dve)

dvyanukas. And since it is impossible to suppose that Sahka-

racharya could have made a mistake, attempts are made to make
‘two’ equal to ‘four’. Thus Anandagiri proposes to regard the

worddvyanuke in the phrase to mean two ‘ anukas,’ an ‘anuka ’

being what is generally called a binary. Thus dve dvyanuke

means ‘two patrs-of-anukas or binaries’, i. e., four binaries.

* This view » challenged by some writers.

VL ^BrabnuaUtxab'hBa'hya, Koteal
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VSchaspatiniisra has a more round-about method. A paramanu
has ‘ ekatva ’ for its samkhya ; a dvyanuka has ‘ dvittva and
there are two such dvittvas belonging to the constituent atoms,
each of which is ‘ number two ’ with reference to the other. The
phrase ‘dve dvyanuke* is to be understood as equal to ‘dvyanuke’
(locative) [ vartamane ] dve (= dvittve)’ e. e., the ‘ two-nesses ’ inhe-

reing in the binary-atoms. This way of interpretation gets over
the main difficulty in the same way in which in the sentence—

3^r: i

the use of the dual is justified, notwithstanding the fact that the

total number of eyes is eight. Both these methods are attempts

to follow the maxim

—

Some editors have gone so far as to actually emend the text. But

as the oldest commentators know the so-called faulty reading,

that is a questionable procedure. The Ratnaprabha is nearer the

mark when it says that Sahkaracharya is here following the

older Vaiseshika view as propounded in the Ravanabhashya on

the Vaiseshikasutras, which is no longer extant —

—Sutra 1 1, line 20.— As Sankaracharya admits the possibility

of even three atoms producing a combination (this is not permitted

in themodern theory) it is clear that he is following an exposition

of the Vaisesbika view (the commentators designate it as the

“ avyavasthita ” or irregularVaiseshika theory)that has not come

down to us. Compare also II. ii. 15, lines 23 and following. The

following chart would exhibitthe possible variations in dimensions

due to different combination

—

One atom— Sphericity in all directions.

Two atom— Hrasvatva’ in the direction of combination and
‘ Anutva ’ in the other direction.

Three atoms—(i) If in one line, ‘ Mahattva ’ in the direction

of combination and ‘ Anutva ’ in the other direct-

tion
;
(ii) if in two directions {e. g., • ’), there

would result ‘ Hrasvatva ’ in both directions.
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Four atoms—In a combination of the square form (: :) the

result would be, ‘ Mahattva ’ and ‘Dirghatva ’

;

(ii) in a combination of the form (••••) the

result would be Anutva and Mahattva.

Modern atomic theory explains increase in dimension by postulat-

ing vacant inter-spaces between atoms and atoms and the Buddhist

school of the Sautrantikas and Vaibhashikas seem to have done
tbh same.

—Sutra II, line 23.— It is somewhat awkward that Sahkara-

oharya should have started(line 17) with a “ Chaturanuka ’’which

is mahat and dirgha and concluded (line 23) with a “Tryanuka ”

which is mahat and dirgha. The text is not however wrong, and
so we need not entertain the suspicion of a conscious or uncon-
scious tampering with it.

—Sutra 1 1, line 25 ff.— According to the Vaiseshika theory of

causation known as the “ Asatkaryavada,” the Pragabhava of the

effect terminates the very same moment that the effect comes into

being. In loss technical language this means that the cloth is a

new something brought into existence by causal apparatus work-

ing upon the threads, which latter remain thereafter in the inti-

mate relation of inherence with the cloth. And the same is true

also of the qualities such as whiteness inhering in the threads,

which produce tmo but analogous qualities inhering in the effect,

the cloth. Now at any given place and in any given moment of

time only that thing can originate of which the ‘‘karanasamagrl”

is complete in every re.spect. And inasmuch as the cloth and its

qualities are two distinct padarthas, when through the completion

of the karanasamagrl there is going to be the origination of the

cloth, there cannot be in that same moment the origination of the

qualities, which depend upon a distinctive set of karanas. Hence

the Vaiseshika assumption referred to in line 34, below, to

the effect

—

Hence also the Purvapakslia supposition { line 25 ) that the

effect, in the very moment of its existence and prior therefore

to the development of its qualities, may come to be placed in a

condition tending to inhibit the origination of the expected new
qualities ( Parimandalya ) and encourage instead the origination
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of certain othtr new qualities ( anutva-hrasvatve ) not warranted

by the normal karanasaraagrl. Against such a supposition it is

rightly urged that the Fariinandalya was in full possession of

the field not only prior to the origination of the dvyanuka but

also at the moment of its origination. It was moreover at no

greater distance than the karanasamagri of the rival qualities

like anutva or hrasvatva that were to supplant it. It ought not

therefore to have allowed an intruder to oust the owner : and it

is absurd to credit the Parimandalya with an anxiety, at the

cost of utter self-effacement, to facilitate the origination of such

utterly dissimilar qualities as those that the dvyanuka is suppos-

ed to possess. Things can produce, or assist in the production of>

other things which are like to them. The Piirvapaksha supposi-

tion furthermore contradicts the statement of its own Sastra.

—Sutra 11, line 28f. — Sahkaracharya passes over in silence

the Purvapaksha-statement that Achetana is a mere negation of

ChetanS, and none of the commentators feels himself called

upon to challenge the same. Chetana and Achetana is the same

as Yidya and AvidyA, and the second member of these pairs

of opposites is not, in the orthodox Vedanta view, a mere

negation of the first. The Vedantasara, for instance, says

—

To the same effect also is the Vyasabhashya on Yogasutra ii.5

—

^ q?nw[T*na:, f%3 ii

The siddhftntin merely observes, in the words of the Ratnapra-

bhS,

—

S'*!! a a alt-

^^^1 »R ^ II

—Sutia 1 1« line 38.— The Vaiseehikasutra vii. 1. 9 ( which in

the Sutrapatha merely reads “ Karanabahutvachcha *’
) explains

bow mahat dijnension is prodneed. It can be prodneed in three
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different ways. The mahattva or the bigness of a Jar is due to

the mahattva of its constituent clay ( karanamahattvat ). The
mahattva of an expanded cotton ball (as compared with the same
ball when compressed ) is due to the looseness of the cotton-

fibres ( prachayah =piiulayoh prasithilah samyogah ). But the

mahattva of the tryaimka is due not to the dimension of its

causes the dvyanukas ( which possess anntva and hrasvatva

only ), or to that of its ultimate causes the paramanus ( which

have sphericity only ), but to a third cause
;
namely, the quality

of number ( in the present case the bahutva or ‘ many-ness ’)

belonging to the throe dvyanukas that have originated it. The
question naturally arises, how could one guna ( viz, ssmkhyS)
produce another guna (dimension^? And whence did the dvyanu-

kas come to have their bahutva-sainkhya or many-ness, seeing

that the causes of the dvyanukas themselves possessed not

bahutva but ekatva only [each atom being a self sufficient unit]?

The latter ciuestion is easily answered. All numbers from two
onwards are, according to the Vaiseshikas, ‘apekshabuddhijanya’

or the result of an expectancy produced in the mind of someone
( in the present instance the Creator ) who is going to count
them. Thus the dvyanuka can have bahutva even though it is

absent in its causes the paramanus. And as to how one quality

can produce another and a distinct quality, the Yaiseshikas have

no answer to give. The rule of like producing like ( which is a

Saihkhya postulate) is not as such recognised by the Vaiseshikas

and, as we notice, it is violated here even in the production of

bahutva from the apekshabuddhi, which is a distinct guna.

—'Sutra 1 1, line 39. — Anandagiri explains the sulra thus

—

—Sutra 11, line 45f.— While the threads are the inherent or

Bamavayi-karana of the cloth, the joining together ( saihyoga

)

of the threads is its asaniavayi-karaiia. Now the asamavayi-

k^rana is the most important cause as leading directly to the

production of the effect. But here the law of like producing like

( which is nomally appealed to where one substance produces

another substance) is vitiated, inasmuch as samyoga, a guna, is

held to produce pala, a dravya.
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—Sutra 1

1

, line 49ff.—How many elements go to the making of

the human body is a point that has evoked considerable difference

of opinion. The usual phrase “ pafiohatvam gatah ” suggests the

idea that the body is made up of five elements ; to this effect is

the view attributed to PahohaSikha (MahUbharata, zii. 222. 7f.)—

viT?rcT: 3 ^ I

^ II

3TT^Rit ^ #tft wPr qiMw: i

This is also the ordinary Vedanta view. Compare VedintasSra,

section 16

—

s^f^-

ciRTTRrqRTtfr^i I

The ultimate VedSntic source for the view is perhaps the oft-

quoted Brihadaranyaka passage (ii. 2, 13)

—

wp? jjcipnfjl mil:,

%5n:, ^ wjr 5^
ll

But the view has not remained unchallenged. The subtle and
transmigratory body is of course admitted to be made up of the

five subtile bhiitas or “Tanmatras.** With reference to the gross

body some ( Mimamsists of the Prabhakara school ) object to the

inclusion of the Akasa amongst the constituents of the bodyp

because ether is eternal and all-pervading, and no portion of it

can go to make up a destructible object like the body. Others

object to both Akasa and Vayu because they are invisible, and a

saihyoga of the other visible bhutas with the invisible is bound to

be invisible. On the strengh of the “ Trivritkarana ” passage in

Chhandogya vi. 2ff. the body is by some regarded os made up of

just three elements: earth, water, light; while some others omit
“ light ” from the list. The ultimate NySya-Vaiseshika view is

to regard the body as composed of only one element, viz, earth in

this world, water in Varuna-loka light in Aditya-loka, and air

in VSyu-loka, the reason being that a given body exhibits only
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one distinguishing quality, e. g., odour in the case of terrestrial

bodies. The other elements may come into external contact and
may help to sustain erect the parthiva body, but such an external
contact is different from the sathyoga implied in the constitution
of a well-knit or organic aggregate. Compare the Sathkhya-
pravaohana-bhashya on iii, 19

—

flT^TTJfrf^ vir^: I

il

Compare also Vatsyayana’s Nyayabhashya on iii. 1. 28—

Nrg'i 5i<r^ qrf^qTi. | i i

. .

.

^*1.

’— ‘ ^ 5^

—Sutra 12 , line 5 .—The Vaiseshikas argue that the process of

division and subdivision must stop somewhere. Otherwise the

mountain Meru and the mustard seed would be of equal dimen-

sion, both containing (not a given number of indivisible atoms

but ) an infinite number of infinitely-divisible atoms. The vali-

dity of the argument is discussed under sutra II. ii. 15 below.

—Sutra 1 2, line 8ff.— Compare the extract from the Prasasta-

padabhashya given by us under our Note to II. ii. If. line 9.

—Sutra 12 ,
line II.— Sahkaracharya suggests a number of

ways of interpreting the words of the Sutra—

3Vfqqif!^ = ( » )

qi |

~ (
ii

) JTq?qifiTqT5IT%f?q5;'T^SCff-

qi I

= ( »“ )
aTRNNJTqrPr^s-

,

gqqqifJtft I
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= (iv) q^CHT^fr:

wr I

S= (v) tRRI«5^T ^qlJTtPT^^ SlSfSr WT I

= (vi) ^>ai^=5gi3jx m I
— this is

Madhva’s interpretation*

51 IT I

3ra?5R»TR: = 3T?r: I sTir^rr

II

—Sutia 12, line 20. — The line is differently read

—

(
i
) ?T«Tr?? I This states

only one alternative, the second being given only

in line 35 below.

( ii) The reading adopted by us, where three alterna-

tives are distinctly given, the effort or blow being

the ‘ drishta ’ caiiso.

By the word * adi ’ nodana or propelling is to be included. The

distinction between abhighafa and nodana is thus formulated

—

I

—Sutra 12, line 23.—In accordance with to the Nyaya-Vaiseshika
theory the Atman ( which term comprises both the individual

and the Supreme soul) has the following qualities

—

BT^tlll ?f*ir I

girr tcci anfim: ll

In the case of the individual souls at any rate all these qualities

( with the exception of the five beginning with ‘number ’) are

adventitious, the Atman in his real nature being without not

* 31^. 5=<sr, ?«sr, s?, 5T«R5r.
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only pleasure and pain, desire and aversion, effort and impres-

sion, but also without intellection, merit and demerit ; and it is

such a quality-less state which it is the function of the Moksha
to achieve. Rightly enough, such a non-sentient stone-like

condition of the liberated soul is made a butt of ridicule by all

the opponents of the theory.

—Sutra 12, line 27.—^ Adrishta or ‘merit and demerit’ has the

property of developing its fruit at a specific period only. If the

beginning of the process of creation is to be dependent upon
adrishta, it is unlikely that the adrishtas of all the Atmans
would ripen simultaneously at the commencement of the crea-

tion. As Ramanuja points out

—

%^T^q5T55*rf^qT%sii5reiH

^ II II

—Sutra 12, line 31. — It is evident that although the Creator or

God is an Atman whose knowledge, power, and will is eternal,

he is not presupposed in the argument at issue. Otherwise San-

karacharya would not have said that there was no other possible

Controller or Regulator of tho creation. In fact it is well-known

that the Nyaya" and particularly the Vaiseshika sutras contain

no mention of a God. It is the Bhashyas of Vatsyayana and of

Prasastapada that introduce the idea for the first time, Sridhara

and Udayaiia later developing and systematising the same.

The negative attitude of these systems with reference to God is

explicable probably by the close affinity of Nyaya with tho Pur-

vamimainsa and to a somewhat less degx'eethat of the Vaiseshika

with the Saihkhya. The oft-quoted anecdote about Kanada who
refused even on his death-bed to call upon the name of God, but

only proclaimed “Pilavah-pllavah-pilavah” falls in a line with

the same view. But the atomism of the Vaiseshika school was

• Id NySyaantra IV* i. 19, InVara or the Lord ia moctiooed, but as a

PUrvapakaha asaumption only.

13 [ BrahmaBatrabhSdiya, Notes ]
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not capable of standing on its own legs. Somebody was wanted
to start the first motion in the atoms, and early critics of the

system must have brought this defect glaringly to the fore. The
VaiSeshika-sutras make frequent references to the infallible

charater of the Veda, which might have been regarded by them
also as self-subsistent. In any case, both the Nyaya and the

Vaiseshika sutras are so very much lacking in systematic arran-

gement of the contents, that scope is left as much to put dovui

particular sutras as interpolations as to believe that specific

topics and specific sutras, although once present in the sutra-

patha, have been dropped or missing.

—Sutra 1 2, line 34ff. — If what is infinitely small can be called

zero, one infinitely small substance added to another infinitely

small substance cannot lead to any increase in the dimension

inasmuch as zero + zero= zero. The Brahmavidyabharana on

II. i. 29, lines 12-15, where this same argument is introduced

observes

—

f% l...l eqr'^t-

Rfil^ I RRPR R JI^RT I

Rf^ srfJifiR I

R*TT R^t

»tR sif^RT

RRRf^ rR5qFI|t%^ RqRRq R^RIRltt RRisq: 1 cRt^

RRqfJR, qwiRlf^^Rqqeqni.ll

Modern Physics has maintained the impenetrability of matter

because according to it two atoms never occupy the same space

and so cannot coalesce together by interpenetration ; there exists

always a space between atom and atom. Such is not the Vaise-

shikaview. Compare, however, our Note to ll, ii. 11. lino 11;

and see also sutra II. ii. 17, lines 70 ff.

—Sutra 1 2, line 39.— Of a piece of cloth

—

RRStri^^FROR. *= Threads

;

aiRRRlt^R5Rqni,= Tlieir conjunction

;
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= gdf ^ shuttle
),

^*T ( loom ), etc.

STRJRT,

^pfirnnnw, eto—
The Samanyakaranas are the conditions indespensable for the

production of each and every effect ; while an Asamavayi-karana
is thus defined

—

Thus tantusamyoga ( boing a quality ) has a samavaya relation

with the tautuR or threads and resides, in the same samavaya
relation, just where the pata ( the karya ) resides, and it is a

necessary factor producing the cloth. Hence tantusamyoga is

the asamavayi-karana of the pata. So also, tanturupa ( being a

quality ) has samavaya relation with the tantus and resides just

where the tantus (the karana) reside, and it is a necessary deter-

minant of the colour of the clotli. Hence tanturupa is the

asamavayikarana of patarupa. Asamavayi-karana comes near-

est to what might be styled the operative cause.

—Sutra 1 3, line 8. — The problem was already discussed from

a slightly different point of view in II. i. 18, lines 13 to 34.

See our Notes to that passage. See also II. ii. 17, lines 18 to 53,

below.

—Slitra 13, line 8 flf.— The Nyaya-Vaiseshika maxim as to the

perception of the categories of Samanya, Abhava, and Samavaya

is thus expressed—

clf^gT |

The Naiyayikas extend the scope of this maxim to the Samavaya

also ;
but the Vai^eshikas regard it as inferable only. At the

same time it must be remembered that this is the more modern

doctrine, which makes its first appearaiace in PraSastapada, who
declares it tobe ‘atindriya’and ‘ lha-buddhy-anumeya.’ 'fhe last

characterisation has reference totheVai^eshika-sutra vii. %. 26—

=!ni; ^ I

which is thus explained

—
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?[^3Tcq«T: fg^50[ 51^ q^:,

(
= a kind of grass

) ^ f? 55?!-

g®R»^3 ?? 55 3^ 3”RW3.,

w ft?qif5^S5cJTT ^1^,
?trqlf II

This should imply that where the two correlates of the Samavaya
are themselves perceptible, the Samavaya itself should be per-

ceptible. That at any rate might have been the original formu-
lation of the theory, in accordance with which SahkaracbSrya

declares the Samavaya to be ‘ iha-pratyaya-grahyah. ’ When it

was perceived that the correlates ( i. e., the ‘ ayutasiddha ’ padar-

thas ) might themselves be imperceptible to sense, the Samavaya
came to be regarded as partly perceptible and partly impercep-

tible; or, for the sake of uniformity, everywhere imperceptible

and so inferable.

—Sutra 14, line 2.— Ihe argument is analogous to the one

urged against the Saiiikhya, who could not explain the Pravritti

of non-sentient matter in the absence of a sentient regulator.

—The student will note here an attempt to introduce what may
be called the “ proof by exhaustion,” All possible alternative

suppositions are summoned up and disproved seriatim. Four
kotisor possibilities are put up. The mode of argumentation is

often described as the “Prasaiiga ” dialectics, and the Bauddhas
( if not some of the pre-Buddhistic “ heretics ” referred to in

Buddhist texts like the Brahmajala or the Samahhaphala suttas

seem to have developed it with crushing effect in facing their

opponents’ theories.

—Sutra 15, line 3.— Atoms, according to the Vaiseshikas, do not

only possessthe mathematical qualitiesof size, position, movement
etc-—herein the theory agrees with that of Democritus—but also

colour and other visesha-gunas. Since these last are physical

qualities, whether an atom contains only one of them, or two and

more,shouldmake a difference in its character as an atom, just as,

in modern Chemistry, the fact that an atom of Hydrogen and an-

other of Mercury should weigh differently can be held to prove

that the atoms are not real atoms. If the atom, in other words,

is to be regarded as the smallest possible division of any
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substance, it ought to be absolutely equal in weight with the
smallest possible division of any other substance, and the two
atoms should have, if not the same properties, at least an exact-

ly equal number of them. This seems to be Sahkaracharya’s

line of argument, and it is clearly based upon a confusion bet-

ween what is smallest and what is simplest. See in this connec-

tion the Bhashya on IL ii. 16, lines 6 to 14.
ft

—Sutra 15, line 7.— That the rupa and other qualities in some
of the paramanus are latent or anudbhuta, and not manifest or

iidbbuta, as in the piece of cloth, is a qualification that need not

vitiate the force of the above argument. Moreover, the Vaisesbikas

admit the possibility of some of the atoms ( e, //., those of earth )

changing tlieir qualities through application of heat. A raw and

black eartheniware, when thrown into the kiln, gets red by being

baked. The redness is communicated not only to the outer

surface but has gone deep right upto the atoms. There is in

other words the ‘pUupaka' or baking of atoms, and not the
‘ pithara-paka ’ or baking of mere potsherds ( as held by the

Naiyayikas). That an atom should thus be capable of giving up
one quality and taking up another implies in its case an ex-

tended dimension and not a mere infinitcsimality.

—Sutra 15, line 15. — The Sutra is read differently in the re-

gular Siitrapatha, viz —

And its iiiterpretation is also i\ot very satisfactorily given. The
interpretations in the field are —

( i ) srfJRsi ^ (= I

or ( ii

)

arfJipi ^ I

Sankaracharya reads the siitra as we have it, and offers the inter-

pretation—

•

In other words—
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The third Vaisieshika sutra which is quoted by Sahkarach&rya

hae been the despair of commentators. One commentator com-

bines Sutras 4 and 5 into one, and declares that the negative-

statement in the form that everything whatsoever is imperma-

nent is a mistake (°»avidyll). Another asserts that all argu-

ments adduced to prove the non-eternality of atoms are an avidva,

are fallacious, Sahkarachirya contemplates two possible inter-

pretations — whether actually offered by Vaiseshika writers

known to him we have no means of judging. In the Vaiseshika

sutrap&tha the sutra is given as “Avidya” without the following

“oha;” while there is another Vai^eshikasutra (vii. i. 21) —

which however does not seem to have any clear bearing upon
the point at issue.

—Sutia 15, line 23ff. — Sahkaracharya’s first interpretation of

the sutra can itself be understood in two ways, according as the

words “satarii karananain” are rendered as “ of existent causes,”

(taking saiUm as adjective), or as “of the causes of what are exis-

tent-entities ” (namely, of the atoms : taking mfain as a noun).

In the former rendering the specific cause for permanence of

atoms put forth can only be their non-perceptibility
; while with

the latter rendering (which is accepted in the Translation), the

cause of the permanence of atoms is the circumstance that of

the atoms themselves no cause exists, or is cognisable by the

senses. The way in which the statement is worded, especially

the epithet “ paridrisyamanakaryanam”, makes it however open

to objection, seeing that even the Dvyanukas or binary-atoms

fall within the scope of the statement. For, the dvyanukas are

existing entities (and not non-existences like the Pragabhava,

which is sought to be excluded by the qualification “ satam ”)

and we see tryanukas and other effects of these dvyanukas, but

not the causes of the dvyanukas, namely, the paramanus which
are imperceptible to the sense. So, for parity of reasons, the

dvyanukas will have to be proclaimed eternal. There is also

this further objection that the atoms are not always “ paridriS-

yamanakarya ” inasmuch as the binaries, the immediate effects

of atoms, are not visible to sense. This last objection is quite

fatal. And as to the alivyapti on the binaries, if to exclude them
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we introduce the qualification— ‘provided there be no dravya as

its cause * {adravyatve being understood as adravyakaranaive),
“ it will meet the case, seeing that binaries do have dravyas

(atoms) as cause, but it is practically saying what was already

said in sutra IV. i. 1 ,
above.

—Sutra 15, line 21.—A dvyanuka is destroyed by the severance

of the conjunction of the atoms : tryanuka and subseciuent pro-

ducts are destroyed by the outright destruction of the constitu-

ents, such as dvyanukas. These are the only two ways in

which, according to the older school of Vaiseshikas, substances

perisli. The newer school uniformly recognises the first, i. e,,

the asainavayikarana-nasa, as tlie only cause of destruction.

Qualities like pleasure may disappear by being supplanted by
their coritradictoriG.s like pain: but their case does not come in

here for consideration.— [t will be noted en passant that the older

school of the Vaiseshikas contemplates the possibility of the

destruction proceeding --dike creation—from cause to effect.

When the Paramanus are separated, the binaries are destroyed,

and consequent upon the destruction of the binaries the tertia-

ries and subsequent products meet their end in siiccession, the

final products being accordingly destroyed the very last. The
Vedantic view is just the opposite of this. As Saukaracharya

says ill his Ifiiashya to II. iii. 14.

—

I

lift

II

Tlie view that seems in this fashion to gu against common sense

was probably held by the Vaiseshikas because thereby the Creator

and the Destroyer of the world was required to deal only with

the atoms, and not with their ultimate products. The doctrine is

passingly referred to also under IL ii. 17, lines 75-80.

—Sutra 15, line 31. — This is the view of the Parinama theory

of causation, and its illustrations arc the clay and the pots, or the

gold and the ornaments, detailed in the Chhandogya IV, i. 4-6.

—Sutra 16, line 5, — It is possible to argue that Ijecanse there i«
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an increase in the number of qualilies^ that should be no reason
why the size of the thing should grow. As the Bhamatl puts it

—

^^TT»Tq=^^sfJr ^sTJ^esrirn; i

The reply to the argument is the syllogism

—

which however is not quite convincing. A better illustration in
any case would be the growth in the soul’s power of will and
intellection following upon the growth in the size of the human
body.

•—Sutra 1 7, line 4ff. — Bhamati introduces the rest of this discus-

sion by

—

Sutras 10, 17, 32, 45 form, so to say, a final flourish of tlie attack

against the serveral systems.

-—Sutra 11, line 4.— The Vaiseshik-si'itra I. i. 4 (which Ls gene-

rally suspected as being an interpolation ) enumerates only six

padarthas, Abhava or Negation being excluded; and Udayana in

fact says

—

»15 I

The followers of the school, however, taking advantage of the

occurrence of the word abhava in other sutras, declare that

Kanada always intended to reckon it as a distinct category, and
oven recognise its four-fold division, (bmpare in this connec-

tion the following sutras

—

[ IX i. 1 ] I

[ IX. i. 2 ] I

3W?i: [ ix. i. 3 ] i

[ IX. i. 4]l
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Later on, with some theorists (compare Yogabhashya on ii. 5)
Abhava, acquired a positive character, as being a regular know-
able category. Sahkaracharya has already attacked such a posi-

tion in his Bhasbya to 11. i. 18, lines 45ff. See our Note to II. ii.

11, line 28f.

—Sutra i7, line 13.— Compare the identical illustration brought

up under II. i. 15, lines 5flf.

—Sutra 17, line 19. — The Tarkasamgraha has the following
section (79) about the Ayutasiddha pairs

—

^ II

The word ‘ Ayuta-siddha ’ can mean things proved not to have
been ever joined together (yu=to join), or things proved not

to have been ever torn apart (yu—to separ|ite)<

—Sutra 1 7 line 22ff. —When threads produce the cloth, the cloth
is the avayavin that must have the same location as the avaya-
vas, the threads, and be intimately associated with them. But
when the colour of the threads produces the colour of the cloth«

the latter is not an avayavin made of the sum of the former.

When, for instance, threads of different colours are joined to*-

gether to produce a variegated piece of cloth, the colour of the

cloth is not a mere sum of the colours of the former. It is a new
colour called ‘chitra’ or variegated, the total impression of which

as a unit is so different from the isolated impressions of the

coloured patches. Moreover, if the colour of a pata with alter*

nate patches of, say, red-yellow-black be regarded merely as =
r + y + b, and not a new distinctive colour called chitra, r would

be=3rd of the colour of the patai and so also y and b ; but there

would be no one colour pervading the whole pata. This means

that the pata as a whole, having no colour belonging to it, would

be invisible ; for, it is only coloured substances that our eyes can

see. This explains why the Nyaya-Vaiseshika theorists reckon

“chitra" as a separate colour. Hence, the colour of the cloth

must have a distinct location from the colour of the threads. It is

assumed, accordingly, that the Patarupa resides upon the PaUi,

14 [ BrabmastltrabhBebya, Notes ]
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and not upon the Tantua But the Fata itself has the same looa*

tion as the Tantus. This is introducing a distinction without a

difference, particularly after the present further assumption of the

dravya and the gunas, or the avayavin and the avayavas, being

“aprithag-defia.” So the assumption becomes gratuitous.

—Sutra 1 1, line 32ff. — A. conjunction is defined as

—

It Is a “ dvishtha*’ property, or one residing on two members, one

or bjth of which have to move before they can be brought into

conjunction. It is therefore “anyatarakarmaja” or “ubhayakar-

maja/’ Sahkaracharya is going to prove that on the admission

of the Vaiseshikas themselves these three characteristics of Sarh-

yoga are true in the case of Samavaya, and hence the hypothesis

of Samavaya is a needless multiplication of entities. The Vai&e-

shikas define the Karya as

—

and the Karana as

—

On their own admission then the KSrana can exist independently

of the Karya that is yet to be. And if the Vaiseshikas argue that

this case is in a sense covered by their very definition of "ayuta*

siddhi,” viz.—ekam avimsyat etc., seeing that the karya is still

in the womb of the future and so non-existing at the present

moment, the objection can still be urged that thereby they are

postulating a relation between non-existence (Karya) and exis-

tence (Karana), which, as we already pointed out (II. i. 18, lines

45ff.), is an untenable position, inasmuch as every relation de-

mands two positive terms as its correlates. And if to obviate this

it is replied that the Karya first comes into being and then effects

the (samavaya) relation with the Karana—so that the relation

becomes between two existing entities, we can still urge that in

that very first moment of its existence the KSrya in any case

remains without a connection with Karana, which, if admitted,

would give the go to the painfully formulated distinction between

"yutasiddhayoh samyogah” and “ayutasiddhayoh samavayah.”

—Sutra III line 39. — If saihyoga necessarily requires move-

ment on the part of at least one of the two objects brought into
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oonjunotion, bow is suob a movement possible in tbe samyoga
between etber (wbicb, being all'pervading, cannot move) and
the kSrya in tbe first moment of its origination, when, as is as-

sumed, no qualities and no movements of any kind are developed

in it, it then possessing a mere jati ? Compare II. ii. 11, line 34.

—Sutra 1 7, line 48.—SankarScharya obviously implies that aline

stands for the numeral one. Now, a boriKontal line represents

the numeral one in older pre-Gupta inscriptions. The Gupta in-

scriptions give a slight curvature to the line, and the post-Gupta

inscriptions make it slanting. Some North-Indian scripts make
it also a perpendicular line. Since all these numeral notations

can equally serve the purpose of the illustration in the text, we
cannot determine to what particular system of notation Sahkarfi-

charya is here referring. An identical illustration occurs also

in the Yogabhashya under iii. 13. The Decimal system of nota-

tion presupposed in these illustrations was in vogue long before

the days of SahkarachSrya. The oldest epigraphic instance of

its use so far discovered is the Gurjara inscription of A. D. 595

The system is known to Varahamibira ( 6th century A. D. ).

—Sutra 1 7, line 51.— SankarachSryawants to prove that neither

saihyoga nor samavaya exists as an entity beyond the two objects

that are in relation. It is the proving of an abhava or negation ;

and for this, according to VedSnta, a different proof, viz.,* Anup-

alahdhi ” is to be employed. To quote the Vedantaparibhasha—

§ fiifErrqi5;ffiffiT5nvrT3T55f^»T»traT li

Similarly, here the apadana or prasaiijana, t, e., argument by
reductio ad absurdum, takes the form : If samav§.ys had been a

real independent object, there is no reason why it should not have

been perceived as such : it accordingly is '* upalabdhilakshana-

piApta ” or meets all tbe conditions for its peiception, if it

had existed ; but we do not perceive it; ergo, it does not exist.

—Sutra 17, line 51.— Against the Siddhanta view that words

designating relations ( such as saihyoga, samava; a, etc. ) do not

denote an entity distinct from the two objects that are in rela-

tion, but that they point simply to a specific way of looking at
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the objects in question, the Purvapaksbin argues that if sathyoga,
samavaya, etc. are me»’e designations of the objects-in-relation,

they ought to be, I ike any other synonyms of the objects, always
predioable ofthem—which means that the things must be always
conjoined and never disjoined. But tbe reply is simple enough.
Even the so-called ordinary synonyms are not invariably inter-

changeable. From certain points of view one synonym is pre-

ferred to another. So can it also be here. When one says that

the monkey is on the tree, he does not po.sit the existence of a
new entity like saihyoga being in relation with the two objects

viz., the tree and the monkey. He intends to imply nothing

more than a way of looking at the tree and the monkey. When
the monkey has left the tree, the point of view changes : that is

all. It is wrong to imagine that there takes place in that case

an actual destruction of the hypostatised new entity of saihyoga.

—Sutra 17, line 53. — Keverting to the statement that saihyoga

can be at times “ anyatarakarmaja,” it would be difficult to ex-

plain, even so, the saihyoga between atoms and the Atman ( i. e,,

the supreme Atman ) who is to deal with them at the time of the

creation and dissolution of the world : or, for the matter of that>

between the individual soul and his mind, which is atomic in

size. The atom can move, but never move out of tbe range of

the Atman who is all-pervading. It must therefore be always

in contact. And since an all-pervading object is incapable of

any division by parts, it is impossible at any time to say that the

atom is in contact with, say, the upper part, the centre, or any of

the sides of the Atman. This means, that we will have to imagine

parts where none exist or can exist. In the case of the mind

and the individual soul the Vailieshikas carry their imagination

a step farther. They not only imagine the Atman’s possibility

of coming into contact with the mind but they even imagine that

when the mind enters ( during sleep) a particular nadl ( tube

)

called Puritat, it shoots beyond the reach of the all-pervading

Atman, so that, there being no conjunction between the mind

and the soul, sound dreamless sleep becomes possible. To such

straits may an initially invalid hypothesis lead us 1

—Sutra 1 7, line 63.— The Nyayakandall thus expounds the con-

ception of a samavaya

—
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N RWTt,
I

“ Saih^lesha ’’ or“ Upasilegba ’’ is defined as

—

qN crqjTqjq^qiq^iq^oT siiq^ |

Samavaya requires that things, at first clearly and admittedly

distinct, should he brought into such close union that it should

be impossible thereafter to tear away any one of the two. There
should be an absolute interpenetrotion between the two, such as

there is between the trunk of a resinous tree and the exudation

of lac that is to issue from it. Such penetrative union cannot

exist between objects one of which is partless (either because it

is, like the atom, infinitely small, or, is like the ether, infinitely

large), for the simple reason that you cannot prove by pulling
one of the conjoint objects (ether and earth, or ether and atom,

or binary and atoms) that the other is pulled likewise. Ether

being all-pervading is incapable of being dragged to a place

where it does not already exist ; and the very notion of pulling

off the atom suggests the adhesion of the atom by one of its sides,

which would ascribe avayavas to it, which ex hupothesi it cannot

have.— If therefore there can exist no ‘ samslesha ’ between the

binary and its constituent atoms, when the gusts of winds at

the time of creation carry away the binary from place to place

we cannot guarantee that the constituent atoms of the binary

will always suffer themselves to be pulled and wafted away
along with the binary, with the result that the process of crea-

tion as described above, will not come to pass.

—Sutra 17, line 68.—Kunda-badara-nySya or the maxim of the

earthern-pot and the badara-tree is the maxim where a person,

having forgotten his kunda near the badara, and being question-

ed as to the whereabouts of the kuiida replies : I placed the

kunda just near the badara. “ But where is the badara ?”—Oh I

Just near the kunda !” Deusscu explains the maxim differently,

but on what authority it does not appear. “Knnda ” he trans-

lates by “Radwaelbung,” the periphery of a wheel, and “badara”

by “Speichen,” or spokes. The periphery supports the spokes and

the spokes support the wheel. Another current explanation of

the maxim understands kunda as the pot or basin wherein the
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badara tree has grown. Eunda is the substrate of the badara
and therefore is necessarily different from it. According to the
iast explanation the maxim is used merely to establish the bheda
or distinctness of things, while according to the first explanation
it serves as an illustration of mutual interdependence.

—Sutra IT. line 79.—The reference is to II. ii. 15. line 29.

—Sutra 17, line 86. —To take a general review of SahkatS-
ohArya’s refutation of the Vaiseshika theory, it is evident that

the A-cbArya does not touch any part of that theory, beyond the

atomic Cosmology> He does not touch their Epistemology or

theory of knowledge, including their Logic and Psychology.
These, probably, the Vaiseshikas might have borrowed from the

sister .school of Nyaya, and, in any case, as regards the doctrine

of inference and the exposition of logical fallacies, there was
nothing very controversial there from Sahkaracharya’s point of

view. The theology of the school and its doctrine of release was
plainly a later excrescence, and could be met by the argu-

ments used against the theistic schools in sutra II. ii. 37-41.

—The attack, such as it is, is delivered in the following passages

from the Brahmasutrabhashya—

II. i, 12, II, ii. 17— “Sishtaparigraha; ”
.

II. ii. 37—“ Isvara as nimittakarana ;

”

II. iii. 7-Against some presuppositions of atomic cosmology

;

II. iii. 18—“ Chitanya as a quality of the Soul ;

”

II. iii. 50—“Doctrine of many Souls ;

”

II. ii. 11-17—^The two Vaiseshika adhikaranas proper, as

also the “ yukti " in II. i. 18.

—ConGning ourselves to the present adhikaranas, the points
discussed therein are the following

—

1. Inconsistency of the school in admitting exception to

the doctrine of like producing like, while blaming
the Brahmavadin for doing the same (II. ii. 11*°-®*);

2. Impossibility of first motion in atoms at creation or dis-

solution ( II. ii. 12"-**, II. ii. 12*’-®*). Impossibility

of a change from motion to non-motion in the atoms
(II. ii. 14);

3. Impossibility of one atom coming into conjunction with
another (II. ii, 12*® *°, IX. ii. i?®*-**, H. ii. 17’°-*^);
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Impossibility of any “ samslesha ” between a binary

and its constituent atoms (II. ii. 17^^*^’)

;

4. Untenability of the doctrine of Samavaya

—

(a) “ Anavastha ” (II. ii. 13'-'“, II. i. 18'3-'«).

(b) Why distinguish the Samyoga from Samavaya ?

(II. ii. 13"-'®, II. ii. 17**-®*, II. i. 18'®-'®);

' (c) How does the Avayavin reside on the Avayavas

with which it is samaveta ? (II. i. 18'*-**)

;

5. Divergence of qualities in atoms inconsistent with their

character as atoms (II. ii. 15'-", II. ii. 16)

;

6. The so-called proofs for the existence of atoms are no

proofs (II. ii. 15"-*®)
;

7. Samyoga not the only method of creation, and Vibhaga
not the only method of destruction (II. li. 15*'^-*®, II. ii.

I?**-®*, II. iii. 7, passim) i

8. Impossibility of the doctrine of six independent and yet

related categories (II. ii. 17*-'®)

;

9. Untenability of the doctrine of “Ayuta-siddhi ” on any
of its three possible interpretations (II. ii. 17’*-*’)

;

10.

Untenability of the doctrine of “ asat-karyavada ”

—

(a) Scriptures declare “ ananyatva ” (II. i. 14, 16),

(b) Why definite effects from definite causes only ?

(II. i. 18*-'*),

(c) No relation possible between “ existing ’’cause and
“ non-existing ” effect (II. i. 18*®-®*), and nothing

exists on which causal apparatus can operate ( II

i. 18’'-**).

Most of the arguments of Sahkaracharya are valid and convincing.

The weakest is argument No. 5. The Vaiieshika Realism, their

distinctions between Substance, Qualities and the like, Lave a
glamour of common-sense about them, but acuter philosophical

analysis such as has been attempted by the Acbarya is bound to

point out the contradictions and inconsistencies of the system.

Not that there are no inconsistencies in the YedSnta itself
; but

apart from the backing of the Scriptures which the Vedanta can
boast of, the system is undoubtedly pitched to a much higher

philosophical level than is the Vaiseshika,
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—The origins of the Vaiseshika are lost in obscurity. Although
the word ‘ anu ’ occurs several times in the Upanishads, nobody
has claimed that anything like the doctrine of Atomit^m is there

fore-shadowed. There are obscure allusions to it in the Maha-
bharata; in the Milindapanha, in the Avasyakasutra, and in the

Charakasaihhita : and it would seem that the Jainas and the

school of Hinayana Buddhists did subscribe to a belief in atoms,

somewhat more crudely conceived than the full-fledged Vaiseshika

system. As fore-runners of the Vaiseshika theory may be mention-

ed the doctrine of Pakudha Kachchayana, a teacher mentioned by
Buddha, who held that the four elements—earth, water, fire, air

—

pleasure and pain, and the soul arethe seven uncreated substances;

or the “ Pudgala ” theory of the Jains, the Pudgala or matter be-

ing in the two states of gross (sthiila), or subtle (sukshma), and

consisting of atoms or paramanus occupying specific units of

space (pradesa)- That a school of Buddhists did formulate a sort

of an atomic theory follows from what Sahkaracharya has said

in his introduction to Sutra 11. ii. 18. Interesting from this point

of view are the following extracts furnished by Wassilijew, Bud-

dhismus, p. 279 — “The Sravakas furthermore assume Monads

that have no parts, and according to the opinion of the teacher

Saihgharakshita these Monads do not remain adhering the one to

the other, but they leave interspaces between them. They rotate

round one another now this side and now that, so as to build up

an aggregate. ... Moreover all the Buddhistic systems uniformly

assume that there is nothing smaller than these Monads, which

can neither be split open nor partitioned. They differ from one

another only in the belief as to whether some of the Monads
possess sides. But even when it is said in the first instance that

Monads are built out of eight factors, e,, have eight sides, still

none ever maintains that they make up a mere concatination (and

not an organic unit).” And once more, Ibid. p. 308—“ As regards

[the Atom] the Yogacharas assert that when a person conceives

(as do the Sautrantikas) the Monad as a compound of six sides,

that invariably means that it is composed of parts ; when however

a person holds (as do the Vaibhashikas) that these six sides consti-

tute an (organic) unit, then it would be necessary that he should

concede even a ball to be a Monad,”—There are however some

essential differences between Buddhistic atomism and the atomism

of the Vaiseshikas. Dharmottara, a Buddhist writer belonging to
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perhaps the first century B.G., speaks of atoms not only of earth,

water, fire, and wind, but also of colour, smell, taste, touch and
the like. There are also non-material atoms like those of the

sense-organs and the mind. The Vaiseshikas have improved

upon this theory by the formulation of the distinction between

Substances and Qualities. It is also possible that the Sautran*

tika doctrine of Time as divisible into infinitesimal portions

railed ‘ kshanas ’ or instants has a great logical affinity, and
probably also some historical relation, with the Yaiseshika

doctrine of the physical world similarly divided into infinitesi-

mal physical parts. As the Vaiseshikas arc not mentioned by
Kautilya (B.C. 300), but are named as such and the doctrines

peculiar to them criticised by writers like Asvagbosha and Vasu-

mitra (1st century A.D.), Nagarjuna (cir. 200 A.!).), Aryadeva (cir,

225 A.D-), and others, the origins of tbe System may safely be

assigned towards the beginning of the Christian era. And the

Sutrapatha—barring possible additions to it here and there—may
likewise be assigned to the same period.

—After the iSutras the earliest extant Vaiseshika text is the

Bhashya cf Prasastapada but some other earlier texts (e. g, the

Bavaxabhashya) seem to have been known to, and diligently

studied by, Sahkaracbarya. The Bhashya of Prasastapada is not

exactly a verbatim commentary. It omits altogether quite a
large number of the sutras and has altered tbe order of thesutras

quite deliberately. Yaiseshika writers of consequence subsequent

to Prasastapada are

—

(1) Uddyotakara (7th century A.D.), author

of Nyayavarttika ; (2) Yachaspati-misra author of Nyayavarttika-

tatparyatlka (circa 850); (3) Udayana author of Nyayakusu.

manjali and Kiranavali and Byayavarttikatatparyaparisuddhi

(circa 984) ; (4) Sridhara author of tbe Nyayakandall (circa 991);

Sahkara-misra, author of tbe Yaiscshikasutropaskara, and others.

This age of commentaries and sub-commentaries bad a full sway

right upto the middle of the second millenium, especially as the

writers had to face learned Buddhist opponents like Dihnaga,

Dharmaklrti and others. Before long however the need of easy

manuals was felt, and as a result we have texts like the Nyaya-

sara, Tarkabhasha, Tarkakauraudl, Tarkasamgraha, and the like,

which themselves have given rise to a very large mass of further

commentaries and sub-commentaries There are also indepen-

15 £ BrahmMUttabliKahya, Notes ]
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dent cranpilatory works like the BhashS.pariohchheda with the

Muktavall and its further commentaries. In Bengal there arose,

towards the middle of the 13th century, a modern school of

Logicians whose “hair-splitting niceties and shallow profundi-

ties” have been the terror of young learners and the glory of the

experts. Since the days of the great commentators ending with

VAchaspati-misra and his immediate followers, however, there

has been no significant doctrinal development in the school.—
One characteristic of the school may here be briefiy indicated.

Although starting its career as a doctrine of Atomism, the Yaide-

shikavery soon found the necessity of effecting an alliance with

the sister school of the Nyaya, from which it borrowed its psycho-

logy, its epistemology, and the logic. The manual-writers and the

followers of the “ Navya-Nyaya ” or Newer Logic are largely

syncretic in their character. And this fact combined with the

common-sense realism inherent in the system has given to most

of the writings of the school a large vogue as being propaedeutic

to the more advanced philosphical treatises of the other schools.

The problem of the relation between Greek and Indian Atomism,

as between Greek and Indian I.iOgic, is part of a larger problem,

which it is unnecessary to discuss here in any detail.

—Sutra 1 8, line 1
,— “ Raddhanta ” is used in the same sense as

“ SiddhSnta- ” An attempt is sometimes made to distinguish

the two, a raddhanta being regarded as the siddhanta of the

opposed school; but the distinction is not every where maintained.

—Sutra 18, line 2.—The Vaiseshikas are called “Semi-nihilists
”

because, as the Bhamatl observes—

gqHT ^ iRPJlt II

Also in their “Asatkarya” theory of causation they admit the

reduction of existence to non-existence and non-existence to exis-

tence, permitting the duration of existences like the body etc.

only for “ three moments ” ( that of utpatti, sthiti, and pralaya ).

The Buddhists go one step further in reducing everything to

existence and momentariness. Hence the comparison and the

contrast. Compare Anandagiri on the passage.

—
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—Sutra 1 8, line 3.— As Sankar3.oh&Tya has himself opened the
topic, it would he convenient to find room here for a historical

and bibliographical Note on Buddhism and its main sehools. The
date of Gautama (Pali, Gotama), the Buddha (or Enlightened One),

is determined by a reference in Buddhaghosha’s introduction to

his commentary called the SamantapSsadika on the Vinaya-
pitaka, as also in the Ceylonese Chronicles called the MahSl*

Vaihsa and the Dipavamsa, to the effect that the Emperor A^oka
was anointed to sovereignty 288 years after the death of the

Buddha The general concensus of opinion places the death

of the Buddha in B. C. 477 or circa 480, and his birth eighty

years previously. The story of his miraculous birth; his early

training for a prince’s career; his meeting the “ four signs ” of

age, disease, death and recluse, which wean him from the passing

pleasures of the world ; his great Renunciation or “ abhinish*

kramana ” at the age of 28 ; his search for Truth for seven years

;

the Temptation ; the Englightenment under the “ Bodhi ” tree at

the age of 35 ; the Preaching of the Law for nearly 45 years!

the establishment of the Sathgha or Mendicant Order ; and his

end or “ Parinirvana ;” is told in many popular books, and we
need not repeat it here. Years after the death of the Buddhai

and in a special Council of Elders convenced for the purpose’

the Canon embodying, if not the Buddha’s ipsisstma verba, at

least the principal tenets and the well-remembered sayings and

anecdotes of the Master, was collected together in what is styled

the “ Tipitaka ” or the Three Baskets written in what is known
as the Fsli language, which must have differed, and in fact does

differ, in some respects from the language in which the doctrine

was originally preached. The contents of the “ Tipitaka ” ate

as follows—

I—ViNAYA-PITAKA OR DOCTRINE.S OF THE CHURCH—

(i) Suttavibhahga ( register of sins )

;

() Parajika ( causing excommunication )

() Paohittiya ( liable to expiation )

(ii) Khandhakas ( special treatises );

(a) Mahavagga (main rules for the order)

(h) Chullavagga (minor regulations)

(iii) Parivara-pa^ha (supplement and index)
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II—SUTTA-PITAKA OB COLLECTION OF DISCOURSES—
(i) Dighanikaya (52 longer diBoourses);

(ii) Maijhimanikaya (152 discourses of middle length)

;

(iii) Samyuttanikaya (50 discourses in groups)

;

(iv) Ahguttarahikaya (over 2300 enumerations of principles

in ascending numerical groups)

;

(v) Khuddakanikaya (miscellaneous collections)

;

(a) Khuddakapatha (short anthology)

(&) Dhammapada (423 pithy stanzas)

(c) Udana (inspired utterances)

(d) Iti-vuttaka (terse sayings)

(e) Suttanipata (additional discourses and questions)

(/) Vimanavatthu (tales of heavenly palaces)

* (g) Petavatthu (tales of goblins)
*

(A) Theragatha (107 songs of monks)
* (i) Therigatha (73 songs of nuns)

*
(J) Jataka-verses ( concluding Gathas of the 547 legends

of the Buddha in his earlier births)

(k) Niddesa (commentary on (e) above)

(l) Patisambhidamagga (pathway ol the Arbat)

* (m) Apadana (exploits and miracles)

* (n) Buddhavarhsa (twenty-four Buddhas)
* (o) Chariyapitaka (twenty-five Jataka tales)

1 ip) Milindapanha (questions of Menander)

t (g) Nettippakarana (obs-ervations on the right-path)

1 (r) Petakopadesa (introduction to Pitakas)

t is) Suttasamgaha (another anthology).

III—Abhidhamma-Pitaka or Systematic Philosophy—

(i) Dhammasamgani (psychological categories);

(ii) Vibhahga (exposition and continuation of the above);

(iil) Kathavatthu (refutation of heretical views);

(iv) Puggalapsnnatti (types of persons and characters);

(v) DhAtukatha (physical categories)

;

(vi) Yamaka (questions in pairs with alternating positive

and negative answers);

(vii) PatthSnappakarana (abstruse metaphysical discourses).

Not found in Siamese Tipifaka.

^ Beoogaued only io Burmese Tipitaka,
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The contents of these vary in age, authenticity and importance ;

but in their ensemble they formed the Sacred Canon of what is

called the Southern, the Pali,the Orthodox, the “Mahasathghika”
or the “ Stbavira ’* school of Buddhism, which came to formulate

within it 18 smaller sub-schools or sects. These schools belong

to a very early period of the history of Buddhism, and there do

not seem to have been in existence amongst them any radical

differences of opinion on the essential points. They in fact agreed

more than they differed; acknowledged, with a variation in em-
phasis, practically the same Sacred Canon ;

and, compared with

the later schools whose Canon was written in Sanskrit, these are

generally known as schools of the HinaySna or the Lower
Vehicle. The schools designated by SafikarachSrya as “ Sarvas-

titvavadins ” and further sub-divided into the “ Sautrantikas
’*

and the “ Vaibhashikas belong to this so-called “Hinayana.”
The Hinayana was, speaking broadly, content to regard the

Buddha as a simple mortal, exceptionally endowed, who lived

a righteous life on earth and taught men the true path of salva-

tion, which need not be beyond the reach of ordinary men if they

are willing to lead a life of self-discipline and mystic, supra-

mundane contemplation. The Hinayana thus retains several

features of the primitive or historical Buddhism, and it has not

developed any special aptitude for metaphysical theories and

logical subtleties. As contrasted with the Hinayana, the Maha-
yana or the “Greater Vehicle” transformed the Buddha, or rather

the Bodhisattvas (future Buddhas, being in fact the Buddhistic

analogues of many Hindu divinities), into great mythological

figures with hosts of attendant divinities, who had to be worship-

ped by elaborate symbols, ceremonials, and devotion. The Maba-
yana developed special philosophical doctrines, such as the
“ Sunyavada *’ or Negativism and the “ Vijnanavada ” or Idea-

lism, and they brought into existence, by way of comments and

independent treatises based on some Buddhist “Suttas,” a large

mass of canonical literature written in Sanskrit of a somewhat
debased type. Sir Charles Eliot ( Hinduism and Buddhism, II, p. 4)

gives the following very fair characterisation of the true spirit of

the Hinayana and the Mahayana schisms :
“ But in general the

Mahayana was more popular, not in the sense of being simpler,

for parts of its teachings were exceedingly abstruse, but in the

sense of striving to invent or include doctrines
,
agreeable to the
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masses. It was less monastic than the older Buddhism, and more
emotional; warmer in charity, more personal in devotion, more
ornate in art, literature, and ritual, more disposed to evolution

and development, whereas the Hinayana was conservative and
rigid, secluded in its cloisters, and open to the plaueible,if unjust

acusation of, selfishness.” The Hlnay§.na phase of Buddhism
may be said to begin from about B. C. 300, and it continued—so
far as India was concerned—upto about A. D. 500. In Ceyidn,

Burma and Siam it is still a living school. The Maba.y&na

phase dates from about A.D. 100, and in Northern India it conti-

nued to be active almost upto A. D. 800. In China and Japan

and Tibet it is even now the national religion, having developed

therein further innumerable schisms, and sects, and sub-sects.

Some of the recent discoveries in Central Asia, and a more pene-

trating study of the texts and translations from Tibetan and

Chinese sources have made it probable that there has been a

gradual transformation of the HlnaySna into the Mahayana, so

that we have to recognise not only a later and an earlier Hlna-

ySna, but likewise a later and an earlier Mahayana, the earlier

dating from a period prior to the commencement of the Christian

era, and the later associated in particular with the names of

Nigtlriuna, Aryadeva, Asahga and Vasubandha. Accordingly,

Yamakami speaks in his Systems of Buddhist Thought (p. 173) of

the Sunyavada of the HlnaySna as developed by Harivarman,

and of the Sunyavada of the MahSyana, designating Harivarman ’s

doctrine as a stage of transition coming between Hinayanism

and MahaySnism.

—Sutra 18, line 4.— The arguments of the Buddha—and of the

majority of successful teachers for the matter of that—have been

ad hominem, and no wonder if they had to use different starting

points for arguing with differently endowed disciples. Bh£matl
quotes Nagarjuna’s Bodbichittavivarana to the same effect

—

ieR^nER«f5rT3*TT: I

5^; |)

Pwipr ^sRif^ivn i;
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—Sutra 1 8, line 5.—It is usual to divide the SsrvSstiTadins into

Mula-SarvSstiv&dins and the SarvAstivadins proper. The latter

seem to have possessed a part of their canon in Sanskrit, and

fragments of their Sarhyutta and Ahguttara. and of the Dhamma-
pada and of Suttanipata and F&timokkha have been in recent

years discovered in Eastern Turkestan in original Sanskrit, and

ev.en in translations into some of the old languages current in

that region, such as, Tooharian, Uigurio, Soghdian, etc. The
Sarvastivadins are further divided into SautrSntikas, who stopped

short of the Suttapitaka, and refused to recognise the canonicity

of the Abhidhammapitaka, alleging that the Buddha had taught

independent “Sutras” on the subject ; and the Vaibh&shikas who
not only insisted upon the recognition of all the three Pitakas

but even compiled a “ Vibhasha ”or commentary on the Abhi*

dhamma, for which in particular they wanted to claim absolute

authoritativeness. What according to the tradition is known as

the Fourth Council of the Buddhist Samgha ( but what in sober

history was probably the Second ) under the leadership of King
Kanishka ( circa 100 A.D.) fixed the canon of the SarvastivSda

school, which is even believed to have been, by the king’s order,

engravedon copper-plates and buried under some stupa. The first

authoritative text of the Sarvastivadins is the Abhidharmajnana-

prasthapanasastra ascribed to the venerable KatyAyanlputra.

There are also a few other texts ascribed to Sariputra, Maudga-

iSyana, Deva-sarman and Vasumitra. These texts can now be re-

covered only from Chinese and Tibetan translations, which are

likely to contain not a few distortions and perversions of the

translators, who worked at a much later stage of religious and
philosophical development.

—Sutra 1 8, line 6.—The main internal difference between the

Sautrantikas and the Vaibhashikas is that the Vaibhashikas be-

lieved that the external world was both perceptible as well as in-

ferable, whereas the SaiitrAntikas regarded it as only inferable

from the diversity with which our ideas are imbued. “ The di-

versity of cognitions in an observer, himself remaining the

same, is explicable only by the operation on him of external

things.” The Vaibhashikas argue that the Sautrantika inference

to prove the reality of the object is invalid, because all know'

ledge being reduced to inferability no drishtanta and no invari*
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able ooncomitanoe can be established. Hence they ought to con-

cede the perceivability of the world. Another important though

somewhat abstruse point of difference between the Vaibbashikas

and the Sautrantikas relates to their conception of Time. The
former hold that Time past, present and future is a real existence

being perceptible as regards present and future, but only infer-

able as regards the past—the difference between these three

states of past, present, and future itself depending, upon a diSbr-

ence of efficiency. The Sautrantikas object to tnis theory on the

ground that it implies as a corollary the existence of a perma-

nent substance persisting throughout time. The Sautrantikas

also object to distinguishing between the past, the present, and

the future on the ground of efficiency. “ The entity is itself the

efficiency, and is synonymous with its duration period, or the

time of its appearance.” A third essential point of difference

between tbe two schools was that the Vaibbashikas regarded

the Buddha as essentially human, while the Sautrantikas seem

to have already recognised a large number of Buddhas, as well

as the doctrine of the “Dharmakaya” belonging to each of them.

We need not here detail the other minor differences obtaining

between the two schools.

—Sutra 18, line I.—The Sarvastivadins have divided the

whole Reality into seventy-five “ Dharmas ” or kinds of exis-

tences. The complete classidcation can be exhibited in the

following tabular form ;

—

Reality

_ _ I _ .

I

;
I

72 or compound 'ws 3 viz.,

liable to production and and the two f^^qs(see

dissolution Sutra II. ii. 22, 23 )

11 55:q>ri?s 1 dealing 46 %=rr or 14

(^“•matter) with generalities 3T^'t4s dealing

I

with particularities

5 5 f^^r«r(rJrs 1 or latent impression.
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The above is the “ Bahya*’ or objective classification of Reality
The “ Antara ** or subjective classibcation is made up of the

five “ Skandhas ”
( see line 10 of the text ), twelve “ Ay atanas,”

namely, Mana-ayatana added to the five IndriySyatanas, and
Dharmayatana added to the five Vishayayatarms, and eighteen
“ dhatus made up of the six Indriya-dhatus (including the

inanas ), six corresponding Indriyavijnana-dhatus, and six In-

driyavishaya-dhcltus ( that of the inanas being a “ dharma-
dhAtu”). These 75 dharmas are believed to ])e permanent in

their noumenal form, but imperinanout nr transitory as

phenomena. This elaborate classification is given in Vasu-

bandhu’s Abbidharmakosa-sfistra in the fonn in which it exists

in Hiiien 'f’sangV Chinese translation of cir. A. D. 650, and it is

(piite probable that the classiiication has undergone consider-

able elaboration. Tlie classification given by Sankaracharya
is much more likely to represent the views as they were origin-

ally formulated by Sarvastivada writers, as it sooms evident on
the very face of it that Sahkai-icharya's knowledge of the

tenets of the school was derived fn*)!!! accurate lirst-hand in-

formation. Moreover, there was the Siitrakara before the

Bhasbyakara, and as all the Rhasbyakaras agree in their inter-

f>retatioii of the sntras comprised under the present adhikarana,

we need entertain no doubts as to thi' veracity of the account

of the Sarvastivada philosophy as here presented. Yaniakarni

SdgGU in his Sf/stems of Buddhi.sf Thoiujht is therofore not at

all convincing when he accuses Sahkaracharya of misunder-

standing, and ev/m of deliberately misrepresenting, the views

of the system h.e is attacking. Stihkaracharya never does this.

Even A. B. Keith has conceded the practical accuracy of the

Acharya’s representation of the views of his opponent.

—Sutra iS, line 8. — The Sarvasfcivadius hold a kind of atomic

doctrine. According to them tlie Paramanu is the minutest

form of “rupn” which is said to bo “indivisible, unanalysablei

invisible, inaudible, uncastable, and intangible. ” A group of

six such Paramanus around a central Paramanu goes to form

an Anil, which is the minimum, si'tmbile, all the larger material

things in the universe being aggregated of Paramanus, Now
what makes the Paramanus conglomorate into an Anu is a

quality of adhesiveness ( sneha ), what makes them capable of

16 IBrahmasUirabhasbyai Notes]
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motion is a quality of propulsion ( Irana ), what makes them
produce warmth of life and even fire by friction or clashing is

a quality of heat ( ushna ). and what makes them non*inter>

penetrable is a quality of resistance or hardness (khara), which
all the Paramanus are believed to possess alike. The presence

of these four qualities in the ParamEnus leads to the constitu-

tion of Anus and larger aggregates, and eventually the four

Elements of water, air, fire and earth. But since these "Ele-

ments as we actually know them possess only one of the four

qualities of their constituent Paramanus in a pre-eminent

degree, the Sarv&stivadins take recourse to the supposition that

only one of the four qualities is active in an element, the other

three being for the time latent or dormant.

—Siitra i8, line 8f. — In view of the exposition given in the

preceding Note it is clear that “kharasnehfishuSranasvabhava”

l)elongs to all the Paramanus of all the Bhutas and not “ khata-

svabhava ” to earth Paramanus, “ snehasvabhEva ” to water

Paramanus, etc., as the Bhaniatikara and the other commentators
of SahkarEcharya interpret the passage. The words of tho

Bhashya are capable of both the interpretations, and since, on

tho admission of the Sarvastivadius themselves, the several

elements contain only one of the four qualities in a pre-emin-

ently active condition, there is an explanation for tho mistake

( if mistake it bo ) into which the commentators have fallen.

—Sutra i8, line lo. — Just as in the outer world there arc the

Paramanus eventually constituting the four elements, the five

indriyas or sense-organs ( which are probably specific refined

Paramanus), and the five qualities of colour, sound, smell, taste,

and touch which these indriyas perceive,—all presupposing a

grouping or aggregation of the external Reality on the basis of

the division into the four elements, each of which accentuates

only one of tho four inherent dispositions ( svabhavas ) of tho

Paramanus,—so also in the inner world there are (i) the mental

images produced by the working of the indriyas upon the

objects ; (2) the latent impressions produced by these mental

images, which mix up in the texture of the subsequent mental-

images, as well as certain innate ethical predispositions; (3) the

specific concepts or ideas formulated by the working of the

mind upon tho data of sense ; (4) the pleasure-pain sensations
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consequent upon these functionings of the mind ; and (5) the
consciousness of the knowing subject as the presupposition of

all these activities. And these types of internal cognitions

also lend themselves to a classification by five thought-phases

( Skandhas ) of ( in the above order of their presentation ) rupa,

samskara, sarhjna, vedana, and vijnana. Compare on this point

the remarks of the RatnaprabhS

—

j

I I g^T-

II

And just as the external aggregates originate from the Para-
manus that have a fourfold primitive nature, so also it might
be conceivable that the internal thought-phases proceed from

combinations of certain “ units of mind-stuff ” of specific but

uniform disposition. It is not certain whether the Sarvftsti-

vadins posited such units of mind-stuff, but it is in any case

clear that they wanted these units as also the Parainanus—all

originally uniform in nature—to give rise to compounds where-

in only one of the original common dispositions would become

accentuated, while the others remain latent and allow them-

selves to be subordinated,—these compounds in fact consti-

tuting, and accounting for, the variety of all the physical and

mental phenomena in the world.

—Sutra i8, line laf.— Mr. Yamakami Sdgen makes too much
of a trifle when he objects to SahkarachSrya’s expression

“ anuhetuka ” in line 12. It is true that the Bhutas are pro-

duced out of ParmSnus and the formation of Anus out of

Paramanus is possible only because the Paramanus have the

elemental qualities of sneha, frana, etc. inherent in them,

which cause the Paramanus to hold together. In a sense

therefore the Bhutas ( more accurately their qualities ) are the

cause of Anus, and not the Anus the cause of Bhutas. But

surely since SahkarachSrya had said above ( line 8f. )
" pri-

thivyadiparamanavah saihhanyanto ” his present expression

“ anuhetuka saihhati ” must be taken in the light of
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the earlier assertion. The distinction between Faramanus and
Anus need not have so inuch obsessed the mind of SahkarS-

chErya, as it was not much involved in the main point of the

argument. And when futhermore the same Japanese scholar

objects to the term “ pahohaskandhirupa *’ because it is not a

Buddhist technical term, it is doubtful if he has realised that

the word “rupa ” in tliat compound is not—any more than the

word “rupa” in tlie expression “Bhutabhautikasainhatirupa**—

the same as tlie technical “rupa** of the riarvAstivada philo-

sophy; or that “ pahchaskaiidhi ” is a Dvigu compound.

—Sutra i 8 ,
line 15 * — We are told that the Sarvastivadins

thought of the Paramainis as ‘ living. ’ They can accordingly

enter into combinations with one anotl)er under the influence

of given causes ( hetu ) and conditions ( pratyaya ) ;
but being

admittedly devoid of intelligence, bow is it that there should

result an unfailing uniformity in their movements and func-

tions, and whence comes it that the causes and conditions,

under the Influence of wliioh they function, ti^nd uniformly to

produce the same or similar results? Not only this, buttfie

results are known to adapt thoiiiselves to changing require

^

ments as though directed by an intelligent controller. The
atoms of earth, for instance, agree uniformly to subordinate

their other three dispositions to the prevailing disposition of

hardness ( kharatva ), the atoms of water to that of adhesive-

ness ( snoha ), and so on ; and the elemeat.il ( bhautika) products

likewise continue to preserve the cbara(5terisfcics and disposi-

tions of the elements. As the Bbamati puts it-
-

cTRfg ^Rrtqig(cTgg5<iT^r^eBq<3Rr4rJT{ci^»n% h i

tqrafrggiq ^ 5fi»:tn*Tqq'4R %cr^i4^iT'"TfJTiTHcqr ^

%cTJTRi%s^?r: ^fiqifqfgcTrq ii

—Sutra i8 , line isf.— The case of the Chitfca and the Chaitta

samudaya is not iirnch different from that of the Bhuta and the

Bhautika samudaya. Mental ideas and impressions as well as
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feelingB of pleasure and pain follow a regularity in sequence
which is in them even more marked than in the happenings of

the physical world outside. Who regulates the process? It

cannot be the Cliitta or the mind, because the mind is the

resultant of the five Skandbas, whereas we are in search of a

regulating principle which is outside and prior to the aggregate

of the five Skandhas (that is to say, independent of the sentient

iAdividual with his body and his mind) and which yet regulates

them. Moreover the Chitta can function only upon the data of

the senses, and these senses and the whole body, although the

sine qua non for the functioning of the mind, have yet to exist.

To quote from the Bhamati, once more, --

3Tr^r srrTfr h i

ain?-

cFF?Fn%FrfFcFcq;F ^fffp^r^^^ ii

—Sutra 1 8, line 17. —'The cessation of activity leads to the

annihilation of all klesas or passions, and thus paves the

way to the summum lionum of Nirvana, Now this Nirvana

was, to some Buddhist thinkers at any rate, an absolute cessa-

tion of all pravritti or activity; but even if one were to argue

that the extirpation of passions really meant to the Buddhists

their transmutation under the influevice of knowledge, hate

being turned into love, etc., still that involves at least a volun-

tary reversal in the direction of the pravritti, which is impossi-

ble in the absence of a dtdiberato and intelligent exercise of

the will.

—Sutra 18, line 18. — The term “ Asaya.” is explained as

—

and Anandagiri gives “Samtana” as its synonym, while Bha-

mati and Ratnaprabha render it by “ Alayavijuaua, ” The

latter term is thus defined —

aii. iqFti[ qirai%R W3Fi^q?gfs%fi. ii
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It is the realisation of the self as the conscious subject under*
lying all individual cognitions, and is therefore a continuous

stream of consciousness. It is not exactly what is called the
“ Ahaitikara,*' which means the identification of the self of this

moment with the self of a past moment, but it comes closer to

the “anuvyavasaya” of Nyaya philosophy ( which is a state of

consciousness in which one feels oneself perceiving, willing,

etc. )—only it is an ever-present consciousness that is runnirfg

and changing, but never entirely inhibited except, may be, in

swoon and sound sleep. This conception was elaborated Jby
the VijnSnavada school of Buddhism, but traces of it may be

seen even in the Mahasahghika doctrine of a root-consciousness

and in one or two other Hinayana positions. Sahkaracharya in

any case is careful to use a distinct term ( asaya ) in place of

the Alayavijnana; and as he could not have invented the term,

lie must h«ave derived it from some Hinayana text no longer

available to us. The conception is an attempt to explain the

self or the personality as a continuum or saihtana. This

samtana, the Sautrantikas declared, could not only be self-

conscious but was even endowed with something like the free-

dom of the will, although in the same breath they asserted tliat

“Karman” directed the course of the saihtana. The theory

(which even some of the Hinayana schools themselves rejected)

was an attempt to find a substitute for the Atman which would

not involve the admission of its eternal Ity. The Atman of

ordinary knowledge is a mere convention. Every time that one

looks within oneself one finds some psychic phenomenon
happening, but one never sees the mere self or Atman in his

nudity, for the simple reason that such a thing, say the Bud-

dhists, does not exist at all. And the false notion of an abid-

ing individuality beneath the transient flux of consciousness is

a mere fiction explicable on the analogy of the false notion of

an abiding flame of a specific size which we imagine the lamp
to possess, whereas in reality there is merely a succession of

latent, predisposing forces ( p., the air-pressure conditions

)

which give us the false appearance of the abiding individuality

of the flame. Sahkaracharya’s point of criticism is that if this

aSaya or saihtana is to give a stamp of individuality to the

whole series, it cannot be any given member of the series, but

must be distinct from the series. And if distinct and if also
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eternal, it is tairtamount to the Atman of the Vedantins, who
would not then quarrel about mere name.

—Sutra i8 , line, 19 . — If the A^aya be merely momentary, dur-

ing the one moment which is all the life that is given to it,

it cannot be able to achieve anything but its more existence.

As the Bhamati says

—

311^ ^ig^iFRT s^irqN: 1 aiiqid i

sqiqrfr f| sqrqT^q^raqfdc^T^or^^af qres?: 1 sqTqi^qfh

E^rqi^ni sqrqf^^iqq =q 3T??iqr qjRorcqraqcqqmirj, 1

iT=q ^r^r^omiq: 1 qifq f^^rs^^iqRwqqrq: 1

cT|R ?^|3r^cqfnw: 11

Itatnaprttblia also argues iu the same way

—

3T3iTfaT^qiqffr Hri% 1 awii fTR qiqiRff^3Hr»4

qtf^gqqvfi II

—Sutra 19, line 2. — The Buddhistic doctrine of causation is

(luite peculiar and needs to be very carefully studied. The
kSarvastivadins classify the causal phenomena into “bahya’*

or external and*‘antara” or “ adhyatinikaV* or internal. The
V^ijhanayadins naturally make all causation an ideal phono-

meuoii. The causes arc divided into direct causes or cau.ses proper

(hefu), and general contributory causes or conditions (pm/ya/yri):

“ Pratyayo hetunaih samavayah
; holum hetum praty ayanto

hetvantsrarilti tesham ayamaminain bhavsh pratyayali ; sama-

vaya iti yavat.*^ The doctrine is known as “ Pratltyasamut-

pada ( Pali. Patichchasamuppada)" or “ Origination by an inter-

dopendeiit causal chain.” Vachaspati-misra in his Bhamati

gives a very lucid explanation ol’ rlie theory, which he must

have derived from some Buddhist source like the Salistamba-

siitra,” and which we freely quote

—

ffjf qififq qcftfq^qfqr^fq 3?f-

qq, q^ifl ( awn, Ma-

ratlu ffl'A ),
q«qifl I
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^ 31^ q v(^ r f CRSfd

«m S^'t I cR

3T:|;^^?Triq ii^jpr ?iRtTf

5Eq?q ^ ^RRt R^'^T^TR, ?lR*1f

5<5^iwi%<T^iqR I fiRr^?jc?ifq ^cpq tnrT^TJRcqfq =^f^-

fW51T%r{TR I 3^1 II JRRh-

r^t: ir^iR^fjcqr^RTTq^— qouit qi?Rr ?rRqrq^3ifaT^t

I =q ?R€i'ara€^R «g^q ^^ifa aarsf ^3al nafa i

^qfa#5i I qf^qi^aqia i aijvn^#^ f%Ta

=fr3iTiqj7?3fa i sri’^i^^qra^aRRTq^infcq i

qtH^i^ 55i5tr qfioTriT 'T-^ifa i a^aqmR??:tar vqijfit Ctr

ii^Rfd 3tr^, aTR3ir i aa iRfPTiaRq htr? qraR

qj^TRifa qrarat ?^t5tr qKqm qjTjjyif^ i jq^?-

Rltq irqRgiTR: qR'^l^qf^a ?R «

'The two varioties of tlie
'* adhyatinika-pratltyaMiiiiiifcpfida *’ will

be explained ])rosL'iitly. The point of this theory may be thus

brought out. II is enough, the Buddhists would say, j;hat we
are able to assign, for a given effect, a specific number of causes

and conditions, and for each of those specific number of causes

and conditions a specific number of other causes and conditions

w^hich brought each of them into operation at the time when and

in the manner in which each of them operated to produce their

joint result. Further, if in a given instance a result other than

the normal ensues, we can explain what other causes beyond

the ordinary were functioning, or what ordinary causes had

ceased to function, and we can give reasons for this excess or

deficiency. What more need we ask for? The reply is obvi-

ous and convincing. We kiiow^ that under given circumstances

fire will always burn and water will always drown. Whence

this uniformiiy in Nature, which enables us to deduce what we

call Law's of Mature? IfnlosB tlio process of causation is
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assumed to be under the direction of some wise Intelligence

who is detached from and independent of the world, life which

is based upon intelligent anticipations of events would be im-

possible even for a single ,moment. See the Bhashya, lines

21-25 below.

-T-Sutra 19 , line 3 ff. — Vachaspatimisra explains the “Avidya ”

series of causation as follows

—

qc^^qfq^KTHsa i cTstrw %gqRqf^— q^^HTqgrqcqqi:

1 3Tf^f

si^woiTcjq rr^tTfPPcT \

a5inq?ir*ir itwr? «?^RRf^#ff*nRrR, ?ifqn?nnT*nq

nqfR ?rai{r%iqTRf^^i^r ^r^rt 3Tfq

?R I 3m <qqq=qc^

q«?RRfrqTg?Tf%:, qcffcq qrt^^gcqqfT fc^rqflTT5Rq

pcqitcRIRgTqRTfq?55q: I qcffcqqgrqi^iq

tl arq qeq^qH^fq:—^iqsqt^sitqiEqT^l^q^qqitj^f

saqqrqr^q^ ^Tq; I qq ^Tq?q ^^qrg: iq^qra i

3?5qTg: R^qfq qqq>3L i ^Riqrg: ^q(qn%qfqftrq qTRi=qqR i

qr^qig: ^iq?q i sTT^r^qrg: «f;iqtqFcT:qr?wq

I q?q qTq^qr^wf^^qm, =q

qqt^urq, #qg^q^ iffiRqig: i qajr urt-qjrTq^: ii%qrRqrqqi[

qqfcqfq^5si?q^ q^t qqqTqr5[qfH ^q^^tqfq: i qq ifqsqrf^-

qiqqt ^q qqfq qq ^q^q ^^fqu^ fMffqiq fR, ^qRTT'^ qq

qqfq q?qq^fqRqfqq l arqq qfqsqf/^vugwfi’S^q-

^vq^qqpqqqfqfi^q: ^rq?qi^: i qN Rcflcqqgfqr^ gsfq^

qipqsifqqaq: n

17 [
BrahmasUtrabhaabya, Notes ]
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The pTinciple underlying the working of this series is just the
same, only the terms of the series are dififerent. The terms are

twelve in number and are frequently styled “the twelve
nidSnas ( root-causes ),

” viz.

—

Past

—

1. ignorance ( blind camel )

;

2. latent dispositions (pot-maker);

3. rebirth-consciousness ( ape )

;

4. STRR??, name and form ( ferryman )

;

5. six organs of knowledge (mask

with holes)

;

6. contact (arrow entering the eye )

;

7. feeling ( miihuva )

;

8. craving ( drinking man )

;

9. rooted ideas (gathering flowers);

10.

'4R, action or character ( pregnant

woman )

;

Future

—

(

11. birth (child-birth)

;

12. decay-

death-sorrow-lamont-sxi ffering-despa I r.

Any one term of this chain is inevitably caused by the term

preceding it, and becomes itself the cause of the term that

follows it, No. 12 giving rise to No. 1 and so causing the

“ Wheel of Law “ to go round and round in endless succession.

The “ Wheel of Law is an ancient and orthodox idea which

has even been preserved in a pictorial form on the Asokan

pillars, and at Ajanla and elsewhere (see, Rhys Davids: American

Lectures pp. 153 ff; the picture-forms are given in brackets

above ), The chain falls into a three-fold temporal division :

Nos. 1, 2 belong to the Past, Nos. 11, 12 to the Future, the

intermediate eight to the Present Life, five of these eight

representing the passive or receptive side of our life, and the

other three the active side of life, or rather that side which is

pregnant with the potentiality to produce future results. The

chain accordingly is intended to explain the genesis of any

one life from out of a series of lives through which one has to
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trantsmigrate. The ignotauce of man produces in him certain

evil tendencies and dispositions which occasion the false con-

sciousness in the individual that ho, a given permanent entity,

has now assumed a birth. Other consciousnesses follow, as

also other forms of knowledge through the gateways of sense,

producing feelings of pleasure or of pain. These leave behind
certain tendencies, cravings and dispositions as also certain

routed ideas and bents of character which shape the kind of

birth that has to bo taken in the succeeding life; and that birth

brings in its train all the attendant sorrows and sufferings,

escape from which is possible only by following the teaching

of the Lord Buddha, which snaps asunder the root-cause of it all,

viz. avidya.— In the Bodhicharyavatarapanjika, Parichcheda ix,

the following explanation of the terms of the AvidyS-chain is

offered

—

T=ii%iT: aijos^qnr, anq55%qin8«r* i

fji 3-^fa
( ^ ) i soqrqjrrjrf

3TH>7qiqirf?IT R?^RT<nTRR53^qilRq fq^flR *iqfa \

I%r( ^ )Rrff I %RlRq4 ( ^ ) I

I 3ir«ic^Ki: i

3t4 ( ^ ) i

fi5iiicfiqT I
^ i

a^iqpiR, 3n%a8R ai

q^ar5lc=!l«ir iroi( l 3Tffq^qr, 31«19RPT

—

3Trwi3?R:qfIT(^)a«qfq'q?fft Rr [w] l Siqilcqurt

qisq^lT I %i groTTq^qqqqV^iaC ^ I qq qP^qRia:

as?«iiq=qR, qT=^i \ « 3qi^Rqr?i^ *iq

(
I ac^BR5iffi[aT q^?^J«ir5Tm^ffaqf m »iq!Rq?if

sirfa( \X )Rcf^a i ^Tssrc^Rf^fTiRT i^awq^qqRqr^rfl-

* 01 or aii*i*>->i, dorivod fioni root hx to cleanse or

to censure, doiioteB gn ia lUc technical sense of
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sn^ snfaurw )fqf5^aa i i

aa %R iffaRirrarta i i 3?f^ groir

^ i?i?a»aa^a i fa?iR^ i aa

^?na^5Ra ^irfa i g«oiF %ia#5i i arfaqr

%ia€3wai%^ I ^^^aaf^Tsa gsuRa^c-

^aif^aafaqia^i^ afa^qrw^^aTfwMf^af^ i a =a ara-

aiHfift a ?aaf^, a aipft, aiaa^a*!, a

oi!t^, a %^noii^iaf, aRlgagfq^j: ii

Vachaspatimisra has a somewhat different explanation to give

of these terms. He says

—

^ w?n, Roga^r, Rfarf^,

a?aa^, gs^sa^r, ageaafrr, argt^a^, 3if^iwa^?ir,

^aara^ir ( O aaRR^faw^a gs^Roia i aRRfaarai acar

ai^i^i: ( ^ ) aaiaai^r ^aag aa^=^ i a^gfaaai i%fa-

f%aa (
'^

) I f^aracaiit ’Ki%r ^ai^raf^RRasiTa, ai^-

qR[ia a;aaf^4^(f^, atf^aa^'f^ta amaw (
'<(

)

^?555f5^i?faiai i aTaa:qaRf^aiaif?5ai[‘5i a^ra-

aaa ( '^ ) 1 aiai^t^aroiT aaiRi afaqm: ( ^ ) i r#-
I a^aiar afar ^sa^fl gis gaiJ^taKaaaTa

gain ( <s

)

aafa i aa aai^ ( '^

)

ai^aagf aafa i

a^ a^ ( ^0 ), aacqi^R^Ra aai, aaiaar i a%gq;: ??fa-

mgaf^ 3ina: ( U ) i ^i%?i 3a> Raaani^a: ( )—sfraRi f^farar aRai^ i^farar aual aaaa . waarorfa

ag^a aifaaf^ gaqp^ai^a^^?: afca a^aa m aia:,

5T aia, §1 R ^ aa^^iffiR afi^ai, q^R^ia^iaaaTFaaitaaaaa

2:^a, aiaa =a #ifa?aa ii

The Brahmamritavarshinl, as also the Brahraaviiiyabharana,

have a still somewhat divergent explanation of the Pratitya*

samutpAda chain, which brings the chain within the compass

of just one life

—

3Tfa^aRaa4: i r?!iRcaRca?aTf^i%ftar i ar

=a f^a ^TaiaTca^affR^g: i « =a aaWa a4agg^
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gT^«ffr^ge?i «g^?T sn?!^ i ^iw-icgfr-

I fRcTI^?fl%?T rl^gfl? I I1%IPT

=¥g^5f5^1?lRt*!n qFR«q3[r^»i ?l% t ?f^s?KI^’qRSq

RfR ^ =q f^RVlTgS^ qgracTRI^

. q^qciJ^ I q?raR5re:q5T^l^ra?'R RRUr!?^ qRorw ifqjq: i

R^Jia^q 5TfrRoi: ^‘^firstntg^Rq: I rh: r i

R’lqq'Ri |:Nra?raT =q gsin i sqrqR 3qi5?RR i rri^rir

Rq: I q»iTfqqi?q ir^qcqiTq'? snfa: i am R^r-

R^R I Rgqfi^srTfrri: i q^iq: qR^qRR i

qiP%lf?lfqqqrRRq3fRfi |:^^R I RRRfqqqiRRqsi^cT

I RR: JR^fqqi^ 5^ II

It may be added that it is not impossible to exhibit considera-

ble points of contact between this twelve-fold series and the

sixteen Padarthas enumerated in the first Nyayasutra, which

gives a group of dialectical categories mixed up with another

group of cosmological categories, and the knowledge of which

is believed to conduce to the acquisition of the suviwum honuiii.

The theory has certain inevitable drawbacks. Its interpretation

does not seem to have been definitely fixed by tradition ; and

the fact that for expressing one and the same concept two

separate words like samskara and bhava should have been used

suggests that the whole theory has been the result of a second-

ary working over of an original nucleus. Nor are the terms

of the chain always and invariably related as cause and effect

to one another. Several terms might be shown to be simultane-

ous in origination ( e. g., vedana and trishna ) and the serie.s

might at times work backwards ( e. g., trishna and upadana

might lead to sparsa and that to increased trishna, and so on ),

Nevertheless, once formulated, the theory has been expounded

and defended with a tenacity truly remarkable,

—Sutra 19, line 7. — Jacobi ( NGGW, 1896, pp. 43 ft' ; ZDMG,
Vol. LII, pp. 1-15 ; and elsewhere ) has tried to prove that

this chain of twelve nidanas as enunciated by the Buddha

is, on ultimate analysis, based upon the Saihkhya enumera-

tion of 25 categories. According to the Saihkhya, the Purusha
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is by nature *‘kevala*’ or in a state of absolute detachment or

isolation from all the workings of the sarhsara, and in the

Yogic condition of the “ asamprajhata *’ or object-less samadhi
he tries to regain his real nature. If the samadhi does not

always succeed, it is due to the* vasanas of the Yogin, to

the latent impressions of his past karman, which disturb the

stillness of his samadhi and give scope to the Prakrit! to re-

sume its fluctuations in which the Purusha is readily ensnared.

And on the same analogy it might he said that the origination

of the manifold processes of the world is also due to the vasaiiaM

or samskaras of the Purusha. This gives the following

parallelism between the Buddhist nidanas and* the Samkhya
categories

—

Nidana 1, zividya— Corresponds to Samkhya Prakriti

;

2, Samskara—Corresponds to Sarhkhya Mahat, which
is the starting point of the series

of phenomenal fluctuations

;

-h Vijfilna—Corresponds to Saihkhya Baddhi, the

starting point of the series of

mental fluctuations

;

—
- 4, Nama-riipa—Corresponds toSariikhya Ahamkara,

the principle of subjectivation or

individualisation
;

5, Shadayataua—Corresponds to Saihkhya elevenfold

indriyas + pentad of Tanmatras ;

the karmendriyas are not counted

in the Buddhistic system ; tho

Tanmatras correspond to the vish-

ayas, especially when it is remem-

bered that the older* enumeration

substituted viseshas for the Tan-
rnatras ;

n, Sparsa—Corresponds probably to the Karmeii-

driyae

;

'( to 12—Contain nothing that need be objected to

by any system of philosophy.

* That, is, .‘ucurdiii.i^ to Jacobi, boloiigiug to a linio when the

JSarhkhya had yet to develop ( or assimilate) the “ Giiija ” theory. Uuyas

correspond to the “dhaimao’* of the Buddhist theory.

t i. G., six indriyA-

yatanas working

upon six vishayfi-

yatanas )
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Jacobi does not of course wish to suggest that the Buddhist

“ pratityasarautpada ” is a .slavish copy of the Saihkhya theory

of cosmic evolution. But there appears to be sufficient con-

ceptual parallelism between the two. There is thus some point

in the remark that the terms of the Pratltyasainutpada series

contain no factor not already recognised by most systems. It

is the mode of relation between the terms that differs from

system to system.

—Sutra 19, line 9 ,
— The words “ utpattimatranimittatvat ” of

the sutrapatha are changed to “ saihghatabhavanimittatvat ” by

BamSnuja, Nimbarka, Bhaskara and Srikantha. The changed

reading makes explicit what was implicit. It is thus a simpler

reading and is likely to have been a deliberate change from the

original lectio difficilior as Sankaracharya gives it.

—Sutra 19, line i 2 .
— See Sutra 20, line 1-2. Sahkaracharya’s

point here is that even though one of the terms of this series be

credited with the power of producing the next term, how did

the series as a whole and in a given fixed sequence come to be

fashioned ? Moreover the causal phenomenon as conceived by

the Buddhists requires a number of “ pratyayas ” to simulta-

neously co-operate to produce a given result. Who calls these

pratyayas to be present punctually at the time of origination ;

and if their simultaneous presence at a given place and in a

given moment be a mere xuulesigned accident why should they,

being accidently thrown together, necessarily help in the pro-

duction of the joint result ? Cannot one of the causal factors be

permitted to say, after all I came here by chance : I see others

working: I need not necessarily co-operate? And if it be said

that, being present, they cannot but co-operate, that being their

inborn nature, what are we in all soberness to think of a series

of agents not one of whom really cares for his predecessor or

his successor, and yet they all, as a series and almost in spite

of themselves, seem to be uniting, as if ordained by Providence

or pre-established harmony, to produce a joint and complicated

artifact ? Bhamati lays the finger accurately on the weakest

spot in the argument when it says

—
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srtaWfqRSRIT I %?TqiT5ci^ilTrR: ?fVnT-

II I ^qi^?lcl 1 3R7^ qqi?cq^<nqiHi: f^cqi^qts-

f ^qr f^qqqwnfqqq^ q^WRfffqRq; i q =^fRr^q

qfRon?! qi^q i ^i^=q5PRRf

R^iRfqq i q af^^orwq leqfq

5m I f# ^ q^ffr qq4 i^i4

51^ ^ q: I II d5I I q?PcT«|TaTqTRr 3Hq^
R^TqfqsTd^, ^qoi dd: ^ dcf: <3;^ qqR^^Pdtif^q-

^^qsTdd 5m (granary) Ri?aq?3i qq RIfl |E^r

ffiq®:, farpq ffq^ifaiT 1 awiti q^qiiSf^i qqifcdi

qi jpqr qj ^ qr ^on: qsiqfqqiqq 5^ qqssqq 11

—Sutra 19 ,
line 13 . — The point of the Buddhist opponent is

this : We see the series actually in operation, one member of

it originating another in succession ; and we do not know of a

someone or a something independent of the series that works

the wheel of the series. Because we cannot understand how
the series can go on working without the presence of an inde-

pendent operator, that does not mean that the series does not

work at all; for, “Na hi drishte ’nupapanarh nama. '* We
must necessarily assume that the series does function although

there be no assignable r/eus e,r machiwu To this argument on

the ground of “clkshepa” Vachaspati-misra makes the follow-

ing reply

—

f%qi^q jcqi^qq; 3?itt ifiqq»i I fiq q qiqfi qsp’qq^qqrgq-

qqqR ^Pfqiqqm, 1^5 l d^qi^inqq sqqjsq^ 1 d»4rq[

irrfqqFqrfqffqr?^ qrpsqq 1 dw fmiq^siq qfqrq =q *T7?pqr%f-

dTc d dqqf^, f%q^ qd*. didf I diqqdf^dTfq

d^m:, d d dfdsrfq di^cffm f?(fdfi?frcq

diqgd?3fTmtd I

—Sutra 19, line i 6. — The reference is to 11. ii. 12, lines 25-34.

There is involved here a rather difficult question of fixing the

text of the bhashya and its probable interpretation. In tbe text

as printed in all the editions, the epithet “ asrayasrayibhuteshu
"

can agree with “ bhoktrishu, ” while its converse in the next
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line “ aSraya^rayiSunyeshu ** must go with “anushu.*’ This
seems B,prima facie inconsistency, and to avoid it the Brahma-
vidyabharana, Advaitananda’s commentary on the Sshkara-
bhSshya, says—

The construction is not natural : the position of the conjunction
“cba** practically rules it out. Assuming then that the first

epithet qualifies “bhoktrishu,” as the Ratnaprabha and Ananda-
giri in fact definitely assert, what meaning can we give to it ?

The commentators render the term by “ adrishtaSrayeshu, ” pro-

bably taking “asraya** ~ “adrishta,” the bhoktri being regard-
ed as the “as rayin” with reference to it. This way of inter-

pretation is questionable. The bhoktri or soul is the aSraya or

adhara of the adrishta, which is the asirayin. If, ignoring the
“ duranvaya, ** we construe the passage with the BrahmavidyS-
bharana, the anus could properly be called the asrayins of the

soul who is the asraya; but asraya of what? Not of the atoms,

but of the adrishta which, in that mode of construing the

passage, has to be supplied. The term “asrayasrayibhuteshu
“

is also rendered by “ upakarySpakarakabhuteshu. “ As the

Brahmavidyabfaarana explains

—

qwiirq: \

The upakarakas would in this case be the bhoktris in so far as

they are under the influence of adrishta. But oven this inter-

pretation is not quite satisfactory, because “ upak5ry6pakaraka-

bhava” has to be predicated, in the first half of the sentence, of

the souls, and is to be denied, in the latter half, of the atoms.

As all the editions gave the same reading, it was necessary to

consult Mss. Only three out of the nearly 15 Mss. consulted

gave a variant for “ asrayasrayibhuteshu. ” The Ms. No. 197

of the Visramabag collection read, for the word “ asrayasray i-

bhuteshu” the suggestive reading of “ asay§.sra//abhuteshu.
’*

This reading was confirmed by another Anandasrama Ms., while

a third Ms. from the same library reads “ asrayasraz/abhuteshu”

which, although in itself meaningless, points to an even better

reading. Now asaya is, as explained in our note to II. ii. 18,

line 18, a Buddhist technical term for “ stream of conscious-

18 [ BrahmasUtrabbSshya, Notes]
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nass.” and there is a point in SahkarSoharya's using a teobni*

oal term of the Buddhistic philosophy while expounding the

Vaiteshika system to a Buddhist opponent. See below (p. 145),

Note to II. ii. 25^^^'. “Asaya" is synonymous with “antah-
karana" or the mind ; but what we expect in the present con-

text is a Buddhistic synonym for “ adrishta. ” Such a synonym
is aerava : compare line 13 of the extract from the Bhamatl
quoted by us on page 129 before : sasravam cha manovijnanam.
Vasubandhu divides “ dharmas” into “sasrava” and '’an&srava,”

the first group being explained in the Abbidharmako^avyakhya
(p. 13) as—

Especially in view of the senseless reading “ asray&sraya-

bhuteshu” we are justified in concluding that the original

reading was “ SsravSsrayabhuteshu ” which gives an excellent

sense, while changing “sra”to“sra” and substituting “yft”

for ‘‘v&” under the influence of the following “asrayflSrayi”

(line 17-18) are by no means unusual scribal errors.

“Sutra ig, line 17.— Ratnaprabha and Anandagiri .say that

“asrayasrayishnyeshu” is a variant reading

—

From this one would expect that editors of these commentaries

would give in the bhashya the reading which the commentators

accept as original and explain. The editors fail us here, all

alike adopting the reading “ aSrayasrayisunyeshn. ” Ratna-

prabha explains the original reading by

—

Probably the true reading here too should be

—

and careful Mss. of Ratnaprabha would, probably, confirm it.

At the same time, however, the reading mentioned as a x>athan-

tara by the commentators is likely to be the original reading

in line 17-18. Bhamatl knows only the reading “asraydsrayi-

tunyeshu," explaining it by “upakarydpakarakabhavasiinyesUu,”

and as an attribute to the atoms it gives a good sense. The con-
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fusion between " Asrava^rayabhiiteshu ” and “ tsrayAjirayi-

simyeshu” in two contiguous clauses of opposed tenor is very

easily explicable.

—•Sutra IQ, line 23. — The term “pudgala” is thus explained—

I

It means any mass of matter which is capable of an accretion

and a depletion of parts.

—Sutra 19, linens. —The Buddhists accepted wholesale the

doctrine of karmaii and of the transmigration of the individual.

They speak of the anterior births of the Buddha (compare the

“Jataka'^ stories), and have developed the doctrine of the

Bodhisattvas, who arc to be Buddhas in a subsequent life.

Those assumptions of theirs would be meaningless if there be no

identical personality enduring through the successive lives and
passing through a variety of experiences consistently with its

karman. And of course mind or Asaya or Alayavijhana can-

not take the place of that enduring personality, because, accor-

ding to the hypothesis, mind itself is changing every moment.
And to argue that though a new mind arises every moment,
each succeeding mind preserves the main features of its prede-

cessor intact, is practically to concede the existence of some-

thing that does endure ; and then it would be only namamatre
vivadah or a tight for mere words.

—Sutra 19, line aSff. — The following dialogue between a

Buddhist Bhikshu and a Jain Kshapaiiaka as given in the

Prabodhachandrodaya (Act III) will he found to have precisely

hit the point of Sankarachary a’s contention

—

I HOT won^iHnn'HoiT gq ^ 1

8TH«T«R: I 3# I 31? ^ ^ P#

—Sutra 20, line iff.— RatnaprabhA brings out the relation

between the present and the preceding siitra se follows—
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• 15 §*lct«JTat, 5«^«n5i: |

cT5m%n?T: T%rJiw«^«q: q«m:,

§?^ %irq: I ^a?q: 3f^: i

—Sutra 20, line 5.— If the “Nirodha, ” the Buddhist technical

term for “ vinasa ’* or destruction, were a process occupying an
appreciable time, then “ .Nirudhyamanata ’* would imply the

beginning of the process while “ Niruddhata ” would denote its

conclusion. Since, however, the process is a mere momentary
event, we cannot distinguish between its beginning and end,

both being alike evanescent. This exact distinction between
‘Nirudhyamana” and “ Niruddha,” is thus brought out by the

Brahmavidyabharana

—

:iSf iR^: I

—Sutra 20, line 9. — A thing comes into existence as a karya

of its predecessor in the series, and it passes out of existence

as the karana of its successor. Now, the “ karya ” nature of a

thing must be distinguished from its karana ” nature : the one

must be transformed into the other, such transformation being

regarded as the life-purpose of the thing. Th'is there result

the three instants in the life of a thing : its origination as

karya, its transformation into the karana, and its passing away
after causing the origination of the next member of the series.

This implies duration for three jnoments or “ trikshanastha-

yitva” at the very lea.st, which it is the Vaiseshiku.s and not this

Buddhists who admit. We, however, know from other sources

that the Sarv^stivadins actually believed in this doctrine of

limited permanence. “ The substratum of everything ” they

asserted, “ is eternal and permanent. What changes every

moment is merely the phase of the thing.” But it seems

evident nevertheless that the Brahmasutras did not know of

this doctrine, which makes the position a close approach to the

Jain view of the matter. It must therefore have been a sub-

sequent development. Besides, we have to remember that the

Sarv&stivUdins were divided into a number of schools with

varying shades of opinions ; and it is not unlikely that the
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school from which the author of the Brahmasutras derived his

information was different from the one the tenets of which are

generally accepted as the orthodox SarvAstivada philosophy.

Ft is quite unbelievable thajt,Badarayana or Sankara should have

deliberately perverted the doctrine on such vital issues* It

may also be noted in passing that in accepting the doctrine of

parinaminityatva” or the noumenal permanence, the Sarvasti-

vadins have departed from the original teaching of the Buddha,
which, in this respect, would seem to have been more faithfully

preserved by the Vijfiana- and the f^unya-vadins.

—Sutra 21 , line 3 .—The four pratyayas are thus enunciated by

Nagarjuna ( Madhyaniaka-Karikas, i. 2 )

—

^ II

aiiH are explained by the commentators as follows :

—

aireRSIRcq?!;
, ,

3Tfviq^SIc?Pi:

,

I I%q:
,
qqj I

=q IR I 31RqRTO%[q I

•«r I I

31RqRqcq^ ?q[I%%qaT Rq^R I ^^^iRqfqqi^ ^R^q
^qa?n h

This theory lays down that, for any intellectual or emotional

event, the simultaneous co-operation of a number of factors is

required. The object has to endure throughout the process

of cognition and even prior to it if not also subsequent to it

;

and the same holds true of the sense-organ and of the light, if

not also of the past impressions, which enter so largely into

the constitution of any present cognition. If, therefore, it were

to be urged that the hetu ( iiiruddha-kshana ) need not exist at

the same time as the effect (asati hetau, karyakale iti seshah

—

Bralimavidyabharana ) that would not be consistent with the

doctrine of the four-fold pratyayas as giving rise to all the

varied phenomena of our mental and emotional life. Chittam ~
jnanam ; GhaittShassukh&dayah.
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—Sutra 21, line 6.— The word “samskara” ( PAli, samkhira

=composite things) is the Buddhist synonym for Padartba or

BhSva or Dharma. “ Sarvam kshanikam ’* is one of the three

cardinal tenets of Buddhism, and the last words of Gotama
Buddha— Vayadhamma samkhara : appamadena sampadetha ti

( All composite or ‘ confected ’ things are liable to mutatioti.

Achieve it then with heedful ness )
” revert to the same doguia.«

Compare

—

An attempt to escape from the evident intention of these words

is to lay particular stress upon ‘ samkhara, ’ It is ssrhskrita

things, which arise out of the compounding or mingling

together of constituents, that alone are transitory. The “asaitis-

krita ” things are permanent. And then the question arises as

to whether there are any positive asaihskrita things that can

l)c named. This leaves the door open for later theorists who, as

we shall presently see, made even the “ Sunya ’’ of the

Madhyamika philosophers a real positive existence. But

whether the Buddha intended to teach the doctrine of nnumenal

permanence may seriously be doubted. He was at any rate

most cautious in his expression, and certain direct questions

about transphenomenal problems he straightway refused to

.answer ( avyaknta ).

—Siitra 22 , line iff. — The words “ buddhibodhyam ” etc. look

like a quotation, but it cannot bo traced. The Abhidharmakosa

gives a Karika which agrees in sense, viz.

—

tf(JT9cq I%t4 I

The implication is that the three arc not buddhi-bodhya,
samskrita, and kshanika, i. e., they are permanent solf-subsis-

tent entities the nature of which passes our comprehension.

The Pratisaihkhya-nirodha is thus explained

—

511^551 W?q|- 5:^711

^qinrt I

The deliberate sublation not only of one or more objects but,

through Right Knowledge, of the entire sathsira, with all its
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atfcendanii klesas, is, as SahkarAohSrya says, a case of this

Nirodha. The Apratisamkhya-nirodha is thus explained

—

T^r^: I

•

Examples of this are the day>to-day friction with the wind etc.

which causes new and rough surfaces of stone or wood to become
• smooth, and all such gradual though imperceptible operations

of natural force.?. A case of such an ApratisarhkhyS-nirodha

would be the disappearance into the limbo of the Past of all

those moments or momentary phenomena which we might
have observed but did not observe through reasons such as

absent-mindedness. “Such an unrealised possibility of the

perception of the dharmas, passing from the future stage of
‘ will be perceived’ into the past stage of ‘were not perceived

’

without touching the present stage of ‘being perceived’ by one
whc'se attention was otherwise engrossed, is an example of

Apratisarhkhya-nirodha- *’ What are in reality only two special

ca.se8 of Pratisariikhya and Apratisarhkhya Nirodhas have often

been regarded as the only possible cases of them, as when
Vasubandhu tolls us that “the true characteristic of Pratisarh-

khya-nirodha is deliverance from bondage. It is the dharmn
par excellence amongst all the dharmas the supreme goal

amongst goals, the highest of all things, the noblest of all

reasons, the greatest of all achievements.” It is, in other

words, synonymous with Nirvana, being the extirpation of the

klesas by means of knowledge, or more precisely speaking,

their transmutation into Bodhi. Compare the well-known,

but ungrammatically expressed, dictum

—

Sahkaracharya seems, on this point, to be truer— or at any rate

nearer—the original form of the doctrine of the Nirodhas than

some of the later writers of the Sarvastivada school.

—Sutra 32, line 3.— That the three are “ avastu ” or immaterial

(not however unreal) follows from the fact that according to

the Buddhist philosophy, “ .sathkharas ” alone are material,

while these three are classed as “ asamskrita-dharmas. ” See

the table on page 120, before. That they are “ abhavamatra
”
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probably implies that they are iocapable of giving birth to

other evanesoetit dharmas, as is the case with all other momen-

tary existences. By the epithet “nirupakhya” SahkarachSrrya

probably refers to their indescribability. Ratnaprabha renders

the word by ‘ nissvarupa. ’ Yamakami Sclgen suggests that

Sahkara*s ‘ nirupakhya ’ is a mistake for ‘ niriipakhya, ’ rupa

being the Sarvastivada synonym for matter. But then, what

is the distinction between avastu and nirupakhya? in view*

of the fact that one of the Nirodhas can be identified with

Nirvana, the undefined and undefinable suniinum bonum of the

Buddhists, we think that Sankaracharya is correct in his use

and interpretation of the epithet in question.

—Sutra 22 , line 8ff. -Sankaracharya’s point is this. If, accord-

ing to the doctrine of the momentariness of things, everything

is coming into existence and at once passing out of existence,

ushering in, as it disappears, another thing which is to repeat

the same process, what is the need and purpose of a special

“nirodha” with its two sub-divisions? This nirodha must

achieve a destruotiorr'-other than what overtakes the things

every moment. If the whole pillar, for instance, is being

destroyed and re-created moment after moment, what is the

point in telling us that the edges of the pillar are slowly be-

coming smooth and glossy? The new series of pillars with

smoothened edges, ex hfjpothest, have nothing to do with the old

series, and so it is immaterial whether one of these pillars

happens to be more smooth than the other, assuming for the

moment that we can make such a comparison. Let us then

imagine that the function of the nirodha consists in inhibiting

the production of a new momentary existence from the preced-

ing momentary existence. If now the preceding momentary

existence is in this way unable to originate the following

momentary existence, it is as good as non-existence, because

existence to the Buddhists means functioning. Compare the

stari/.a ascribed in the Bodhicharyavatarapafijika ( ix. 6 ) to the

B\iddha himself

—

ffi: \m[ i

i%qr »

And if tlie preceding momentary existence is non-existing, that

argues for the non-existence of all the preceding series of
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momentary existences, so that with the snapping away of the

last link in the chain of “sarhtana” the whole chain falls to

pieces, which however must be regarded as an untoward cutt<

tingency. Compare the Ratnaprabha

—

HdRf >IRRf ^1>^5)TrlR I clf^ NcTR

^ 5T ^ I , RciRIR#3[Tfl. I

: ,
3T>qi%qT5Trqfa|Tflt I ^oiTSfci;

RTT^: «

Consequently the “ nirodha *’ can neither be applicable to the

aeries viewed as a whole, nor as producing its sublative effect

upon a given solitary member in the series.— And even ignor-

ing the doctrine of the series of momentary existences, the

question remains whether anything ( whether momentary or

ortherwise ) can at all disappear leaving absolutely no trace of

it behind, as the doctrine of “ Nirodha ” requires us to assume.

As the Gita says ( ii. 16 )—

I

Finally, the special case of Apratisaihkhya-nirodha,as Vasuban-

dhu explains it, can also be refuted by the same argument as

above. For, even if we do not raise the ultimate issues such as
“ who or what it is that can ignore the things before it, and

remain engrossed by something else,” it is still pertinent to

ask—If things are to pass away whether anyone looks at them
or not, why make a special case of things that translate them-

selves from the Future into the Past without touching the

border of the conscious Present ? The special case of the

Pratisarhkhya-nirodha, viz. nirvana, is taken up in the next

sutra.

—Sutra 22, line i2f.—Compare the Bhamatl

—

cTHt f^^raffcT II

19 [ Brahmas'utrabhSshya, Notes ]
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—Sutra 22, line 13.—The word “ avichchhedat ” from the sutra

is interpreted in two different ways in the Bhashya
: (i) because

of the non-interruption of the Series ; (ii) because of the absence

of absolute distinctness ( vichchheda ) between what goes away
( ghata ) and what takes its place ( nirittika ).

—Sutra 23, line i.—Bhaskaraoharya apparently did not read

our sutra 33 . An identically worded sutra occurs ( no. 16 ) ,in

the Vaiseshika refutation. The Bhashyakaras who do read it,

interpret it very differently

—

]

r%wr%—BdRfq
,
bciirjii ^

RT^iT^qqra:
,

qf^feifor-

: ,
fc^RRSlTf^ 1

RV^— RRRR^, d^RRq^ =R I

Most of the commentators are either too brief or very unsatis-

factory ill their explanation of the “ iibhayatba-dosha. ” In

connection with this it is to bo noted that certain editions

( particularly the one on which Deussen’s Grer/nan translation

is based ) read in lino one

—

Ri%Ri?qrRRR>RrR5n'-irffT:qi rf

in place of

—

RRR^nR?rqT?ff:qrcfr

which is probably a ilitfcography under the iiifliieuce of the

wording of sutra i'l. The reading is clearly wrong.

-Siitra 23, line 2f. — Sahkaracharya’s words leave no doubt

that he attributes to his opponents the view that things perish

automatically and without a cause, ft is difficult to under-

stand what exactly Sahkaracharya has in his mind. The doc-

trine of Momentariness implies Lhat things originate and perish
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in one moment, or at any rate originate in one moment aiid

perish in the next moment. Compare Nyayaiiianjari, p, 447

—

1-hit this destruction of things nioniont after monieut cannot >»e

the “ nirhotuka-vinasa-abhyupagina •’ that Sahkaracharya here

alludes to. For, according to the doctrine, just as the preceding

moment in the series is regarded as the cause of the origin of

the succeeding muiiioui*, oven so, the succeeding moment can

well be regarded as the cause of th.e destruction of the preceding

moment, so that there is no yirlu'inka vinasa. To (piote the

Nyayamahjari again

>TnrT: ^^A nw '

As anoliier explanation, wo miglit begin by distinguishing

l)etwoen the normal destruction uf iiioim iitary existences within

the chain of causation and the destruction of the chain as a

whole, which last takes \>lace only at the time of Nirvana.

Now, the * Pratisaihkhya” or the True Knowledge which is to

elYecfc the cessation of the Avidya chain must be supposed to be

outside the chain ; otherwise it cannot destroy the cliain. But

according to the Buddhist hj^pothesis all existing things are com-

prised within the chain. The “ PratisninkhVa *’ must tliorofore

ho out of the sphere of existence or, in other words, non-existent,

nestruction by a mere non-existouce is not possible ; for, as

Vallabha observes—

But this does not explain iiow the Buddhists would be com-

])oll0d to give up their (tssumpfioHy as Sankaracharya asserts.

It may be noted that Vallahhacharya does not refer to any
Buddhist assumption of the kind at all. -The Brahmavidya-

hharana has anoth-u' way of explaining the difficulty. It seems

to say that although there may not be an actual abliyupagama

of the kind on the part of the Sarvastivsidins, they ought to have,

consistently with tlieir theory, mado that abbyupagama. And
assuming that they do make the abbyupagama to which they

are logically driven, Sankaracharya, we are assured, show's that

they will be compelled to abandon that abhyupagama. Ono
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should have thought that an abhyupagama to which they were
driven they would most gladly surrender, if need be. The
words of the Brahmavidyabharana are

—

iiri?^nTf^tt*rraTf erg, ci»-iTfq

q^[q?i II

The explanation given is not accordingly quite satisfactory.

—

The other commentators are all tantalisingly silent on the point.

Sogen therefore asserts, “Sankara is here guilty of a grave mis-

representation,” inasmuch as the doctrine of “nirhetiikavinasa"

(^r causeless de.striicti(ni is absolutely unknown in Buddhism,
which has always maintained that nothing can ever happen

without adequate causes and conditions. We rather think that

Sahkaraoharya has here in mind some Buddhist doctrine which

liolds that the Nirvana or cessation of klesas is something which

everyone is going to achieve one day or the other. We have

fallen into the stream and are sure one day to reach the ocean.

Every man is potentially the Buddha. The prdnitive Buddhist

view regarded the Nirvana as a thing to be attained by deli-

berate and sustained effort in a particular diivo:i:ion. The lalrr

view, which cannot have been unknown to Asvag'noshn, and

which is implied in the following quotation from the Milinda-

pafiha (p. 368-69) miikes the Nirvana the inevitable birth-right

of all; it is not born of karman, and can therefore be called

nirhetuka

—

^35^ H 1 ^1

STR^ HT 313f{f^gr qS5 I 1

qji

f^sqror I'H II I iqr ripf i^^rw
RJTT ^

I I 3TRiqa i I'^sqni

q (a qr, aig^q^l ^ m. ^ qr, ai^ ^ qr,
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^ qr, qi,

ra qi, m srr II

This is inconsistent; and ^ankaracharya is bringing home to

the Buddhist, in the vesy words of King Milinda or Menander,
this inherent incompatibility of the doctrine of Nirvana by
following the Noble Eight-fold Path with the doctrine that the

N irvana is mrhetuka. This doctrine, it may be noted in passing,

is analogous to the Vedantic doctrine that the luoksha is

neither utpadya, nor vikarya, nor prapya, nor samskarya ( see

Sahkarabhashya on I. i. 4). There is thus no “grave misrepre-

sentation’’ on the part of Sankara, but grave ignorance on the

part of those who accuse him of it in this particular case.

—Sutra 23, line 4. -The “ inarga ’’ is the “ Noble Eight-fold

Pjvth,’’ or “ Ariyo Atthahgiko Maggo.’’ It consists of (1)

S iniyag-drishti, (3) Satnyak-saihkalpa, (3) Samyag-v5ch ; (4)

Samyak-karrnanta, (5) Samyag-ajiva, (6) Sainyag-vySySma, (7)

Sarayak-sinriti, and (8) Saruyak-samadhi. Of these eight,

Samyag-drishti consi.sts in mastering the four Noble Truths or
“ ariyasachchani, ’’ dukkhara, dukkhasaniudayo, dukkhani-

rodho, and dukkhanirodhagainini patipada. For details of the

other terms see Dlghanikaya, xxii. 18-31.

—Sutra 24, line 2. - In the two precedi ng.siitras Sankara has

indeed not proved that t!\e two nirodhas are not “nirupakhya,"

that is, that they are “sopakhya all that he has proved is that

the nirodhas are as such impossible : they are not avastu,

abhavarupa, etc., as postulated ; but what they are he has not

exactly said, although perhaps we can say that they are, if

anything, just the opposites of these in nature. He now wants

to prove that the “ akasa ’’ is also a hiiavarupa-vastu.

—Sutra 24, line 7. — The .syllogism to prove the existence of

the akasa as a distinct dras'ya is thus stated—

I

'Phis proves that sabda is a guua.

( ii

)

g# g[sqw^:
,

«^niaRt 1
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This proves that sabda must reside upon some dravyo.

(iii) 1^:

« ^

rhis proof by the method of exhaustion establishes the exist-

once of the akasa as a distinct dravya.

—Siitra 24 , line 8 . -The Abhidhariiiakosa-sastra of Vasubflip-

dhii has the following description of akasa

—

“ Freedom from obstruction is the solo characteristic of

akasa and it is owing to this characteristic that the

activity of material things is rendered possible.”

riie bird in the cage has its flight obstructed and so it cannot
soar into the open akasa. The nature of akasa is, not to obstruct,

the /light ill any direction whatsoever. Tliis gives the akasa the

character of au infinite all-pervading entity. And it is avastii

hecause it is immaterial. It obstructs nothing ae.cl cannot itself

be obstructed by anything.

—Sutra 24 , line 11 .
— Sankara’s argument is subtle, but quite

cogent. The absence of a ghata in the room conies to an end by

somebody bringing in the ghata. The absence of a white crow
in the world can .similarly be destroyed by the chance disco-

very of such a species, say, in the polar region. Howsoever
widespread the absence might be, it is liable to be destroyed by
one contrary instance. Now akasa is avaraimbhavamatram,’^

and if one avaraua exists anywhere, <’ r/., trie cage of the bird,

nr even the presence of one flying bird overhead, avarauabhava
must come to an end. In the case of the ghata in the room
destroying the ghatabhava in that room (hut not in any other

room), Wii distiugiiis]i betwen the abhavas according to their
*' anuyogius,^^ but that is so because space is a reality capable

of division into parts. The abhava qua abhava is not affected

by the size of its anuyogin. Hence Sahkaracharya’s argument
that when one bird is flying into the akasa, the akasa whicli

alone makes the flight possible being destroyed, another bird

cannot fly, unless we imagine that the akasa ifself ( or some
other entity like space) is Va.stusvarupa and so capable of

division into parts.
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—Siitra 24, line 12. — The passage which SahkaracbSrya moans
is given in Yasomitra’s Abhidharmakoaa-vyakhya as follows—

I? 1 Jn?*T f^ uraiSRi I

315R0i% Rfarem I .RI JTRIR RT srffflgdR I ^igqfaiSclR 1

RiaiT RT I 311^1^ RRiia: 1 sTi^r^ ri jnaR

• . 511%'gfni 1 R?T5rr31<iT, R?rai^OT I 3Tf«FT^ sfl^tiT

II

For a similar sifcaafcion, of which, this jnay have been possibly

an echo, compare the Brihadaranyakopaiiishad, FFL vi and viii.

—Bhaskaracharya quotes a stanza, purporting to be the words

of the Buddha, where the existence of the fikrisa as an existing

entity is clearly admitted

—

t-

5TiTci: iTstn^: 1

PiRjfm T%fT: 11

yzt

The stanza is quoted in the Bodhicharyavatarapaujika under

i. 3:5.

—Siitra 24, line 22.—The argument is analogous to that given

in Tl. i. 18^*-“'*.

—Sutra 25, line iff. — The orthodox Sarv.Astivadins seem not

to have ascribed monientariness to the things themselves but

only to their phases. “The cause never perishes but only

clianges its name when it becomes an effect, iiaviug changed

its state. For example, clay becomes jar having chairged its

state ; and in this case the name clay is lost and the mime jar

arises. ” Mr, Sogon even suggests that Sankara’s doctrine of

causality is here anticipated and may even have been borrow'ed

from the SarvSstivadins. He conveniently ignores that San-

kara is merely expounding tlie Brahmasutras, and that the

Clihandogya Upanishsd had certainly preceded all the dispu-

tants in the field, [t must therefore be assumed that the doc-

trine that “the phase of a thing or person changes every

moment while its substratum is eternal and permanent,” is a

later development within the Biiddhist school, and not the

original doctrine of Buddhism as known to the author of tlie

Brahmasutras.
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—Sutra 25, line i7ff. — The usual illustrations given to prove
the illusion of identity and permanence while in reality there
is a momentary suocession of similarities are; (i) the flowing
river-stream, (ii) the burning flame of the lamp, and (iii) the

j(tlft.f1harajxitalam or a patch of clouds (perching on the hill-top).

—Sutra 25, line 23fif.— There seems to be a confusion here bet-

ween what is transient and what is simple. Because a thing

or a sensation or an idea is to last only for a moment, that is no

reason why its content must be simple. A very complex idea

and even a succession of such complex ideas might in one

moment flit across the mind. Compare the usual illustration

of “satapatra-patrasata-vodha** by just one prick of the needle.

Tn fact none of our ideas— however short their duration—are so

simple as to comprise just one datum of sense and no more
although neither the Buddhists, nor their opponents for the

matter of that, seem to have recognised this fact. The whole
argument hence is vitiated by this misconception. Bergson, the

modern champion of the Doctrine of Momentariness, has, it may
be added, secured considerable plausibility for his view by

recognising the manifold and highly complex nature of the

contents of the transient and successive mind-phases,

—Sutra 25, line 27®.— In arguing with his opponent Sahkara-

charya uses the technical terms of the other school with an easy

familiarity. Hence the use of the expression “buddhi-saihtana,”

Compare IL ii. 19

—Sutra 26 , line iflF. — Ramanuja and Srikantha assert that the

objection in this sufcra has a special application only to the

Sautrantika. Madhva is peculiar in referring sutras 36 and 27

to the Sunyavadiris. Other Bhashyakaras generally agree with

Sankara’s interpretation. With Sankara’s interpretation the

(luestion arises, wliat new objection and new argumentation does

the present .sutra urge that has not already been urged in passages

like TI. ii. 20*^*’^? Having opened the discussion of the inter-

nal or subjective phenomena with sutra 25 (line 1 f.) it is awk-

ward that there should be a return to the discussion of external

things in sutra 36, especially when there is no new point to be

brought forward. It is also necessary that, having disposed of the

Vaibhashika view concerning the reality of the external world,
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Sahkaracharya (and the Siitrakara) should liavo soniothiiig to

say against tlio Hautrautika view of the inforability of the

external world. Hence Ramanujans application of the present

sutra for that purpose seems fairly justified. - Ramanuja begins
by observing

—

^r5ffq«Tqf4 qrqqmg^ ii

Itaminiija states the Sautrantike view as follows -

^iR'-q rl^iscqsqt q7?.(?irqJKonKifRft i

And In’s' refutation takes the line that the himha of the j)Hst

nnummt cannot give rise to a pratihimha in the present moment.
At the same* tiniv! it so happens that the line of argnmeutatinn

followed against Uio Sautrantikas can be made to have a wider

application, such as is given to it in Sankara’s interpretation.

'Tile i3rahinaviclyabiiaraiia has perceived the drift* clearly, when,

after explaining tlie interpretation of Sahkarficharya, it says--

i ^ K'rf

^ qcfflfjfr q:ir iqq??:
,
airq k

iqq'mRR I qqiq ^ i

I R q»4t

iq|qr^i?iR«5Rfif(: qqsjtoTR qRR»=q[q*fRi I qRRRflqqjri^r-

qRq g^5l^7:RT II

—Sutra 26 , line ,?. Tho words “Niinnpainddya pradurbliavSt”

are also quoted in Nyayasutra iv. i. 14 as a purvapaksha view.

I have not lieeu able to trace its ultiinat(j source.

--Sutra 26, line 28f. -For the abhyupai'ama in line 3.S see [I.

ii. r’l, line 3, and our Note on the same, i or the abhyupagaiua

ill line :J9, see II. ii. 1.8, linos (5-1 1 and Notes thereon.

—Sutra 27, line 1. - The interpreters ( e. g., Rfimannja ) who

limit the application of sutra 11. Li. 26 to the Sautrantikas only,

want to extend the applictitiou of the present sutra to both tlie

Sautrantikas and tlio Vaihhashikas. q'hc wording of the siitra

suggests, hovi ever, a direct reference to the preceding sutra ; and

20 [ Brahmasatrabhashya, Notes)
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it was this circumstance that probably led Sahkaracblirya to

interpret sutra 26 in the way he does. The wording of sutras

II. ii. 26, 27 contains nothing that would justify Madhva’s

interpretation of them as a refutation of the Sxinyavada.

—Siitra ay, line 7. — The following is a brief summai'y of the

arguments which ^ahkarAcharya has used, in what is knowti

as the “ Samudaya ” adhikarana ( sCitras tl. ii. 18-27 ), against

the two Buddhist schools of SarvSstivada pltilosophy—

1. Multiplicity of schools and divergence of views, 1 1. ii.

18''’«, IT. ii. 25 -" TJ. ii. 32;

2. Physic.Hl and psychical aggregates in the absence of

some sentient cause of aggregation not possible, II, ii.

18’''

,3, The cycle of twelve Nidatias can possibly explain soli-

tary individual events, but their ordered symmetry

and succession remains unexplained, IT. ii. TO*'"*, and

can have no assignable purpose even if wo somehow

succeed in explaining it, II. ii. 19’®"^“;

4, Even the individual events cantiot however be ex|)laiii-

ed by reason of the acceptance of the doctrine of the

inoraentariness of things, 11. ii. which, on no

possible h.vpothesis, can over be suoco.s.sl'uIly defended,

ir. ii. 31 ;

.5. The nntenability of the two Nirodhas, II. ii. 32 ;

6. Tho unsound and inconsistent view about “ tilrhetuka

vinasa” and " pratisatnkhya-uirodha ” as exemplified in

the attainment of the Nirvana; also about "Akasa,
”

Ii. ii. 24;

V. Tho doctrine momentariness, when applied to facts

of inward experience ( c, »/., memory ), becomes absolute-

l.v untenable, II. ii. 25, as leading to all sorts of in-

convenient consequences

;

8. The doctrine assumes the production of what is called

“ sat ” from what is admitted to be “ asat, ” which is

impossible, 11. ii. 26*'*, II. ii. 27. Change implies

permanence as its basis; otherwise it would not be felt

os change, II. ii. 26*'"®.
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—Sutra 28, line Iff.— For the distinction between the Hinayana
which developed what Sahkaracharya hero calls the BEhyartha-

vada and the Mahayana which gave rise to the two systems

of thought known as the “ Vijnanavada” and the “ Sunyavada"
compare our Note on page 1VS before. Historically the Sunya-

vada is earlier than the Vijnanavada, because Nagarjuna the

Tc^puted founder of the first is placed circa 170-200 after Christ,

w\iile Asahga the reputed founder of the last is assigned to

about A. D. 350. The so-called “ founders ” of these philosophies,

it is now generally recognised, are, however, no more than

their most successful expounders or systematisers, since germs

of these doctrines have been traced in works produced towards

the beginning of the Christian era. There is, therefore, some

justification here for abandoning the purely historical, in

preference to the more or less logical, method of presentation

which seems to have been followedby the Bhashyakara. Whether

the Sutrakara intended to direct this Adhikarana against the

Vijiianavada, or against the Sunyavada ( as is contended by

Jacobi ), is a point to which we will revert towards the end of

this Adhikarana.

—Sutra 28, line 4. --The VijMnavadins recognise only one

( the Vijnana ) out of the five Skandhas or agglomerates which

are recognised by the SarvAstivadins : sec* N.ote to 11. ii. 18, line

10. 'rhey refute the other four aggregates ( which presuppose

the external world ) by arguments involving the “ Prasanga
”

( :=parasya anishtapadanam) or the Reducllo ad ahsurdum method

of attack. A good example of this method is to be found in

lines 8-12 below. Asa destructive weapon it could bo rendered

almost irresistible, and in fact the Brahmasutrakara ( to say

nothing of Sahkaracharya) has himself adopted it in several

places (see ll.iii. 32;the word prasahfja is used five times in

the siitras, and ptmakfi twice). The mode of argumentation

labours under the serious drawback of not requiring any

positive thesis or a definite point of view to maintain, and it

could accordingly come under the class r*f Vitanda, which is

defined as “Pratipakshasthapanahino jalpah.** The VijnEnavSdin

has, as we will presently notice, employed certain independent

positive arguments also in support of his position.
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—Sutra 28, lines 6ff.—On behalf of the Purvapakshin the
Aoharya pats forward six arguments which he refutes serialint,

besides using four additional arguments to silence the opponent.

These are .shown below—

Argumenls Ansivers

(1) II. ii. 28, lines 6-7

(2) IT. ii. 28. lines 8-12

(3) II. ii. 28, lines 12-16

(4) II. ii. 28. lines 17-19

(5) II. ii. 28, lines 19-22

(6)

11. ii. 28, lines 2:5-29

II. ii. 28, lines 30-47 ;

II, ii. 28, lines 48-53 ;

II. ii. 28, lines .54-55, 57-6 5

;

II. ii. 28, lines 55-56
;

II. ii. 29 ;

I r. ii, 30.

E.rlr<i arf/utnmfs

(1) 11. ii. 28, lines 63-66;

(2) IT. ii, 28, lines 67-81 ;

CD rr, ii. 28, lines 82-91

;

(4) 11 . ii. 31.,:12.

—Sutra 28 , line 6 .
- The argument in question is the starting

point and the stock-in-trade of all idealistic theories. The world

without can reach us only through the gate-w.ays of sense.

Our primary and direct contact is with our own pictures

(sensations, ideas, or hy whatever other names we might call

them) of the external world, and we have no right to assume

that there is any world at all to correspond to our ideas about

it. As in the well-known palace of the Pandavas built by the

Asura Maya, so in what we call the world, a malicious Provi-

dence may be amusing himself by creating in us ideas of earth

and water where the opposites of these, or in fact where nothing

at all, might he really existing. Sahkaracharya’s answer amounts
to saying that a mere possibility is no argument. In tlie

absence of valid and adequate grounds we have no right to

reject the priuin facie, view, especially when it is the view of

everybody around us. Moreover, when the idealist argues,

“I am sure of my own ideas, but I do not know if there be

a world without corresponding to my ideas,” is he not surrepti-

tously imposing the language of space on the “ideas” which, he

seems to say, exist somewhere inside the four corners of his

body ?
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—Sutra 28, Hue io« — The variant reading “ parainfinvii-

bhasajfiananiitpatfceh** (because [with reference to the pillar]

there does not arise in us a perception of tlieir atomic appearaure)

gives a more straightforward meaning perhaps than the reading

“paramanvabhasajhammupApatteh*^ given by us, following most
of the editions,

—Sutra 28 , lines nff. — Anandagiri thus explains the point---

qTHTqpqr
,
W{h

And if it is argued that the pillar is different from its parts and

yet permanently connected with them by “Saraavaya,” that is

ruled out by the refutation of the Samavaya theory already

made.

—Sutra 28, line 12. —^The Advaitabrahmasiddhi ( pages 96f. )

gives the following refutation of Jati - -

^r^rfRt sqqcqiflJfT |

The Brahmavidyabharana puts it slightly differently •

rrt I ^ I
•

There is, it will be seen, much cheap and irresponsible logic in

these so-called “prasahga” arguments,

"Siitra 28, line i2fr. Oar ideas of ghata, and tho like pos-

sess the one common characteristic of being aur idfW, And just

as, if our idea of one and the same ohiccL were to he iiuw faint

and now clear, we attribute this variation in impression not to

anything that has happened to the outward object, b\it rather to

some modification in our own perceptive organism, even so the

ghatatva, paiatva, and the other visoslianas of onr idea, which is

the viseshya, must be held to proceed from something that

belongs to the idea itself. A concrete physical object outside

the idea cannot certainly be joined to the jidea as its viseshaiia

as if it were its tail or pendant. Because the ghata,for instance,

is five inches in diameter our idea has not that physical dimens-

ion or size or shape or colour or tiie like. The ‘*ghvatatva” must
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therefore be of the very same nature, form and character as the

“idea” itself. And once this is conceded, why should we seek an

outside something to do duty as the “bimba” in relation to tlie

“pratibimba” of the “jar-ness” in our idea V Tlie obvious reply

of course is, why shoxild we not ? *
‘

—Sutra 28, line lyff. — Bhamatl exp!|^ains the argument ns

follows

—

a?! ciar ^

I Rqa?i#r5wp3Tqf i

^ *t»4i

3q33:?WRR5?irR^ [qR??f^
1

—

^g-ai%qr: i

5fTRT(q^^^5g[TRqis{q II

—Sutra 28
, line 22 ff. — Bhamati says that the objector who

raises this question against the Vijhanavada position is the

Sautrantika who regarded the external objects as inferable from

the diversity of our cognition. The point of the argument on

the basis of the vasanas or subliminal impressions is this. In

any act of adult cognition at least 90 p.c. of the factors that go t(»

make up the contents of the cognition in the form ‘this is a jar*

are supplied by the mind. The contribution of the external

physical stimulus is so slight as to be almost negligible. Soiiu^-

times indeed, as in hallucinations, it need not at all exist,

while, at other times, wo are so much obsessed by our own
subliminal impressions that although an object x is actually

present before us we think that we have not x but y before us. I

T

our vasanas are so very potent, why not make them masters

of the whole field and altogether dispense with the outer worM,
along with all its puz7Aing problems ?

—Siitra 28 , line 4 if.— The full stanza runs thus- -

#sqr r%fq^qcqR: aaiRqaqifq ^ ii

It originally comes from Diimaga’s Alambana-parlkshs. Com-
pare the TattvasariigrahapahjikS ( Gaek. Or. Series ), p. 582.
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—Sutra 28, line 45ff.— The luayavada advocated by Sahkara-
charya denies reality to the phenomenal world, but that is only
in the exteeme instance, and from the point of view of tin;

Highest Truth such as it is determined, not by any proeoss of

human reasoning but by intuitive realisation, and ponding that,

l)y the Vodic texts. The Buddhists however claim to appeal to

the coniinon-sense of mankind, and they have no right to so

ilagranfcly contradict the same. — In this connection it is wortii

noting that the Viihanavadins also differentiate luitwoen the

Mbsolute ( parinishpanna ), the relative ( paratantra ), and
irnagitmry ( parikalpita) points of view. The same is also tb»

rase with the Sunyavadiris. As Nagarjuna explicitly states

( Madhyaniaka Sutra, xxiv. 8f.

)

k 1

=5r ^(4 ii

qiqqR R^RfR RHui i

cT fJR ^ f%qRI% II

It ac(^ordiMgly becomes a question of det(M*iniiiiiig wIiosr ahsr-

hite is the real absolute, a question in the i)roper solution of

wliich one’s is as much liable to lead the judgment as

one’s reason,

-'Sutra 28, line 53. -The “ Prasshga ** dialectic alludetl In

here is stated before in II. ii. 28
, lines 8

'

12 , atnl it brings in a

Fourfold alternative astt\ /Misfit ahhayam^ (nniMiat/nw, Compare

the mode of reasoning followed in the JMiashya under If. ii, I 1

and elsewhere.

—Sutra 28, line 56. • Com])are the Pihamati

—

qvireqi^^^ fi%qitq Rqnq qg^^q^wia, ^ Rrnq?if

q3n%q irr, qqrqrqcqrra-qq:
,
qqr%rR^n'^i-

^^qfqRi^4?^«FTq?5B?i%R ii

The point is that as all ooRnition is for the soul ( sakahin ), and

as the soul can reach the world without only through the gate-
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ways of sense, it becomes a necessary condition of tlie soul's

pen^option that the data of our senses be presented to him
translated iu terms of the mind. The soul cannot witness the

physical colour of the cloth as we can purchase it in tins, but

can witness the mind’s picture of that colour. This means that

the mind and its object, the mental picture, are simultaneously

presented to the soul, the one being the means ( upaya ) of tlie

cognition of the other, which accordingly becomes the upoyd.

But this is no ground for making absolutely no distinction bet-

ween the pratyaya or cognition and the vishaya, or its object.

—Sutra 28, line 57ff. — Ghatajnaua and patajhana agree in so

far as they are jhiinas
;
the real diiference between tlie two must

therefore be due to the viseshanas which must necessarily bn

supposed to exist independently of the viseshya. The same
a])])lies to the ghatajhana and ghaV^ismarana where two distinct,

cognitions (direct and remembered) concerning the same object

oshvbli.sh the difference between the object and its ideas. In

connection with this argument it is however worth noting ii)

passing that Sahkaracharya is herein deliberately surreiideriug

a iiosition that he had taken up against the Vaiseshikas in 1 1,

ii. 17 ^"^, where the qualities which are the Viseshaiias ho wanted

to actually identify with their Viseshyas, the substances.

—Sutra 28, line 63.- While the Vijiianavadins are peculiar in

their idealistic view of the world, they nevertheless ngree with

the other .schools of Buddhism in accepting the doctrine of

/nomentariiiess, which they apply to the ideas. Our ideas con»

stitute a continuous stream of transitory phases of conscious^

ness, with no permanent or abiding principle as th(3ir substra-

tum. There exists, in other words, no Atman, no one abiding

individual percipient. Yet, somehow or other, thcj totality of

the successive consciousness-phases in a given life form an

individual group or aggregate, which is designated the Alaya-

vijuaiia. Compare our Note to 11. ii. IS, line 18 before. Alaya-

vijuanii or “Receptacle-consciousness ” is so called because it is

the receptacle, the ‘ granary ’ into which all a man’s ideas and

ijupre.ssions, actual as well as potential, are stored up together

in a well-arranged embryonic form. In any present act of

cognition only one of these genniiutl ideas «^pringR up above the

threshold of consciousness, the others being either subliminal
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or below the threshold, or at the fringe ” of the present consci-

ousness. And since each vanishing momentary consciousness
transmits onwards to the consciousness of the succeeding
moment all the contents of tjie granary, a sort of continuity or

individuality in a man’s consciousness appears to he maintain-
ed, not only within the limits of the present life but throughout
a^given transmigratory period.— Against such a position all

the objections urged by the Vedantins in Sutras IT. ii. 20, 21, 25

and 26 must be held to apply with equal force. A permanent
substratum as the noumenal background and basis for the play
of the fleeting phenomenal appearances must therefore he

assumed; and we may then make that basal principle (as in the

Vaiseshika and to some extent in the Samkhya theory) subject

to being really affected by the vanishing show of the senses, or

make it, like the moon reflected in a sheet of moving water,

merely the unconcerned and unaffected seer, as in the Vedantic
theory. See below, II. ii. 31, lines 3-5.

—Sutra 28, line 64ff.—To differentiate between “purvakshana*
vijMna ” and uttarakshana-vijnana and posit a causal rela-

tion betw^een them; or between the “ Slaya-vijfiSna *’ and the

‘‘pravritti-vijnana ;** or again, between the “parinishpanna,”

“paratantra” and “ parikalpita-vijnana ;
” to assert the moment-

ariness of all Vijfianas; to speak ( as does* Dihnaga and after

him Dharmaklrti ) of some common factor persisting in all tiie

Vijnftnas as Vijfianas

—

and of another undefinablo factor peculiar to each VijaSna,

which gives it its characteristic content

—

to maintain that this “ svalakshana” factor contained within a

preceding vijnana produces a subtle subliminal impression on

the following vijnana and so on in an endless succession ; to

hold that mankind is exposed to the calamity of this Saihsara in

consequence of men’s nescience, which makes thorn see reality

and permanence and externality where thesd do not exist ; to

distinguish between a right and a wrong course of conduct, and

to proclaim that the latter leads to bondage and the former to

ii [J^ihoiaafltrabUshrav Noi#s|
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liberation in the form of Nirvana : all these positions taken by
the VijnanavSdin—involving as they do the need of some one

or some thing, that is beyond and independent of the series of

momentary phases of the mind or consciousness, and that could

express these and such other judgments— become altogether

inconsistent witli the hypothesis of a series of mere momen-
tary Vijnanas, not one of which has the power to “ look before

and after,” and which reaches the utmost limit of its life-purpose

by producing a transient though self-conscious flicker.

—Sutra 28, line 70 ff. — When an idea occurs to me, I do not

have to take a light and see whereabout in my mind it is : it is

self-luminous. Not so an outward physical object. But unh'
whom can the Vijnana be self-luminous ? Not unto the Atman,
because the Atman is not admitted ; neither unto the “ Alaya-
vijnana” which is itself vijhana, and which is also momentary.
Vijnana must hence be held to hold the candle unto itself,

which is opposed to what is normal. See also below, lines 86fT.

—Sutra 28, line 75 ff.
— “I am reading the book ” is the first

grade of knowledge, which may be called receptive perception.
“ I am conscious of myself as reading the book ” is the second

grade of knowledge, which may be called reflective perception.

“lam conscious of myself as being conscious of myself as

reading the book " is the third grade of knowledge, which may
be styled re-reflective knowledge. Can we carry the process of

self-introspection any further ; and if so, where are we to stop?

Some have argued that, as inhabitants of a world of “ three

dimensions,” we cannot reach beyond the third grade of know-
ledge above enumerated. But SahkarScbarya gives the correct

answer when ho says that there is no conscious double reflec-

tion in any of our acts of cognition. Further, the percipient

is always distinct from the object perceived, be that object a

mere book, or the perceiver’s act of perceiving. And the

perceiving subject q^ia subject, and as long as he continues as

perceiver or the Sakshin, refuses to be turned into an object for

perception. Nobody in fact dreams of making the subject, at

the very same time and in the very same act, an object.— The
problem has been very ably discussed by SahkarSchSrya in his

Aitareyopanishadbh&shya ( pp, 59-56, AnandSsrama edition ).
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—Sutra 28, line 83 .
— “ Apramanagamya ’* is Sankaracharya’s

paraphrase for “ avabhasakaiitaranirapekslia/' and ** anavagan-
trika ” for ** svayam eva prathate.

”

—Sutra 28, line 84ff. —^^Assyming that the vijhana is a mass of

self-luminousness, where there is neither means nor object for

illumination and nobody to watcli the illumination, the Purva-

pakshin says that the nature of this light of vijaSna is of the

nature of anubhava or of self-consciousness ; but this is playing

with words. When there is none to experience it, what is the

use of saying that the light in question is of the nature of

experience? — In the same strain one can ask the Vedantin,

what is the fun of your endowing the Brahman with the charac-

ter of ihtelligence and joy, when there is nothing else that

Brahman can know and take delight in, and when Brahman
itself cannot be the source of light and joy to any other perci-

pient? If Brahman or Atman be the self-subsistent Saksliin,

what does he stand witness to, and for whom ? Sahkaracharaya

can reply that, of the kutastha Brahman no description is

possible in words, and oven “ Sacbchidanandatva **
is not truly

predicablo of it. But short of that uUinia ratio, the Acharya

merely replies by saying that there is a world of difference

between the Vijhanavadin’s conception of the Vijhana and the

Vedantiu’s conception of the Brahman. As a matter of fact

however the two are n^'t so very different from each other.

Vijhana collectively is the “Bodhi” tlio
‘‘ Prajna Paramita ” or

the most perfect intelligence which is the highest reality which

embraces the universe ( because there can bo no universe

independently of the Vijhana ), and whicli is designated as the

Tathnta, the real essence ( tatha=tathya~t:afcfcva ), or according

to another explanation, the suchness ( talliattl ) or quiddity, i. e.,

the supreme substance of the entire universe. The conception

can be held to be practically one with the Vodautic coucepdon

of the Brahman, and certain characterisations of his Absolute

as given by Asahga, f/.,
MahayauasutriilaiiikHra, vi. 1

—

^ 961 =^1961 m \ ^

JTifq ’jn-
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agree word for word with those of the May&vadin’s Brahman.
Compare also Gandapadakarika iii. 35, 46 and passim^ where
Manas or Chitta is eventually identified with Brahman.

—Sutra 29 , line 10.— According to the stricter Vedantio view
the dream-experience is to be explained exactly like an ordinary

case of error as when one mistakes the rope for the snake,

there being the creation of an illusory object by what is called
** Anirvachanlya-khyati. Sankara’s speaking of the dream as

an act of memory is not therefore according to the orthodox
Vedanta as expounded, for example, in the Vedantaparibhasha

—

i 3i«r

i ri^f=Ef arf^-

?T(^cqm*nRgqi^8?^ II

Of this correcter view Sahkaracharya is fully aware, as is

clear from his Bhashya on Br. Sutras III. ii. 1.— Compare also

his Bhashya on IL i. 14, lines 75-86, That nevertheless he

puts forth before his Buddhistic opponent the'view that dream

is an act of ( imperfect ) memory is because this view would

be readily acceptable to him, while the “anirvachaniya-kbyati”

view the Buddhist would at once denounce. No apology on
behalf of Sahkaracharya is therefore called for. Nevertheless,

the Brahmavidyatharana says

—

^ iqisiRi q^i^-it^i

luor ii

—Sutra 29, line 14.— It is to be noted that Sahkaracharya is

here assuming the position of inveterate realism while refuting

the idealistic theory of his opponents, forgetting that he had

himself drawn upon the analogies of dream and Maya, time and
again, in support of his own position^ Bbaskaracbarya and

Eesava Kasrnirin do not miss the opportunity to rate Sahkar^
charya for his inconsistent procedure

—
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I ^ ^ ?i^ct i

Sankara’s defence probably would be that the Vijfianavadin
denies outer world altogether and gives you nothing instead
but the transient flux of ideas ; whereas the Vedantin admits
the external world as only epistemologically real, and when he
denies it, it is only to affirm its existence in and through the
Absolute Brahman. A similar distinction is made between the
position of the Sunyavada and the Mayavada

:

Vij&Snabhikshu also agrees in regarding the Mayavada as aprS-

m^nika, and the fact that even some of the srutl texts have used
the analogies of dream and the like he explains by declaring

—

I

—Sutra 29, line 17 .
'- Compare II. ii. 10, lines 42ff.

—Sutra 30 , line 5 .
— It will be remembered that under siitras

II . i. 35, 36 both the Sutrakara and the Bhashyakara had not

scrupled to seek support of the argument from “anaditva; ” but

there it was vouchsafed by the Scripture, whereas here it seems

to have been reached by mere excogitation. Moreover, under

IT. i. 35-36, the problem was cosmological, and justified the

appeal to the Scriptures. Here the problem is more or less

psychological: namely, whether the mind can have an impres-

sion in the utter absence of anything outside the mind to pro-

duce the impression at some stage or the other. Hence, argues

the Siddhantin, we are justified in accepting the one, but reject-

ing the other. Compare also the Bhashya on II, ii. 37, lines

18-22.

—Sutra 30 , line 6 fi. — The Purvapaksain had maintained—*

Wherever vasanas, there diversified knowledge, e.p., dreams'!

Wherever no-vasauas, there no knowledge.
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The Siddh&ntin now maintains-^

Wherever no-vaeanis, even there diversified knowledge (as

in outward perception);

Wherever no-diversified-knowledge, there no v&sanSs.
•

*

And as mere arguments both ought to fare equally.

—Sutra 31 , line 1 f£.— Compare above, Note to II. ii. 18, lin^

18 and II. ii. 28, line 63.

—Sutra 31, line 9.— The Vijfianavadins are also styled the

Yogacharas, just as the Sunyavadins are often known as the

Madhyamaka school of philosophy. The names are variously

explained. Thus—

54 I 11^ irra4

^ wsm\
at «

L6vi explains that the YogaohSra school developed in particular

the Yoga point of view which aimed at reaching mystical union

with Heality by the method of introspection and meditation.

This gave them the idealistic point of view, in the light of which

they tried to explain the various ^stages of illumination called

" dasa buddha-bhumAyah ” and the courses of conduct known as

“ adhimukticharya ” leading up to and following upon each of

these stages. The Madhyamikas often claim to be the most

faithful followers of the Buddha, the true doctrine of Sunyata,

which was beyond the comprehension of the other schools

)

being revealed to them alone. As the Buddha adopted the

“MajjhimS Patipada” or the doctrine of the mean, the Madhya-

inikas derive the name also from that circumstance. SahkarE-

charya dismisses this latter school, however, with rather scant

courtesy.

—Sutra 32, line Sff.— SahkarachErya has been ironical (II.

ii. 28^*, II. ii. 29**) and even abusive (II. ii. 28®'*) before; but

that the Buddha, who claimed to have been filled with extreme

compassion not only for the whole humanity, hut for the whole

universe, should have been charged with hatred and ill-will for

the world was the most unkindest out of all.
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It only remains to discuss how,far SahkarachSrya has been

correct in his interpretation of the Buddhistic sutras and especi-

ally of the last five siitras directed against the VijnAnavadins.

Amongst the BhashyakHras, Bhaskara and Vallabha, like San-

kara, dismiss the SunyavadA* by a bare mention. The others

assign a separate adhikarana. to the school, Ramanuja and

Srikantha and Nimbarka bringing it under the last sutra

(^arvathA’nupapattes oha), while Madhva is peculiar in distri-

buting the sutras over the three schods as follows : Bahyartha-

vada, sutras 18-25 ; Sunyavada, sutras 26-29 ; and Vijnanavada,

sutras 30-32. The language of the sutras is not particularly

propitious to Madhva’s interpretation except in the sense that

as all the schools of Buddhism agreed on several essential

points, all arguments would apply to each of them severally

and to all collectively, especially where the wording of the

sutras (<?. 26, 28, 30) was as vague as vague could be. I am
inclined to think that as sutra 32 has all the appearance of the

finale of an attack, the Sutrakara wished to throw all the

Buddhistic sutras into just one adhikarana. There is probably

a sort of an order observed in taking up the successive Buddhis-

tic doctrines for refutation; but this is mostly logical, and it

was more or less immaterial what school was to champion the

the various doctrines attacked. We should remember in this

connection that the Vijnanavadins, also held by the doctrine of

the Sunya or the Void: see Asahga XVIII. 101

—

Vijfiana, according to them is the sole reality belonging to the

realm of relative knowledge. From the point of view of the

highest or the most perfect knowledge, they would accept

Sunyata, which according to them was not absolute vacuity,

hut rather the void thought, a mere thus-ness ( tathata ) devoid

of any characteristic and free from the distinction of subject,

object, and knowledge. The extreme Sunyavada is, logically

speaking, a further process of abstraction in the same direction,

which has reached its culmination in the “ Eight Noes,*” that

famous negativistic formula with which Nagarjuna commences

* “No snihiUtion, no production, no doRtinctiou, no persiatencn,

no unity, no plurality, no coming-in, no going-out.
’’
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his Madhyamaka SUstra

—

I

II

m Ji^ic*ragcqici siqsiiq^nT i

^ II

—However, the problem has acquired special significance by
reason of Jacobi’s contention (Journal of the American Oriental

Society, 1911, Vol. xxxi, pp. 1-29) that the Brahmasutras refute

the Sunyavada in II. ii. 28-32 as they did not know of the

VijSanavada, which was founded only subsequent to the date

of the Brahmasutras. Nagarjuna, the “ fouiider ” of the, Sunya-

vada, Jacobi assigns to about the end of the second century

after Christ. Jacobi’s date for Asahga and his younger brother

Vasubandhu, the “founders” of the Vijnanavada, was based

upon a paper of Takakusu (B. E. F. E. O., 1904) where cir. 450-

550 was given as their time ; but later researches have effected

a shifting of the date to a period earlier by a least 100 years,

which however Takakusu is not prepared to concede. This in

any case need not seriously affect Jacobi’s conclusion. Jacobi’s

line of argument is as follows. Refutations of philosophical

theories can only be made after they are well established ; and

although germs of .the.se two theories can be traced in tbe

earlier Buddhist literature, it is improbable that the author of

the Brahmasutras should have spent so many sutras over them

unless the theories had assumed the prominence that they did

after the writings of Nagarjuna and Vasubandhu. This may
be conceded with some reservations.

--Now, a possible way to escape from the clutches of the above

argument would be to assert that the refutatory sutras in ques-

tion constitute a later addition to the several SutrapAthas. Jacobi

does not appear to have seriously considered this possibility.

In an independent paper contributed a few years ago, I have

discussed this problem as far as the Vedantasutras are concerned;

and with reference to tbe Yogasiitras it is well-known that

Deussen has declared the fourth and tlm last pAda of the Yoga-
sutras to be of the nature of an appendix constituted out of four

successive additions (1-6, 7-13, 14-23 and 24-33), the sutras dis-

cussing the Buddhistic views ( namely, the Vijfi AnavAda) being'
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IV. 15-16. Aparfe» however, from this consideration, which can

possibly affect only the date of the philosophical sutras, has

Jacobi succeeded in showing that Nyayasutras IV. ii. 26-33 and
Brahmasiitras II. ii. 28-32 discuss the Sunyavada, and not the

Vijnanavada? This problem •deserves to be discussed on its

own merits, even though we were to succeed hereafter in dis-

covering some refutation of the Vijiianavada marked out as such
in a text indubitably belonging to a time considerably earlier

than A. D. 350. — We naturally have to ignore here the Nyaya
passage.

—^The burden of Jacobi’s proof, as far as the Brahinasutra
passage goes, rests upon a long extract quoted as from a “Vritti-

kara” which is given by Sabarasvamin aneaut his bhashya on
Mimafisasutra I. i. 5. The passage extends to over ten printed

pages (7-18) and is introduced by the remark

—

It introduces, in the course of the proposed alternative explana-

tion, an objector who denies the reality of all perceptions, and
his objection is refuted in the passage by arguments which,

when put together seriatim, are held to constitute a close com-
mentary on the Vedanta sutras II. ii., 28 to 32. The Vrittikara,

we may add, mentions the names of Upavarsha, Pauini, Jaimini,

and Pihgala, and also refers to the “MahayAnika” view, and
quotes from the Nirukta and the Ashtadhyayi. We subjoin

relevant excerpts from the quoted passage, inserting in brackets

at their head the Vedantic sutras II. ii. 28-32, on which each is

believed to be a commentary

—

( wm ^^5 II II

)

*1!^ I ^ u

—

( II

)

I I

22 CBrahmasatrabhdshya, Notes J
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I ffl ffd ^ I

I I is gjR l

iT I II

( ?T >TJ^55q^J If II )

5^rd I ^«[«I I I ITrq^l ^o ' - ’
fc

31%: I 3!R?af^5|lTiq«q RW R f^T%5[?fffrR H W%l-

%q ^sqWi^r 51%: fqiti I 5 ^ri ff^;, giiifsq: \

R fl 1 ai4f%qi 1? ^

f^-5Ffi^i%^ II
“

( iWX II

)

^r&r^i qi, ^ 1 3cq?iRTRqi^

^qiR =qi»4F-ci< qqiqqiqr^ <T5| i

1 :fq^ tq^RRi^qq^njia 1 R5I ^qq^m^qq^R 1

I ^ w-qq^^qnTiqr ft ^fq^qqq; i

fT«rqq<q^f 1^: II

( II II )

3Tf^=q ^fqil^^qcit ^>qwq:
,
qrsq^q qeq^ Rci; I q=qwq>I I

SlRI^^^q f? sqT^K =qT4 qcqj^^iqq’sgm: I

fRlTfq«lfeFqq: q?qq: 1 3?(q=q RqcTRtofpgi^qrqr^qqrqj q?-

Hcqq: I im«ir qfcqiqiqsfq ^qrR:§3ff%4R^^q?q I q

^qq% I 3Rt ^ WiW. II

—According to Jacobi the first two sutras, on the ground that

we actually perceive the objects, refute the view that external

objects do not exist, the analogy of the dream-objects being

pronounced inapplicable. The next two sutras refute the view

that ideas can be concrete realities, seeing that they are in

themselves fleeting and have to be at best inferred only — and

Inferred, let us add, by an enduring percipient. The last shtra

is a general condemnation. We confess that we fail to see the

cogency of this “ refutation of the doctrine of the Void." The
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first two sutras, it is true, can be indifferently a refutation of the

Vijnana as well as the Siinya philosophies, because both alike

deny reality of the external world. But to argue that “an idea

cannot be a real object” implies that the opi>onerit maintained

that the ideas real .objects; and surely no Stmyavadin
cared to riuviutain that thesis. It is on th^^ contrary the

Vijnauavadin who did this. The Vijhanavadia asserts that

“objects are unreal, but ideas are real.” This can be met by the

assertion which is its direct contradictory, namely, that “objects

are not-unreal ( nahhavah ), while ideas are non-ontities ( na

bhavah).” How Jacobi can make the second passage^—inter-

preted by him as a commentary on the last three siitras—fit in

with the rest of the context we are unable to see.
•

—^Jacobi has assurely done great service to scholarship by
pointing out the importance of the present citation from the un-

known Vrittikara. The citation extends certainly much beyond

what Kumarila understood it to do. Nor have we any objection

to regard the passage as a sort of a commentary on Brahma-
sufcras II. ii. 28-32,- -at any rate this can be more truly said about

the first part of the passage which seems to explain sutras 28-

29 : although it seems to us not quite impossible to explain the

correspondence of the [).3Ksage and the sutras on the ground of

sameness of topic. Th«'^ case is certainly uuicli more problema-

tic as to the latter part. Jacobi seems least convincing in his

proposed interpretation of Brahmasutra IT. ii. 30. If it is a

Sunyavada sutra its proper interpretation might perhaps be

—

“ Simyata does not exist because of the ( proof called ) Non-

perception”; or, ill the words of Kuinarilabhatta ( Slokavarttika,

page 343 )

—

[ Commentary

—

I ]

—But even granting that the Brahinasutras were originally

directed against the Sunyavada, it is difficult to imagine

what possible motive not only S^jiTkarrtchMrya - but even

Bhaskaracharya and Vallabluicharya con.ld have had in not

bringing in a refutation of tiiu .‘'unyavida school under

some one or more siitra.s ? It is at times argued that the

Sunyavada, in its distinguishing between a ‘ saihvriti-satya”
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and a “ paramartha-eatya,” or between the phenomenal and the

noumepal points of view, no less than in its conception of the

HighestBeality as an aggregate of the “Eight Noes” came so very

dangerously near the absolutistic position of the MayavAda that

Sahkaraoharya found it prudent not to raise up a hornet’s nest

about his ears and create suspicion as to the true parentage of

the Vedantic doctrine of Advaita. But we doubt if this would

be at all a fair view of the case. The fact is—as indeed Jabobi

himself points out—the “ Vrittikara ” speaks of the followers

of the Mahayana in quite general terms without distinguishing

between the Madhyamikas and the Yogacharas. Opponents of

Buddhism only knew that Buddhistic philosophers had develop-

ed a number of peculiar logical and metaphysical, positions,

and these they tried to refute, without always caring to go into

the finer shades of distinction between schools and schools.

This last was effected only in the later age of the BhashyakAras

and oommentator.s. As in the case of the Samkhya and the

VaiSeshika systems, so also in the case of Buddhism, we accor-

dingly .feel inclined to conclude that the Sutrakara had before

him a presentation of the opponents’ system much more primi-

tive than what is preserved in our extant classical exponents

of each.

—Sutra 33, line i. — It is worth while noting the differences

in apparel and equipment that marked out the followers of one

school of philosophy from another. Thus we are told, in regard

to the Sariikhyas

—

JTKfi ^fif II

About the Saivites we learn

—

m qtnuci fq: i
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The Vaiseehikas are not differentiated from the Saivites

—

m ffi: i

M a ^ ffls5^?r 3if^ ii

The Buddhists are thus described

—

fRi: qFHOg^: I

lqr: ii

The two Sects of the Jainas are thus characterised

—

^ %>P^ =tra«^r^: n

^^RRT I

ig^r ir ii

f^'^OTT I

qi|Rf f^l^' (iiR; w

Rn?a f^tiir R^asfq f| i

Irq ^cnrq^fg5qrn=^R^ p ii

Finally, the Bhagavatas comprise sev.eral sub-sects, wearing

mudras,tripundras, Gopichandana marks, and the other familiar

sectarian devices, which it is perhaps unnecessary to detail here

any further.

—Sutra 33 , line iff.— A few general facts concerning the origin

and the historical development of .liuaisni will be useful for an

understanding of the discussions that are to follow. While

Gotaraa the Buddha was the founder of Buddhist philosophy,

Vardhamana alias Mahavira ( for whoso death B. c. 467 seems

to be the most probable date, although others put it as far back

as B. O. 484, and even B. C. 527 ) was only the most successful

reformer, belonging to a religious order which was older than

Buddhism by at least 200 years, and of which Mahavira is

regarded as the 24th Tirthakar i. Pa svanatha the 23rd ( or the

last but one ) Tirthakara of the Jainas is also a historical figure.

The followers of the order founded by him are actually men-
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tioned by their earlier name of Nigganthas (Sans.Nirgraniha8),

not only in the Scriptures of the Jainas ( e. g. UttarAdhyayana,
xxiii), but also, apparently, in the Buddhistic Canon ( Digha
Nikaya, i. p- 57). In the course of time, some laxity seems to

have crept into the order ; and Mahayira expurgated the same
by prescribing a strictly rigorous discipline for the monks.

—By way of a corollary from this it follows also that a very

large part, if not of the Jain Scriptures themselves, at least of the

ideas contained in them, belongs to a date much earlier than
that to which the ideas peculiar to Buddhism can be referred.

It is also the case that while the Buddhist texts presuppose

at each stage, and as their back-ground and source of inspira-

tion, the philosophical ideas developed in the Brahmanical
circles, the Jainas seem to have worked out their philosophical

conceptions in more primitive and independent circles. The
Jain notion of the embodied souls as inhabiting all the four

elements; their conception of sin as a subtle matter entering, so

to say, into a chemical combination with the substance of the

souls and capable of being expelled from it by ascetic practices ;

their belief in the six colours (lesyas) of the soul in accord-

ance with their ethical purity ; as also in what is known as the

taijasa-iarira of the meritorious persons which has the power,

for the benefit or injury of others, to emit beat and light : all

these notions proclaim -their kinship with that circle of thought

and practice which gave rise to the Atharvaveda and to litera-

ture of that type. Jainism has suffered in estimation as an

ethical and metaphysical system by being deemed as more or

less contemporaneous in origin with the other more evolved

philosophical systems like the Samkhya, Vedanta, and Bud-

dhism. The fact is that Mahavira inherited the ontology of

his system from a remoter ancestry, and he probably did little

more than transmit it unchanged to succeeding generations.

—^The Sacred Canon of the Jainas has undergone considerable

vicissitudes. There was an earlier—probably, in essentials, a

pre-MahavIra—^part of the Canon which has been irrevocably

lost. This was made tip of the fourteen “Purvas.” Next there

are the “forty-five (11 +13+ 10 + 6 + 4 + 2=45) Agamas” in the

form in which they were finally redacted by Devarddhigaui at

the great Council at Valabhi (A. D. 526): but these labour under
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the disadvantage of not being recognised at all by the Digam-
bara section of the Jain community. For purposes of reference

we give below a list of the Canon. The language of the Canon
is known as Arsha- or Ardha-Magadhl.

I.—Fourteen “PUWAS” or Purvas (nof extant)—

( i ) Uppaya (Utpada)

;

(ii ) Aggeniya ( ? Aggrayaniya)

;

( iii ) Viriyappavaya (Vlryapravada)

;

( iv ) Atthinatthippavaya (Astinastipravada)

;

(, V ) Nanappavaya (Jnanapravada) ;

( vi ) Sachohappavaya (Satyapravada)

;

( vii) Ayappavaya (AtmapravAda)

;

(viii) Eammappavaya (Earmapravada)

;

( ix ) Paohcbakkanappavaya (PratyAkhyanapravada)

;

( X ) Vijjanuppavaya (Vidyanupravada)

;

{ xi ) Avafiiba (Avandhya)

;

( xii) Patiaum (Pranayus)

;

(xiii) Eiriyavisala(Eriyavisala)

;

(xiv) Logavindusara (LokabindusArA).

II—Twelve Angas—

( i ) Ayarahgasutta (AchArahgasutrs), oldest extant text in

prose and verse, giving prescriptions for monks, etc.;

( ii ) Suyagaclanga (Sutrakritanga), poetic exhortations and
philosophic disquisitions, followed by a polemic

against Eriyavada and AkriyAvAda, Vainayika and
Ajfianavada

;

(iii) Thauahga (Sthauanga), enumeration of different prin-

ciples in rising numerical groups of 1 to 10 ;

( iv) Samavayauga (Samavayahga), a continuation of the

preceding, giving groups of 1 to 100 and more ;

( V ) I Bhagavatl- ]viyaliapannatti ( [BhagavatI-]vyakhyA-

prajSapti), exposition of the dogma in the form of

dialogues, and containing stories of contemporary

philosophers (Jamoii, Gos^la, etc,);

(vi) Nayadhanimakabao (JfiAtadharmakathah)i a collec-

tion of stories, with a moral and religious purpose

;
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(vii) Uvasagadasao ( Upasakada»a ), ten chapters narrating

stories of pious monks and laymen

;

(yii) Antagadasao ( Antakriddasa ), ton chapters narrating

stories of pious ascetics who have attained salvation

at death ;

( ix

)

Anutarovavaiyadasao ( Anuttaraupapatikadasa ), ten

chapters giving stories of monks who have attained

the highest heaven

;

(x) Panhavagaranaiih ( PrasnavyakaranSni ) exposijiions

of prescriptions and interdictions ;

(xi) Vivagasuyam ( Vipakasutram ), legends concerning

rewards and punishments earned by Karman ;

(xii) Ditthivaya ( Drishtivada ), no longei' exlant

:

probably

an abstract of the “ Purvas, ” especially discussing

philosophical theories.

Ill—^Twelve Upangas (corresponding to the Twelve Ahgas)

—

( i ) Ovavaiya ( Aupapatika )—concerning the origin of

beings in heaven and hell

;

( ii ) Rayapasenaijja ( Rajaprasniya
)—Dialogue between

king Paesi aiidthe monk Kesi concerning the soul

;

(iii) Jivajivabhigamasutra—Discussion on biological sub-

jects ;

(iv) Pannavana ( Prajnapana )—by an author called Ayya
S&ma, and treating of thirty-six categories, etc.

;

(v) Suriyapannatti ( Suryaprajnapti )—^Jain astronomy;

(vi) Jambuddiyapannatti ( Jambudvipaprajfiapti )—legen-

dary geography of Bbaratavarsha

;

(vii) Chandapannatti (Ohandraprajnapti )—cosmography of

the Heavens, and system of time-reckoning

;

(viii) Nirayavali,

(ix) Kappavadaihsiao ( kalpa-

vatamsikah ),

(x) Pupphiao ( Push[)ika}i ),

(xi) Pupphachuliao ( fhi.shpa

chulikah ),

(xii) Vanhidas&o (Vrishnidasa)

Description ofthe Hells
and lower regions as

attained by the ten

f murderous stepbrothers

of Ajatasatru of Bud-
dhistic fame, or as

• attainable by others.
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IV—Ten “ PainnaS ” or PrakIRNANI ( Miscellanies )—

( i ) Chaussrana ( ohatahsarana). Four Adorablos, by Vira-
bhadra

;

(ii) AiirapachchakkhSna ( AturapratyakbySna ), how one
may die peacefully

;

(iii) Bhattaparinna ( Bhaktaparijna ), abstenances prior to

death

;

(iv) Sarhthara ( SamstSlra ), postures at death ;

(v) Tandulaveyaliya (Tandulavaicharika ), detailing how
the foetus grows

;

(vi) Chandavijjhaya, ( Ohandravedhyaka ), proper astrolo-

, gical oonjuctions for death ;

(vii) Devindatthava (Devendrastava), praise of Lord Tndrai
(viii) Ganiavijja ( Ganitavidya ), Jain Mathematics ;

(ix) Mahapachchakkhana (Mahapratyakhyana), renuncia**

tions prior to death ;

( X ) VTratthava ( Vlrastava ), in praise of Lord Mahavlra.

V—Six Chheda«ST7TRAS ( lists not unanimous )—

( i ) NiBihajihayana(KisIthadhyayana)l

( ii) Mahanislhn ( Mahanisitha ),

(iii) Vavahara ( Vyavahara ),

(iv) Ayaradasao ( Acharadasa), alias

Dasasuyakkhandha ( Dasasruta-

skandha ),

( y ) Brihatkalpasutra,

(vi) Panohakalpa.

Discussions as to

what constitutes

prohibited con-

duct for monks &
for nuns, prescrib-

ing punishments
and expiations for

the same.

VI—FOUR MULA-SUTRAS—

( i ) Uttarajjhayana ( Uttar&dhyayana ) a compilation of

dialogues, parables, ballads, etc. concerning asceti-

cism ;

(ii) Avassaya ( Avasyaka ), treating of the six daily prac-

tices of the monks ;

(iii) Dasaveyaliya ( Dasavaikalika ), by Sajjambhava and

giving rules of conduct, senteatious maxims, and

the like

;

(iv) Pinda-l or Oha-jniijutfci (Pinda-l or Ogha-lniryukti, be-

ing a suppleiueut to the above )•

SS.iBralunaiatrabhftthfa, Notetl
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VII—Solitary Texts—

( i ) Nandisutba (Nanclisutrat
)
Euoyolopaedie treatment

( ii ) Anuyogadarasufcta ( Anu- > of several principles and

yogadvara-sutra). ^ ) {jraotices.

—^This Canon, as before observed, is disowned by the Digam-
baras, but on various internal and external grounds an age ^s

early as the coimneiicemeat of the Christian era has been

rightly claimed afc any rate for the twelve ( eleven ) Ahgas.

The Svetainbara tradition itself refers the constitution of the

canon to about 300 B. O., when a council was held for the

purpose at l^a^liputra, and the period represented by 300 B. a
to 100 A. D. is probably the period when the Canon w&s being

formed and fixed.

—Sutra 33, line 26. — The Jain philosophy starts with a dual-

istic division of the universe into Jiva and AjTva. The Ajiva is

further divided into (i) Dharnia, (ii) Adharma, (iii) Akasa, and
(iv) Pudgala, to which some add (v) Kala. The JTva, Pudgala,

Dharma, Adharma, and Akasa are pradesatmaka, occupy space,

and are therefore often designated as the five “ Asti-kayas, ” or
“ Extended-entities,” Time being excluded from the category

because it has astiiva or existence, but nc^t kaijatva or extension

in space. The sentient Jiva comes into contact with the non-

sentient Ajiva, and as a result there takes place a pouring in of

a subtle material fluid (asrava) which keeps the soul down in

bondage (bandha).* When the inlet for this fluid is closed

(samvara), and the fluid that has already penetrated into the

soul is driven oif by penance (nirjara, lit. drying up), the soul

is liberated (moksha) and soars upwards to the Highest Realms
of the Blessed. Tnis gives us, therefore, the five categories of (i)

&srava, (ii) samvara, (iii) nirjara, (iv) bandha, and (v) moksha,

to which in some enumerations two more, viz. papa and punya

as the ethical causes of the physical effects of asrava and

saihvara-nirjara, are added. One thing to be noted here is the

peculiar Jain notion of what they call Dharma and Adharma.

As Jacobi says, the Jainas have divided the normal functions

* The Jain notion uf. Asjava is miioli more primitive than that of

the Buddhists, who thnefojc may have been indebted to the JainaB

for the idea.
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of space as we conceive it into the three monionts of Akasa,
Dharma, and Adharinaj the three together forming the necessary

condition for the subsistence of all things. The Akasa affords

the?Ti room to subsist ; Dharrna makes it possible hji* them to

move and to be moved; ^nd &dharma makes them rest in one

place. If we ignore these three “ Asti-kayas *’ there remain the

two AstikcTyas of JTva and Pudgala or soul and matter, there be-

ing an infinite number of the former, while the latter are either

aggregates, or atoms torn off from the aggregates and capable

of being fused into them from time to time. This is a very

simple description of Jain ontology, against which Sahkara-

charya does not find it worth his while to raise any objection.

His main objection—and of course that of the Sutrakara whose
intention he faithfully interprets—is against their so-called

“Syadvada,** or “ Disjunctive Dialectics.
*’

—Sutra 33, Hue 7®. — In tlie same breath with their ontological

dogma as above described, the Jainss maintain another dogma
which in some respects corresponds to the Samkhya doctrine of

‘'parinami-nityatva,” but for the true genesis and explanation of

which wo have to consider the peculiar intellectual atmosphere

within which the religious and philosophical activities of the

Buddha and of Mahavira fell. Everything which is sat(existing)

the Jainas tell us

—

?.cqr5Eq5?Tr? ?frq<T^fq i

This theory of the indofinitone.-;s or maay-sideilness of existence

(anekanta-vada) is in reality a Jain version of the 8amkhya
doctrine of the constant mutation of the j^naas of the Prakriti,

or an application to facts of oediurTy life of the Vedantic

simile of

—

gT=qRf>ioT Jiiw, ?ic?in i
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which originally was intended to apply to only the transcen-

dental Being. The distinction, of course, is that while with the

SSihkhyas the changing factors are Che gunas and there is no

Prakriti as, so to say, a substance over and above the mere sum
of the three gunas ; and while with ’the yedantins the changing

is the unreal, the Real or the Brahman being incapable of any
change; the Jainas regard mutability as an aspect of the Immu-
table, the ‘utpada’ and ‘ vyaya* being regarded as the gunas erf

the ‘ dhruva’ substance. On these premises it is obvious that

concerning a given padartha we can make from divergent points

of mew, different apparently contradictory statements. Thus we
are told

—

fT?l«ir— q^Rilsir, ?rqif| I

This seems to mean that (i) if somebody has told you that a

ghata has a specific shape, and an object normally called the

ghata but not having that particular shape is presented to you,

you will declare it to be “aghata,” though it really is “ghata.”

Your assertion will thus depend upon your conception of what a

ghata is. (ii) Similarly, to you the essence of the ghata might

consist in its broad-bottomed shape, and not in its smell or colour,

and so you would be justified in asserting that inasmuch as the

object before you has that given shape it is ghata, but inasmuch

as it has the unwanted smell or colour, it is agbata. (iii) Or, a

given ghata may not be large enough to serve your purpose and

so you can say it is no ghata to me

:

and so on, from several other

points of view that can be enumerated. In a sense this is a truism.

It amounts to saying that men’s points of view differ. But as a

proposition of universal application it can imply that all our

judgments are particular or individual judgments which have to

be always considered in the given limitations of time, place,

circumstance, use, intention, etc. If, therefore, we had to

depend exclusively upon the judgments of men, it is clear that

there could be no concensus of opinion, and therefore no certain-

ty. But, fortunately, the Jainas would argue, the Agamas,
which are the works of the Apta or reliable and omniscient

persons, have declared the existence of the seven PadSrtbas and
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five “Aeti-kayas,’* and we are saved from the purely sceptical
attitude to which the “Syadvada” by itself would lead us.

Sahkaracharya, no less than the Sutrakara, ignores this latter

safeguard, and succeeds in proving that, as a more “anaikantika”
theory of predication, .the .^yadvada must return upon itself,

and end in doubting the doubter himself,

,—Sutra 33, line 24. — The Jain texts are not anxious to prove
their Fadarthas, any more than the Vedantins are to prove their

Brahman. That rests on the authority of the Agama, and
reasoning can do it harm only, if applied. There is, however,
one es.sential difference between the two. (i) Unlike the VedSntin

the Jain brings in his dialectics even to explain the facts of

ordinaty life, (ii) Secondly, the omniscient Tirthakara of the

Jainas can never become the Creator of the Universe, because,

in the first place, they do not believe in the creation or the

dissolution of the world; secondly, because the Tirthakara,

along with his omniscience, develops an absolute indifference

to all mundane concerns whatsoever ; and thirdly because,

with their dualistic starting point, the only relation that

they could think of between spirit and matter was that of

repulsion. Thus it happens that God, the Creator, is entirely

unavailable to the Jainas, and this in a way knocks off the

basic support of their Agaraas. And even if it were otherwise,

Sahkaracharya was not expected to lay irluch stress upon this

argument on the ground of the veracity of the Scriptures of his

opponent: Compare Sutra 38, line 8ff.

—Sutra 33, line 28. — Saiikaracharya forgets for the time that

his conception of the “Maya” is open to the same charge. The de-

fence probably would be ;hat this .‘-.ayais a trancendent entity

that is not introduced in and out of season to explain the facts

and phenomena of ordinary life. But even so, Sahkaracharya’s

own argument in the present passage can be forced down his

own throat. As KurnSrila says in another context (Slokavart-

tika, p. 319)

—
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—Sutra 33, line 37 . — It remains to explain how the
,
seven

propositions of the SyAdvada oame to be formulated. From the

data supplied by Buddhist as well as Jain Scriptures, we know
that the time during which these prophets and teachers flourished

was a period of considerable intellectual •upheaval, no less re>

markable than the age of the “Sophists” in Greek Philosophy

before the advent of Socrates. Agnostic and Sceptical dialectics

had run so rampant in the age, and they had such a ruthless logic
*

at their command, that it had become very difScult for any esta-

blished dogma or institution to hold its own against their

attack. The Buddha had accordingly to leave a number of vital

metaphysical questions “avyakrita” or unexplained. Mahavira
(who might be safely credited with the invention of the Syadvada
dialectics) apparently pursued the bolder method of turning the

tables against his Sophist opponents. One typical Sophist of the

day was Safljaya Belatthiputta who took an extremely agnostic

attitude, answering, in reply to any question put to him,

—

Mahavira probably tempered this agnosticism by lending to it an
apparently positive aspect. Whereas Sanjaya had said: “I cannol

say if it is, and I cannot say if it is not,” Mahavira declared
; “I

can say that the thing in-a-sense is, and 1 can say that the thing

in-a-sense is not
” He further added that while mere human judg-

ment could lead only to such uncertainties. Scriptures had taught
an indubitable doctrine, which, of course, it behoved all true

followers to accept. This would logically involve a distinction

between the point of view of the highest truth (nischaya-nayu),

and the ordinary ( vyavahara ) point of view; and the Jain

philosophers are not averse to recognise this. Understood in

its historical setting, we are thus enabled to appreciate tlie

Syadvada in its true aspect and to evaluate it accordingly.

—Sutra 33, line 38!— Analogously to the Seven Propositions

of the Sy&dvada, the Jain texts speak of Seven “ Navas ” or

Modes, viz.—(1) Naigama, ( teleological aspect ) ; (2) Samgraha
(class aspect); (3) Vyavahara (empirical aspect); (4) HijuBiitra
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( immediate or prima facie aspect ) ; (5) Sabda ( denotative as-

pect of names ) ; (6) SamabhirQdha (etymological denotation of

names ) ; and (7) Evambbuta (context aspect). For definitions

and illustrations of these consult, amongst others, Tattvartha-

rajavarttika ( PannalSl's edition, pages 65fiE. ). Regarding the

seven propositions of the Syadvada and their scope, the follow-

ing quotation will be found useful

—

^TROTtiPT^isgRT q^in; i

rT%r^T?Tr ii

Regarding the definite occasions when the above dialectic can

he used, the Brahmavidyabharana notes

—

qn. airar \ ffificq-

%fi^r . i ^ra#

iTff: I

This probably is a later refiiiemeut within the school. There is,

however, some justification in the argument that if the Syadvada

is intended morel.y to assert that things can be looked at from

various points of view, that is a truism which cannot establish

the propo-sition concerning the mutabUity of the real nature of

things. As Appaya Dikshita says in his glosrf on the Srikantha-

bhashya on the passage

—
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3T53qi^ 3T?q^^ snf?H,

f^TcJHr%f, STHirfJRr

, ft?fq(^qT?PTR: i

qnfiiBa I icqrf^-

R«T»1W I

As we have already said, it is the Agania that proves the Syad-

T&da : Syadvada cannot itself prove Syadvada.

—Sutra 33 , line 40.—The Jain theory of atoms is thus stated

—

f|?CT^ ^S^SfROTR^IS^ I

^ a II

The Jain atoms are thus infinitesimal, eternal, ultimate, and

—

unlike the Yai^eshika atoms, but rather resembliug in this the

Buddhist atoms—qualitatively alike. They have weight, and

are hence capable of downward as well as upward motion. But

the whole theory is somewhat crude. Keith observes (Logic and
Atomism, page 16), “The fact that the Jain school retained the

theory without any substantial development is merely one of

the many proofs of the metaphysical barrenness of the school."

We have to observe in this connection that the main interest of

Jainism was in other domains than in metaphysics.

—Sutra 34, line aff. — The Jivas are divided by the Jainas into

the two main classes of the ‘ free * and the ‘ bound,’ the latter

being further divided into ‘ sthavaras ’ or immobiles, that

are endowed with only the sense of touch and inhabit the

earth, water, light, wind, and plants of all kinds
; and the

' trasas * or mobiles, which are endowed with two, three, four,

and five senses and inhabit the bodies of the water>inseots,

gnats, bees, and animals—and others of the type of each, re*

speotively. The bodies inhabited by these Jivas are classified

into (1 ) audarika or physical, (%) v.'iikriya which are the plastic

sheaths of the gods and denizens of hell, (.3) aliaraka of saints,

(4) taijasa or magnetic, aird (5) karnmna. The first and the last

two are shared by all unliheratod souls. The souls are all im-

mwtal and have to undergo countless sncoession of transmigra-

tions following their own karman, until, by means of the
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saving doctrine of JainiBtn, they are transported to the Bealm
of the Blessed which is situated in the Highest Heaven.

—Sutra 34, line 9.^— As we have seen, Jiva is an “ asti-kSya ”

and so occupies space. WitJi t'Cgard to its magnitude, we are
told—

and in the case of each Jiva we learn

—

The nsuW illustration of the process is that of a lamp which
can, according to circumstance, diffuse it.s light within a small
room, a larger hall, or the wide space without. The specific

difficulty put forward by Sahkaracliarya, the Jainas would
probably meet by declaring this description of the soul in terms

of space as figurative only ; or by the supposition that, out of

the infinite parts of the soul, only eight, occupying the very

centre of each soul, are the really essential parts ; or finally

—

“ Arhadagainapramanyat ( Tattvaxtharaiavarttika, page 203 ),

adding that there is also “ Svapakshadoshaprasahga '* in the

conception of the Akasa and the srotrendriya. The Brabma-
Butrakara (to judge from the defence put fbrth) thus seems to

have laid his unerring finger upon a real vulnerable point in

the system.

—Sutra 34, line i3f. — Sahkaraoharya’s contention that a
small body cannot conceivably comprise an infinite number of

parts is rather crude. If the avayava is sufficiently minute^ the

number of them contained in the human body may transcend

the calculation-powers of man—and that is all that infinitude

can mean. Compare the Nyaya-Vaiseshika argument that if we
do not agree to the proposed size of an atom as ^th part of the

tertiary-atom, but go on indefinitely dividing and sub-dividing,

mount Meru and a mustard seed would be equal in dimension*

—^Sutra 35, line 6 *
— Tt is the Samkhyas ”^ho admit the doctrine

of ** parinami-nityatva ” or fixity of the essence amidst the muta-

tions of the gunas. To the Vedantins ever.)- real modification

implies impermanence. Compare our Note to II. ii. 33, line 7ff.

24 [ BrahfnasUtrabbftshya, Notes ]
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^The simile of the skin of the body which weai*s out every
moment is expressed by the old stanza quoted fully in the
Sarvadarsanasariigraha ( ii. 78—79 ) and referred to by Suresvara
in the Naishkarniyasiddhi, ii. 60

—

'Sutra 35, line 7. — The Jainas have surpassed most philoso*
phers, in the variety and minuteness of their classifications of
Karman. There are eight main types of Kannun, distributed
into as many as 148 sub-types. The main types are

—

C/1
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XX
O
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( i ) Jnanavaranlya—which obscures, the souls' in-

born right to knowledge

;

(ii) Darsanavaraniya—which obscures right intui-

tion and makes men heretics; it also brings

on sleep;

(iii) A.utaraya—which hinders the good tendencies,

and so leads the soul on the path of sin.

(iv) Mohariiya—whicli gxi)os0s the soul to passions

and temptations

;

( V ) Ayushka—^which determines the type and the

duration of the next life ;

(vi) Nama—which determines the body and the

number and nature of the indriyas to be

assumed by the soul ;

(vii) Gotra—which determines the nationality,caste,

family, and social standing of the next

birth, and

(viii) Vedanlya—which brings on us suffering by

obscuring the bliss-nature of the soul.

In certain enumerations, number (iii) Aiitaraya and number (viii)

Vedaniya change places. The first four are classed as “ Ghfiti
”

because they occasion positive impediments to salvation, which

it is possible to get rid of in this life ; the remaining four are

not so positively mischievous ; but they are responsible for
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determining the nnture and circumstance of the next life of

the transmigrating self, and these are the basic but indirect

causes that determine the quality of one’s Karmans. Further,

the “ Aghati ” Karmans are incapable of being destroyed in the
present life.

—Sutra 35, line 8. — The following quotation develops the

Simile of the gourd to its fullest possibil ity

—

qi^Fi cisii^irrng

^ swicit *iq^, rf^T

1

^ q-5^!d,qfqi^^qTf^qB3|^f^qC|qTIH^q^-

—Sutra 35, line 10. — Apparently therefore the doctrine of the

eight central particles of the soul ( see above, Note to Sutra 34,

line 9 ) is a i>ost-Sahkara deveiopiueiit.

—Sutra 3';, line 16, — Under the cover cf the word “ adi” the

Bhamatikara introduces a new criticism cf the theory by inquir-

ing whether the soul’s chaitanya is shared by each constituent

particle of the sou.l, or by a given number of particles in their

totality--

M qcN^ qgqt ^q'diqRqih^qiqcqHqRiqrqTri; ?^i-

1 5 ?iTrru 7̂fBT qi'q^r-

Sutra 35, line 19. In the first interpretation the word “par-

yayena ’’ meant “by turn,” “alfcernat'dy ;” In the second inter-

pretation it denotes unending suocossioii.
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—Sutra 36, line iff.— The sutra is variously interpreted—

f (1) ) 31^^:
( ), 3*T*Tr: (

UKRIOM: ).f^cfncl( aircHqRfllcriTfg^R?^

), ( ^T0TTR(^ rR-

HTOIRT RIHT,—
1 (2) ( wra?si#qqRjnDTBT

)

( ), 3»TRr: (

RcRwif^

[sn^]j

f 3RRFT (Rr^Hi*iiJici5fNqf^«ii?T) 3ra(^:

J ( ), ( apnctR: cTctiKmoTfR

J I ci^) fRcRc^Rl,

I f%qqRBToic4 ) [qmh^]j

r 3i;ciFFi ( RT^q^q^^RRIDiBI )
3iwf^:

. ( WRtqTci. ),

RSR— -! qi^^RR ) 3w: ( RB[^^r^?«r3fNfqR-

j

RIH!^: ) iRcRfqT?!, 31^5?tr; ^-
i qRRTOnqB? );

%TR%

—

J
3T;cRfi ( ^^rrai^T^fiqqfwrmpT ) aml^:

( RFTc^rv^RIt^ ), 3W: ( qt%l%lKHI-

^mF:)(RcRiqT^^: (RcRcI Rq^iqf^:)5
'

WSSI

1

3RrqFl ( g%ncTRRtn%ORR ) 3^1^:
( aicRpRiiri

)^ 3*iqr; (aiirjwwlf?^ ) ^

I%Rf# ) [ RfltT^ ] J
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^
—Same as Sankara (1).

““Sutra 36, line 3.
— The process of liberation according to

Jain philosophy is as follows. With the destruction of four
“ gh£ti ” karmas there jesurts during the life-time of the soul

the absolute knowledge * kevala-juana. ’ When the body falls

^
down at death, there results the destruction of the “ aghsti

”

karmas, and the soul thereupon ascends higher and higher until

he gains the top of the universe

—

35^ gpif: n

Such liberated souls, although freed from the audarika (terres-

trial), taijasa (igneous), and karmaiia (transmigratory) bodies,

can occasionally assume aharaka (translocatory) body by means
of which they can now and then pay visits to Tirthakaras who
occupy the highest region of the Universe—^the use of the

aharaka being also permitted to the Jivanmuktas even before

the falling away of the body at death. The liberated souls

constitute a hierarchy in the Highest Heaven with the first

Tirthakara as their supremo head. The Jainas, as before obser-

ved, do not need any God io create the world, but the place of

a god for devotion and worship is taken by the several Tirtha-

karas and their immediate disciples, the Ganadharas.

—Sutra36 , line 6 ,—There is lacking in this adhikarana the

general condeminxtory sutra, unless wo regard the word ‘avise-

shah’ as implying roforenco to sutra 11 . ii. 32, as Rahkaracharya

seems to suggest. —’While Sahkaracharya’s criticism of Jainism

is to be understood with the limitations as above indicated, it

seems at the same time necessary to say here finally that

Jainism has to he evaluated more as a religion than as philo-

sophy, at least so far as its origins are concerned. Accordingly

one cannot help deprecating a jadgmont like the following

(Hopkins, Religions of India, p. 397) -“A religion in which

the chief points insisted upon are that one should deny Godt
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worship man, and nourish vermin, has indeed no right to exist.”

And yet, like some other things that may also not possess the
‘ right to exist,’ it has existed for over two millenia, and has
produced excellent types of men—^both monks and house-holders

—and has offered real guidance and 'solcsce to many a seeking

and believing votary.

—Sutra 37,
lines 3-6. — The following extracts from the

SshkarabhSshya on the sutras in question will explain the

exact point

—

Fiir^ 1

^ I I t^TT^ =51

fgrgrf^^ gs^f 1 1 ?cqq -

^ gpaaj ’ ^qrr^q^lfOT =q q|m--qqR^€q R %qi5

fqmri^Rarfrq 1 1
' g^igSFcrrjqqqr^ ' 11

The * pratijna ’ refers to the promise concerning the knowledge
of everything by the knowledge of one thing, which, Sankara-

charya tolls us in his Bhashya on IL iii. 0 , is to be understood

not “kshirodaka-nyayena” but the “prakriti-vikara-nyaya ”

—

#f?rr5igl‘mf5Tr5f'f.?q 1

qqfqfinf fm spsqi^ II

The “ drishtanta ” is the famous ‘ earth and jars ’ in Ohhandogy

a

vi. 1-2. — The next sutra adduces in support of the position the
“ Bahu syam, prajayeya ’* passages, where Brahman thinks not

only of creating the world, but of ifyelf being it

—Sutra 37, lines lo f, — The Yogasutras of Pataujali, which is

the Classical exposition of the Yoga doctrine, has only one sutra

where Isvara is mentioned and defined ( i, 24 )

—

3wt%q i

In the four other sutras where the word occurs, it occurs in

combination with ‘pranidhlina’ and as one of the possible objects
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of meditation. *It is quite clear that, once recognised

God for the sake of appearances, the Philo6ioi>h5' of Yoga as

expounded by Patarljali, is not over-willing to make him a

vital part of the system. Tt is Vachaspati-misra who asserts,

under iv. 3, that

—

• •

suTcSFi^ofJii I ( 51^:

)

In the “ Bamkhya-Yoga ” system as presented by the Gita, and

ill portions of the Maliabharata, Isvara plays a more important

role. In passages like (Gita, xv. 16f.; cp. also xiv. 3, vii. 4f. )

—

%m) art- ^

God has almost bocomc tlie pantheistic deity of tho Vodantins,

though passages ar (3 occasioiiaily met with in the Epic where God

is the Coatrollor the Frakviti. Sankaracliarya Is here thinking

probably of a treatmoub of fctie Yoga doctrine v/liere Isvara is of

more consequence than in our Yogasutras, and yet much short

of what the Gita seems to make him. What exactly is the text

in the mind of the Hhashyakara, and what is bne part that such

a text played iu the genesis and evolution tho Early baihkhya

Philosophy is a moot point. Ouinpare Notes, page 69, before.

—
3*^^ line 12 if.—The brunt of the attack of this adhi-

karana is of course against the viahesvaras or Pasupatas, so

that in explaining how J'lie Sierakara was led to bring in these

Saivite systems in immediate succession to his attack on

Jainism the Ratnaprabha observes- *

^Xhe origin of tlio Mahe3varas is lost in obscurity. Although

the terrific Rudra is mentioned about 75 times in the Rigveda

and has throe entire liymns addressed to him, he occupies a very

subordinate pusitir \ in that V*,.<.ia, anu tho epithet Siva’ is

used in connection wi U him only once in the Tenth Man<Jala.

In the Yajurveda he appears in a much more developed form
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and is the frequent subject of prayer and worship ; and there is

even a mention of more than one form of him. These forms,

sometimes invoked under the distinctive titles of Bhava, Sarva,
Idana, etc., and representing possibly so many distinct divinities

at first, came in course of time to bs 'fused into the Great God
who, in the Atharvaveda, is already elevated to the position of

the "Lord of Beings” or Bhuta-pati. The eleven forms of the
Budra are definitely formulated in the BrShmanas and in the'

subsequent theosophic speculations; and, particularly in the

SvetSsvatara IJpanishad, the God has already taken his rank
as the All-highest, and as the Creator of the World, while the

MahSbharata has several legends to narrate concerning that

aspect of the God. The so-called Saivaite Upanishads belong of

course to a much later age. But it seems novir to be generally

conceded that the deity had its first home somewhere outside the

pales of Vedic Aryandom ; that he was originally a god of the

forests and mountains, whose cult and worship was already well-

established and wide-spread amongst a section of the aborigines

and of the pre-Aryan inhabitants of India—the Nishadas and the

Dravidians. Mr. Narasirhlia Swami even suggests that “Budra”
was no more than the title of the head of the ancient tribe of the

“Bhutas,” with Rudrani as the title of his consort. That is not

improbable in itself. In any case, it is evident that the Aryans
borrowed the Budra cult from their non-Aryan predecessors.*

It is uncertain, however, as to whether the phallic worship was
a part of this Budra cult, or whether it originally belonged to

another section of the pre-Aryan Inhabitants of India. Prof.

K. B. Subramanian, in his recent book on the Origin of Saivism

(Madras, 1929) makes the old Naga tribes of Ancient India res-

ponsible for the origin and evolution of the serpent-worship,

phallic-cult, and other features peculiar to Saivism. That the

phallic worship belongs to the pre-Vedic period, (op. the epithet

.

“ sitnadevfth ” which occurs twice in the Rigveda), and that in

one form or another it was once prevalent in Assyria and all

* Compare in tliis connection tlie story of Daksha, how ho was

punished for denying ISivii a place amongst the regular Vedic (iods witli

the words

—

=TI ??I-- I
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around the coast of the Mediterrauoan is now practically
proved. And if, amongst certain sections of the Mahesvaras
of Mediaeval India, certain aberrations in praciico are known
to have been current, we can attribiuo thit as much to the
original inheritance of the cndt, as to the sensuous propensities
of a more debased age.

*

—As a system of philosophy with a litoratiiro of its own Saivism
can be definitely traced to the early centuries of the Christian
era. Patanjali (to Panini y. 3. 99) refers to the images of Siva,
Skanda, and Visilklia

; the SaLitiparvaii sneaks of the Pasupata
as one of the five established schuois of religious cioctrine

; and
references since Kalidasa’s time can be cited without end.
There ate also the Vayu, Lihga, and other Saiva Piuanes of a
somewhat uncertain date and authenticity. Tiic so-called

Saiva “ Againas,” of which a traditional list of 28 is preserved,

belong to a period not labor than A. D. .500, wliereas for Naku-
lesa (rather Lakulesa, from laktUa^ a cluh), a native of Gujarat

and the founder of the orthodox Pasupafca Philosophy, dates a.s

early as the beginning of the Christian era, and as late as the

3rd or 4th century after Christ, have been variously claimed,

the earlier date being probably the more correct one. What
exactly was the innovation introduced by Lakulesa in the

Saivite Philosophy current before his time, it is not now possi-

ble to determine. The philosophical religion as established by

Lakulesa in time branched off into the four schools known as

Saiva, Pasnpata, Kamka {v. L, Karunika, Kalamukha), and

Kapalika. The first of those is the most moderate and rational,

and it developed ultimately into a philosophical system akin

to the Visishtadvaita. The Srikaiitha tiUns Nilakantha Bbashya

on the Brahmasiitras belongs to this school, and most of the

literature of the Tamil or Dravidian Saivism follows the same

bBrsuasion. The Pasupatas are mure exirenie in their ritual,

but none too weird and dreadful as the other two schools,

whose ritual is characterised by Saktic practices of a revolting

type. The sphere of activity of these four schools (which may
have originated in Northern India) was subse:^uontly mostly

confined to the Central and Peninsular India, while in Kasinlr

there arose about the 7tii or the 8th century .ffcer Christ another

form of Saivism passing under the name of “Spanda” and

35 [ Brahma«tiitrabiift«Liy», Notos
j|
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**Pratyabhijfta ’* schools* with extensive literatures of their

own that is gradually being brought to light. A yet more
modern development of Saivism is the cult of the Lihgayatas

founded (?) by Basava about the middle of the twelfth century.

In nearly all of these Saivite schools, ISntric ritual of a kind,

consisting in the repetition of mystic formulae to the accom-
paniment of sy.tibolical movoments of parts of the body, is

generally proscribed amongst the disciplines for the novicia, and
these S ;ivite practices, or their analogues from Vaishnavism,

have, even down to t le present times, quite thoroughly permeat-

ed the daily religious observances (e. g., the Hamdhya) of the

average Hindu, “ who can be, from the nature of tneso obser-

vances uriiTiistakably classed as a Saivite or a VaishnAvite or

a Sakta, even though he personally may not ‘be swayed by any

sectarian narrowness, and may carry his cultured indifference

in regard to these and the other religious observances to the

length of denying all roligiou as such.*' Saivism has thus a

long and checkered past, an i possesses untold possibilities for

the future, its significance in the pre-historic period ol Aryan

migrations is being only in the last few years recognised to

the full.

—Sutra 37, line 13. — It is obvious that SankarScharya’s refu-

tation in the present adhikarana can apply only bo those schools

of Saivism that do not eventually imply monism. This was
the case with the earlier “ Agamas” where Siva or Mahesvara

played only a subordinate r61e, his wife Sakti exercising the

cosmic functions in a predominant manner. The Sakta Agamas
( of which a traditional list of 77 has been enumerated ) carried

the same tendency to its extreme. As a compromise there

ensued the iater Saivite systems where Siva and his consort form

but one body. Of such a nature are most of the Dravidian and

Kaemirian schools of Saivism, which, accordingly, fall outside

* There are not really two seljotds, the one fniiinIcHl hy V^asugupta

<cir. 800) and the eliier by Suinaiuindnnatha (cir. 900), as was imagined

by Buhler. “8panda” is Uk* ultimate principle of spontaneous vibration

aceompanied by consciousness, which creates the world. “PratyabhijfiS”

is *be discipline consisting in unbroken recognition of the identity be-

tween -TTva end Sivs, which leads to salvation.
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/

the sphere of Sahkaracbarya’s nresent attack What s new* rs moRt
olosely the description of Safikaracharya is ibo .-.ystein of Laku-
lesa or Lakulisa, (as ho is more u«ual.!,v’ caiiod' vvho i.i oreditod

with the authorship of a work called “t’anchdi.-t’v:” or “Paiichar-

tha-vidya.” Regarding, the .five eatogorios rer-ognised by the

school the following exiilanutions are offered by the Sarvadar-

sana'Samgraha ( vi. G2ff, )

—

I riff —T%:, I fl5|

q^^OTT r%l I Nlfq ^r'-Trqi'R-3ilfqH?:ff I ^flffq?cl?ffcq

?lfff%cRr I fffiq (§iqfff, 1 rl^l

a[5Ti‘iNT, qtorffiR m fiT-^iR s^qiff'r. q-4 gcnisiR i

d?NqiT(?^ HRRffqq^^ q;tTi^qq^?q;ri:^^aT3iq ^ i

q^qqp-fl q5j: r;i(fq ifffqvr: . 01=^% u

ifd»^iT?;qff 1 cf^ftnR ffor^Rdfffq^qr f^tirn: u

I R flRd:
,

fe^ir^^Ti: i%qiqTft3-

liHoraiff II Nm»4^Tr'P55ffriRr tIr: i n r ifffqg:
,
q-dR^at •jor^sa 1

ddra:, »TRRRl?Tqdrq:? ^Rqqff%qTfq r; dffff,

5Tfq^aTn^?^Tainqn^TiJ](fq=F!R ffRiRi =q i aRRrd-

H?^i%?[^dRnreddr=!:ojiR; II f;^PdT rlfqd:, irr5:nr|r

qiTqR^iaad II

Under “upabara” are included the peculiarly Saivaite practices

such as

—

^«cTJfRgfd?|^Rqf^R3iqi: |

while the “ dvaras included certain al'.orrations in practice in

the matter of sex, speech and drink.

--Siltra 37, line i4f. — Regarding tlio recognition of aG d in

the Vaiseshika philosoph.y, vide our Note roll. ii. 13, line 31

(page 83 before ).

—Sutra 37, line 19. - The Lakukckv-Pabipata, Saiva, and

Prafcyabhijna schools differ from each oiuer ;it r gard to the

extent of the causal effi . iency of Siva. Th.> Pasupat i school

maintains that Siva is a cause independc-ni of the Karman of
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the individual soul
;
the Saiva or the SiddhSnta school regards

Siva as the cause in consonance with and not independent of

the world’s Kami an*; while the Prafcyabhijna school maintains
that Mahe^vara creates the universe by the mere force of

His desire.

—Sutra 37, lines 20-22. — It will be noticed that the “ itareta-

r&^rayatva-dosha’’ and the “ andhaparampara-dosha ” have beep
already urged against the Vedantic position in Sutra IL i. 35,

while the “ prayojanabh5va ” formed the topic of the 11th

Adhikarana ( II. i. 32-33 ) of that same Pada. The superiority

of SahkarScharya’s position as compared with that of his

opponent consists, in the first place, in the Scriptural authority

which the Acharya naturally claims exclusively for himself,

and, secondly, in his ultima ratio oiiihQ “ajaW-vada. ”— It may
be pointed out here in passing that the .argument in II. i, 34fF.

recurs in Brahmasutra II, iii. 41f. The wording of the latter

Butra

—

as well as the general argument is so similar that one wonders

why the author of the Brahmasutras was led to repeat it in such

close proximity. I have elsewhere suggested ( Basu Mallik.

Lectures, Pt. 1, pp. 144ff. ) that the discussions about the nature

of the individual soul and tho Absolute Self in Br. Su, TI. iii,

and ILL ii, respectively, are later additions.

—Sutra 37 , line syf. — Compare Yogasutra i. 24, quoted by us

on page 190 before. Tt is clour of course that this part of the

refutation is directed against the Sesvara*Samkhya, rather than

against any specific Pasupata school.

—“Sutra 38 , line iff. — The sutra is not present in the Sutra-

patha as preserved by Pa!nanuja, Srikantha, and Bhaskara : the

other Bha.shyMkaras give it. As Sankara interprets it, it seems’

somewhat unconnected with the “ Pasupata” refutation.

—'Sutra 38 , line 3 f. — E'or Saihyoga see Note to II. ii. 17, line

Samavaya was already refuted in IL i, 18^’ and else-

* “ Dis dcpcmlciKo on tlie K.nman dooa not dotract. from hin

indopondenco any more than tlio King’s dependenoe on tho guards to

protect the capital detracts from the royal power. ”
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wher©. Th© other Rambjiiulha, the couimentfitors suggest, might
be “ yogyata.

*’

Sutra 3^f line lo. An “ Agatna is generally divided into
four padas

—

=qqr ii

Compare also Sarvadarsana-sarhgraha, vii, 178f.- -

5<cTf q^^qT3?IT qsJTIfi; I

^ qra: %q 3tp: q^qr pji^s«|q^ qRi: w

The Agaraas are ‘highly prized by tlie Saivas, and the literature

bearing upon them is vast and only partially made available in

editions and translations. The Saivas refuse to accord an
inferior r61e to the Agamas by the side of the Vedas. They
assert that the Vedas are general, the Agamas special treatises.

Hence, the Vedas which are often meant for the ordinary layman
have to be di.^^cardod when they go against the teachings of

the Agaraas. Srikantha, in his commentary on the sutra, in

fact says

—

qq qqr%qmiTqri^ q q^^TT*?: I qqiq r%qrw

,
cTFi i ars:

,
qqf9tqjr%q:

I qqiqi5i%Ttq^:
,
g^[%rq3gT;q:

,
qq %q: I

3Ta: qinom ii

—Slitra 38, line i if. — Apparently .S;inkaracharya here intends

to imply that to the Veclantins the Vedas aro eternally self-

subsistent, “apanrushaya,'’ and so ctoriially valid. The Vedas

are not valid hccnuno they are tho work of an omniscient person.

This last is tlio Vais> shika position, while the former is that of

the Purvamimafi.sa, which Sahkaracharya is not averse to accept

whenever convonionfc. Compare the “ Mantravarna ” cited in

II. i. 36'®, and contrast II. i.
14®^.

—Sutra 39, line 2 f.
- • Sankaracharya in his first interpretation

of the sutra takes adhishthana to mean siipi)ort or substrate; and

since the Pradhana is without the qualities of colour etc. ho
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argues that; it cannot be the proper adhisbth&na for the Lord.

Tn his alternative explanation he takes adhishth&na to mean
body and says that in the absence of a bod^ the Lord would be

unable to manipulate matter. RSinanuja, Srikantha and others

combine the two interpretations by declaring that the bodiless

T.ord cannot have anything as his substrate, whether it be with

or without qualities. As regards the line of argument followed,

the BhSmatl says—

—Sutra 40, line iff. — In the first interpretation tho affix vat is

taken in tho sense of like

:

as is the soul with reference to tlie

Indriyas, which, being atomic, have undeveloped or non-mani-

fest qualities, so too is the Lord. 1 n the second interpretation,

vat is understood as a possessive termination, meaning Indriya-

endowed [ body. ]

—Sutra 41, line i8. —^The arguments urged in this refutation

are by no means very profound. They can be even stated to be

fallacious ; for, when we infer fire from smoke we do not say

that because in the kitchen a fan was used to kindle the fire

therefore the mountain also must have a fan. This is true ; but

the very fact that the system is unable to withstand even such

arguments shows how very weak it really is, says the Kalpa-

taruparimala—

-

Srikantha however says that this refutation must not be held to

apply to the PSsupata system as a whole, but only to certain

parts of it; or rather, to no part of the Pasupata system, but to

the Sesvara Yoga system propounded by Hiranyagarbha

—

qTdpn: I dtqf^

Eqrijqr I

qq q^iq: I I qqqr q

Sankaracharya himself makes it a rather general refutation, so

that anybody may wear the cap whom it fits.
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“T-Sutra 42 , line 4 .
— Compare Sutra 87, line 3 ff.

Sutra 42, line 8 . On the origin of the “Pancharabra** system,
which is the topic of the present adhikaraiui in the opinion of
all the Bhashyakaras feave two (Madhava and Niiubarka), impor-
tant light was shed by Sir TJ. Q-. Bhandarkar, first in his Report
for the Search for Sanskrit Mss, 1833-84, thou in the paper
submitted by him to the Seventh International Congress of
Orientali‘ot> at Vienn and finally in his work on Vaishnavisiii
Saiyisin and Minor Religious Systems, Strassburg, 1913. The
main points of his thesis arc—

(

1 ) The doctrine of Bhakti or
devotional worship to n Supreme Divinity was known to Panini
(7th century B. c.) and can oven be detected not only in the
Svefcasvatara IJppnishad where the word first occurs (albeit in a
concluding stanza which looks like an addendum), but even in
some oi the Rigvmdic liyans, pariicnlarly those addressed to
V .'iTuna.. This I'.as 1 ot u now gouernlly conceded, and the view
propounded by 'vVo.b^^.r and otlu3rs fis to India’s inclobtednoss to

(hristiaiiity lov tliis doctrine of Bhakti finds no advocate now-
a-days. It has in fjiot been recognised that it was in the
course of the development of the worpship of the Sun-god as

V’^ishnu-Narfiyana, and of Rudra-Siva, that we meet with the

highest expression of the Indian religious thought in the shape
of Bhakti, or rather of Pantheistic-monism. And if in the
origins of this faith any influence from outside the pales of

orthodox Aryan thought is to be brought in, it should rather be

sought for in the pre-Aryan cults of worship of the several

local gods and godliugs, which were capable of arousing in the

mind of the \vorship])eT Ihe requisite mood of awe and submis-

sion. rhe .second point made is: (’3) IvsluitTiya race of the

Satvatas, olherwise known by the name of Vrishni, orginated,

some centuries beforq the time of IVu ini, a new religion of

devotion by raising tbeir eponymous hero Krishna-Vnsudeva of

the Mahabharata fame, his brother Baladeva (alias Siiiikarshana)

and his two descendants, Auimddha and Pradyumna to divine

honours. This religion steadily rose in importance so that at

the time of the rise of Buddhism there were in existence, be-

sides Buddhism itself, * wo other important religions,(Jainism and

the Bhigavata religion of Bhakti, equally opposed to Br&hma-

uismi and alike founded by the Kshatriyas.

—

This part of Bhan-
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darkar*s argument is also generally conceded Thirdly (3), in the

course of the prolonged struggle between Brahmanism and
Buddhism and the pre-Buddistio “Heretics,” the former found it

to their interest to make an alliance with the Bhagavata reli-

gion, and in the process of doing sc, 'the 'Brahmanas identified

Vasudeva with Narayana, wliich was tKe name given to the

Supreme Being in the later Brahmana period, as also with
Vishnu—originally an aspect of the Sun-god—who, along an*

independent line of development, was concurrently being

raised also to the position of the Supreme Being. — The line of

evolution herein postulated is a legitimate working out of a

tendency first seen in what Max Muller styles “heuotheism,”

afterwards acentuated in the Brahinanic dockL*ine of the jpiystic

correspondences (bhaktisahaoharya or bandhuta)"' obtaining be-

tween divinities and their varied paraphernalia of worship, and

ultimately culminating in the full-fledged doctrine of the

“avataras.“ And several gods like Khandoba or Vithoba are being

identified with Siva or Vishnu in more recent times in accord-

ance with the same process of thought. Fourthly (4), when, in

the first two centuries of the Christian era a colony of Abhiras

from central Asia migrated into India, they brought with them

certain Christian notions and legends connected with the birth

of Christ and the miracles of his childhood, which added to

certain subsequent developments made on the luxuriant soil of

India, resulted in the well-know,ii stories of Gopala-Krishna,

the cowherd-boy of Gokula, which are to be met with only

in the Harivamsa, the Vishnupurana, the Bhagavata and other

subsequent literary works—the portion of the Grat Epic where

allusions to the doings of Krishna in his boyliood occur being

put down by the distinguished Orientalist as later interpola-

tions. We have already a mention of Krishna-Devakiputra, the

ardent pupil of Ghora-Ahgirasa in the Chhandogya iii, 17. 6:.

and this Krishna is probably the same as the astute politician of

the MahabhSrata, and the religious teacher of Arjuna; but

his identification with the GopSla, the child-god of Gokula,

was made only after this immigration of the Abhiras.—^This

For tho ‘‘littiidhuta” theology of the riirihmaMji texts, itd prosiip-

poHtioDS iiud ulterior developments, r^ferenee may be made to Belvalkar-

Uaaade'g Tk^t Creative Period^ Chapter II| Sot-lions 24-25,
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last part of Sir Uamakrishna'a theory is frequently called into
question. Patanjali mentions the Abhiras (vol. I, p. 252) and so
they must have come into India at Teast a couple of centuries
before Christ. Hence, if the legend of the cow-herd boy is of
Christian origin, it could not be the Abhiras who brought it in.
As rivals to the Abhli*fes id this respect, the Gurjars who had
an early settlement in* the north-west of Punjab, and who gave
their name not only to the Gujranwala district of Punjab, but
•also to at least four “ Gujarats,” are at times put forward. The
Gurjars it is believed had acquired some tincture of Christianity
from their neighbours in Central Asia, and they naturally pro-
pagated their ideas in the course of their advance into the in-
terior of India. The case nevertheless stands so far unproven.

So much as to the origins of the Bhagavata or Pancharatra
religion. The oiliest account of its tenets is contained in the
Bhagavadgita, which, according to Garbe, was originally a
Krishnaite tlieisin grounded upon Saihkhya-Yoga philosophy,
and was subsequently worked over in the interest of Vedantic
pantheism/"' Before long not only the later sectarian Upani-
shads, but likewise independent “Saihhitas** came to be written
inculcating the philosophy and ritual of the sect. Over two hun-
dred such Sainhitas :\re known by name, the oldest of them dating
Irom at least the early centuries of the Christian era. The best

account of the contents of these texts is g^iven by Schrader in
his “Introduction to the Pancharatra,” Adyar, 1916. A normal
Saihhita treats of four topics; Jhana or philosophy. Yoga or

disciplinary practices, Kriya or construction of temples and
dedication (d* images, and Charya or prescribed religious and
social observances. The Pancharatra probably originated in the

North of India and subsequently spread to the South, where it

brought into existence a mass of controversial literature written

in Sanskrit by a series of Vaishuava teachers known as Acharyas
•(amongst them Yamuna and his pupil Ramanuja), as also an

extensive devotional literature, mostly in Tamil, composed by

* lloll/.inann tlio. y.anlhoistic t uC tlic ;is t.hc

ll«»pkiii^’ fonnnlM. is Imigor pii/izH g: lie calls the pueiii

bring “su, prr.cnia l\i i.sli mmiic vt isioii uf an oMi r VisliMiiiie puciii,

and thi.s in dUci waa al lil t an iiriscctuian perhaps a laic

Upaiiisliiul.

'

26 IBrahmaBUtrabhashyd, Nuleij
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Dravidian saints known as A|vars, whose collected writings are

often spoken of as the ‘'Vaishnava" or Tamil Veda. As was
perhaps inevitable, there arose a nutnber of minor differences

in the philosophical, position and the ritualistic practices of the

Bcliools, producing in time the Visistadvaita theory of RAma-
nuja (1017-1137), the Dvaita theorydif Madhva (1197-1276), th

Dvait&dvaita theory of BhAskara ( perhaps cir. 1050 ) and of

NimbArka ( died cir. 1162 ), and the SuddhAdvaita theory of

Vallabha (1479-1531). Most of these Acharyas were natives of

the South, although their activity in later life was spread over

other parts of India. And concurrently with these religious

awakenings of the South, there took place similar awakenings
in Bengal, Bihar and adjoining Provinces, under the lead of

Bamanand (1299-1410), Vidyapati (cir. 1400), Kabir (144(1-1518),

Chaitanya (1485-1533), Suradas (1483-1563),. Tulsidas (1532-

1623), DAdu ( 1544-1603 ) and others ; in GujarAt under the lead

of Narasimha Mehta (1415-1481), Mirabai (1403-1470), Bbalan

(1434-1514), AkhA (16)5-1675), and PreinAnand (1636-1734);

in Karnatak under Narahari Tirtha (died 1333), Purandara Das
(1491-1564), Vijaya Das (1687-1755), and other representatives

of the DAsakuta ( =Bhaktipantha ) ; as also in the Maharashtra

under our own saints Jnanesvara ( cir. 1290 ), Nauiadeva ( born

1270), Ekanatha (1548-1599), Tukarama (1607-1649), Ramadasa
(1608-1681), and the rest. There is thus an extensive record of

achievement to the credit of the Pancharatra alias the Bhagavata

religion, and the chapter of that record cannot by any means be

said to be closed yet. Next to the Gita, the Bliagavatapurana

is the most authoritative work, which is even recognised

(along with the Gita, the Upanishads, and the Brahmasutras)

as their fourth “ Prasthana ” by most Vaishnava philosophers.

The Bhaktisutras attributed to Sandilya and to Narada arc

much later productions,

—Sutra 42 , line pff. — The “ Vyuhas” or Modes have a cosmo-’

logical as well as a psychological aspect. Cosmo] ogically the

Vyuhas mark the four .stages of world-emanation as proceeding

from the Highest Being. This Highest Being is endowed with
“ ShAdgunya ” or the six qualities of jilana, aisvarya, sakti

,

bala, virya, and tejas, which in their totality make up the body

of the Highest Vasudeva. In the Vyuhas only two out of the
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six qualities are specially etaphasised, and by the help of them
the Vyuhas initiate the creative process by originating nascent
distinctions, putting forth the duality of Puruslia and Prakriti,
and bringing about an*all-found growth and movement in the
cosmos. From the psychological point of view the Saihkar-
shana is the individual soul, the Pradyumna the Manas, and
Aniruddha the Ahaihkara.—'The four Vyuhas give rise to three
sub-Vyiihas each, the resulting twelve Vyuhas being the first

twelve out of the twenty-four names—Kesava, Narayaria, etc.

with which the orthodox Hindu begins his daily “Samdhya.”
The doctrine of the Vyuhas i.s found in the *'NarayanIya”

section pf the Mahabharata ( xii. 347. 30-40 ), but it is altogether
unknown to the GltS,. It would also seem that originally only
the first two Vytihas were recognised.

—Sutra 42, line 13 f. — The terms are thus defined

—

1 1 i ^ t-qiqn «

—Sutra 42, line 26. — Ft will be remembered that the Bhaga^
vata conception of Moksha was the soul’s permanent abode in

Vaikuntha, and not a merging of the individual soul into the

Supreme Soul without leaving behind arty consciousness of

individuality.

—Sutra 43, line 2 f.— The attack contained in the first two sutras

of the present adhikarana is interpreted in the same manner by all

the Bhashyakaras except Madhva, Niinbarka and Vijfiana. The
two latter Bhashyakaras (and particularly Madhva) interpret the

first Biitra (/. e,, 42) as an attack against the view that the Lord’s

Sakti might be the creator of the world indepmdently, A female-

being like Sakti cannot by itself create anything. If you join the

Sakti with the Lord, who is tlie active agent in creation, it is

clear that before the Lord the Kartri can do anything, he must

have a karana or body and limbs, which lie lias not ( sutra 4iJ ).

And if you endow the T.ord with both bod;, and power of seeing

( vijfiana ), that amounts to accepting (apratishedha) “our own”

theory. The last sutra.is a condemnation in general terms.

—

Ramanuja is alone in making the last two sutras a reply to tlie

piirvapaksha in the first two sutras, so that the Panebaratra
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system, being cured in its few vulnerable points, stands unoon-
demned. Sankara, Bbaskara, and Vallabha have made the adhi-

karana condemnatory throughout. Srikantha comes midway.
While he makes sutra 44 a refutation of the attack in sutras

42 and 43, he nevertheless makes the last’ or 45t}i sutra a general

condemnation of the system on other grounds,
•

—Sutra 43, line 4. — Would not the spider producing threads

out of himself have been an adequate drishtfinta ? Compare the

Bhashya on 11. i. 25.

—Sutra 44, line 3 . — The Mahabharata (xii. 347) explicitly

declares

—

•

^ qg: 11

qfRT JT^rgci: h 1

qf ^ «

—Sutra 44, line 5.
— The word “ tat ” in the sutra refers, ac-

cording to Ramanuja and l^rfkantha, to “ Faucharatrapramariya,”

according to Sankara and Bhaskara, to the “ asarabhavadosha ”

urged in sutra 42 ; while Vallabha who, not unlike Sankara

and Bhaskara, finds a condemnation of the PancharStra system

in all the four siitras, understands by “ tat ” the Vyuhas, who,

being now regarde:! as endowed with Vijnana and the other

gunSs of the Supremo Lord, will each of them be an indepen-

dent Sovereign upon whose sweet will there can be no restric-

tion imposed. The simultaneous existence of more than one

Omnipotence can always be proved to be a logical inconsis-

tency. — I think that there is a much more satisfactory way of

interpreting the siitra. Sutra 43 having urged that from

Saihkarshapa, the agent, Pradyumna, the mind cannot originate,

sutra 44 says-if, as an alternative supposition, Pradyumna is not

a “Karana” but is identical with Yasudeva, as being possessed

of “vijnana" and other pre-eminences, then the “ Karanatva
”

ought to have been plainly denied; but “tadapratishedhah,

”

the Karanatva is not discountenanced in the system.

—Sutra 44 , line 13 . — Compare II. i. 6 , line 18.
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Sutra 44 , tine 14 . The’ name “ PafLcharatra” has been vari-
ously explained. (1 ) Ratra signifies a chapter or a topic, as in the
familiar Arabian “ Nights, ’• the five topics of a Samhita being
either Tattva, Muktipradh? Bhaktiprada, Yaugika, and Vaise-
shika ; or the five means of Abhigainana etc. detailed in IT, ii,

^

42, line 13, above.
( 2 ) A treatise that results in the night*

obscuration, i, 1?., the confounding of five heretical systems. ( 3 )

What cooks (verb, pack) the night of ignorance, what illumines.
(4) a treatise in which the groat Purusha offers a sattra for five
nights as a means of obtaining pre-eminence in the world and,
as a consequence of the sattra, assumes the five-fold manifesta-
tions jn his Para, Vyuha, Vibhava, Antaryamin, and Archa
forms. This last. explanation seems to me to be more legitimate
than the others.

—Sutra 45 , line iff. — Ramanuja is alone in turning, what on
the face of it is a concluding stroke of the attack against an

opposed system, into an actual defence of it. He thus para-

phrases the sutra

—

For RamSnuja's rendering we would expect the sutra to be

“Pratishedhaoh cha" and not “Vipratishedhach oha,” Further,

if the “ pratishedha ” were so explicitly made, what are we to

think of the earlier objection which ignored the existence of

such an explicit denial ? Rilmanuja’s interpretation of the

adhikarana thus lacks conviction, and yet apparently it seems

to have convinced Thibaut, who says ( S. B. E. 34, lii )— It,

however, appears, to me that the explanations of the ‘ va ’ and

of the ‘ tot implied in Ramanuja’s comment, are more natural

than those resulting from Sankara’s interpretation. Nor would

it be an unusual proceeding to close the polemical pada with a

defence of that doctrine which—in spite of objections—has to

be viewed [—by whom ?—] as the true one. ” The arguments

against Ramanuja’s interpretation are ouite on the surface

:

(1) The tone of the whole pada is “ parapakshanirakarana.
”

(2) The tone of the last sutra of the adhikarana is decidedly

combatative, as of sutras II. ii. 10, 17 , and 32, (3) RSmSnuja’s

explanation of the last sutra is anything but satisfactory. (4)

If the Sutrakara really wanted to defend tliePancharatra system
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he could have done so in a far leas unambiguous manner. And
finally, (5) Ankara’s explanation of the sutras falling under

the adhikarana is not, after all, so very objectionable.

—Sutra 45, line a f. — One expects tfiat ^hkaracbarya would
pick many more holes into the system under cover of this last

sutra than what he has actually done. His “Veda-vipratishedha”

is absolutely untenable. Ramanuja has correctly pointed to

the analogous passage in the ChhSndogya, VII. i. 2-3, where the

“Veda-nindi ’* by NUrada is not really intended, and says that

the words of dissatisfaction put in SSndilya’s mouth are merely

intended as “ vakshyamana-vidya-prasarhsartham.” Ramanuja
writes

—

vm

—Sutra 45, line 5.— Srikantba finds, from his point of view as

a Saiva philosopher, another contradiction in the Pancharatra

system—

raqra-

I

Probably, the Pancharatra philosopher would find the “chita-

bhasmacharcba” of the Pasupata system equally contrary to

"Scriptural" commands ! As to "Purapa” passages proclaiming

Siva, Vishnu, and the worshippers of each in turn, by all kinds

of opprobious names, they end by cancelling each other, and

can never be taken very seriously.
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asaihprajnata Karnadlii nl34.

asaihskritadharrnas iil43.

Asahga 11II8, iil63,ul68; quoted ul67;
see also Mabayanasutralaihkara.

aaatkSryavSda n91f, ull4.

Ai^marathya n30.
asrava iil38, nl78.
AabtfldhySyl nl69.
ashtakFI-rites 9, 1115.

asrainadliarmas 4.

astikSyas (Jain) nl78.

Asiiri n7.

Asvaghoalia ii83, nll3, nl48.
atide^a 9 ; defined nl4.

atnnian, bis active and intelligent

nature 73,74 ;
as saksliin 11 163 ;

see soul.

afoms and atomism 26, n52; (Bud-
dhist) 103f, nll2, nll3, nl21, nl22,
nl23, nl24

; Greek and Indian
atomism nll4; Jain atomism dcs-

• cribed nl84 *, its theory set forth 84,

88f
;
as cause of the world 88 ;

their
kinds 89; their conjunction is im-
possible 89; nature of their con-
junction criticised 90; their in-
cessant activity 93 ;

their qualities
U3f, 95 ;

atomism not endorsed by
men of competence 96f

.,
Vaiseshika

atomism n80f,, nll2, nll4; the
process of atomic combination in
creation, n8Sf

;
their dimensions

86, iiOOf.

Atthinatthippavaya 11 175.

audarika (body) nl84, ti189.

Aulukyadartsana = Vaiseshikadarsana
n26.

aiipanishada punisha 10,

AiirapachchakkliSna nl77.
Avan

j ha ti175.

Avassaya nl77.
Avaityakasutra nll2,
avntaras n200.
avayava-avayavi relation n39.
avidya n55; Buddhist n 129, n 130,

nl34, nl47; avidya chain oxplainccl
gl29f; avidya-causation desoribod

as ill BodhiebarySvatsra nl31£

;

described by VSebaspatimifira nl32;
(fescribed as in BrahmSmTitavar-
shinl nl32f.

avijhapti nl20.
aviinoksha u26.
avyUkrite (Buddhist) nl42.
avyakta‘5, n61, n60; origin of Giinas

from 5; its absorption into Purusba,

_ 5; see also PraclhSna.
AyappavSya nl75. *

Ayaradasao nl77.
Ayarahgasutta nl75.

ayatanas ( Buddhist ) nr20, nl21.

iSyushka nl86.
ayutasiddha nl05.

Badarilyana n5, nl41«
baliyartbav3da nl65

;
nl67.

Baladeva nl99,

Bal5ki-Ajata{4atru 11 34.

Balavarmaii n42, n45.
baiulha (Jain category) nl78.

bandhuts (of the Brahmanas) n200; as

a theological xjrinciple Ti2()0n.

beings, their four classes n5, n23.
Belralkar n5, ii24, n58, ii83, n200n.
Bergson 11 152.

Bhagavatas 140, nl73
; see also

PSnearatra.
Bhagavatapur5na n200 ;

its rccogni
tion as the fourtli prasth3iia n202

Bhagaradgita ii30,ti201; quoted 5,17,

37, 38, 64, 66
;
TiO, nl7, n33,ril91

Bhagavati iil75.

bhakti, the doctrine of ti199 ;
in tln'

fivetSh^vatara and Rigve«hi 11 199.

bhaktiprada n205.

bbaktTsahfichiirya n200.
bhaktisiitras n202.

Bhalan, his date n202.
Bliamati ti138, quoted ti23, n31, n33,

n43, n64, n69, ii7ir, n73f, n79IV,

nl04, Til 14, nll8, ril22, 11 121, nl25,

nl27f, nl29, Jil35f
;

nl45, iil58,

nl59, nl87, nl98.
Bhanclarkar, Sir R. G. nl99, ii201.

Bhartrihari ti25, n31.

Bbartr i prapa f1cha ii 30.

Bbashaparicbchhcda nll4.
bliashya, defined and described n3f.'

bhashyalv3ra, his function described

n4.

Bb3skarach?Crya, quoted ti164 ;
his

date n202; difleroucoa in sutra'

uiterprotatiqn' nl3, n27, n46, n47|
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u4d, u53, n6d, n85, nl35, nl46,

nl51, ul67, nl71, iil89, nl96, ii204.

Bhattaparinna nl77.
bhava iil30.

bhSya ( Buddhist ) d142.
BhiSvaviveka n24.
bhffyayilthlStmya n26.

bhedUblieda n30, n45.
bod hi ril63.

BodhichuryavatSra iil31
;
pafi jikil on

•it 11 144, 11 151.

Bodhichittavivarana nll8.

Bodhisattva, ideal of nll7.

Bralium jalaHutta nlOO.
Brahiiian, the cause of the world 3 ;

as elVicient and constituent cause
l(»f, 16 ;

means for its cognition

11 ;
its disparity with tlie world

Ilf
;

ptJsaibility of its knowledge
by other means of proof 16f

;
its

identity w'ith the world 18; defects

in tlie theory of omniscient Brah-
man as world-cause 19f

;
Brahman,

non-distinct from world, criti-

cism of the tlieory 29f ,,
Brahman’s

as8uni])tion of oneness and raani-

foldncss, etc. 31; its knowledge
from untrue Scriptures 33 ;

incapa-

ble of modilicaiion 35
;

I mmiitablo

35 ;
the fearless 36, 58 ;

Brahman
one with Atman 36; devoid of

causal paraphernalia 52 ;
having

perfection of powers 53 ;
impartite

01 partite r>5f
;

its 'wholesale or

part-transforma lion 55 ;
nninodili-

eil and modi lied 56, 57 ;
it s pot-

ences 60, 61; its potoncos iustirioil

67
;
sentiency and iion-seiiticiicy

in Brahmau-mado creation 84f; its

saktis ii56
;

as sakshin nl63
;

its

Sachchid3nandatva nl63; = mana3
OT chitta nl64.

BrabmSmriiavarslun'i nl32.

BralimSnauda Sarasvati, quoted u48.

Brahmasatras 20, 59, 69; quoted 8, 17,

. 36, 70, 75, 88, 126
;
n30, n31, n33,

n81, nl03, nl90.

Bralimavidyabharana quoted n43,

n98, nl37, nl41, nl47, nl48, ul53,

11157, nl64, ul83.
. ,

. n,
Brihadaranyaka-npanishail, lo, n29,

n34, n55, n94; quoted 9, 10, 14, 19,

21, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 50,

55, 58, 60, 61, 64, 75; n30,

Buddha 126, nll5, nl3l, nl44, nl6lb,

iil73, nl79, outline of nh lilc

nll5 ;
date of his nirrSpa nll5

;

liis last words nl42; his avyakiita

problems nl82.

Buddhabhnmis nl66.

Buddhacharita n83.

Biuldhavaihsa nU6.
Buddhi ul8; sec also inahat.

Buddhism and Buddhists nll4
;

its

many forms 103
;

its Canon 105,

nll5
;

its doctrino of momentari-

nesB, sec. momentarinoss (Bud-
dhist ) ;

its creation ex niliilo 114f

;

its Idealism refuted 116tV
;

Idea-

lism summarised 117f
;
Ilinayana

School iill2
;

history and biblio-

grapjhy nll5fl’
;

its Scliools nll7
;

Fourth Council (Buddhist) nll9
;

ditVorcnces in the Schools of nll9;

their cansaiion-thcory nl27ir; their

doctrine of karman and f raiisniigra-

tioii nl39 ;
dress etc. of the

Buddhists nl73.

Bilhlcr nl94.

Canon, Bud didst nllof*

Canon, Jain nl74ll‘.

Categories, Jain 127, 129.

causation, Buddhist ul27ll
;

nl3*>,

nl40; described nl29.

cause and effect, i»leiitity of I8f.,

42 ;
relation 21, 38.

Chaitaiiya, his date n202.

ChaiitasamudSya nl24f.

Chandapanpatti nl76.

Chandavijjliaya nl77.

Chaiakasaiiihita ull2.

Chariyapitaka nll6.

Charvakas n68, n^71.
x

Charyapavla (iu^Saivagania) nl97.

Chausarana ul77.
oo 9q

Cbandogya, quoted 14,15,21, ?2, 29,

M.31,32.34,37.40,41,47 .49,50,51 56,

60,65,66,139 ;
nB, n22, n28, n50f.

Chhcdasutias nl77.

Chitabhasiuacharcha n20o.

Chiira (rupa) nlOof.

Cluttasamudsya ni24f.

chodanii n8.

Christ n200.

Chiillavagga nll5.
, _

conative sublation, siv.pvatisamkhya -

nirodha.

conjunction, S(C saiiiyoga.

contact r.pavs;‘) 42. •

creation, its purposiveness bit; as

the sport Cod 62 ;
its beginning-
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lesBiidss reasonable and attested
65f

;
creation (Buddhist) ex nihilo;

its purpose in Vedanta n73; in

^Snkara VedSnta n49.
Creator, more and beyond the soul

50 *, sentient uO
;
intelligent u54

;

Creator Iliyher than Soul, Topic 7 (11.

i. 21-23), 40ff.

Creator's Carnal Paraphernalia, Topic

8, (11. i. 24-25) 5211.

Dadu, his dale nl02.
Daksha uld2n.
Dasakiitu n202.
darsauavaraiiTya (Jain) nl86.
Dasaveyaliya nl77.
decimal system nl07.
deliuition, its varieties in Advaita
Vedanta u35.

Democritus n87, iilOO.

Des^avannan nllO.
design, argument from 66.

Dcussen nl5, nl09, nl46, nl6S.

Devarddliigani nl74.
Devindatthava nl77.
Dhamiiiapada nll6; o£ the iSarvasti-

vadins nllO.
Dliaimuasafiganl nll6.
dharma, de lined nS.

dliarmas, Buddhist nl42, ni43; of
the BarviXstivada School nl2().

dharma (Jain) = dynaiiiic spn<'c 127,

nl78, nl79.

Dharmakaya nl20.
Dliarmukirti nll3, nl58. nlGl.
dharmatathata u26.
dharin^yatana nl2l.
Dharmottara nll2.
Dhatukatha nll6.
dhatus (Buddhist) nl21.
tlirilectics (Jain) 127 ;

called Logic of

Seven Modes 127
;

Disjunctive
Dialectics 128.

Digambaras nl78.
DTghanikaya iill6, nl40, nl74.
Dihiiiiga nil 3, nl58, nl61.
Disjunctive Dialectics, dialectics.

Disjunctive, and Syiidvada.

DisiHxrlty in Nature, Topic 4 ( II. i.

4-11 ) lOir.

dispute of faculties 14,15.

dissolution, Vedantic, is an illogi-

< ality 19
;
state of olVects in 20.

Dillhiviiya iil76.

<lreams, their interpretations 34, their

unreality and real experience

33£ ;
liheiiomeua in 123.

dualists 10 ;
see also SSiiikhyus and

Yogas.
diildchanta (Saiva ) nl95.
dvaita n202.
dvaitftdvaita u202.

dvara’( 6aiva ) nl95.

Eifect, its prior existence in cause 40,

44
;
nou'^xistent before its (uea-

tion 40 ;
its existence in cause

decided by reasoning 41 ;

Eight nocs nl67, nl72; enumcrateil
nl67n.

EkanStha n202.
elements, superintendents over 14.

Eliot, Sir Charles nll7.
ether (Jain) 127 ;

see also Ska^a 5.

ovambhuta (Jain) nl83.

Everythhuj in Order, Topics 13 (11. i.

37).

evolution n60, n65.

Eacultios, dispute of 14, 15.

Final End of Crea Iion, Topii* II (11.

i. 32-33) 611V.

folk-lore, its examples n50.

Fully-Etjumped Dioinihj Topic 10

(ii. i. 30-31) 60f.

Candliarvauagar.i 118.

<iauadhara8 ni8y.
Ganges n40.
(ianiavijjs iil77.

Garbe ii201.

Gaudapada n82n; Sankara’s parama-
guru ii24

;
a hetilious name ii24

;

theory about a Gauda srlieul n24
;

his Karikiis n24, nl64
;

Karika
quoted 21.

Gautama Buddha sec Buddha,
genus, its existence 43.

ghatikarman, its varieties nl86.

Ghora-Ahgirasa n200.
GIt5-bliSshya, quoted nl6.

God, knowablo by Saiukliyii and
Yoga 9 ;

his omniscience ami*

omnipotence due to Nescience 37;

his power of illusion 38; unjust

and cruel 63 ;
his regard to

merit and demerit of beings 64;

his rain-like attitude 64; as omni-
scient, creating the universe 74;

as controller of the universe 75; bis

activity and power of cosmic iMu-

siou 79; as eflicient cause alone 133;

of tlio Theists, not connected
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with soula 134£.
;
has do operating

basis nl35£; susceptible to plea-
sure-and-paiii experience 136 ;

as
finite 137 ; noii-oinniscient 137f

;

his Modes in Paficharatra 139; can-
not create instrument from him-
self 140; his svabhava*n54 • iii-

dopoiidence n55
;

his powers n69
;

liis function in Ny;iya-Vaii^calnka
n97, u97n

;
Jain (iod nl80

;
Yoga

•definition of nl90
;

of the Vedaii-
tins 111 91 ;

in Siliiikliya-Yoga of
the Gits nl91

;
liis adliishlliaua

nl98
;
Goil and liis sakti in Bhaga-

vata philosophy n203.
Gokiilu n200.
Gop5la-krislii.ia n200.
Gotra (Jain ) nl86.
gouril (aRibu ), the simile of nl87.
grainiuariaiis, on tl^o brevity of

sutras n3.

G 1 ihy asutras 1157

.

Gross~lo}H/ Analogy^ Topic 2 (ILii.
11 ) 84r.

Gujrffnwalla di.>,lri( t of llie Punjab
11201.

gunas n61, n75, n83
;

originating
from avyjikta 5 ;

their nature 70;
their activity 72

;
their dominance

and siibseiYiiuice 79; their number
and nature iil7

;
<lescribed n65r.

Giirjaras n20l.

[lari DTkshila ulO.
Ilarivaih:>a n20O.

llarivarman nll8.
llaucr nl4.

Heaven
( Jain ) nlSO.

Hegel n51.

Uenofheism n200.
hetiipratyayas nl24, nl27f.

HinaySna n30, n31, ul55; its schooU
nll7; contrasted with Muhayilua

iill7
;

its characteristics nll7f
;

its date nll8.
ilijanyagarbha ni l.

Ilinen Tsang ulO, nl21.

lioltzmann, on BliagavailgitiE ii201n.

Hopkins d 189, n201n.
hfiJaySyatana u50f.

Ideas iil57f
;
Platonic n40

;
Buddhist

121 ;
their luminosity 121.

idealism, Buddhist nil

;

see Vijuit-

navsda.
ijyS, defined u203.

ikshana n8f.
illusion, beginning loss 21; cosmic 74.
ImpartWa Parl-inudijication. Tonic 9

(II. i. 26-29 )5r)fl\

rnegmlity and Cruelty, Topic 12 (II.
i. 34-36 ) 63fr.

inherence, see samaviiya.
initiation 1.

intimate relation 12
; exaniiitalion of

its nature 42f.
;

.s’fic a/so saiiiaviHya.
li ana nl22.

Isa, quoted 7.

Itlvarakiishria n6, ii7, n5y, n60, n82
;

see also Saiidvhyakarikn.
itih5sa n20.
llivnitaka nll6.

Jabiila, quoted 10.

Jacobi ul33, nl68, nl70, nl71, nl72,
nl78.

Jaimiiii n8, nl69.
Jaimini-slitra, qiiotcil 6, 57; nl6,

nl9. see also luiiuansasutru.

Jains, their nTutation 127(1*., their
categories 127; their liress eti*.

nl73
;
their canon nl74ff

;

Jainism, origins and historical deve-
lopment nl73fl‘; its soul-theory
iil74

;
its estimation nl74; outline

of the system nl78ll-.
;
ontology

iil79
;
system compared with S/liii-

khya nl79f
;

its classification of
Karman nl86; more a religion

than a philosophy nl89; Hopkins*
estimate of it nl89f.

Jambuddlyapaunatti n27G.

jaramarana ul30.

JiTtakas nll6.

jati (Vai4eshika) defined and descri-

bed n40 ;
its perception u99.

jsti (Buddhist) ti 130, nl57.
Jayasimha u42> n43.

Jiva (Jain) nl78
;
Jain classification

of nl84
;
see also Soul (Jain).

JTTSLjivabbigamasutra iil76.

juanavaraniya nl86.

Jnauo4vara, his date ii202.

Jiiniua nil).

KabiT, his date n202.

Kala (Jain category) nl78.

KalSmukha ul93.

Kalpataruparimala, quoted nl98.

Kammappaviiya nl75.

Ka^Hda 24, 87
;
n97, nl04

;
deriva-

tion of Ms name n25.
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Kanishka nll9.

Kant n51.

Kantian view u44.

KUpSlika nl93.

Kapilu, founder of the SSiiikbya

system 4, 6, 24, n6, n7 ; tlie purpose

of liis Smriti, 4 his perfect know-
ledge 6, not reliable when he con-

tradicts sruti 6 ;
alias Vtisiuieva 7;

on plurality of Selres 7 ;
his the-

ory running counter to V^eda 7
;

his incidental mention in Svetft^-

vatava n9 ; the tawny-coloured

being n9 ; who burnt the sons of

Sagara nl2.

Kappiivadaiiiaikao nl76.

kSrakavyapara n41.

kJSruna, upadilna and niinitta n6;

Vai^oshika ny8f
;

defined nl06
;

IviTrana (^laiva artha) nlllS.

karman66; of tlic individual souls

19; its beginningleasness 65; fluid

106; its daiu clasaitication nl86f.

Kllrmana nl84, nlBO.

Kllruka niy3,

KSrunika ul93.

kSrya, dclineil nl06.

KaryakJiranabhiSva (Buddhist) nl40

;

aho causation (Buddhist),

karyakarana nl8.

Katha 9, 17, nl4.

KathSvatthu nll6.

Katyayanipulra nll9.

Kaushitaki-Up. 14, 64, nlH, k 34, n54f.

Kaiitilyn n83, nll3.
Keith, A. B. ii74, ul21, nlS4.

Kesava (Lord) n203.

Kesslvakilsmiriii n20 ;
dilVerences in

sutra-interpretation n46, nl64.

KevalTividy?! n55.

Kiiandhakas nll6.

Khandobn: n200.

khara nl22.
KhuddakanikSya nll6; books of the

nll6.

KhuddakapiXtha nll6.

KirantCvali nll3.

Kiriyrivisltla nl75.

Knowledge, intuitive 17 ;
its attri-

bntea nl60
;
in Vjnanavada nl62.

Krishna n200 ; DevakTputra of tho

Chliandogya n200; of the Bh?Xrata

n200; religious teacher of Arjuna

ii200
;

hie identification with

GopHla-Kri^hna n200.

Kxishpa-dvaipSyana ii27.

Krishnagupta n42, n43.

Kriahnn-VRsudeva nll9.

kriySpsda nl97.
KriyitvSda n 176.

Ksetrajha 5; delinod u9.

KuinJlrila pl71, nl81.

kurniabadjitranyaya nl09.

KGranarHyana n24.

Kutastha n33.
Kntajtho (Buddhist word) n33.

Lakshana n35 ;
svariipa-laks liana

n35
;
tatastha-laksliana u35.

LakshaniC ii26.

Lakulci^a nl93, iil95.

Leucippus n87,

Leri iil66.

Liiiga, defined and intcrprclfjd iil5.

LogavindusiXra n 175.

Logicians 25.

Madhva, his dvaitavJXda n49; his ihitc

n202
;
dilTerencc in sHtra-iiiterpre-

tations ni3, ni4, n22, n27, n44,

n45, n47, n48, n52, n53, ti70, n71,

n72, n74, n75, n76, n84, n96, nl46,

nl52, nl54, nl67, nlS8, nl99, ii2()3.

Madhyamakasutra ijuoted, 159, nH)H.

Madhyamaka school nl66, ul72.

magician and Ids magical creation 21.

MahiXbhiXrala nlO, iil96, n203 ;
S?nh-

kliya in, n83 ;
quoted 5, 7, 17, 57 ;

nl2, ii94, n204.
MabrtnisTlia nl77.
irialiat 8, 76, 79 ;

nl3f., n61, n77.

Mah}lpachchakkh?tna nl77.

MahsXvagga nll5.

Mahilvira iil79; his date iil73

;

tempers agnosticism nl82.

Mah?Xy5Xnanll7, nl55, nl72; its chara-

cteristics nll7f
;
its date iill8.

MahSy^luasutrSlauikara, quoted iil63.

see also Asaiiga.

MabeslvaraB 133, nl91 ;
their cate-

gories 133, ul91il.

Majjhimanikffya nll6.
Maj jhimS patipads nl66.

inana-Syatauu nl21.
mantras n29 ;

defined and describeil

nl8f.

Mauu and Manusmrili 4, 7, 24, 27; n6

111 5, 11 12, n27.
Materialists 73, n32.
Mslharu n36, iil2, n82n.
MaihnrS n39, nlO.
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Maiidgalayana ni l 9.

Maya, Asiira nl56.
Mmya and Mayavjidins !i53,* n54,

n55, ii73, n74, ti7S, n79, n81, 11159,

nl6i, nl-65, ni72, nlSl.
moana oH kiiowledg(^, nngalory in

the Abaohito 32. • •

,

Monandor, king nl49. •

Milinda, king nldU.
Milindapafiha nll2, nllfi

;
(iiiotiMl

^ nl48f.

Mirn?In8iT, ilieory of antlioritv nl2f
;

view of the world n55
;

it s injnnc-
tiona n56.

Mnn?[nft:Isutras n5l, nl69; thoir pur-
pose n57

;
quoted 118, nlO, n34,

n36
;
see also Jaiminisulra.

Mir;lbai, her date n202.
modes *(^yiThas) n2()2f.

inolianTya nl86.

nioksba, its nature n30; in VedjTnta
ti 149; in Jainism nl78; Bhilgavata
conception of n2()3.

moincTitarincss (Bnddliist) 46, 107,

108, U2, 113, 125f
;

n44, nl42,

nl44, nl46. ni47, nl51, nl60
;

its

modern revival ni52.

monads (Buddhist) nll2.

Mnki jtvali nll4.

muktiprada n205.

M \ i I a- sarVS s tTV :Id i u s n 1 1 9

.

Mula^siltras (Jain) n177.

M filler, Max n200.

Muiulaka n20
;
»iuotod 21, 30, 55, 60.

Nagarjuna nll3, nll8, 11155, nl59,

nl67, nl68,

naigama (Jain) nl82.

Naiy5yikttS n99, 11 101.

Naishkarniyasiddhi nl86,

N'akiilcsa nl93; see Lakulesa.

.lama (Jain) nl86.

Nrimadeva, his date n202.

n.l'rnarnpa nl30, nl34.

name and form, fabrication of Ne-
• science 36, 37.

NWnappavfiya nl75.

Nandisutta nl78.

Narada, Bhaktistltras of n202.

Naraharitirtha, Ids date n202.

Narasiihha Melita n202,

Nilrilyana, tho creator of the world

5 ;
identilied with Yilsudevn B;Xt-

vata n200.

NKrityaniya section of Mahilbhrtrata

n203/

navya-nyJlya nll4.
Nayadhamiuakahno nl75.
Nayas, Seven (Jain) nl82f.
Negativism, see flunyavrtda.

nostticncc, its snxjerimpositions 21 ;

its distinctive classiiioations 22 :

its fabrications 37, 58 ;
in Binl *

dhism 105, 106.

Ncttjppakarana nll6.
Nid:Tnas 104f., ti 130; tlieir nJat ion

to SsTiiikhyatattvas 133, 134, 135;
see also PratTtyasamutpada and
avi<lyri-caiisation.

Niddosa nll6.

nigganthas nl74
Nildlisni in Bmldldsin 103.

NimbiYrka n55; his dale n202;—dilfo-

rcricos in sutra-interpreatation iil3,

n22, n27, n45, n47, n48, n53, ti70,

n71,n72, n76, n84,nl35, nl46, nl67,
nl89, nl97, n203.

Xirayavali nl76.

nirodha nllO, nl45, 11 149
;

see also

Pratisaiiilvhyii- and Apvatisaiii-

khya- nirodhas.

nirgranthas, -srr. nigganthas.

nirjara (Jain) nl78.

Nirukta n41, nl69.

nibbilna 104
;
nl25, nl44, nl49; as

ahetiija nl48; as nirhetnka nl49.

nischaya-naya ni82.
Nisdiajjhayana ul77.

Noble Eiglit-fold Path nl49.

non-eonativc siiblalion sw Aprati-

sai i » k h y il-nirodha 1 1 )9.

non-existence and existence 40,41.

iiyiiya, its meaning discussed n6.

NyayabhiYshya, quoted u95.

Ny?lyakandali nll3
;

quoted n76,

nl08F.
Ny ;\yak us u I n]ln j

al i n 1 1 3

.

Nyayamaujaii, quoted nl47.

XySyasiiTa nli3.

Nyayasutra 114, n98, 11 133, nl5.’h

nl69
;
(|uoted 134.

Nyiiyavarttika nll3.

N y a y avan t ika - tat parya-paii s ud « lid

nll3,
NylTyavart tika-tatparyatikri n 113.

Objects, external, denied by Vi jna-

navatla 117lV.

Objects Turned SluhjectSy Topic 5 (i\. i.

13 ,
27f

,

Olmnijjutti. nl77.

OvavRiy-". nl76,
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Overlord, omniacicnt, aa originator,

controller and abaorber of the
world 3 ; see also God.

PacbchakkhSnappavaya nl75.
Pilohittiya nll5.
Padinapnrllna n83 ;

quoted 7.

Painnas, Ten nl77.
Paktidha Kachch?Cyana nll2.
Pilli Canon nll5f.
PSnStfih nl75.
Pancliai4ikha n7, n75, n94.
PiTficliarStras, their refutation 139 fi:

;

their Modes 139; eontrndictioiis in

141£; origins and history of nl99n'.,

n201
;
its derivation n205

;
sec also

Bhsgavata.
Panchakalpa nl77.
panch&rtha nl95.
PjTruJavas nl56.
Panhfivitgaranili nl76.
Pitnini nl5, n40, nl69, nl99.
PanntlvanH nl76.

para (a form of Lord’s manifesta-
tion ) n205.

paril-dovatlt n53.
Parujika nll5.
paramarshi (Kapila) n6.

paramilrthasatya nl71.

psXramUrthika (truth) n45, n46.
paratantra (satya) nl59, nl61.
parikalpita (satya) iil59, nl61.
parimitatva n65.

pnriijiTrna ii24, ri29, n70.
parinFCmi-nityatva nl79, *nl85.

pariiiishpaniia (satya) nl5y, riJ6l.

ParivTCrapiXlha nll5.
Pjtr^vaniiTtha nl73.
I’jl'supata nl93, nl96; its founder
nl93; its diileron*^ seiiools iil93; see

also Mahot^varas and Sa'visni.

Pftsnpatasinriti, also calUid Saiva
Smriti nl3.

Piitalipntra 43, n39; the Jain Council
of jil78.

Patau jali nl5, n30, n40, nl90, nl91,
n20i.

patichchasamupiilda, see pratltyasa-
mutpllda.

pjitimokkha ( of the Miilasarvasti-
vildins) nll9.

I’atisainbhidftmagga nll6.
Pat thanappakarana nU6.
Pejakopadosa nll6.
Potavutthu nX16.
percipient and perceptiou n],62.

phallic worship nl92.
Pinda-nijjutti nl77.
Pihgala nl69.
PrltohSkaras n94.
Prabodhachandrodaya nl39.
Pradhana 3, 8, 36, 133-136, n6() ; ac-
o«pted as independent First Cause
by the Yoga 9 ; illogicalities in the
theory 2fif ; disparate effects of
23; its close analogy to Upani-
shadic theory 26 ; the thecjry

attacked 59f ; its inability to create
the universe 7&f

. ; impossibility of
activity in 72f.

;
cannot act 74, 76;

cannot be controlled 76 ;
equipoise

of the Gunas in 75 ;
nature of its

activity 76f
;
no assignable motive

for its activity 77f.; pradhana and
soul, their relation 77f78, 79; a
simile for their interrelation 78 ;

is

acceptable to VedSnta if endowed
with intelligence 80; inert n9

; its

constituents nl7 ; arguments for the

existence of n63
;

its pravritti is

inexplicable n67f.
;

its pravritti

n69, n71, n72,
Pradh?Snavadin, not I ho best Logi-

cian 25.

pradyumna nl99, n204
;

a mode of
God 139, n203.

Prajstpati and prFCnas 75.

Prajfijl-piTramita nl63.
J'rakriti, independent Pist Principle

7 ;
sec Pradh;Xna. •

Pr.lnas, supremacy among 75 ; l.lioir

live varieties and localities ii44.

pr;\njTy?Xma, its varieties delined

n44f.

pranidhnna ril90.

prasanga-dialectics nlOO, nl07, 155,

nl59.
Prasa’Jtapjlda n95, n97, n99, nil 3,

his bhfXshya quoted n87f,

pratisaiiikhya nl47.
pratisaiilkhyri-nirodha 109, nllf);

delined and explained nl42f.

pratityasnmutpJlda n83, iil27, ni32,

nl35
;

see also avidyiX-causation

and Paticlicha-samuppada.
pratyTisatti nl5.
pratyayas nl4l

;
their kinds ex-

plained nl41
;

see also hctiipratya-

,

pratyahhi ifijl school nl94 ;
’ts iden-

tity with spanda-school nl94n
j

principle iil94n.
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pravritti and apraviitti u5-l.

l^ravritUvijnSna ulii5.

FremUnandu, his date n202.
production, the process of n43f.
proofs, their validitv and invalidity

pudgala (Jain) 127, n:^78, ®179
;

theory of the Jainas nll2
;
delfned

nl39.
Puggalapanfiatti nll6.
Piipphachuliao nl76.
Puppbiao nl76.
purana, its contents iriO.

Purandaradas n202.
Por^avarniau 45, ii42.

Purusha, aupaiiishada 10 ; his im-
Gontamiuated natiue 10 : see aUn
Saihkhya.

punishSathas, their varieties nb.
Puyvas nl75.
Purvas, Fourteen iiHO.

Rachana n67, n70.

raddhanta a 114.

Rajaatiya n34.
Rajavarinuii n42, n tt
Uainadasa i)202.

Kamananda, his dale n2()2.

lianado n 201 hi,

IMinaiiiija, the Vnisliuava teacher
ri201; iiis date n202', diiVeronccs in

slitra iiitorprctatiou aUt n22, u23
u27, n-M, nl5, ul6, iii7, nlS, ii53,

n55, II 67, iiTOj iiTl, u72, n78

;

(quoted), iiHl, nS5, ii97, (quo(ed),
ul35, nl46, nio^f., iilh7, nLS8,

nl96, n2U4, n20r).

Rahgar;lm:iiiiija n58.

lfatiiapraldi:T n28, n90, iil25, nl37,

nJ38, nl44; quoted n29, n32, n48,

n92, 11 127, nl39, nl iri, ti 191.

it^vanabhiishya n'JO, iill3.

R:lyapJiscntti
j
j a iil76.

re-ahsorption, see dissoluiiuii.

realism, Vai4esliika iil lJ.

• Koality, its knowleilgo leyond tho

ken of reasoning 2.5
;

its true

knowledge from untrue Scriptures

33; knowledge of ult.iiuate reality

aTinihilates activities based on
distinctions 35; its knowledge
nil ; Ihiddhist reality nl'-^O. nl2l

(bjihya), nl21 ( Miitava ).

reasoning, its scope in lhahman
knowledge 17 ; its do* eptivo nature

17
;
its iiou-stability 23 '.; its worst
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possibilities 23f
; its jurisdiction

27
;
its pnipose in Vedfmta 69.

litjulatw/i vf ihe SaM'hytis Topic 1

( 11. ii. 1- 10) 69li:.

Hejutaliun n/’ the Atomic Theory^
Topic 3 ( li. ii. 12-17) 8811.

lie/nlaliofi of Idealism. Topic 5 (II.
ii. 28^-32) 11611.

Hefafation of Jain Philosophy. Topic
6 CU. ii. 33-36) 127lV.

Refatatiijn. of Theism^ Topic 7 ( II.

ii. 37-41 )’J33IL-.

lUfutation or PnatihaTatTa^ Topic 8
(IL ii. 42-4.5) 138tV.

n mcinhiunce ( ibiddhist ) impossible
1 !2f.

irinincial ini', i il»<‘d by tlie Veda
and Yoga JO.

Reprobate Theorn !*^ Topic 4 (II. i. 12)

26f.

Rbys Davids iil 30 .

Right knowledge (I.)Udilhi>l.) 1 10.

Right knowledge (4ain) 129.

Rigvedu, quoted 17, 66, n2G, n45.

Rijnsutra nls2.

Itudra nl91, nl92.
UudrSpI ti192.

Rudru-f>iva nl99.

rOpa nl24.
rupaskandha nl23.

Sahara u34, ul69
;
quoted n8, nil,

ni5, u37, n52.

Sahda nl83.

b’.-K'iiciiappa Vitya nl75.

Sugaia 7.

Suivisin, its origins li 192(T; its early
hi-itoi y nl93

;
its iXgamas nl93

;

Tamil and Dravidian nl93
;
dilVe-

r<‘ii« e in the Schools of nl25 ;

tlieir dress et<'. nl.72
;

see also

Maliesvaras.
srikshia nll)2, iii()3.

Sal is’ ambasritra nl27.

Samnbliii u'jhu (Jain) nlS3.

S.imanuai halasii'ta nl(U).

>amaiiva\a no.

S.\Mi.ui\a .'^7
; detined .ind described

n Iti.

Sumaviiy.i, ii87, n.l09, iil07f., nl57

;

its i(‘futalioii 91 f ; crilicisui of the
Iheurv «>f 98,99,0*0: dolined and
do“-vib. d n37f., n99f.

;
see also

Ini in ale Relation.

Sauiavayar.ga nl75.

Saiii ibya n293.
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Saiiigharakshita uU2.
Saiiigralia (Jaiu) nl82,

Samhitas of the UhiTgavatas n201

;

their four Padas : live Logics

of n205.
Sariijha (skaudhu) nJ22.

Samkarshapa 13^: ul99, u2()4; the

mode of ii203.

SaihkhSra 8ee Saiiiskilia (Buddhist).

Ssihkhya) its priuciplcs nol met in

the Veda 8 ;
its refutation 69lT

;
its

profoundly rationalistic basis 69;

incoherent on account of contra-

dictions 80ff; its etyiuoiogy nl6 ;

OTJ threefold nature of the worl<i

nl7f ; its Bffvuyava Pradliitiia ii52;

exposition of the system n58-ii62;
• its idealistic tendency n62; cosino-

genesis in ii76;gencalogical table of

creation according to S^iiikliya n77;

points of its refutation summari-
sed nSOff; history of tlie system
n82f

;
in the GTtS and the Upani-

Bhads n83;in Mahilbh strata n83; in

PurJSnas n83; dress etc., proscribed

for the followers nl72.

SSihkhya and Yoga, plurality of

seWes in 7; the two Siiiritis, reason

for their special refutation U; na-

ture of their authoritativenoss 10,

Ssiiikbya in Bhagavadgitil ul91.

SSmkhyakSrikrls n6, nl5, n37n|Uoted

7, n7, nl6, nl7, n35, n50, n60, nb2,

n69, n73, n74, n76, n78.
*

SUihkhyapravaclianabliasliya n82

;

quoted n95.

Ssriikhyasutras n82; «|Uo1ed n to, n75.

Samkhyatattvakauimull ti82 : mi also

Tattvakaiimudi.

Saihkabepasariraka n27.

saihsarga defined n65.

samskara nl23, nl30, nl34, iil42

saiu^losha, defined iil09.

saihtana nl25, nl45.

Samtliffra nl77.

Sarhyara (Jain) ril78.

Saihvritisatya nl71.

Saihyoga 92, 98, 99, 100; defined and
desoribed n38, nl06, nlo7f.

Sarayuttanikayu nll6.

Sapdilya 142; Bhaki isutras of ii202.

Sanjaya Belatthiputta nl82.
Sankarami^ra nll3.
Saptublianginayii, Jnin J27, iil80;

refuted 12711.; ste alsu Syfuivs'ula

Sarvadar4aiias)iigraha n82, nl86,
nl97; quoted nl95.

Sarvaju^tiiian n27.

^Sriputra nll9.

SarvSstivnida and SarvaativJCdina,

nll7, nll9, nl40, ul41, ni43, ul47,

iilJl, Mula^SarvastivSdina nll9
;

their canon nl 19
;
their theory of

Dharmas nl20; atomism of nl21f

;

on hetupratyaya nl24; summary
of its refutation by Sankara nl54r.

Sat, Jain definition of nl79.

l^atapathabriXlnnaija, quoted 14.

SatkHrapavrcda u43.
Satsampatti n50.
SStvatas nl99.
SaiitrAntikaa nll2, nll7, ull9f

;
their

doctrine of Time jill3. *

Schrailer F. Otto iw, ii201.

Seriptures 6, 7, 11, 32, 33, 57 ;
n2l;

see also Veda.
Self, its unity in nil beings 7 ;

it^^

manifold creations 58f:., see also

Soul.

sense-organs S, n!3.

sentiency arid non-senticncy SCf.

sha'hTyiitana nl30, nl34,

Slnolgonya n202.

Shashtitantra n7, ii82.

Shatpadistutra, quoted n23.
Sber Shah n40.

SiddhSnta nil4.

Sishtas nlOf.

4ishtA.parigrah;lh 26.

Sisnadovah nl92.

Siva, n92n, iil93
;
see also Umlra

Skanda nl93.

Skandhas 103, nl22f.

SlokavSittika n25, nl71.
Smiitis, heterodox, tlieir refnlation

311., uatiiro of tlieir authority 6.

sneha ni21.

Socrates nl82.
Sogen nils, nl21, nl23, nl44, nl4H,

nlhl.

Somsnujulanittha n I94n.

Sona n40.

Sophists nl82.
Soul, loss of its sentiency J.3

;
as

creator, not adiuissibio 49r
;

not
able to wind up liis own maya
50; Soul (Siliiikhya) devoid of
activity 75f.

;
liis purpose and

iiature 77f.
;
nJS: Soul (Vaisesliiku)

in pralaya n90; Soul (Jain) 130, 131
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1.32; Soul (Snpmuo) ;i.-i.sujju‘« modes
1-3l)

;
SmiI

( V;i. .osliik'.'i ) M'J6f.
Sniil

( J.iin il.-, n.lHJ
;

its

dill«*rcnt. boilir; n
;

ils inugiii-
liidc nl85; iu ocntial
particles ni97

;
its bodies in v^tul.c*.

of lilwatioii nJ.S9.

space, sec Akasa.
Spauda, principle jiud school nlii:3,

nl94n
;

its identity with piatya-
' bin

j
hili-Bchool iilOSn.

sparsa nl30, iilb t.

Spencer 1165 .

sphere of works in iScriptiiros 31.

Srautasatras ii57.

Srldhara n76, nU/, 11 113.

Srinivar’jfj, dilIojMic(is in sutra-inlc.r-

prctatioii u70, nlltj.

SrikuMt.ha nl35, nl93
;
quoted nl97,

nl9S
;

dillcrcoice.s in .mtra- inter-

pretation ui3, n22, n27, n4r>, u47,
n4s, iihH, n67, n71, n72, n84, nll6,

11152, ni67, nl SS, niyt), nl98, n204,
n206.

Srughiiii 13, Ti'Vj, nlo.

Sruti 6, 9 ;
and pratyaksha nl7

;

SriUi and Siunn ulOf, nl2.

StliFlvara (jivas) nl84.

siibject-objoci-relal ion 27f.

subliminal impi'essionr», .s '<{ vasanas.

Siibramauian iv. ll. nl92.

Substance-quality a*datiou 97f.,

8uddh?ulvaita n202.

Sugh u40.

SunaWepa n34.

Sony a, its positive character iil42.

Sanyavada and Sanyavldins 12(3,

nll7, nl41, nloo, nlfid, nl67, nl()8,

nlil
;
of the liinayana nllH

;
«)f

the Mahayjlnii iilisi disUiiguished

from MSytlvSda nl65.

Supcriuteiulents 1.4.

Stxradrisa^ his date n202.

Surestvara 11I86.

Suiiy apaiiijatti n 17

8

Sntras, defimvl and described n3.

Suttanipjlta nllb ;
of the Vlula

sarv^.Btivftdins nll9.

Siittapitaka nllb.

Snttasamgalin nil 5,

Suttavi bhahii:

Siiyagadanga ri.l75.

SvildhySya, deftnod ii2(t3.

Svalaksinijia n l(»l.

Svarajya n.'W

•Svaiiii, N ai asi ridia - ji 1 92,

Svettiinbai'a.^ nl7S, nL99.

Svcta.Aalara Ijpani.shad, quoted 5,

9, 10, 37, 53, 55, 0.1
;
nU, nl5, nl8,

n53, n5‘Jf.

Syj'uh'ada nl79, nl81
;
formulation

of nlB2
;
purpose of the diiloront

motlc.-i in nl83.

Taittiriya-saihhita 7.

Taitti 1 ly a-brahma n a 10.

Taitti riy a-aranyaka .'37.

Taittirlya-npaiiishad, (inotcil 13, 18,

36, 40, 41. 49, .1 11, 281
;

ii58.

'.raijusa (body) nlS4, nl8‘j.

'I’akakiisn n 1.(38.

Tamil Veda n202.

' I’a n ' 1 ul avey ri I i \ a n 177

.

tanmatras nhl, n77, n94.
Tan Ira 4, n6.

taptaiundra n206.
tapyatapakabhilva 81f; u78f,
Tarkabhash:! nll3.

Tarkukanmucli nll3.

TarkapSda n58, n74.

Tarkasaiiigraha nll3
;
quoted nl05.

tathatji 11 1(33, nl67.

Tattva 11205.

Tal tvakatimudl n65
;
»iaoted n69

;
sec

SaiiikhyatattvakauinudT.

'CattvartharajavSrttika nl83, iil85.

'j'attvasam'Ssa n82.

ruttvasaingrahapahjika nl58.

teachers of Upanishadic tradition 21.

Thanahga nl75.

Thaiicshvar n40.

Thcragatha 11II6.

Thcrigatha ti116.

Thibaut, tl. n205.

(.iiiio nl3f; Sautrantika ilocl.riuo of

11-3.

'I'ipitaka nil.)
;
books of the same

iiU5lV.

tirthakaras nl89.

Tclaiig, .liistice u.39, nlO, n42.

roll ny son, qnole»l nfi6.

M asa (
I ivas )

n.lS4.

Irishua nl3().

i ji\iitkarana 11 94.

ruth, higlio.u, \ii nature and kuow-

leclge 2.5
,

.sniircc of its knowledge

26r.

'riikarfima, his d;i,lc n202

Tulasi‘la.sa, date ji202.
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UdSiiii 11.116.

Udttyanii 1161',
;
(inutod nUJ4.

LMdyolaknra uli:^,

Uiiaecn .syc adrialita.

UpSclaua nl.J0; doliu(;d n‘!03.

UpahSra 11 195.

Twelve, Jain 11 176.

Ux^anishada, ^laiviio 11 19^.

Upat^lesliu 11 109.

Upavarsba iil69.

UppSya iil7o.

Utturajjhayana ii.l74, ul77.
Uttaramiiiiansasutra n57

;
see also

P>rahinasutra.

Uvasagada:s3o nl76,

VadiSrambhana, sec Word-initia-
tion.

VScliaspatiaiitira ul7, ii27, n2S, u45,
n65, ii90, uII3, nll4, iil27, iil29,

11191.

Vaibljashikas nil 7, nil 91'.

vaikrlyii n.l-St.

Vailviunliia n>:(‘;'.,

VaiiiayiUa iij7;'.>.

Vuiragya, doiiiuMl and recouniiiMid-

ed 11 16.

VaiJ^osliika and Vni'^eshikas iiHl.

nS6, n90, ii91, 095, ii97, 099, nlOO,
nlOl, iill-i, iill5, 11.114, Ml7d; their
theory of altiins expounded Nj

:

their refutation 8H1V.
;
their six eat-

ogories 97; reasons Cor disearding
the system 102, 103; th<‘.y arc senii-
iiibilists 103

;
its founder's tradi-

tional histories Ti25r; liieir theory
of atoms n52; general .survey of its

refutation by ^aiikara nllOf;
origin.s and develupnionts traced
nll2fi:.

Vai4eshika (topic of tlie Paheharatra)
n205.

Vaiiscshikasutra, quoted 87, 94, 95,

98, 99; ri92f., n99, iilOl, nl02, nl04.
Vai4eshikasatropaskara nll3.
Vaishr^ava teachers ii201,

Vaisli^ava Veda.s ii202.

vSkyabheda u92.
Vakyapadiya, quoted n25, n31.
Vabibhi, Council of nl74.
Vallabha nl47

;
his date n202

;

ilifferences in Sutva-interpelation..
nl3, n22, n27, !i36, u46, n47, n48,
n52, n70, n71, ii72, ii75, nSb, nl46,
iil67, nl71, nl88, n204.

VanhidasSo ul76.

VarShainihirM nl06.
Vanlbamana nl73

;
see Mahavira.

Varshagauya n7.

Varttikas, delii\cd and described ii4f.

Vanina nl99.
Vasu/^ag nl6r>f.

VasiibandJiu nll8, nl21, nl45, 11 150,

nl68.

Vaaudova, a inode of Cod 139; ideii-

Ulied with ^^al•^iy ana Vishnu n200;

his ybitdgunya ii202.

Vasngupla nl94n.
Vasumiira nll3, iill9.

Vatsyayana ii97
;
quoted 1195,

VavaliBra nl77.

Veda n]y7; as the source of know-
ledge of iiigber truth its aiitho-

ritativouess nl2f;^ils iiati.-io, ae<‘or-

diiig to the Miniansakas ul6; on
higher reality/ nl6.

vedauii iil30, nl34.
vial.-unCskandha nl22.
Vedanta^^.Tstra, its purpose n57f.
ve.ilaniya (Jain) 11 186.

Vedantakalpataru 1186.

VedSntaparihliaslia nl07
;

qiioied

ii77f., nl64.
VedaiitHsaru, qiioO'd n92, n9J.

V^ibhanga 11II6.

Vibhaslia nll9.
N'lbhava (a form of Lord siiianife.'ii a-

tion) 11205.

Vidbi (^aiva arth.i) nl95.
Vidy5pgda nl97.
Vidyapati, his date n202.

Vijayadss n202.
Vijjanuppavaya iil75.

vijnana nl30, ald4, 11I6I, ul62,
nl67

;
as sclMuminous ul63.

VijnSiiabliiksliu ii82
;
dilVorciioes in

satra-inlerpretations ii70,ii71, n72,

n74, n76, uS5f, nl46, nl65, nl88,

n203.
vijnSuaskandba iil23.

Vijhanuvada and Vi jiianavadins

11II7, ul41, nl55f, nl6d, nl62, nl67,

nl68, nl69, iil71
;

its two truths

nl59
;
conception of nl63; also

called Yogkebaras nl66
;

their

doctrine nf. Void nl67; criticism of

Sankara’s r(‘futatioii of nl67f

;

see also Buddhism idealistic.

ViinSnavatthu nll6.
Vinayapitaka nll5, hooks of the

nll5.

Virartthava nl77.



Index im
Viriyappavaya iil75.

Vitiakha ul93.
Visishtadvaila n53, n202.
Visliyii, identilicd with VasMclova,

the Satvata n2(K).

Vifshi.ui-Narayaija nl99.
Vishnupnrana nlO, n20o.

Vijieshas ( ISamkhyii
) nf)l,

Vitai;da nlSf),

Vithoba n200.

Vivagasuyam iil75.

vivarta a24, ii29, n30.

viveka u59.
ViyBhapan^atti nl75.

Viishnia iil99.

Vritti n26.

Vrittikara nl69, nl72.
vyakta «£0.
vyahjans n26.

Vyaaa 27, n27.
Vyasabhashya

;
Yogablia^>hya.

VyavahBra Dl82;as a poini of view
nl82.

VyavabSrika (truth) a45, ii46, n47.
VyUha n205, Q207f

.

WuBailjow nll2.
Weber nl99.

Wheel of Law nl30.
Word-Initiation 29.

Word-Inidated world, Top^ 8 (11. i,

14-20) 29f

.

World, its disparity with Brahman
Ilf.; its aentieiicy and non-aenti-
oncy 13; itsiimnifold nature 71 ;

its origin from atoms 88f; external
world denied by VijhSnavSdin
1 1711. ;itg nature divstinguished from

* tiiat of Brahman n20
;
achetana

according to the SSmkhyas ii21
;

itskthiti and pralaya in I^Bhkara-

Vedanta n25; world a mere name
n29; its origination n55.

Yamaka nll6.
YStnunacharya n201.

Yaska u41.
Ya4omitra nl51.
Yatigika n2()5.

Yoga, as means to right knowledge

9; its beginnings nl4f
;
its stltras

nl5,* pro-Biiddbist nl5.

Yoga (Saiva artha) nl95.
Yoga (Bhagiivata dotinition) n203.
Yogabhashya ul05, nl07; quoted n92.
Yogacharas nll2, nl66, nl72

; iss

also Vijuanavadins.

Yogapada (in Saiva agama) nl97.
YogaSastra (?) 9, nl5.
Yogasmritiy Topic 2 (II. I. 3) 8ff.

YogSsulira nl68, nl96
;
quoted 16,

II 190.

Yugasutrablnlshya n76.
Yogic trance 22.














